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ABSTRACT
Young Women Who Marry Early And Attend The Community
College: Factors Which Influence The Completion
Of Associate Degrees
by
Donald Kenneth Bartholomay
The purpose of this study was to investigate, through
in-depth interviews, those factors which served to motivate
early marriage women in the attainment of associate degrees
and to identify characteristics of early marriage women who
were successful in completing associate degrees. The
details obtained from these interviews were interpreted and
their meanings used to generate propositions and
implications about the completion of associate degrees by
this group of students.
In order to arrive at an understanding of this
situation, the following questions needed to be addressed.
What early personal commitments were made regarding the
attainment of college degrees? what types of obstacles were
experienced by these women as they strived to complete their
associate degrees? What served as sources of motivation for
these individuals? In what ways did husbands support the
educational efforts of these successful women?
In-depth interviews were conducted with 28 early
marriage women (informants) who either completed associate
degrees or were within 12 semester hours of completing an
associate degree.
In addition, 15 in-depth interviews were
conducted with spouses, parents, and close friends of
informants (respondents). A marriage occurring at age 21
years or earlier was considered an early marriage.
The young women who were interviewed in this study
identified seven prevailing reasons for marrying early.
These reasons included feeling they were ready for marriage,
wanting financial and emotional security, having gotten
pregnant, wanting to escape parental influences, feeling
pressured by external forces, believing that marriage would
make attending college easier, and wanting some sort of
change in their lives.
There were three periods when the informants in this
study acknowledged having formed conscientious attachments
to the goal of attending college. These periods were in
iii

grade school, late high school, and immediate post-high
school.
The women in this study who married early chose to
attend and complete associate degrees at community colleges.
They identified six principal reasons for electing to
continue their educations at public two-year colleges.
These reasons included the comparative low cost of a
community college education, the colleges' location, the
quality of academic programs and the learning environment at
community colleges, the acceptance of married students at
community colleges, the desire for a pre-four-year college
experience, and the lack of academic backgrounds which were
competitive for scholarships at four-year colleges.
The informants also identified nine areas of adversity
that needed to be either overcome or managed. These
included having enough time for studying and the family,
dealing with financial difficulties, communicating
effectively with their spouses, being able to develop
relationships with other people, making sacrifices, securing
appropriate child care, worrying about getting pregnant,
addressing husbands' jealousies, and having conflicts with
in-laws.
The academic success experienced by the informants in
this study were attributed to a combination of factors in
three principle areas. These three areas included personal
characteristics, support provided by families, and support
provided by non-family associations.
It was found that
informants, more or less, shared the following attributes.
They were highly motivated, competitive, responsible,
committed, resilient, and hard working.
In addition, they
tended to have firm religious beliefs.
Families provided much support to the informants
throughout the time they were community college students.
Husbands, parents, and in-laws contributed significantly to
the academic efforts of these women. There were found to be
six levels of family support. These levels of support
included providing financial assistance, performing
household duties, helping with course work, providing
encouragement and emotional support, caring for children,
and celebrating success.
To a large extent, strict
adherence to traditional roles at home did not exist for
these women and their husbands. Many husbands readily
recognized the need to take a proactive stance regarding the
completion of household duties and tasks. There also
existed a community of close friends, outlying friends, and
associations that provided various levels of support to
these women.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Educational Trends and.Women
The participation rate of women in higher education has
been increasing.

From 1967 to 1988, the percent of female

high school graduates enrolled in college during the fall
semester following graduation rose from 47.2 percent to 60.7
percent fNational Center for Education Statistics. 1990).
In 1993, 45.4 percent of all students enrolled in
undergraduate study were to be found in one of America's
1,444 public and independent two-year colleges, and the
majority of those students were women ("The Nation", 1993).
Marks (1992) noted that 57 percent of all students who
enrolled in community colleges in the fall of 1990 were
women; in the southern region, the percentage was even
higher, being 58.3 percent.

Nationally, the portion of

women enrolled in community colleges in 1991 rose to an all
time high of 58 percent ("The Nation", 1993).

Clearly, more

women than men are seeking the educational opportunities
offered at community colleges.
In 1982, Randour, Stasburg, and Lipinan-Blumen (1982)
reported that the greatest enrollment increases for women in
higher education were found in community colleges.

This

claim was made during the period of rapid expansion of
community colleges throughout the United States.
1

While the

growth of new two-year colleges has leveled off, the trend
with respect to the enrollment of women has continued to
increase (Cohen & Brawer, 1989)*

In those states comprising

the southern region, women were responsible for more than 71
percent of the total increase in college enrollments over
the last decade and a half (Harks, 1992).
The influence of women in higher education was not only
realized by the large numbers of them who started attending
the community college, it was also realized by the increased
numbers of women who were graduating with associate degrees.
Women earned 55.5 percent of all associate degrees awarded
in the United States in 1985 (Marks, 1992).

In the 1989

academic year, they received 57.7 percent of all the
associate degrees (National Center for Education Statistics.
1991).

In 1990, the percentage of associate degrees being

earned by women rose to 58.2 percent, even though there was
a net decrease in the total number of associate degrees
earned from 1985 to 1990 (Marks, 1992).

It is estimated

that in 1994, women will receive 59.1 percent of all
associate degrees awarded; and by the year 2000, that number
will rise to almost 60 percent ("The Nation", 1993).
What would account for this increased rate of
participation in higher education on the part of women?
What has prompted women to opt for the community college
experience in such large numbers?
Consider first the question of the general increase in
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numbers of women in higher education.

In the 1940s, women

were encouraged to attend college and take courses primarily
for the purpose of acquiring skills and competencies that
would be beneficial to a husband and aid in his ascent up
the corporate ladder (Zuelow, 1983).

Today, women seek

training and education for their own career and job-related
reasons.

The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, together

with the Feminist Movement of the 1970s, played instrumental
roles in generating the wave of women who sought access to
higher education (Feiger, 1991).
Business, industry, education, and the professions,
such as law and medicine, have been actively recruiting
women in increasing numbers for positions which require
educational preparation beyond high school.

These

recruitment initiatives were motivated because of
accusations of gender inequity in hiring and promotion in
the workplace.

Naisbitt and Aburdene (1990) pointed out

that more than one-third of Procter and Gamble's marketing
executives are now women.

More than 49 percent of today's

accountants are women, compared to 21.7 percent in 1972
(Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990).

In 1975, women received only

11.7 percent of the MBA degrees that were awarded; at the
conclusion of the 1980s, the number had increased to 33
percent (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990).

From 1966 to 1987,

the number of MDs awarded to women rose from 7 percent to
32.3 percent (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990); and in 1991, it

increased to almost 36 percent ("The Nation"/ 1993). Only
3.5 percent of the law degrees were conferred in 1966 went
to women; this number rose to 40 percent in 1987 (Naisbitt
and Aburdene, 1990) and to 43 percent in 1991 ("The Nation",
1993).

The number of women teaching in colleges and

universities has risen to 27 percent (Pearson, Shavlik, and
Touchton, 1989).

In the period from the mid 1970s to the

mid 1980s, the number of women serving in senior
administrative positions in higher education has doubled
(Wilson, 1990).

Wilson (1990) asserted that "enrollment

trends in colleges during the 1980s indicate that women are
using education to enhance their social and career status"
(p. 69).

Clearly, in the 1990s, women will assume more

commanding positions in the world of work in terms of their
numbers, their influence, and their control.

For as Wood

(1991) put it, "Now, more than ever, women are able to
assume positions of higher authority and prestige, but only
with an education" (p. 23).
In order to meet this demand, higher education must be
prepared to accommodate those individuals desiring to earn
college degrees.

Responsively, colleges and universities

have been challenged to increase the number of adults
holding college degrees from the current level of 19 percent
to 35 percent by the year 2001 (Hall, 1991).

The trend of

awarding more associate, baccalaureate, graduate, and
professional degrees to women must continue.

Providing more baccalaureate instruction will be a
challenge, considering the overcrowding and financial
cutbacks currently being experienced by colleges and
universities.

As a possible solution, a number of states

are refocusing their attention on community colleges as a
means for serving more students in a more cost effective
manner.

This could be accomplished by encouraging students

and, in some instances, directing them to complete the first
two years of collegiate study of a bachelor's degree at a
community colleges (Mercer, 1992).

Because of budgetary

constraints, some states may even be forced to extend some
baccalaureate degree work on the campuses of community
colleges (Mercer, 1992).
However, as was identified earlier, since the early
1960s increasing numbers of students, and especially women,
have already been turning to the community college for
opportunities in higher education.

A number of attributes

have been identified which highlight the magnetic character
of the community college for women.

Women have identified

(1) easy access (Bers, 1983; Feiger, 1991; Rochlin, 1989;
Voorhees, 1987; Wood, 1991),

(2) low cost (Bers, 1983;

Rochlin, 1989; Voorhees, 1987),

(3) flexibility and

adaptiveness to accommodate part-time students (Bers, 1983;
Feiger, 1991),
(BerB, 1983),

(4) effective linkages with the community
(5) diverse program offerings (Rochlin, 1989;

Feiger, 1991) and (6) an emphasis placed on teaching (Bers,
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1983; Cohen & Braver, 1989) as reasons why they have decided
to attend community colleges.
Rochlin (1989) maintained that, for women, self
motivation was seen as the primary reason for attending twoyear colleges.

Wood (1991) claimed that many women desired

education or training in order to promptly enter the
workforce; community colleges were able to satisfy their
needs.

It has also been noted that when educational needs

and goals changed, community colleges were able to
functionally and philosophically adapt to these changes
(Dziech, 1983; Cohen & Brawer, 1989).

A m o v e , Altback, and

Kelly (1992) and McLaughlin and others (1988) have asserted
that women often must obtain more education than men in
order to be recognized in the workforce.

Community colleges

have been able to provide this needed education.
Of the 2,478,000 women who attended America's two-year
colleges in 1991, half of them attended on a part-time basis
("The Nation", 1993).

In community colleges in the South,

part-time attenders account for more than 60 percent of the
total enrollment (Marks, 1992).

This large part-time

component reflects some important characteristics of the
female student population found in community colleges.
For the roost part, these students are older and
simultaneously interested in developing careers, improving
their financial statuses, and parenting families (Dziech,
1983, Cohen & Brawer, 1989).

The 1970s and 1980s witnessed
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large numbers of women referred to as reentry or returning
students who turned to community colleges for needed
educational opportunities and services.

Throughout this

period of time, there was a growing dissatisfaction on the
part of some women with the solitary roles that were
traditionally expected of housewives.

In addition, with a

general lessening of home responsibilities as children in
families grew up, women were seeking outlets for personal
and career development (Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980; Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986, Cohen & Brawer, 1989).
The prevalent part-time dimension of community colleges
became an attractive drawing feature for these returning
women students.

This population of adult female students

embraced the formation and growth of special reentry
programs and Women's Resource Centers (Feiger, 1991).
Starks (1987) reported on the "parking lot syndrome," which
related to the fact that these part-time students often came
to and left college with little outside participation in
college activities.

The social environment was limited to

classroom activities, walks between classes, and parking lot
conversations when students prepared to leave campus after
their classes.

Der-Karabetian & Best (1984) have suggested

that adult women attend college to learn and not to make
friends.
These women often experienced difficulties as they
pursued their collegiate goals.

Role conflict associated

with being a student, a spouse, an employee, and/or a parent
(Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980; Bers, 1983; Huston-Hoburg &
Strange, 1986, Teachman & Polonko, 1988), together with an
inability to effectively manage time (Feiger, 1991; Wilson,
1990), were often cited as sources of stress.

Women also

expressed concern about their financial situation as they
participated In the college experience (Bers, 1983;
Badenhoop & Johansen, 1980).

Feiger (1991) found that

younger female students seemed to experience more academic
pressures than did older, more mature students.

She also

found that younger female students were more concerned about
their affiliation needs or developing relationships, whereas
the older female students tended to be more focused on
occupational concerns.
Because of these reasons, female students were more
likely to "stop-out” of college for a period of time
(Dillion, 1990).

They were more inclined to start college,

fall in love, get married, leave college before graduating,
and start having children (Gilbert, 1993; Holland &
Eisenhart, 1990).

When their children were older, they then

entertained thoughts of returning to college and completing
the degrees they had started.
Despite the fact that these difficulties did and
continue to exist, some young women persisted to graduation
even though they were married.

Some women who married early

accomplished their academic goals on-time even though they

were raising small children and/or working.
happen?

How did this

What factors contributed to their success?
Marital Trends and. Women

In 1981, 52 percent of women between the ages of 20 and
24 were unmarried as compared to 28 percent in 1960
(Henslin, 1985).

The median age of first marriages for

women has increased from 20.6 years in 1970 to 23.7 years in
1988 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1991).

The developing

trend has been for women to delay a first marriage.

In

fact, the average age of first marriages for women has been
increasing .2 to .3 years per year since 1970.

These delays

in marriage may be attributed to women's desires to finish
college and begin their careers (Richards & Gottfredson,
1983; Gilbert, 1993; Goldscheider & Waite, 1986; Marini,
1984a, 1984b, 1985).

Bumpass and Sweet (1991) maintain that

there is an increase in the number of young women who are
choosing to live with someone of the opposite sex rather
than get married.

They contend that the rise in median age

of first marriage is actually being offset by an increase in
the number of women under the age of 25 years who elect
cohabitation over marriage (Bumpass & sweet, 1991).
However, some women, for various reasons, have chosen
not to delay marriage.

In 1988, 17.7 percent of all first

time marriages involved a teenaged woman (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1992).
early marriage.

Pregnancy is still viewed as a cause for an
In addition, the threat of infection by

HIV, the causative agent of AIDS, can not be overlooked.

It

is recognized that the transmission of this fatal disease
can occur through heterosexual intercourse.

The headline

article of USA Today on June 16, 1993, read: "AIDS top
killer of young adults in 64 cities" (Snider, 1993, June 16,
p. 1).

Is it possible that the number of marriages between

young people may increase as men and women attempt to select
permanent partners at an earlier age?

Will an early

marriage be viewed as a viable option to avoid the risk of
infection as a result of sexual contact which may be
associated with premarital dating, love, and romance?

The

answers to these questions extend beyond the scope of this
study and may be answered by future research.
There are, however, negative consequences associated
with early marriages.

Historically, early marriage has been

viewed as a social act which curtails educational attainment
(Alexander & Reilly, 1981; Beyer, 1969; Kerckhoff & Parrow,
1979; Marini, 1984b; Teachman & Polonko, 1988).

According

to Clark, DeBord and Vasiloff (1982), Lowe and Witt (1984),
and Teachman & Polonko (1988), early marriage has more of a
bearing on the educational attainment of women than it does
on men.

Bumpass, Rindfuss, and St. John (1980) suggested

that age at first marriage may have a greater effect on
determining the level of educational attainment than the age
at which a person has his or her first child.

However,

Marini (1984b) and Teachman and Polonko (1988) found that

both marriage and parenthood negatively influenced the
educational outcomes of women, and these negative influences
were largely independent of each other.

Teachman and

Polonko (1988) further found that the negative impact of
marriage and parenthood on education exhibited a more
pronounced effect on women who began these roles at younger
ages.

Lowe and Hitt (1984) reported that out of a sample of

510 women who married prior to the age of 18, only five of
these women completed undergraduate degrees.

It was also

found that matriculation at four-year colleges was more
likely to be adversely affected by marriage and parenthood
than it was at two-year colleges (Teachman & Polonko, 1988).
Community colleges tended to present far fewer barriers to
these nontraditional learners than did four-year colleges
and universities.

Flexible scheduling and easy access were

identified as two community college characteristics which
benefitted young married and/or parenting female students
(Teachman & Polonko, 1988).
Because early marriage has had differential inhibitory
effects on educational attainment, early marriage for
females has been viewed as a significant career contingency
(Lowe & Hitt, 1984).

According to Clark, DeBord and

Vasiloff (1982), more women identified the decision to get
married as the reason for leaving college early than did
men.

This tendency is expected to change, however, as more

women are being encouraged to enter the labor force.
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Community colleges have a history of responding to the needs
of their students.

It is believed that there will be a

decreasing penchant to let marriage interfere with the
educational attainment of young women.
Statement_of_Problem
For community colleges to continue to be responsive to
the needs of their students, more must be learned about the
social milieu in which learning is framed.

Given the

changing social climate experienced by women in the areas of
family and family life roles, participation in higher
education, and career development, several important
questions remain unanswered.
When do young women decide to attend college, and why
do they decide to go to community colleges?
who plan to attend college marry early?

Why do women

What motivating

factors and obstacles affect women who married early and, as
continuous students, pursue and/or complete associate
degrees at two-year community colleges?

What

characteristics of early marriage female community college
students contributed to their successful completion of
associate degrees?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate, through
in-depth interviews, those factors which served to motivate
and obstruct early marriage women in the attainment of

associate degrees, and to identify characteristics of early
marriage females who were successful in completing associate
degrees.

The stories about the experiences of women who

married at age 21 years or younger, pursued associate
degrees as young married persons, or completed degree were
examined.

The details garnered from these interviews were

interpreted and their meanings used to generate propositions
about actions which could be taken by educators to enhance
the successful completion of associate degrees by early
marriage females.
In order to arrive at an understanding of this
situation, the following questions needed to be addressed.
What were the reasons for these women experiencing an early
marriage?

What early personal commitments were made

regarding the attainment of a college degree?

What were the

obstacles experienced by women who married early and
concomitantly strived toward the completion of associate
degrees?

What served as sources of motivation for

completing the degrees?

In what ways did husbands support

and/or impede the educational efforts of these women?

What

roles did other significant persons, besides the husbands,
play in assisting these women to complete their degrees?
The answers to these questions and others should prove to be
both enlightening and useful to teachers and administrators
in community colleges.
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Significance of the study
If higher education is to respond to the expectations
of women in the process of obtaining the requisite skills
and knowledge needed to contend for positions in business,
industry, and the professions, then community colleges must
be better prepared to serve those students referred to as
early marriage females.

As the development of technology in

our society increases, the need for participation in post**
secondary education also increases.

Community colleges must

be prepared to provide educational opportunities to both
traditional and nontraditional students.
Middle-class ideology holds that life events are
patterned as follows:

(1) schooling,

(2) career development,

(3) marriage, and (4) children (Farrell, 1990).

However,

for various reasons, this pattern may be amended with
marriage arriving at some point during the schooling
process.
It is further recognized that the successful pursuit of
the American dream may require that families become a twojob families or a two-career families.

Participation in

higher education with the acquisition of a degree is often
required for entry into most careers and good paying jobs.
"The desire - or the need - to be in the labor force has
become a major motivation for obtaining a higher degree of
education" (McLaughlin et al., 1988, p. 32).
for both men and women alike.

This is true

Much has been written in the literature about returning
women and higher education (Apps, 1988; Astin, 1976; Beutell
& O'Hare, 1987; Carbone, 1988; Copeland, 1988; Gittell,
1986; Glass & Rose, 1987; Hooper, 1979; Jacobi, 1987; Karen,
1990; Loseth & Moreau, 1988; Molstad, 1984; Papier, 1980;
Ross, 1988; Roy, 1986; Sperling, 1991; St. Pierre, 1989;
Tarule, 1988; Tittle & Denker, 1980; Wood, 1991).

The

ability of community colleges to respond to this type of
non-traditional student in providing career training and
educational preparation is well documented (Bauer, 1989;
Brootkowski, 1989; Patterson & Blank, 1985; Safman, 1988;
Weis, 1985).

However, the literature is lacking in

information which relates to women who married early and
then, as continuous students, successfully pursued associate
degrees.

In other words, some women completed their

associate degrees, for the most part on-time, despite the
fact that they were married.

We do not know what went right

in these cases.
This study is important because it will identify and
describe factors which tend to support and inhibit early
marriage women in the successful completion of associate
degrees.

It is recognized that the number of married

college students is increasing (Houser, Konstam & Ham,
1990), and it should also be acknowledged that one segment
of this growing college population includes the early
marriage female.

The analysis should be useful to colleges
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in the areas of student recruitment and retention.

As

colleges become more cognizant of the importance of adult
learners, efforts should be made to accommodate the needs of
this student.

Early marriage women, with their distinct

characteristics, will also assume more significant roles in
directing the development of college programs and services.
Limitations
This study was limited to looking at those factors
which had served as motivators and inhibitors for women who
married early and persisted to the completion of associate
degrees.

Since this study relied on qualitative research

techniques, much time and effort was spent talking with
participants, reading the written transcripts of the audio
taped interviews, coding, interpreting, and analyzing the
testimony gleaned from in-depth interviews (Denzin, 1989a;
Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

The strengths and weaknesses

associated with qualitative research in general, and
interviewing in particular, served to limit the collection
of information for this study.

It was imperative that the

participants be cooperative and willing to provide the
information that was desired.
that this was indeed the case.

There was no reason to doubt
In order to maximize the

results of this study, it was necessary that appropriate
questions be asked and that keen listening skills be
employed.

Otherwise, meaningless information might have

been obtained.

The purpose of this study was to extricate meaning
about the experiences of early marriage female community
college students from the verbal accounts provided by a
sample of these women and other people.

Therefore, accurate

and candid recollection of events and situations was crucial
to the development of this meaning and the consequential
propositions.

A lack of accuracy and candor by the

participants would have restricted the reliability of this
study.

This, however, did not seem to be a factor in the

study.

It appeared that all interviewees offered frank and

sincere responses.
In addition, gender issues are sometimes difficult to
explore.

In this study, the researcher or interviewer was a

male, seeking information about the experiences of female
college students.

This of itself could have had a limiting

effect on the scope and outcome of the study.
did not seem to present a problem.

However, it

The researcher

endeavored to be sincere and trustworthy in all aspects of
the investigation.
It was acknowledged ahead of time that the researcher
may distort the quality of the data being collected by
allowing personal biases to enter the interviewing process.
Marshall and Rossman (1989) advised qualitative researchers
to be vigilant of this liability when using interviews as
the sole mechanism for collecting data.

This researcher

respected the admonition offered by Marshall and Rossman.
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Definitions
Adult
According to Darkenwald and Merriam (1982), an adult is
any person who has abandoned the role of full-time student
and has adopted a new role of worker, spouse, and/or parent.
This does not suggest that an adult cannot be a student.

It

simply means that an adult has assumed certain social
responsibilities which challenge the role of being a
student.
Earlv_Warriage
According to Carlson (1979), a person married early if
he or she married before becoming eighteen years of age.
Lowe and Witt (1984) contended that the usual age of
graduation from college (four-year) is 22 and that this age
represents the median age of first marriages among American
adults; therefore, any marriage prior to age 22 should be
considered early.

Since the median age for a first marriage

is no longer. 22 but has risen to 23.7 years, this definition
of an early marriage was considered to be less appropriate.
For the purpose of this study, an early marriage was
considered to be one occurring up to and including 21 years
of age.
The age of 21 was selected because it is used by our
society as a screening tool for allowing participation in
certain sanctioned adult activities, such as the purchasing
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of alcoholic beverages and being elected to public office.
Access to these activities is denied before reaching this
age on grounds of being "too young."
often the age of 21 is used as a hiring criterion for
employment.

The newspaper employment classifieds are

replete with items containing the phrases "of legal age 21",
and "must be over 21."
Over 62 percent of all full-time community college
students were 21 years of age or younger in 1991 ("The
Nation, 1993).

It is assumed that younger individuals tend

to be full-time attenders.
In addition, 43 percent of all women married between
the ages of 20 and 24 in 1993 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1993).

This 20 to 24 year old age group contains the

largest number of female marriages.

The age of 21 falls in

the lower half of this age group.
These are the subjective reasons used for accepting age
21 as the delineation of an early marriage.
that this judgement may be open to criticism.

I acknowledge
Using age 21

as the upper limit of an early marriage meets the purpose of
this study, and it is more conservative than the age of 22
used by Lowe and Witt (1984).

Considering that the average

age of first marriages has been increasing since 1984 and
Lowe and Witt accepted age 22 as an early marriage, then it
is entirely appropriate to use the lower age of 21 in this
study to define an early marriage.
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Meaning
The motives and meanings of the decisions and actions
made by the participants during the undergraduate experience
were Investigated In this study.

It was evident that

quantitative procedures would not provide the degree of
meaning necessary to comprehend the situation as described.
Meaning needed to be derived through the analysis of verbal
accounts offered by the interviewees.

According to Denzin

(1989b),
The act of interpreting gives meaning to an experience.
Meaning refers to that which is in the mind or the
thoughts of a person* Meaning, in this sense, speaks
to the significance, purpose, and consequences of a set
of experiences for an individual. Meaning is embedded
in the stories persons tell about their experiences.
Once experiences have been interpreted, understandings
of them can be understood.
In understanding, the
meaning of an experience is comprehended and grasped,
understandings can be emotional and cognitive, (p. 104)
He proceeded to define meaning as:
what an experience means to a person, defined in terms
of intentions and consequences; meaning is always
triadic, involving interaction between a person, an
object, and action taken toward the object; meaning is
interactional, interpretive, open-ended, often
ambiguous, inconclusive, and conflictual. (p. 143)
In-deoth Interview
The desired understanding was best achieved through a
qualitative approach.

In this study, meaning was revealed

through in-depth interviews.

The interview is "a face to

face verbal interchange in which one person, the
interviewer, attempts to elicit information or expressions
of opinion or belief from another person or persons"
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(Maccoby and Maccoby, 1954, p. 499).

Lincoln and Guba

(1985) have offered that an interview is a purposeful
dialogue.

The in-depth interview provided the opportunity

to probe into the undergraduate experiences of the
participants.

According to McCracken (1988),

The long interview is one of the most powerful
methods in the qualitative armory. For certain
descriptive and analytic purposes, no instrument
of inquiry is more revealing. The method can take
us into the mental world of the individual, to
glimpse the categories and logic by which he or
she sees the world. It can take us into the
1ifeworld of the individual, to see the content
and pattern of daily experience. The long
interview gives us the opportunity to step into
the mind of another person, to see and experience
the world as they do themselves, (p. 9)
It is a method of personal inquiry.

An interview allows the

researcher to obtain large amounts of information quickly
(Marshall & Rossman, 1989).
Informants
Interviews in this study were conducted with early
marriage female students and graduates; these interviewees
were the informants.

These informants were selected based

on their ability to meet certain criteria as outlined in
chapter 3.
Respondents
The husbands of these women and other significant
persons who were attentive to the informants as
undergraduates were also included in the interviewing agenda
as deemed needed.

These individuals were the respondents.
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Respondents other than husbands were identified by the
female informants and included mothers and close friends.
Propositions - Hypotheses
Data gleaned from this study were analyzed and used to
generate propositions or hypotheses.

According to Denzin

(1989a), these two terms may be used interchangeably.
Denzin defines a hypothesis, or proposition, as "a statement
of relationship between two or more concepts" (Denzin,
1989a, p. 57).

Since concepts represent conditional

perspectives of the real world, these propositions are also
intended to be provisional statements which address the
experiences investigated in this study.
Theoretlcal_Framework
This research endeavored to explore the meaning of a
particular type of undergraduate experience as encountered
by early marriage females.

The relationship of these young

women to their social setting, their spouses, and close
significant others during this period was investigated and
analyzed.

These associations were considered from the

perspective of symbolic interactionism.

According to Denzin

(1989a), symbolic interactionism embraces what is sensed,
known, and understood in the construction of social reality.
In addition, as socially interactive beings, humans
participate in reflective and reflexive activities which are
used to help manage the deportment of self and others.

This
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enterprise results in people having interactions with others
in a sporadic, calculated, or negotiated manner.

According

to Denzin (1989a), "Interaction is symbolic because it
involves the manipulation of symbols, words, meanings, and
languages" (p. 5).
According to Hewitt (1989), symbolic interactionism is
important in the development of personal and social
identity.

It is through symbolic interaction that people

are naturally prompted to make sense of their experiences
and those of others,

consequently, how others view us and

how we view ourselves are subject to change.

It is through

symbolic interaction that individual and social acts are
observed in particular circumstances and thus are subject to
interpretation and explanation (Hewitt, 1979).
The undergraduate experiences of the early marriage
participants in this study embodied symbolic interaction.
The individual and social characteristics of the
participants resulted from the relationships they had with
others and the social settings to which they were exposed.
The verbal and nonverbal interaction occurring between
the researcher, the informants, and the respondents served
as the primary source of data.

The interview was the

methodological expression of symbolic interactionism which
was used to comprehend the meaning of the experiences of the
informants.

General Assumptions
People in similar social situations will share some
common circumstances.

In these occurrences, they will often

share precipitating events, situational dramas, and, at
times, parallel outcomes.

Their perceptions of life events

may also be congruent.
It should also be acknowledged that individuals may
have different experiences and perceptions in comparable
life situations.

The personal characteristics and

backgrounds of people will, in part, contribute to the way
they think, act, and socialize in particular settings.
Our comprehension of the world is constructed from our
personal experiences and from the interpretations others may
offer regarding these experiences.

Each of these sources of

information has a proclivity to be influenced by cultural
determinants such as age, gender, race, and religion.
This study proceeded with an appreciation and
understanding of the above points.

It was believed that

qualitative methodology provided the best approach for
comprehending the experiences of early marriage women who
pursued associate degrees in community colleges.
Objectives
The goal of this study was to explore what was entailed
in the completion of associate degrees by women who have
concomitantly chosen to marry at an early age.

This goal

was attained by considering the following four objectives:
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1.)

To identify the reasons these women elected to
marry early

2.)

To identify those factors which played a critical
role in forming the decision on the part of these
women to, first, attend college and, second, to
attend community colleges

3.)

To identify the ways in which husbands and other
significant individuals supported and obstructed
the undergraduate experiences of these women

4.)

To identify those individual and social
determinants which affected these early marriage
women in acquiring associate degrees under the
conditions described.

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature

Introduction
An understanding of the role of early marriage in the
academic life of a young woman can only be assessed after
examining the established literature pertaining to the
participation of women, in general, in higher education and
to the dynamics of an early marriage.

The literature

pertinent to this study is reviewed in the following
contexts: Symbolic Interactionism, Development of Identity
and the Life-Cycle, Early Marriage, Dual-Career Marriages,
and Female Participation in Higher Education.
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, symbolic interactionism
forms the theoretical framework for this study.

The tenets

of symbolic interactionism both advise and support the
choice of methodology employed in the study.
Some celebrated writing about the development of
identity in women has occurred since the early 1980s.

It is

important to examine this material and compare it to the
dominant themes of human development and life-cycle theory
that persisted prior to that time.

These different

perspectives of human development, and more specifically of
women, are important in defining the roles afforded women in
the workplace, in higher education, and in the family.
The perspective of a two-career or two-job family must
26
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be taken since this is probably the model which closest
depicts the dynamics of an early marriage female who is both
a student, a spouse, and, in some instances, also a parent.
An accounting of the participation of women in higher
education is beyond the intention of this study.

However,

an examination of women in the community college is germane
to this particular study.

Much of the writing about women

in attendance in community colleges has focused on women who
are considered reentry or returning students.

This was

introduced earlier in Chapter 1 and will be examined more
closely within this chapter.

Since little is known about

early marriage women who are continuous students, that which
is known about the reentry women needs to be reviewed for
its gendered significance.
Symbolic Interactionism
The theory or theoretical framework known as symbolic
interactionism is principally associated with the work and
contributions of George Herbert Head and Herbert Blunter
(Jacob, 1987) and Manford H. Kuhn (Heltzer, Petras, &
Reynolds, 1975).

Blumer is identified with the orientation

of symbolic interactionism known as the "Chicago School"
(Meltzer & Petras, 1970), while Kuhn and his Self-Theory has
been recognized as a variant approach called the "Iowa
School" (Heltzer, Petras & Reynolds, 1975).
Through symbolic interactionism the condition of human
action and interaction is examined as an integral part of
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the milieu in which it occurred.

This condition is framed

symbolically, via words, gestures, and imagery, because of
the meanings these actions, interactions, reflexive actions,
and personal reflections hold for individuals as they pursue
goals in a particular social context.

As Blumer put it,

"The meaning of a thing for a person grows out of the ways
in which other persons act toward the person with regard to
the thing" (Blumer, 1969, p.4).

Wells and Stryker (1988)

say this of symbolic interactionism.
The symbolic interactionist framework directs us to see
behavior as the product of ongoing interplay between
society and self, understanding society as a congeries
of symbolic interactions based in a consensually named
and categorized world of events and involving the co
orientation of active, self-conscious persons. A
structural symbolic interactionism employs the
interaction-self-behavior paradigm, but embeds that
social process in wider contexts, that include social
structural, physical-spatial, biological, and temporal
contexts. It brings this seemingly disparate set of
variables to bear theoretically in a more-or-less
unified account of human behavior: It visualizes their
impact as occurring through interaction, patterned and
recurrent as well as momentary and emergent, by
altering the probabilities of particular kinds of
people interacting in particular ways with particular
interactional resources for particular purposes, (pp.
195-196)
According to Denzin (1989a), the symbolic
interactionist is in a position to examine patterns of
social affiliations and the meanings of these relationships
because, "Common symbolic meanings are attached to social
objects, and regular styles of acting toward those objects
may be observed" (p. 36-37).

Thus, a study embracing

symbolic interactionism is managed by the precepts of

naturalistic interactionism, and in turn, "demands that the
researcher actively enter the worlds of the local people as
to render those worlds understandable from the standpoint of
a theory that is grounded in the behaviors. languages.
definitions, attitudes. and feelings of those studied"
(Denzin, 1989a, p. 71).

Heltzer and Petras (1970)

maintained that the researcher must yield to compassionate
reflection and assume a stance of viewing the subjects as if
the researcher were one of them.

It is through this

intuitive approach that the qualitative researcher is able
to cultivate a condition of informed and empowered
awareness.
Symbolic interactionists are concerned with
understanding human behavior (Jacob, 1987).

This

understanding can be achieved by identifying and
characterizing the processes which structure the order of
the symbolic interaction and render it comprehensible
(Blumer, 1969).

Blumer (1969) thus saw symbolic

interactionism as a way of developing a body of knowledge
which could be examined and validated.

This could be

accomplished by generating propositions, also known as
hypotheses, after examining the relationships that exist
between various groupings or categories of emergent
information.
Careful consideration of these propositions from the
emerging data could be useful in assembling theory which is

subject to further scrutiny.

The writings of Glaser and

Strauss (1967), Glaser (1978), and Strauss and Corbin (1990)
reflect a strong symbolic interactionist perspective in the
commissioning of a methodology for the development of
grounded theory through qualitative research.

It is

incumbent, however, that the researcher acquire theoretical
sensitivity.

According to Strauss and Corbin (1990),

"Theoretical sensitivity refers to the attribute of having
insight, the ability to give meaning to data, the capacity
to understand, and the capability to separate the pertinent
from that which isn't" (p. 42).

It appears that symbolic

interactionism offers a significant paradigm for examining
and interpreting the behavior between individuals in
particular social settings.
The adoption of symbolic interactionism as the
theoretical framework for examining early marriage women who
pursue associate degrees seems entirely appropriate.

Using

qualitative in-depth interviews is a legitimate approach,
and one consistent with symbolic interactionism, for
developing grounded theory in higher education.
Identity Development and the Life-cvcle
The life-cycle theorist Erik Erikson (1950, 1982)
depicts the experience of human existence in eight
progressive stages.
Infancy,

These stages are as follows:

(2) Early Childhood,

(5) Adolescence,

(3) Play Age,

(6) Young Adulthood,

(1)

(4) School Age,

(7) Adulthood, and (8)
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Old Age.

Each stage In the development of self is

characterized by a decisive issue that must be addressed and
reconciled before moving on to the next stage of
development.

Conflict resolution is inherent in each stage

and required for successful advancement to the next level of
development.

Within each stage there exists the inclination

on the part of the individual to experiment with alternative
courses of action and to identify with other people who have
come to have meaning (Erikson, 1982).

The psychosocial

crisis associated with adolescence is identity versus
identity confusion; for young adulthood, it is intimacy
versus isolation; for adulthood, it is generativity versus
stagnation.
The work giving rise to the development of this eight
stage succession entailed studies of men only.

It was

generally held that the same processes were probably
operational for both men and women.
Marcia (1980) maintained that in order to form an adult
identity it was necessary for an individual to experience
distress in the construct of ideas held from childhood.
Focusing on the period referred to as late adolescence,
Marcia (1980) described four identity statuses including
Foreclosure (lacking crisis and carrying forth childhood
ideology), Achievement (testing with commitment), Moratorium
(in crisis and struggling to make commitments), and
Diffusion (drifting and avoiding identity formation).
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Research on the development of Identity in women has
been conducted with regard to these four identity states.
Harcia (1980) suggested that research should focus on three
areas associated with identity formation in women.

These

included the "female" elements pertaining to the
establishment and maintenance of relationships, the "male"
elements pertaining to occupation and ideology, and a third
which included an integration of both male and female
elements.

It was also asserted that identity development

had to be evaluated individually based upon disparate
expectations held by a gender defined society.

Marcia

(1980) also advanced the notion that identity development
took longer in women than it did in men.

It was also

suggested that the investigation of identity development in
women should be conducted retrospectively starting with 35
to 40 year-old women and working backwards.

Interviews

could induce women to reflect upon their own identity
development and disclose those elements which were
emphasized at various times; these elements could be
validated across the age continuum.
Schlossberg (1981) stated that as people move through
life they are continuously experiencing change.

An emphasis

was placed on the development of interrelationships because
these changes will result in the fashioning of new
relationships, new networks, new behaviors, and new
perceptions.

It is therefore important, according to
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SchloBsberg (1981), to study the transitions that adults
experience and the way these transitions are integrated into
a person's life when attempting to understand individual
development.

These transitions can be events or non-events

that cause people to change their assumptions about
themselves and the world and prompt a corresponding change
in behavior and affiliations.
Carol Gilligan (1982), in her book In A Different
Voice, declared that, "Only when life-cycle theorists divide
their attention and begin to live with women as they have
lived with men will their vision encompass the experience of
both sexes and their theories become correspondingly more
fertile" (p. 23).

In other words, Gilligan maintained that

those who study the dynamics of the human life-cycle have
done so, restrictively, from the perspective of males.
Consequently, these studies are cloaked with, "observational
bias" and are "implicitly adopting the male life as the norm
. . ." (Gilligan, 1982, p. 6).
In the traditional view, that is one using the adult
male as the normative object of study, the development of
relationships is regarded as being servile to
individualization and achievement.

Detachment and autonomy

are perceived as strengths and as indices of a healthy and
mature development (Gilligan, 1982).

For women, however,

there exists a different developmental agenda, one that
embraces the formation of a more dependent, affiliative

identity.

For women, an emphasis is placed on forming

relationships.

The result is that they tend to decipher and

respond to their world using the relationship paradigm more
so than men.

Their development is framed by the

interdependent functions of love and concern.
Connectedness, interdependence, and attachment are
accentuated over separation and individualization.

Life

activities are seen more in the vein of a web-like tapestry
rather than a series of competitive events.

Gilligan (1982)

wrote about the role of attachment and the caring in
comprehending the nature of women's development.
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986)
interviewed women from academic institutions and family
agencies.

The results of their study are found in their

book, Women's Wavs Of Knowing (1986).

By listening to over

150 women, Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule were
able to take the stories of these women's experiences and
derive meaning about the ways women develop.

What they

found was that in learning about their world, women will
employ different epistemological perspectives.

Belenky,

Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986) have organized these
perspectives into five different categories: Silence (a
mindless, voiceless state where women are vulnerable to
external influences), Received Knowledge (the capability on
the part of women to receive knowledge from others in
authority, but unable to generate personal knowledge),
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Subjective Knowledge (truth and knowledge are seen by women
as personal, private, and arbitrary), Procedural Knowledge
(women are used in an objective fashion for acquiring and
transmitting knowledge), and Constructed Knowledge (women
view all knowledge as being context-related and their roles
as generators of knowledge).
Delworth (1989) echoed views that were similar to
Gilligan.

According to Delworth (1989), women conceive of

the world about them in terms of their relationships with
others,

cultivating emotional and physical connections with

other people is an important aspect of their development.

A

dominant fear of women, therefore, is being stranded and
isolated from others, whereas for males, the fear is getting
emotionally too close to other people.

Again, the belief

exists that there are differences between men and women in
the developmental process.
This section began by examining the eight life stages
as put forth by Erikson.

Klein (1990) maintained that life

cycle theories have been changing and that the traditional
view of life cycles is no longer satisfactory.

It was

suggested that the study of life cycles can be approached
from two perspectives.

These perspectives include social

conceptions which consider the phases of life from both
interactional and psychological orientations.
Traditionally, the life event known as young adulthood
succeeds adolescence.

With age and maturity, males and
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females should move from childish orientations to positions
of accepting greater degrees of responsibility.

Actions

become deliberate as adults consciously anticipate and
calculate future consequences.

Impulsiveness and

spontaneity yield to planning and purpose.
Klein (1990) maintained, however, that when
considering the college experience, a new life cycle stage
should be included.

He referred to this stage as the youth

stage, and it should be positioned between the periods of
adolescence and young adult.
Traditionally, college students assume semi-independent
lifestyles.

The college student often has the opportunity

to maintain a solitary lifestyle.

This is typically the

case when living in a dormitory or an apartment during the
academic year.
Traditional college students also have the ability to
make a certain number of independent, yet guarded,
decisions.

These decisions typically involve academic

issues such as deciding on a major and selecting courses and
participation in collegiate social activities.

Traditional

college students are, for the most part, protected from
making catastrophic mistakes due to the safety nets that are
often afforded them by their parents.

For example, parents

will usually prevent their sons,or daughters from incurring
large debt, beyond the sanctioned boundaries of college
tuition, room, and board.

This period known as youth will
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delay the entry of the traditional college aged person into
the rank of adulthood.
Is this true of the early marriage college student?
Marriage, as a life event, confers upon an individual new
responsibilities particular to the adulthood stage.

The

parental safety net may or may not be in place to protect
the married college student from the threats of the world.
Society views adults as being able to take care of
themselves.

Traditional colleges and universities often

view their students as older children.

The life of an early

marriage female college student may be burdened with
conflict as she attempts to make the transition from the
young adult stage to the full adult stage in an environment
that is accustomed to favoring youth.
Babbitt and Burback (1990) agreed somewhat with Klein
in suggesting that there should be an extended youth period
for college students.

For some college students, making a

choice to live with someone of the opposite sex serves as a
substitute for marriage and allows partial entry into
adulthood while still maintaining a loose grip on youth.
Marriage, according to Babbitt & Burback (1990), is not
viewed as being so predictable an issue as it once was.
Earlv Marriage
The bulk of the research on early marriages seems to
have been conducted in the 1960s and 70s.

It appears that

early marriage has not commanded the attention of
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researchers in the last few years as it once did.

Petermlnantp
A number of writers have identified the significant
role family background plays in framing the occasion of an
early marriage (Bayer, 1972; Carlson, 1979; Okey, 1990;
Painter, 1964; Pfeiffer, 1962; Weaver, 1965).

In the 1940s

and 1950s, individuals married early because of three
principal reasons (Pfeiffer, 1962).
permissiveness,

These were (1) parental

(2) a belief that younger couples made

better parents, and (3) heightened sexual development as
young men prepared for war.

Weaver (1965) maintained that

more women from broken homes tended to marry early.

Elder

and Rockwell (1976) concluded that a first marriage was
often framed by the availability of money, the amount of
accumulated education, and the degree to which social skills
had developed in an individual.

Later, Hiller and Heaton

(1991) concluded that the age at which a person first
experienced sexual intercourse had a definite bearing on the
timing of marriage and, consequently, the age at which a
person could become a parent.
In addition, it was found that girls who married early
tended to have lower high school grade point averages,
tended not to engage in any hobbies, tended to read very
little, participated in few high school activities, and made
few plans for attending college (Weaver, 1965).

Elder and

Rockwell (1976) maintained that an adolescent girl's
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expectation of marriage was a viable indicator of when she
would marry.
Bayer (1969) contended that a female's plan to attend
college was, to a large extent, influenced by her plans for
marriage.

An expressed desire to marry tended to adversely

affect a decision to attend college.

In addition to marital

plans, Bayer (1969, 1972) found that aptitude and
socioeconomic status also exerted independent influences on
a both boys' and girls' desire to participate in higher
education.
Bayer (1972) examined marriage among college students
and identified a series of predictors of an early marriage.
Bayer's predictors of early marriage included the following:
freshman students who viewed themselves as being popular;
women who identified becoming a housewife as a career
choice; women whose religious upbringing appeared to affect
a decision to marry (Catholics tended to have lower rates of
early marriage); women who attended academic institutions
which had lower academic standards.
Kerckhoff and Parrow (1979) maintained that an early
marriage was more likely to occur when an individual had not
made significant educational achievements or when there
existed low educational ambitions.

They found that age and

educational attainment prior to marriage were significant
indicators of first marriage.

Women seemed to conform more

to this last category; however, young men who started
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college before getting married tended not to be deterred as
much as women in pursuing their educational goals (Kerckhoff
& Parrow, 1979).
Interestingly, colleges and universities can play an
important role in fostering conditions which could encourage
early marriages among their students.

An institution might

attract marriage prone students by providing an environment
which is conducive to marrying early.

Bayer (1972)

maintained that institutions which are verbally aggressive
are less likely to draw students who are apt to marry early.
Carlson (1979) maintained that girls finishing high
school accounted for only a small share of early marriages
observed.

Thus, he concluded that persistence in school

could provide an alternative to an early marriage.

This

position was supported by the findings of Okey (1990).

Okey

(1990) found that early maturity, early marriage and early
entrance into the work force, combined with conflict that
existed between family culture and school culture, were the
primary reasons for dropping out of high school.
Pregnancy was also recognized as an event which might
lead to an early marriage (Henslin, 1985; Jensen, 1985).
This tendency, however, is currently changing (Farrell,
1990; Henslin, 1985).

Unwed mothers appear to be more

socially accepted now than they once were.

Also, since the

decision of Hoe v. Wade, legalized abortions have increased
as alternatives to having unwanted children.
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Call and Luther (1977) found that academic performance
was meaningful in explaining and predicting marital timing.
Lower academic success seemed to be related to the
occurrence of an early marriage.
Bayer (1972) asserted that the single best predictor of
an early marriage was derived through self assessment.
Bayer found that by asking a young person about his or her
views on marriage, one could be enlightened as to the
possibility that an early marriage would occur.
Effects of Earlv Marriage
According to Sanders and Sals (1982), "marriage is
typically viewed as a cooperative, binding experience" (p.
721).

However, Bernard (1972) maintained that there exists

two marriages in one matrimonial state; one described as
"his" marriage and the other as "hers."

The results of a

study by Anselrai and Smith (1984) suggested that marriage
held a more special place in the lives of women than it did
in the lives of men, while career development tended to
command a greater emphasis for men than it did for women.
These statements must hold some relevance since twothirds of all first marriages terminate in divorce (Martin &
Bumpass, 1989).

According to Martin and Bumpass (1989), a

person's age at the time of marriage is the strongest
predictor of a divorce for the first five years of a
marriage.

In fact, Moore and Waite (1981) found that an

early marriage increased the chances of experiencing a
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divorce independent of early childbearing activity.
Furthermore, more people seek psychological assistance for
marital difficulties than for any other type of problem
(Fincham & Bradbury, 1987).
It has been suggested that the quality of a marriage
has a tendency to decline during its first several years
(Huston, McHale & Crouter, 1986).

Perhaps this

deterioration is related to the small amount of time that
seems to be spent by couples as they prepare for marriage.
Booth and Edwards (1985) suggested the possibility that
those who marry early spend too little time in an
apprenticeship period prior to marriage learning about
marriage.

By abbreviating the time afforded premarital

activities, partners-to-be fail to

become properly oriented

to the critical elements needed to successfully fulfill
spousal roles.

Too little time and effort is spent

observing potential role models who have been identified as
having successful marriages.

Consequently, difficulties

with respect to role expectation and role performance have a
greater tendency to occur in the early stages of a marriage.
MacDermid, Huston, and McHale (1990) offered another
explanation.

They maintained that, over time, couples spend

less time engaged in companionate activities.

When partners

spent little time with each other, the quality of their
marriages deteriorated.

Deterioration also intensified

after the birth of the first child to a couple because there
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was even less time for a husband and wife to do things
together.

In addition, sex roles within the family tended

to take on more traditional qualities as "his" and "her"
duties developed (McHale & Huston, 1984).
Women who became mothers at an early age tended to
amass fewer years of education than those women who delayed
having children (Waite & Moore, 1978).

Women who identified

in high school a desire to attend college were more likely
to be childless at age twenty-four (Waite & Moore, 1978).
It was also found by Waite & Moore (1978) that there was no
evidence to suggest that early child bearers were able to
advance and catch up, educationally, with their childless
counterparts.

Thus it could be concluded that early

childbearing has a proclivity to diminish a female's
attainment of education.

If early marriage was the result

of an unplanned pregnancy, the forfeiture of education was
compounded in a synergistic fashion.

However, it was found

that an increase in family background status, particularly
the educational level of the father, did have a
counterbalancing effect.

In this instance, early

childbearing females achieved a higher level of educational
attainment if their fathers had progressed educationally
(Waite 6 Moore, 1978).
According to Bartz and Nye,

(1970), Nye and Berardo

(1973), and Call and Luther (1977), age at marriage is a
principal factor affecting an individual's attainment of
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education, occupation, and level of income.

Marini (1978a)

found that age at first marriage had a more significant
effect on the educational attainment of women than it did on
men.

It was also noticed that educational attainment seems

to have a more profound effect on the timing of marriage for
women than it does men (Marini, 1978a).

Marini (1978a)

found that women who elected not to pursue higher education
tended to marry shortly after leaving high school.
McLaughlin (1985) investigated graduate students and
found that marriage had a negative effect on the graduate
work of women.

Conflict often arose when blending this

nontraditional student role with that of being a traditional
homemaker and mother.

In order for a woman to succeed

academically in this situation, support from her husband was
needed (McLaughlin, 1985).

Giles (1983) found that graduate

students who received financial support (spouses employment,
spending modification), emotional and psychological support
(encouragement, sharing concerns), and basic needs support
(performance of household tasks, child care) from their
spouses were more likely to experience academic success and
earn degrees.
Lowe and Witt (1984) maintained that the negative
impact of an early marriage was realized more by women than
men.

They found that early marriages were inhibiting

factors for women in developing career strategies.
Hughes, and Witt (1989) found that these pernicious

Lowe,

consequences were additive and carried with them long term
effects.

Consequently, any attenuation of career

development was difficult to ameliorate.

A lack of

educational preparation was often suggested as a prime
reason contributing to this negative situation.

Lowe,

Hughes, and Witt (1989) felt that it was imperative for
young women to be aware of this compounding negative effect,
lest they would make damaging decisions involving a
curtailment of their educations.

"In terms of full-time

employment, education is even more important for young women
than for their older counterparts" (Lowe, Hughes, and Witt,
1989, p. 170).

These words were offered with the belief

that there exists a social standard which still persistently
clings to the married state and, with it, its liabilities
for limited participation in higher education.
Sadava and Matejic (1987) suggested that one difficulty
encountered in the beginning stages of marriage, in general,
is the development of loneliness.

Loneliness could be the

result of more attention being given to career development
or school, as might be the case with a college student, than
is given the spouse.

If one or both partners experience

much discontentedness early in marriage, the results may be
devastating.

This situation could lead to dissatisfaction

with the marriage and the partner, a reduction in meaningful
communication, and a loss of intimacy,

sheehy (1976) said,

"before we can give and accept real intimacy, one must have

secured a reasonable sense of personal identity.

Early

marriage often short circuits young people's work on
themselves as they slip under a grid of obligations to act
as spouses and parents" (p. 130).

The marriage, together

with its related contingencies, such as maintenance of
family, job, career, and school, may consequently be thrust
into serious jeopardy.
Pfeiffer (1962) found that 90 percent of the collegiate
early marriage couples studied rated their marriages as
happy or very happy.

Bartz and Nye (1970) proposed that the

married state may offer individuals a greater degree of
satisfaction than being single.

Chase-Lansdale and

Vinovskis (1987) asserted that early marriages are now more
durable than many were once lead to believe, and that much
uncertainty hovers around the issue of early marriage and
its effect on the educational and financial success of
women.
Dual-Career Marriages
The dual-career marriage probably most resembles the
situation investigated through this study, that is, the
situation where the young woman is a student and her husband
is either employed or also a student.

In both cases, both

the husband and the wife have structured obligations that
transcend the marital unit.
Rice (1979) claimed that in the dual-career setting,
both the husband and the wife expected spousal support and
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reinforcement for their career-related efforts and
successes.

Both partners usually aspired to high levels of

achievement in their jobs.

However, partners often

expressed having fears of failing in their marriages and,
consequently, had difficulty making true commitments to each
other (Rice, 1979).

In time, the couples often experienced

problems involving affection (or more correctly a lack of
affection), time management, rivalry, power, role
expectations, and guilt (Rice, 1979).
Thomas, Albrecht and White (1964) found that the
ability or desire on the parts of husbands to listen to
their wives' career-related conversations was a critical
issue.

Wives found it important that husbands share in

their career experiences by listening to them talk about
their work related problems, activities, and
accomplishments.

Thomas, Albrecht and White (1984) found

that the quality of the relationship in a dual-career
marriage increased when the following features were present:
- Spouses communicated effectively.
- Spouses respected each other.
- Roles were shared between spouses.
- Spouses provided emotional support to each other.
- Spouses interacted with each other.
- The couples were connected to the communities in
which they lived.
Houser, Konstam and Ham (1990) found that the most

often cited problems for dual-career couples involved role
dissonance.

This dissonance most often resulted from the

multiple roles that each spouse had to maintain in meeting
the needs and expectations of career and home.

The

challenge was for martial partners to function effectively
and meaningfully within their familial roles.

Problem areas

usually included the following.
- Difficulties completing household tasks.
- Difficulties making financial decisions.
- Difficulty finding time to spend with each other.
- Difficulty deciding on how to spend time together.
- Difficulty making future plans.
- Difficulty in arriving at decisions involving
children.
- Difficulties dealing with children.
- Difficulties dealing with in-laws.
Kitson and Sassman (1982) and Noller and Fitzpatrick
(1990) identified that communication problems were the
leading causes of conflict and divorce for the American
family.

Houser, Konstam and Ham (1990) concluded that the

underlying problem for dual^-career couples involved the
inability of partners to communicate effectively.
Other investigators (Atkinson & Huston, 1984; Benin &
Agostinelli, 1988; Rosenthal, 1985; Suitor, 1991; White,
1983; Yogev & Brett, 1985) found that division of housework
and the satisfactory execution of other home related

functions were central issues in maintaining the quality of
dual-career marriages.

Ladewig and White (1984) noted that

as a wife's commitment to her occupation or career
increased, there was often experienced a decreased level of
marital adaptation.

Guelzow, Bird, and Koball (1991) found

that flexible scheduling helped to reduce role stress within
dual-career marriages.

When husbands and wives shared

household and child care duties, each partner reported
sustaining less role stress, less parental stress, and less
physical stress in the marriage.

Zt could be presumed that

the same would be true when an increased commitment was made
to academic endeavors.
Gilbert (1993) found that partners in dual-career
families needed various levels of maintenance and
encouragement.

They needed personal, relational, and

societal levels of support.
Personal support included the distinctive
characteristics that each partner brought into the marriage.
According to Gilbert (1993), these traits entailed
personality attributes, financial resources, ability to deal
with stress, beliefs about love and work, and coping
strategies.
Relational support most often meant spousal support.
Partners in healthy dual-career marriages share duties at
home and actively strive to eliminate gender-based role
specialization.

Gilbert (1993) claimed that, "the most
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essential family resource is partner support, followed by
support from one's own children and one's parents and
friends.

Shared values and expectations as well as feelings

of fairness enhance the ability of spouses to be supportive"
(p. 100) .
For dual-career couples to succeed over time, they also
must have access to societal resources and support.
Partners' satisfaction with the dual-career status is
largely dependent upon having flexibility in scheduling,
having employers who support family values through policy,
and have access to adequate child care (Gilbert, 1993).
Zedeck and Hosier (1990) claim that, "finding reliable child
care is probably the most difficult and worrisome problem
for parents" (p. 244).
Would not the availability of these same personal,
relational, and societal resources enhance marriages where
wives are young college students?
Female Participation in Higher Education
Reasons for Participation
As was pointed out in Chapter 1, much of the
investigation and writing concerning female participation in
higher education has focused on reentry women.
Constantinople (1969) identified that, through the 1960s, it
was believed that men attended college for vocational
reasons, whereas women attended college primarily for social
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reasons.

Young women were often forced to decide among

going to work, going to college, or getting married and
starting a family (Constantinople, 1969; Sheehy, 1976).
Historically, this mandate to choose between marriage,
career, or education was not forced upon males.
Astin (1987) identified three fundamental advantages
associated with participation in higher education.

The

first included the obvious educational benefits of
increasing intellectual powers, developing new attitudes,
and cultivating new interests.

The second advantage

entailed the acquisition of fringe benefits.

Fringe

benefits refer to the cataloging of professional credentials
that could be used for career development.
prestige could be elevated.
identified and pursued.

Also, personal

New interests could also be

The third gain included those

elements referred to as existential benefits.

These

benefits were harder to quantify; however, they included
such entities as subjective satisfaction, a change in
personal and social values, and an enhanced perspective of
the world.

In other words, people would be empowered to

develop personally.
Intellectual development, better employment
opportunities, and a desire to enhance one's financial
status were the most commonly expressed reasons for women
returning to higher education as found by MacKinnon-Slaney,
Barber, and Slaney (1988).

Wilson (1990) found that
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personal fulfillment was also a factor in framing the
decision to return to college.
Community colleges have been very effective In
preparing reentry women for the workforce.

However, certain

writers claim that for individuals who seek the completion
of baccalaureate degrees in order to fulfill their personal
goals, the community colleges may not be desirable starting
points (Astin, 1977 & 1987; Nunley & Breneman, 1988; Kempner
& Kinnick, 1990).

Nunley and Breneman (1988) found that

students who entered four-year colleges achieved higher
educational goals than those who enrolled in two-year
colleges.

Most likely this had to do with the degree of

congruency that existed between students' short-term and
long-term goals and the missions and curricula that were in
place at the colleges.
Kempner and Kinnick (1990) found that for those
individuals desiring to receive baccalaureate degrees, the
best choice was to enroll in four-year colleges or
universities directly after finishing high school.
According to Kempner and Kinnick (1990), there exists a
window of opportunity, a beginning time frame, which renders
students the greatest opportunity for completing degrees.
delay in beginning this process significantly reduces the
chances for obtaining the degree (Kempner & Kinnick, 1990).
If for some reason a person cannot attend a four-year
college immediately after high school, enrollment in a two-

A
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year or community college is preferable to waiting.
According to Kempner and Kinnick (1990), the "Window of
opportunity opens immediately after high school and that
once missed other mediating characteristics are needed to
overcome failed opportunity" (p. 546).
Independent of the particular reasons women have cited
for attending college, other factors may also affect a
woman's decision to participate in higher education.

Sewell

and Shah (1967) found that socioeconomic status (SES)
exhibited both direct and indirect influences on educational
attainment.

They found that as SES increased, plans to

attend college also increased.
Hoffman (1972) maintained that the academic aspirations
of women could be traced to childhood.

According to Hoffman

(1972), the female child desires to please others and
therefore works to obtain the affections and approval of
others.

Consequently, decisions about marriage and college

are often made with the expectations of others, such as
parents, in mind.

Consistent with this finding, Kahn

(1981), through a qualitative study, found that fathers
exerted significant influences on their daughters' decision
making processes.

This was particularly noticeable in the

daughters' adolescent and early adult stages.

Fathers were

effective in communicating messages to their daughters about
the daughters' level of academic competence.

These messages

were instrumental in constructing daughters' plans for the
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future.

Also, Prager (1983) found that self-esteem or one's

evaluation of self, was related to a person's academic
aspirations.

High self-esteem, or self-concept, usually

accompanied high academic goals.
Glass and Rose (1987) investigated the occurrence of
significant events which might prompt women to consider
returning to college.

They identified marital

separation/divorce, career changes, and family maturation as
factors which have impacted women's decisions to pursue
higher education.

Ross (1988), however, cautioned against

forming causal links between decisions to return to college
and the existence of certain life events.

Ross (1988)

maintained that these events should be examined in a broad
context.

Decisions to return to school are probably

influenced by an amalgam of internal and external factors
which are in turn affected by biological, social, cultural,
and historical forces.
Barriers to..Participation
Ekstrom (1972) reported on three types of obstacles
encountered by women in higher education.

These include

institutional, dispositional, and situational barriers.
Institutional barriers are those imposed by colleges and are
characterized by certain practices and attitudes which limit
access by women.

Dispositional barriers are factors that

exist within women themselves and tend to prohibit or
inhibit full participation in post-secondary education.
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Situational factors are family oriented issues, financial
issues, and other sociological boundaries within which women
are forced to function.
Women often experience more conflicts at home when they
return to school (Ballmer & Cozby, 1981; Scott & King,
1985).

Mothers who were students experienced great anxiety

when arranging care for their children (Grottkau & Davis,
1987).

Because of the added financial burden associated

with attending college, the amount of stress these female
students had to contend with also increased (Grottkau &
Davis, 1987).
Fischer and Oliker (1983) reported that young married
women who worked performed the same amount of household
duties as they did before they entered the labor force.
Entertaining friends, coordinating social activities with
in-laws, and attending to the emotional and physical needs
of their children were listed as primary duties of the
married women whether they worked or not (Fischer & oliker,
1983; Rosenthal, 1985).
According to Huber and Spitze (1983) and Stanley, Hunt
and Hunt (1986), the historical view of men and women in the
family changed little with the mainstreaming of women into
the labor force.

Atkinson and Huston (1984) found that

women will perform traditional household chores independent
of their work status.

Tradition also views that wives'

roles outside of the home are subordinate to their roles
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inside the home (Atkinson & Huston, 1984).

Contemporary

feminist theory continues to attack this attitude and
orientation (Agassi, 1991).
Berkove (1979) and Hooper (1977) found that women
observed little change in the distribution of tasks in the
family when they participated in higher education.

Host

housework is still performed by wives regardless of their
employment or academic situation.

Benin and Agostinelli

(1988) found that working wives spend about twice as much
time as their husbands performing family related tasks and
attending to family responsibilities.

This has contributed

to increased levels of tension within the family unit.
However, with active support on the part of the husbands
(such as sharing in the duties of the household), less
stress was experienced (Berkove, 1979).

Suitor (1991)

identified that there exists a positive relationship between
marital quality and gratification when there exists an
equitable partition of household tasks.
Giles (1983), Gruver and Labadie (1975), and McLaughlin
(1985)

identified problems that married graduate students

often experienced.

Among these are included the following:

- The existence of communication deficiencies
- The development of sexual dissatisfaction
- The development of financial hardships
- A lack of leisure time and time for recreation
- The development of role conflicts
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- A restricted social life
- The development of problems associated with time
management
- Decreased time available for the spouse due to the
commitment to studies
- Trouble which developed with in-laws.
These findings are similar to those identified by Gilbert
(1993), Houser, Konstam and Ham (1990), Pfeiffer (1962),
Thomas, Albrecht and White (1984), and White (1983) when
studying dual-career marriages.
Farmer and Fyans (1983), Freilino and Hummel (1985),
and Sherman, Tobias, and Zibrin (1982) examined the
condition known as "fear of success11 (FOS) in women.

As the

phrase suggests, some women experience apprehension when
they are in situations where their performance is expected
to facilitate achievement.

Freilino and Hummel (1985)

claimed that traditional college females exhibited a FOS in
their programs of study.

Achievement in a traditional sense

is perceived more as a masculine trait involving some level
of rivalry and conflict when engaged in success-oriented
activities (Alper, 1974; Gilligan, 1982; Griffin-Pierson,
1986).

Women who perceive themselves as achievers also tend

to view themselves as unpopular, less feminine, and
unmarriageable (Freilino & Hummel, 1985).

Women can

experience fear of success when they perceive themselves as
functioning in male-ordered settings.
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Adult women are generally viewed as being identityachievers and being more concerned about forming
affiliations with other people (Gilligan, 1982).

They are

more oriented to the environment in which work takes place
and to the relationships that develop with coworkers than
they are with the actual work itself (Spense & Helmreich,
1983).

Thus, it would seem that mature college female

students should be less concerned about issues of popularity
and competition and more focused on the goals they have
established for themselves.

Forming coalitions with others

in order to reach these goals is important.
In many instances, women feared that their personal
relationships with others, for example with their husbands,
will be threatened by their perceived achievements either on
the job or in school.

Sheehy (1976) reverberated a similar

charge when asserting that women have preferred to remain
ambivalent with regard to success.
support for Participation
Students identified several advantages for being
married while in college.

In a study conducted by Pfeiffer

(1962), students said that marriage provided them with
companionship and a source of encouragement.

Furthermore,

being married motivated couples to work toward completion of
common goals and helped them to accept new responsibilities
(Pfeiffer, 1962).
In certain college curricula, being married exerted
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positive influences.

Yess (1981) found that married female

students in business administration and nursing had higher
quality point averages than single female students in the
same curricula.
Positive and negative consequences were to be expected
when young women opted to accept responsibilities that were
not viewed as traditional female roles (Gerson, 1985).
Attending college and having a family need not, however,
present a woman with a set of experiences to be endured with
great disdain.
Hansl (1987) wrote:
Since a trend toward early marriage is expected to
continue, it would be well to prepare high school boys
and girls for the eventualities of their lives as
regards study and work for women; the need for
cooperation in a two-job family; to understand the
implications of longevity, (p. 32)
Hansl (1987) maintained that the best time for college is in
the early years before the arrival of children and the
development of personal debt.
The family continues to be an important element of
consideration by women when making decisions to attend
college.

Suitor (1987b) reported that well-educated mothers

tended to support their daughters' decisions to reenter
college.

They also seemed to be more accepting of

liberalized views of gender roles in the family.

Wilson

(1990) maintained that spousal influence was a major
contributor in encouraging women to return to school.
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Needs.of Female Students
As was mentioned previously, marital happiness tends to
decrease when women elect to participate in higher education
as adults (Suitor, 1987a).

This may result in a decrease in

marital interaction and marital satisfaction.

The final

result may reflect failure in the marriage and/or the
efforts in college.

In order for the women to participate

fully in higher education, various forms of support are
needed.
It would seem that the early marriage female would
share some common concerns and predicaments with those of
the reentry female with regard to participation in higher
education.

Rice (1982) found that in situations where there

was agreement regarding the roles and duties of family
members while the wife/mother was a student, the husband
often rendered strong emotional and/or instrumental support.
In situations where conflicts regarding roles existed, the
husband usually provided neither emotional nor instrumental
support.

Hood (1983) contended that for couples engaged in

dual participation in the workforce, it was necessary for
there to be role bargaining and role sharing.

This would

help to provide needed marital equality.
Marks (1986) wrote about a theory of triangles.

In

terms of family dynamics, the husband and wife assume
positions at two corners of an interacting triangle.

The

third corner consists of another person who is positioned

there by the less content spouse.

This third corner of the

triangle receives added attention as the discontented spouse
deals with stress present in the relationship.

According to

Harks (1986), this third person becomes a locus of intimate
importance.

This person may be a child in the family, a

sibling, parent, physician-counselor, or professor.
not even have to be a real person*

It does

It could a hobby, a job,

or a place that is given greater attention in times of
marital discord (Harks, 1986).
Lewis (1988) indicated that reentry female students
require three levels of support.

They need attitudinal

(role defining), emotional (role approval), and functional
(role performing) support.
Suitor (1988) found that well-educated husbands were
more likely to demonstrate a positive attitude toward wives'
pursuits of college educations than husbands with a poor
educational background.

However, husbands with less

education were more likely to provide instrumental
assistance than were their higher educated counterparts
(Suitor, 1988).

These husbands were more willing to perform

household duties, take care of the children, and make trips
to the library for the student-wife.

Suitor (1988)

attributed this difference to the fact that less-educated
husbands felt that the educational gains of their wives
would eventually improve the financial status of the entire
family.

Well-educated husbands, on the other hand,
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generally did not believe that the overall financial
condition of the household would improve after their wives
earned college degrees (Suitor, 1988).
(1982)

VanMeter and Agronow

maintained that in relationships where the husband

had a low level of education, there existed a higher level
of stress within the family when the wife became a student.
A study conducted by Hooper (1979) revealed that only
25 percent of husbands who expressed a favorable attitude
toward their wives being in school actually provided any
additional instrumental help at home.

Even though they said

they favored their wives participation in higher education,
they provided little assistance in relieving her of
household tasks which competed for her time.

This situation

sometimes resulted in marital conflict.
VanMeter and Agronow (1982) related that the
traditional view of the family was still prevalent when
examining married college women.

They found also that women

who placed their family roles ahead of their academic roles
generally found support coming from their husbands.

When it

was necessary for wives to place academic functions and
responsibilities before family obligations and duties, wives
needed to obtain the support of the husbands ahead of time
in order to reduce the stress that could develop (Vanmeter &
Agronow, 1982).
Apps (1988) maintained that returning or reentry
college women had special requirements that higher education
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should be cognizant of and responsive to.

In addition,

colleges and universities need to recognize the unique and
diverse contributions that are offered higher education by
women students (Shavlik, Touchton & Pearson,
(1986)

(1989).

Slaney

asserted that female college students often desire

and need career counseling.
Women need access to various support systems and
programs that are sensitive to their personal and academic
difficulties (Mikolaj & Boggs, 1991).

Because of the strong

personal bonds women build with others and the high level of
interaction they are willing support, these students tend to
bring their personal anxieties, conflicts, and needs into
the college setting (Beer & Darkenwald, 1989).

Support

services should be in place to provide needed assistance and
guidance in the areas of child care, mate relations, child
relations, health maintenance, time management, and goal
setting (Mikolaj & Boggs, 1991; Shavlik & Touchton, 1992;
Shavlik, Touchton & Pearson, 1989).

The academic community

may play an important role in providing the desired signs of
approval in the absence of a supportive husband (Suitor,
1987a).

Twitchell (1976) learned that married students had

a greater tendency to seek advice from peers than they did
from institutional agencies.

Women students in particular

sought support from other female students (Hoburg & Strange,
1986.)
Shavlik, Touchton and Pearson (1989) recommended that

€4

institutions of higher education need to demonstrate a
strong commitment to understanding and addressing the
concerns of women.

This involves developing an

institutional realization of the needs of these students and
their families (Sperling, 1991).
Summary
Chapter 2 reviewed the literature germane to women's
participation in higher education.

Much of the literature

focused on the condition of reentry women and two-career
families.

It seems that early marriage females should share

some of the same gender related issues as reentry women as
well as with dual-career women.

The traditional approach of

viewing wives as the managers of the family remains
prevalent in both settings.
This review of the literature also attempted to
identify the major reasons associated with females
experiencing early marriage.

When women elect to

participate in higher education while being married, there
are obstacles that must be overcome and needs that should be
satisfied.

Among these are included the provision of

emotional and instrumental support.
A review of the literature also suggested that women
have a different social deportment from men.

They seem to

favor forming collaborative relationships with others.

Up

until the early 1980s, most studies examining women's work
and academic behaviors used established male paradigm.
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Carol Gilligan's book, In A Different Voice (1982), was
Instrumental In transforming the way women's issues are
studied.
Symbolic interactionism provides the theoretical
framework for this study.

The in-depth interview should

provide the rich description and incisive detail desired in
understanding the situation of women who marry early and
aspire to complete associate degrees at community colleges.
A number of broad questions emerge from this review of
the literature.

Are the reasons given for choosing an early

marriage today the same as the were in the past?

Have the

roles of husbands as supporters and obstructers of their
student wives changed over the last decade?

How do married

students currently view the services offered them in
community colleges?

Is the learning environment of

community colleges satisfactory to married female students?
What can be done to improve the learning climate for married
female students?

what programs of study are currently being

sought by married female students?

What is the relationship

between a married female student and her family and friends?
Some of these questions were addressed through this
study of early marriage women who pursue associate degrees
in community colleges.
further research.

Others remain to be answered through

CHAPTER 3
Methods

Preface
Chapter 3 describes how the informants and respondents
of this study were selected.

Included also is a discussion

of the qualitative method that was used to obtain
information about early marriage females who had completed
associate degrees or were within twelve semester hours of
finishing their degrees.

A rationale which addresses why

this particular research method was selected is provided.
This chapter also describes the approach which was used to
analyze the data.
It is acknowledged that the qualitative approach to
inquiry rests upon four procedural tenets (Crowson, 1987).
The first of these tenets maintains that understanding a
situation is more desirable than explaining/ predicting/ or
controlling it*

The second tenet advances the notion that

this understanding is best reached when the researcher
assumes the position of being the "prime instrument of data
collection" (Crowson/ 1987, p. 10).

Thirdly, the

qualitative approach embraces analytic induction, a
scrupulous examination of specific cases identifying
relationships that will contribute to understanding (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985).

And last, this qualitative approach for

developing understanding is contaminated in the sense that
66
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the entire investigation is guided and informed by the
biases and values that are part of each participant and the
researcher.
This study corresponded to what Glaser and Strauss
(1967) referred to as the discovery of grounded theory.
Grounded theory originates from data (Glaser & Strauss,
1967).

The methods of theoretical sampling and comparative

analysis were used to extricate as much information as
possible by identifying similarities and differences that
existed in the data.
Theoretical sampling is the process of data collection
for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly
collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what
data to collect next and where to find them, in order
to develop his theory as it emerges. This process of
data collection is controlled by the emerging theory,
whether substantive or formal. (Glaser & Strauss, 1967,
P* 45)
In employing this methodology, it would have been
inappropriate, if not irresponsible, to prescribe ahead of
time the number of samples to be selected.

Glaser and

Strauss (1967) maintained the following regarding
theoretical sampling:
Even during research focused on theory, however,
the sociologist must continually judge how many
groups he should sample for each theoretical
point. The criterion for judging when to stop
sampling the different groups pertinent to a
category is the category's theoretical saturation.
Saturation means that no additional data are being
found whereby the sociologist can develop
properties of the category, (p. 61)
As stated in chapter 1, it was the purpose of this
study to generate propositions or hypotheses about women who

6a
marry early and concomitantly complete associate degrees at
community colleges.

The data gathered was instrumental in

forming substantive or empirical theory,

in this case, the

data was used to develop a greater understanding of one
group of community college students, the early marriage
female.

Glaser and Strauss (1967) offered the following

guidance in approaching research which involves the
development of grounded theory:
Generating hypotheses requires evidence enough
only to establish a suggestion - not an excessive
piling up of evidence to establish a proof, and
the consequent hindering of the generation of new
hypotheses, (pp. 39-40)
Point of View
This investigation was conducted with biases which
resulted from 22 years of teaching in community colleges.
For 22 years, I have been teaching human anatomy and
physiology, microbiology, and medical terminology to health
technology students in the fields of nursing, respiratory
care, and radiologic technology.

These students have been,

for the most part, female, nontraditional adult learners.
Many of these students were older learners who wanted to
continue their educations after their children were grown or
after they experienced some major event in their lives such
as divorce.

Throughout those years, I became cognizant of

the hardships that these nontraditional female students
endured in reaching their academic goals and earning
associate degrees at community colleges.

I observed the
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coping strategies that these women had to employ in order to
succeed in academic settings designed for traditional
students.

Z also came to appreciate the difficulty an early

marriage presented to many of these students as they pursued
their degrees.

Many of them had to overcome profound

adversity in order to succeed.

And then, there were some

students who, for various reasons, failed in their
endeavors,
As my teaching career in the community college
proceeded throughout the years, X noticed that my classes
contained an increased number of younger, female students.
These students, however, were not like the younger,
traditional female students that I was accustomed to
teaching.

While these students were young, many of them

exhibited features of the older, nontraditional female
students.

Many of them were married.

them also had children.

Many worked.

Many of

And like their older,

nontraditional counterparts, while some of these female
students succeeded academically, others did not.

It became

my fervent desire to acquire a more comprehensive
understanding of the conditions that frame student success
and to better comprehend the dynamics of coping and
mastering that are practiced by students and that result in
academic success and the completion of associate degrees.
It was my intention to better understand the factors that
contribute to the academic success of certain female
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students who marry early.
I believe that qualitative research provided the degree
of meaning necessary to understand the situation described.
Crowson (1987), in citing Schwartz and Jacobs (1979), wrote,
The researcher who is concerned with understanding
seeks to observe and interpret human behavior from the
observed actor's own frame of reference-developing an
appreciation of the world as others experience it, and
becoming acquainted with the subjective states of other
people (p. 5).
A qualitative approach employing in-depth interviews was,
therefore, used to provide the data and induce the
understanding I desired.
The in-depth interview allowed me to explore the past
and present situations of women who married early and were
about to complete associate degrees or who had already
completed degrees.
The Informants and Respondents
According to Denzin (1989a), an informant is any person
who is the subject of a qualitative study and will readily
provide information about the situation being investigated.
Informants trust the investigator, freely provide
information, readily explain their motivations, and will not
threaten or subvert the study (Denzin, 1989a).

Respondents

will serve primarily to substantiate or clarify the
information offered by the informants.

They will, for the

most part, be asked to answer the questions of the
investigator and will not be expected to provide insightful
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explanations (Denzin, 1989a).
In this study, the informants were female community
college graduates and current students who experienced an
early marriage.

These women formed the unit of analysis for

this study.
A modified form of Lowe and Witt's (1984) definition of
early marriage was used in this study.

According to their

definition, any marriage occurring at age 22 years of age or
earlier was considered an early marriage.

For the purpose

of this study, age 21 was used as the upper limit for
delineating an early marriage.
The informants were high school graduates.

General

Equivalency Diploma (GED) recipients were considered for
inclusion in this study; however, no potential informants
met the selection criteria.
Between the date informants graduated from high school
and the time they graduated from a community college, these
women had to maintain continuous enrollment.

Badenhoop and

Johansen's (1980) definition of continuous enrollment was
used in this study.

According to this definition,

enrollment was considered to be continuous provided there
was no interruption of attendance lasting longer than four
years.

The longest period of broken attendance occurring

for informants in this study was two years.

Twenty-five

qualified community college graduates and three current
students were interviewed.

The three informants who were
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students subsequently completed their degrees.
In addition to interviewing the primary female
participants, attempts were made to interview individuals
who were both physically and emotionally close to these
women while they attended community colleges.

These close

affiliates of the informants are called respondents.
An informant's husband was one type of respondent.
When deemed worthwhile to this study, attempts were made to
interview the husbands of the informants.

Eleven husbands

were interviewed.
Informants were also asked to identify other
significant individuals who served as confidants or close
companions during the time they attended the community
colleges.

These confidants were also referred to as

respondents and served as important sources of supportive
information and clarification; they were interviewed
whenever possible.

Four respondents of this type were

interviewed; there were three mothers and one close friend.
Again, husbands and confidants formed the second data
source referred to as respondents.

Denzin (1989a)

maintained that employing multiple data sources is valuable
in securing research validity and reliability.
Qn_Sampling
Qualitative investigations will usually involve the
examination of relatively small samples or participants, but
the investigation will be intense and engaging (Patton,
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1990).

The sample is selected purposefully so as to yield

"information-rich cases" (Patton, 1990, p. 169) for in-depth
study.
It is anticipated that the results of this study will
contribute to theory building in higher education.
Specifically, it will contribute to the growing body of
knowledge about nontraditional, adult learners.

How does

the issue of sampling relate to theory formation?

According

to Glaser and Strauss (1967), "Theoretical sampling is the
process of data collection for generating theory whereby the
analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyzes his data and
decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in
order to develop his theory as it emerges" (p. 45).
Comparative analysis is crucial to theory development.
The researcher needs to be able to identify relationships
that exist among groups, cases, or individuals.

In

selecting the sample it is necessary to choose units that
provide for comparison.

Comparison groups provide control

over the similarities and differences in the data and allow
for relationships to emerge (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Thus,

those in the sample must subscribe to the test of being
theoretically relevant.
The researcher is, therefore, in a position to be an
"active sampler of theoretically relevant data" (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967, p. 58).

The researcher must constantly

appraise the data to determine where the ensuing theoretical
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question will direct him.

Sampling will be concluded when

it is determined that no additional data will contribute to
a more complete level of understanding.

This point of

termination is referred to by Glaser and Strauss (1969) as
"theoretical saturation" (p. 61).
How can an intentional sample be obtained that conforms
to the elements of theoretical sampling with theoretical
saturation?
study.

Purposeful random sampling was employed in this

Purposeful random sampling provides for the

selection of a small number of cases that can be studied in
an in-depth fashion and takes into account the limited
availability of time and resources that may exist for
collecting data (Patton, 1990).

It is

acknowledged that

this is not a true representative random sample as would be
found in the quantitative paradigm.

Therefore, the findings

of this study are not generalizable to the larger population
of community college students.

For this study, "The purpose

of a small random sample is credibility, not
representativeness" (Patton, 1990, p. 180).

Ths-S.aniPle
Informants
The sample was selected from the populations of early
marriage female students at three Virginia community
colleges.

These colleges were chosen because of the

geographical and demographics1 diversity they provided.
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After securing the approval of the Institutional Review
Board at East Tennessee State University (Appendix A ) , these
three colleges were asked to participate in this study.
Lists of potential female participants were be obtained
from the data processing centers of the institutions.

A

computer program was written which sorted and listed names
of individuals using the following parameters:
1.)

Selected for

the academic years 1992-1993, 1991-

92, 1990-91, 1989-90, and 1988-89.
2.)

Selected for

female graduates who included both

married and maiden names as part of their college
records.
3.)

Selected for currently enrolled female students
who included both married and maiden names as part
of their college records and completed at least 55
semester hours of course work.

4.)

Included only those students and graduates

who had

continuous enrollments; that is, having no
interruptions in their education lasting longer
than four years.
5.)

Included the social security number, married name,
maiden name, birth date, address, telephone
number, high school graduation date or date GED
was awarded, college graduation date, academic
major, date of first and last enrollment at the
community college for each student selected.
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Since all colleges within the Virginia Community College
System use the same application form and collect the same
types of data on students, the computer program developed
for this study worked at each of the three colleges.
Official permission to conduct this study was secured from
each community college that participated in this study
(Appendix B).
Three separate lists were received from each of the
three community colleges that participated in this study.
The information identified in the fifth item on the
preceding page was also contained on the computer printouts
provided by each college.
One list contained names of high school graduates who
had enrolled at the community college and had completed
associate degrees.

A second list contained the names of

high school graduates who had completed 55 semesters of
community college course work but had not completed
associate degrees.

A third list contained the names of GED

recipients who attended the community college and completed
associate degrees.
As the computer printouts were received from each
college, they were carefully examined.

Names were

eliminated from the lists when it was determined that they
did not meet the selection criteria of the study.

All three

GED lists were rejected; none of the individuals were found
to be eligible to participate in this study.
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Each sublist was randomly organized.

The result was

six randomly organized sublists; each of the three schools
had a graduate and current student sublist.
The first informants to be contacted for the study were
graduates.

Current students were interviewed after all

graduate interviewing was complete.

Interviewing was

conducted on a school by school basis.

Theoretical

saturation had to be reached at one college before
interviews were conducted at the next school.
Working with the randomly organized sublists, the first
person on a sublist was contacted by telephone.

If that

individual was unable to be reached, the next person on the
list was called.

This process continued until verbal

contact was made with a potential informant.
When a potential informant was reached by phone, the
researcher introduced himself and the study.

The purpose

and mechanics of the study were explained in detail.

It was

emphasized that the true identity of the informant and her
school would not be revealed in any writings resulting from
the study.

All informants were given pseudonyms.

Potential

informants were encouraged to ask any questions at any time
regarding the study and their possible involvement in it.
Toward the conclusion of the phone conversation, the
graduate or current student was asked if she would agree to
being interviewed as part of this study.

If the contact

desired additional information, a packet containing a
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written description of the research project was mailed to
her.

When the person responded affirmatively and verbally

consented to become part of this study, a final verbal check
was performed to verify the qualification of the person to
be included in the study.

When the individual met the

criteria for inclusion in the study, an appointment was made
for the interview; a date, time, and location was arranged.
A setting at the informant’s community college was used,
whenever possible, as the location for the interview.

In

two instances it would have been logistically difficult for
the informants to meet at their colleges.

In these two

instances alternative sites were arranged; these sites were
the high school library and the county school board office
located in the informants* respective localities.
A letter of appreciation and confirmation was sent to
each prospective informant (Appendix C).

In addition, a

phone call reconfirming the scheduled interview appointment
was made several days prior to the interview.

On three

separate occasions, prospective informants indicated that
they would not be able to keep their scheduled appointments.
In all instances, husband disapproval was cited as the
reason why informants changed their minds and needed to
withdraw from the study.
At the time of the interview, a written consent form
was completed by each participant (Appendix D).

A brief

biographical data sheet was also completed by each informant
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before the beginning of each interview (Appendix E ) .
Gathering personal information in this fashion was helpful
because precious time did not have to be spent during the
interview asking and answering questions of this nature.
All informants voluntarily participated in this study.
No inducements were offered to prospective informants, and
no stipends or other forms of remuneration were provided.
A person who desired not to participate in the study or
who did not meet the qualifications to be in the study was
deleted from the pool of prospective participants.

The next

person on the sublist was then contacted.
Sample selection and interviewing proceeded until
theoretical saturation in each category of analysis had been
reached at each college.

According to Strauss and Corbin

(1990), theoretical saturation is reached when " (l) no new
or relevant data seem to emerge regarding a category;

(2)

the category development is dense, insofar as all of the
paradigm elements are accounted for, along with variation
and process;

(3) the relationships between categories are

well established and validated" (p. 186).
Sixteen informants were interviewed from the first
college (these included the three pilot interviews), seven
from the second, and five from the third.

In all instances,

the sublists of potential informants were not exhausted.
Respondents
Informants were asked to identify potential respondents
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during the interview.

When potentially useful respondents

were identified, written permission was secured from the
informants to contact these individuals (Appendix F ) .
Informants were asked to notify their referrals and brief
them about the study*
After permission was granted by an informant, the
prospective respondent was contacted by telephone.

The

study was described to the prospect at that time, and he or
she was asked to consent to an interview.

When a

prospective respondent agreed to participate in the study,
an interview appointment was arranged.

All interviews

except two were conducted at the community colleges.

These

two respondents requested that the interviews be conducted
at their places of employment.

Respondents completed

written consent forms.
As was the case with the informants, all respondents
voluntarily participated in this study.

No inducements were

offered to prospective respondents, and no stipends or other
forms of remuneration were provided.
given pseudonyms.

All respondents were

There were 15 respondents; 11 were

husbands, three were mothers, and one was a close friend.
The Interview
Background
The qualitative research technique known as the indepth interview was used in this study.

McCracken (1988)
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refers to this same research method as the long interview.
According to Crowson (1987), the interview:
. . . provides an opportunity to gather data in the
respondents' own words, to focus inquiry more pointedly
toward a study's central questions, to draw data
efficiently from a setting, and to seek information
directly from the persons who are most in the know in a
setting, (p. 34)
The strengths of interviewing as a research method
engender also its greatest disadvantages.

These are its

efficiency, its ability to concentrate attention, and its
ability to obtain direct comments from interviewees
(Crowson, 1987).

It is important that the researcher be

able to ask the right questions and believe in the
trustworthiness of the responses that are received.

The

clock and the interviewee may end up controlling the
interview and limiting the data provided, especially if the
researcher is "barking up the wrong tree" to begin with.
The Approach
A limited amount of personal information about each
informant was obtained before the interview began in
earnest.

A biographical sheet about the interviewee was

completed and quickly reviewed.

In all instances, the

anonymity of the participants was protected.

The real names

of the informants never appeared on biographical data sheets
or in the working files; fictitious names and case numbers
were always used.
This study employed a compounded interview design.

A
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standardized open-ended protocol was initially used.

The

same questions were asked of all graduate informants
(revised protocol found in Appendix G ) .

These questions

were rephrased for current student informants (Appendix E ) .
This standardization reduced the need for the interviewer to
make judgements regarding the data during the interview
(Patton, 1990).

Toward the end of each interview, an

informant was provided the opportunity to discuss and
describe any experiences and events that they felt would
have contributed to the study.
Data collection and data analysis occurred
concurrently.

As the data were arranged into categories and

files, additional questions were generated which needed to
be addressed and answered.

In some instances, certain

questions were eliminated because earlier responses provided
theoretical saturation.
Discrepancies in the data were scrutinized.

At some

point in the interview schedule, the standardized open-ended
interview yielded to a less structured interview guide.
This approach, as advanced by Patton (1990), facilitated the
closing of gaps in the data.

Strauss and Corbin (1990)

maintain that this open posture is important in qualitative
research.
During each interview, observation, and reading of
documents, you want to absorb and uncover
potentially relevant data. Therefore, it is best
not to structure observations, interviews, or
reading of documents too tightly. Rather, you
want to allow sufficient space for other
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potentially relevant concepts to emerge; while at
the same time thinking about conceptual areas you
have brought to the investigation or uncovered
during the research process, (pp. 181-182)
Interviews with husbands and other respondents were
initially conducted with standardized open-ended questions
(Appendices H & I ) .

As with the informants, these

prescribed queries were replaced with less formal interview
guides.

These interview guides included more probes and

thus provided a greater degree of clarification.
Additional Details
All interviews were recorded on audio cassettes using
two inconspicuous compact cassette recorders.
recorder was equipped with a PZM microphone.

One cassette
This unit was

used as the primary recorder because of the enhanced
recording quality it provided.

The second cassette recorder

was maintained as a backup unit in the event the primary
recorder failed to operate properly.
needed on two occasions.

A backup tape was

Informants and respondents granted

verbal permission to allow their interviews to be recorded.
Mo objections were ever voiced.

The presence of the tape

recorders did not appear to affect the ambiance of any of
the interviews.
All recordings of the interviews were transcribed
verbatim.

A married couple who, at one time, did

professional medical transcription prepared typed copies
from the audio tapes.

The husband, in addition to
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possessing the necessary transcribing skills, possesses a
master's degree in biology and had several years of college
teaching experience.

His wife possesses a secretarial

degree from a community college and has extensive experience
as an executive secretary.

Their transcriptions were

completed promptly, usually within 72 hours after being
delivered, and with a high degree of accuracy.

A total of

579 pages (in excess of 340,000 words) of transcription were
produced.
This couple also served as auditors of the data.

Since

they were aware of all the interviews of the informants and
respondents, they were in prime positions to respond to the
data that were emerging.

At specific prearranged times, the

couple was asked to assess the trustworthiness of the
responses of informants and respondents in relation to the
questions being asked during the interviews.

These auditing

sessions were conducted at the time that new tapes were
submitted for transcribing.

In addition, the couple was

asked to challenge and confirm the development of specific
data categories and files.

They helped to validate the

conclusions that were being developed as the transcripts
were being analyzed.

These individuals, however, did not

perform rigorous, prescribed auditing duties as outlined by
Lincoln and Guba (1985).

Nonetheless, their insight and

corroboration was greatly valued.
Field journals were maintained covering each of the
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interviews.

These written chronicles contained casual notes

which proved to be invaluable in keeping track of the body
language and non-verbal aspects of the interviews.

The

fieLd journals also listed the dateB, times, and locations
of the coded interviews.

Insights, reflections, and

inductive processes were also noted.

Written details

contained in the journals complemented the conversations
captured on the audio tapes and in the verbatim transcripts.
Collectively, these recording techniques contributed to the
advancement of trustworthiness within the study.
Pilot interviews
Three pilot interviews were conducted.

These initial

interviews were important because they helped me to identify
potential problems associated with qualitative research
employing interviews.
One notable benefit for doing these pilot interviews
dealt with the difficulties associated with "telephone
solicitations."

Individuals sought as informants were first

contacted by telephone.

As soon as the phone was answered,

I had to introduce myself, introduce the research, and
secure the confidence of the prospective informant before I
could ask her to participate in my study.

Initially, I was

very nervous because I could detect skepticism at the other
end of the telephone.

I felt that the person to whom I was

speaking was always thinking these questions: "Is this some
sort of hoax or scam?

Why is a male doing research about
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women?"

These pilot interviews tremendously helped me to

develop the self-assurance that was needed to continue
making calls to prospective informants.
Also, these three pilot interviews honed my face-toface interviewing skills.
the shortest.

The very first interview was also

The prepared questions were asked and

answered in sequence as they were found on the typed
protocol.

Essentially no probing occurred.

By the time I

finished the third pilot interview, I was able to more
effectively use probes or follow-up questions and delve more
deeply for additional meaning and clarification.
The pilot interviews also afforded me opportunities to
test the questions contained in the standardized interview
protocol.

As a result of doing the pilot interviews,

several questions were rephrased, one question was
eliminated was altogether, and three new questions were
included.
Those women who participated in the pilot study were
selected from one of the three community colleges used in
the study.

Their names were randomly chosen from the

sublists of graduates and current students.

Data gleaned

from the pilot interviews, though not so robust as that
gathered from later interviews, was included in the study.
The pilot interviews mimicked the interviews of the
study in all respects but one.

At the conclusion of the

interview, each interviewee was asked specific questions
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about the design and climate of the interview.

The

responses to these questions assisted me in improving the
process for collecting data.
Data Analysis
As mentioned previously, data collection and data
analysis occurred concurrently.

Cross-case analysis was

used where similar and disparate responses from informants
and respondents were grouped together.
An open coding system was utilized (Strauss & Corbin,
1990).

The information gleaned from the interviews was

broken down into concepts.

These concepts were derived from

the scrutinizing of incidents, ideas, feelings,
conversations, and interactions revealed through the
interviews.

Categories with files were developed to

accommodate the data obtained from the interviews.

The

categories and files possessed conceptual power because they
served as points for pulling together fragments of related
information.

These categories and files were constructed

from the words of the informants and respondents.
Theoretical sensitivity developed as the data were
examined and evaluated.

This sensitivity refers to "a

personal quality of the researcher.

It indicates an

awareness of the subtleties of meaning of data" (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990, p. 41).

The analytic process became an

important source of this sensitivity as I became more
immersed in and intimate with the emergent data.

The more I
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handled the data, the better I knew the informants and
respondents.
The analyses of the interviews with informants and
respondents focused on the following elements:
explicit experiences of the participants,

(1) the

(2) the

expectations of the participants during the undergraduate
experience,

(3) the insights gained by the participants

during this time period, and (4) the specific outcomes of
actions taken.
Summary
The purpose for using this method of research was to
extricate meaning from the experiences of informants and
respondents.

The in-depth interviews that were conducted in

this study provided valid and reliable information in
plentiful quantity.

By listening to the words of the early

marriage females, 1 was able to identify features within
their undergraduate experiences which served as motivators
and inhibitors.

As informants and respondents openly

reflected upon their individual actions, motives, and
feelings, Z was able to capture their words on audio tape
and attach my own thoughts to the pages of my journals.
Thus were recorded the symbols of our interaction which were
examined and pondered repeatedly.
Comparative data analysis provided the means for
identifying common elements in the experiences of these
women.

Components which were different were also identified

and reconciled.

Data collection was suspended when

theoretical saturation was achieved.

CHAPTER 4
Introduction of Colleges, Informants and Respondents

This chapter includes brief descriptions of the three
community colleges from Virginia that participated in this
study.

The 28 female informants and 15 respondents are also

briefly described.

Respondents are grouped with the

appropriate informants.

Informant groups are organized as

triads (informant, spouse, and parent/friend), dyads
(informant and spouse or parent/friend), and individuals
(informants alone).
The Colleges
Three very diverse community colleges were selected for
this study.

This diversity is reflected in both their

geographical positions in the state and their demographic
makeup.

Although these community colleges were featured in

this study, there are no references made to these colleges
beyond this chapter.
fictitious names.

All three colleges were given

In order to ensure complete anonymity,

informants will not be identified by the colleges they
attended.
East State Community College (ESCC)
East State Community College is located within the
eastern coastal corridor of Virginia.

The College is a

commuter college and serves primarily the residents of four
90
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population dense cities located within two counties.

In the

1991-92 academic year, ESCC enrolled 4,300 full-time
equivalent students.

Approximately 58 percent of the

student body is female and approximately 27 percent of
students are 21 years of age or younger.
Much of the employment of this region is linked to the
military.

Army, Navy and Air Force installations are

located in close proximity to the College.

In addition to

direct military employment, shipbuilding and aerospace
technology are important occupational areas.
Middle_State Community College (MSCC)
Middle State Community College is located in the
central part of Virginia and is southwest of Washington,
D.C..

The College serves five full counties and part of a

sixth.

It also provides educational services one city.

MSCC is a nonresidential campus.

In the 1991-92 academic

year, MSCC enrolled approximately 1,850 full-time equivalent
students.
Most of the employment of the service region is
associated with the municipality located within the
College's service region.

A major university located in

close proximity to MSCC which is also a major employer of
the region.

There is some manufacturing, primarily in the

production of electrical equipment and heavy machinery.
There are limited agricultural opportunities.
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West State Community College fWSCC)
West State Community College is located on a 100 acre
site in the southwest corner of the State.

WSCC is a

nonresidential comprehensive community college serving three
full counties in Virginia and a portion of a fourth.

Full

time equivalent student enrollment for 1991-92 was nearly
2,550.

The average age of the student body is 30 years.

The College offers more than 40 two-year associate degree,
one-year certificate, and continuing career studies
programs.
The terrain in this part of Virginia includes both
rugged mountains and rolling hills and valleys.

Coal mining

and its related services, together with farming, make up the
region's principal sources of employment.
Informants,and.Respondents
This section provides a brief narrative introduction to
each informant and respondent who participated in this
study.

None of the informants or respondents are referred

to by their real names.

When references were made to other

family members and friends, these individuals were also
provided fictitious names.

A summary of the informants with

respect to the ages at which they married, their academic
majors, and whether they were raising children while they
were in college is found in Appendix J.

Appendix K provides

a listing of the respondents relative to the informants who
identified them.
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Triads
A triad unit consisted of an informant, spouse, and
parent or friend.

These individuals were interviewed

separately and on different occasions.
Jean married when she was 18 years old, "a month shy of
19," and she graduated from the community college with a
general studies degree.

Jean completed all of her degree

work as a full-time student and now is employed locally as a
sales representative for an insurance company.

Jean said

she "despised" the idea of going to college when she was in
high school, but her best friend talked her into going.
Jean and her best friend decided to attend college together.
While attending the community college, Jean married Charles.
Charles was 27 when he and Jean married.

He graduated

from a Christian school and has been employed as a salesman
for a mobile home supply company for ten years.
Jean and her husband often received valued advice from
Jean's mom, corrine.

Corrine and her husband adopted Jean

when Jean was four years old.

Christine graduated from high school with an advanced
studies degree and affiliations in the National Honor
Society, Beta Club, and French National Honor Society.
addition, she was president of the Key Club.

In

Upon

graduating from high school, Christine enrolled in a private
out-of-state college.

After completing one semester,
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Christine returned home and married Alex; she was pregnant.
Upon returning home, she enrolled in a community college.
She completed an associate degree in nursing.
Alex was attending a different four-year college when
he married Christine,

when he returned home, he also

enrolled in the community college; however, he has not been
able to finish a degree because of his work schedule.
Interestingly, his mother is a graduate of the same
community college nursing program as Christine.

It is

Alex's intention to also earn an associate degree in
nursing.
Beth is Christine's mother and a close confidant.
After completing her undergraduate degree in social work,
Beth taught school while her husband finished dental school.

Peggy grew up in a small rural community in Virginia.
She described herself as being a "horrible student" until
she entered her junior year of high school.

At that point

she made the honor roll and was inducted into the National
Honor Society.

She finished high school, graduating at the

top of her class.

Peggy received a lot of encouragement

from her family to continue her education, primarily from
her mother and uncle.
George is Peggy's husband.
and a pharmacist.
individual.

He is a college graduate

Peggy described him as being a very shy

She said he is very intelligent and has a
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vocabulary that "would fill the library."
Bettv. Peggy's mother, believes that children should be
inspired to do better than their parents.

Therefore, it

came as no surprise to learn that education is very
important to her.

She said, "Once you get that piece of

paper in your hand, nobody can take that away from you.
They can take anything else, but they cannot take that piece
of paper away,"
Dyads
Dyad units consisted of an informant and a spouse or
parent/friend.

As with informants, these individuals were

interviewed separately.
Susan started attending the community college right
after she finished high school.

About that same time, she

started dating Kevin, her husband-to-be.

When Susan found

out that she was pregnant, she and Kevin decided to go ahead
and get married.

She was 19 years

Susan always doubted that she
in college.

old.
would beable to do well

She had had low self-esteem.

However, Susan

finished an associate degree in commercial art in 1993.

She

and Kevin have two children.

Robin married when she was 19 years old.

She worked as

a waitress or short-order cook all through high school.
main ambitions in high school were

to drive her car, a

mustang, and just graduate.

completed an associate

Robin

Her
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degree in nursing in 1991.
Robin's husband, Dannv. did not attend college;
however, he wished he had.

He maintained that the hardest

aspect of his wife's college experience was the limited
amount of time that they had to spend with each other.
Danny was unable to work due to injuries he sustained in an
automobile accident; consequently, he had more free time at
his disposal than Robin.

Connie married her husband, Jason, while she was
working on an associate degree in radiologic technology.
Their relationship started as a strong friendship and as a
result of the common interest they had in the town's rescue
squad.
Connie is very close to her family.

Everybody in her

family graduated from high school; however, she was the
first to go to college.

She originally started attending a

four-year university but had to drop out when her father had
a heart attack.

When she returned home, she started taking

classes at the community college.

She completed her degree

in 1991 and works at the hospital in her home town.
Jason had already completed college when he met Connie,
having earned a bachelor's degree in chemistry.

Jason has

been involved in emergency medical services for 16 years.
He was very supportive of his wife while she was attending
the community college.
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Nancv married while she was a senior in high school;
she was 17 years old*
unplanned pregnancy;
graduation.

Her marriage was the result of an
however, she had a miscarriage prior to

She and her husband, Gary, are still married

and they have one child.
Nancy comes from a background where early marriage and
pregnancy are the norm.

She was the first member of her

family to attend college and graduate.

She considers

herself to be a "driven" individual; she is obsessive about
her goals.

She completed her associate degree in liberal

arts in 1992, and she is currently working full-time toward
the completion of a bachelor's degree.
Gary is a truck driver for the postal service.

His

work schedule is strange in that he reports for two

shifts a

day.

then

He usually works from 5:00 AH to 10:00 AH and

from 3:00 PH to 7:00 PH.
He said that it is difficult being the husband of a
college student because it seems that her college life
dominates all of her time.

According to Gary, there does

not seem to be time in his wife's life for family.

This has

caused him much distress.

Jennifer is an only child.
while they were in college.

Her parents met each other

However, they did not finish

college before getting married.

Her father never completed
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the degree he started, while her mother returned to college
at a later time and finished a bachelor's degree.
Jennifer was always a high achiever.

She graduated

from high school with a 3.6 cumulative average.

She

originally started working toward a degree in engineering at
a four-year university; however, she left the university
after one semester because of having low grades,

Jennifer

returned home and started taking classes at the community
college in her area.

Jennifer graduated from the community

college in 1992 with an associate degree in nursing.
Jennifer met her husband, Paul, while she was attending
the community college; he was serving in the military at the
time.

Paul completed two years of undergraduate studies

before going into the Navy.

He plans to finish his degree

shortly.

chervl grew up in a coal mining community in rural
Virginia.

The schools she attended were very small, and it

was not uncommon to have multiple grades occupying the same
room.

Cheryl was the first of her family to attend and

graduate from college.

Her father dropped out of high

school in the eleventh grade to go to work in the mines; he
is now disabled.

Her mother left high school in the ninth

grade; she just recently completed her GED, a general
equivalency diploma.

Cheryl started first grade when she

was five years old and graduated from high school when she
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was 17.
Cheryl had a baby while she was in high school.
and the baby's father did not get married.

She

It was not until

after Cheryl graduated from high school and started at the
community college that she met Randall; they got married
when Cheryl was 18 years old.
Randall works for a cable television company.

While

his wife was in college, he was a mechanic and worked for
his brother.

Working for his brother proved to be

beneficial because he was able to keep a flexible work
schedule.

This enabled him to care for the couple's young

child when regular child care plans collapsed.

Sara married Terrv when she was 20 years old.

She was

studying to be a respiratory care technician at the
community college located in the area where she was raised.
Sara did not receive an associate degree in respiratory care
because none existed.

However, she received a certificate

of advanced training in respiratory care.

The length of the

program and number of credit hours required for this level
of achievement were found to be equivalent to those of an
associate degree.
Sara said she has never traveled much out of her region
and anticipated that she probably never will.

Her family

has always been involved with coal mining; her older brother
died in a mining accident when he was 20 years old.
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Sara's father only completed a formal education through
the fourth grade, while her mother officially completed the
tenth grade.

Her mother, however, was able to earn a GED.

Sara said that home life waB highly controlled by her
father.

She described him as being extremely protective and

"old-fashioned."
Terry works as a lineman for a utility company.

He is

six years older than his wife.

Ruth was college bound from high school.

During her

high school junior year, she was introduced to a co-op
program at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA).

This co-op program required that Ruth complete a

two-year degree in office systems technology at the
community college.
As a high school junior, she started dating her
husband-to-be, Rov.

The first time Roy met Ruth's mother,

he said, "I'm gonna marry her (laughs)."

Ruth and Roy were

married right after she graduated from high school.
ten years older than his wife.

Roy is

He attended a technical

school after finishing an enlistment in the Navy and
received training in the electronics field.

Janice started an associate degree program in nursing
and met her husband-to-be in the summer following her
graduation from high school.

She got married in her second
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semester at the community college.
Because Janice failed one of her nursing courses, she
needed to extend her program of study by one full year.
During this additional year, she had a baby.

Janice

experienced some difficulties with her husband while she was
in college.
Janice often turned to her close friend, Patsv for
consolation and advice.
Individuals
Karen was adopted as a baby.

She started at the

community college immediately after finishing high school;
however, she completed only one semester in general studies
before stopping out for several semesters.

Karen decided

she wanted to be on her own for awhile, and she moved away
from home for eight months.

She returned home because, "my

parents weren't satisfied with me livin' far away from home
by myself and not goin* to school."
Upon returning home, she started taking classes again,
this time at a different community college located in the
region.

She also met her husband-to-be and married him four

months later; however, she stopped taking classes again when
she learned she was pregnant.
first year she was married.

Karen had a baby girl that
It was shortly after the birth

of her daughter that she decided to return to the community
college and earn a degree in radiologic technology.
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Sharon always wanted to go to college.

She said,

"Since nobody else in my immediate family went to college, I
definitely wanted to do that and hopefully exceed beyond
what they've done."

Sharon's father was a high school

graduate and worked in sales; however, at the time of the
interview he was unemployed.

Sharon's mother also finished

high school and took some classes in accounting and
bookkeeping.

She was also unemployed.

Sharon met her husband-to-be at a party when she was 19
years old, and they started living together shortly
thereafter.

When she turned 21, they decided to go ahead

and get married.
Sharon completed a certificate program in personal
computer repair and was about to complete an associate
degree in computer information systems.

Marlene married when she was 20 years old and completed
two full semesters of her degree as a married student.
Marlene's background growing up was framed in an atmosphere
of higher education.

Her father possesses a Ph.D. in

chemistry and teaches at a university.

Her mother has a

bachelor's degree in history and English.
Marlene graduated in 1993 with an associate degree in
liberal studies.

At the time of the interview, she was

working as a waitress full-time and enjoying it.
Marlene and her husband met at the community college.
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They decided to get married after knowing each other for
approximately seven months.

Joan was a high school bride, having married at the age
of 16.

She was also a high school mother.

When Joan

graduated from high school, she was the valedictorian of her
class.

She started attending the community college the fall

semester immediately following her graduation from high
school.

Joan graduated from the community college on time—

in four semesters— with an associate degree in accounting
and business management.
Paula was 14 years old when she started dating her
husband-to-be; he was 19.

Interestingly, Paula's mother was

also 16 when she married Paula's father, who was 32 years
old.

Early marriage was accepted in Paula's family.

Carol was the first informant interviewed in the pilot
study.

She married at the age of 17, shortly after

beginning her degree program at the community college.
Carol met her husband-to-be at a high school dance.

She

completed high school through a special arrangement with the
college; courses taken in her first year at the community
college also fulfilled requirements for her high school
diploma.

Stephanie married at the age of 19.

She excelled
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academically in school.

While attending the community

college, she was active in the scholastic honor society
known as Phi Theta Kappa.

When Stephanie was asked if there

were any events or circumstances that influenced her
decision to get married, she responded: "Hey, that's a tough
one.

He just asked me (laughs), and I said,

'Sure.'

You

know, why not?"

Ashlev was the oldest of three children in her family,
she graduated from high school, with honors, the same year
her mother finished college with a bachelor's degree.

Her

father was an electrician; however, when he was 34 years old
he sustained a heart attack.
continuous health problems.

Since then, he has had
The family experienced major

financial setbacks resulting from this situation.
Even though Ashley graduated from high school with two
scholarships, she was unable to use them to attend a fouryear college because the family was not able to provide the
additional money that was needed.

Shelbv married "one of her high school sweethearts"
when she was 19 years old.

Her first college courses were

taken at a four-year school while her husband was serving in
the military.

When her husband was assigned to duty out of

the country, Shelby returned home to live with her parents.
It was at that point that she decided to continue her
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education at a community college.

She graduated with a

degree in science.
Shelby's marriage, however, deteriorated while her
husband waB stationed overseas.

Eventually, the couple

separated after Shelby graduated from the community college.

Claudia's biological father was an abusive alcoholic.
When Claudia was one year old, her mother took her and left.
This was a powerful event in Claudia's life.

From this she

learned, "Be sure you can take care of yourself, and if you
have babies, that you can take care of your babies.

You get

your education, and that's the only way you'll be able to
make it."
Claudia actually started her collegiate work at a fouryear university; however, she left after one year because of
poor grades.

After leaving the university, she got married

and then starting attending a community college.

She

graduated with an associate degree in business
administration.

Currently she is working toward becoming a

registered nurse through a program co-sponsored by a
hospital and a college.

Tamara married her high school boyfriend.

It was

Tamara's intention to finish college before getting married;
however, she did not wait.
Her husband was also a student at the college.

Even
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though she was married, her parents continued to pay her
college expenses.
Tamara graduated in 1992 with an associate degree in
office systems technology.

Brenda graduated with an associate degree in office
systems technology.

While she was attending college on a

part-time basis, she worked as a secretary for a large coal
company.

It was through her employment there that she met

her husband; he was her supervisor.
Brenda was 19 years old when she married, and her
husband was 24.

Her husband had graduated from college with

a four-year degree in industrial engineering.

Barbara remembered being "one boy crazy girl" all
through high school.
was 17.

She married the first time when she

However, while she was attending the community

college, she and her husband separated and subsequently
divorced.
Shortly after Barbara completed her associate degree in
business management, she remarried and then started working
full-time on a bachelor's degree.

She was 22 years old when

she was married for the second time.

Barbara characterized

her second husband as being very supportive of her decision
to continue her college education.
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Linda graduated twice from the community college.
completed her first degree in 1990.

She

At that time, she was

single and living at home with her mother.

She then started

attending a four-year college; however, she withdrew during
the first semester to get married.

The following semester

she began a second associate degree program in environmental
science at the community college.

Lvnn married when she was 16 years old; she was
pregnant.

When she finished high school at the age of 17,

she had already had her first child.

Lynn started taking

college classes when she was 19 years old.

She completed

some general education courses in preparation for the
nursing program at the community college.
At the time of the interview, Lynn had four months to
go to complete her associate degree in nursing.

It was

subsequently learned that she did complete her degree.

Ellen was an only child.

Her mother never completed

high school because she got married in the eleventh grade;
she was pregnant with Ellen.

Ellen said, "That wasn't my

reason," referring to her own marriage.
Ellen was very attached to her mother and father.

This

impacted her when she was making decisions about going to
college.

"I knew I wanted to go [to college], but I didn't

wanna leave home."

After graduating from high school, Ellen
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waited a year before enrolling at the community college.
Ellen started dating her husband-to-be when she was a
junior in high school; however, they did not get married
until she was in college.

Ellen delayed getting married

until she was certain that her future husband had a secure,
dependable job.

Ellen graduated with an associate degree in

the area of mental health.

Paula was 19 years old when she got married and her
husband was serving in the military.
It was always Paula's goal to become a nurse, and that
was reached at the community college.

However, Paula's

graduation was delayed one semester when her husband was
sent to Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War.

She contends that

the amount of stress she was under that semester contributed
to her failing one of her nursing courses.
Summary
Today's women
Born yesterday
Dealing with tomorrow
Not yet where we're going
But not still where we were.
Adrienne Rich
American Poet and Educator
This chapter introduced the 43 women and men who agreed
to be interviewed in this study.

Twenty-eight informants

described themselves, their families, and their friends.
Twenty-eight young women willingly recounted the memories
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they had of their youth when they were students in grade
school and high school.

They spoke about their experiences

as young married women/ as married students attending
community colleges/ and, at times/ as young collegiate
mothers.

Fifteen respondents offered valued insight that

frequently complemented and illuminated the narratives of
the informants.
Together/ the collective voices of informants and
respondents revealed much about the condition of women who
married young and successfully completed associate degrees
at three community colleges in Virginia.
women marry early?

What early life attitudes did these

women have toward marriage?
handled adversity.

Why did these

These women successfully

How did they accomplish that?

What kind

of support did they receive while they were in college?
these women possess certain characteristics which
contributed to their success in college?
chapters address these questions.

The next three

Did

CHAPTER 5
Decisions Made: Getting Married and Going to College

This chapter details the specific reasons why these
women married early.

In some instances, the reports from

these informants mimicked those offered in Chapter 2.
Chapter 5 also examines what the early life attitudes were
of these women toward marriage.

It considers the role of

the parents, and in particular mothers, as their daughters
prepared to marry early.
In addition, Chapter 5 examines the factors which
influenced these informants' decisions to attend college
and, more specifically, a community college.

The influences

of husbands, other family members, and friends of these
women are examined.
Getting Married
Reasons for an Earlv Marriage
Informants identified seven prevailing reasons for
marrying early.
marriage,

These reasons are (1) being ready for

(2) wanting security,

(3) getting pregnant.

wanting to be out on my own and away from parents,
yielding to external influences,

(4)

(5)

(6) going to college would

be easier, and (7) desiring a change.
Several current findings are consistent with past
research findings identified in Chapter 2.

no

However, the
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relationship existing between early marriage and educational
attainment appears to be distinctively different, in that,
for this sample, early marriage was not perceived as the
liability that it was a decade and a half ago.
Being Ready for Marriage. Several themes emerged from
the interviews which collectively formed this reason, "ready
for marriage."

Informants identified feelings of love and a

strong desire not to delay marriage any longer as
significant factors affecting the timing of their marriages.
When Brenda was asked why she married her husband when
she did, she responded, "Umm, love and . . .
was the major reason.

I think that

I mean, there was no problem.

mean, we were not forced into it.

I

It was just that's what

we felt like we wanted to do at the time."

Similarly, Carol

said, "I thought I was in so much love I couldn't wait no
longer (chuckle).

I guess that's how you think when you're

17."
Connie emphasized the love factor but also
suggested that religious mores played a predominant role.
It appeared that Connie and her husband delayed sexual
involvement until after they were married.
Oh, I loved him. We knew it was right, and it was. I
knew he was right for me, and he knew I was right for
him, and we didn't want to wait. That's why we got
married (long pause), bike I said [earlier] he's a
very Christian guy so you can understand why I didn't
want to wait (laughter). That was a biggie, too.
other individuals suggested that getting married seemed
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to be a fluid notion, or a "natural" thing to do.

For

others, it appeared that there were not any significant
reasons to delay marriage any longer.
Marlene responded to the question of marital timing by
saying, "It was kind of natural.
it.

We just sort of fell

There's no sort of time when I can say, urn, 'This

when we decided to get married.'"

into
is

Cheryl described the

circumstances influencing her decision to marry this way:
Well, let's see. Me and him dated six months, I think.
He was constantly at my house or I was at his house and
um, he had an apartment, and I stayed there most of the
time. We got to where we spent every minute together
anyway, and it was just like he asked me to marry him,
and I said yes (laughs). At times I think, you know,
it may have been a mistake.
But, it's worked out so
far.
Tamara was more casual about her decision to get
married.

When asked if there were any specific reasons for

getting married when she did, she responded, "Um, not
really.

We both, you know, decided.

I guess if I wanted to

wait longer he woulda' been fine with that, too.

We just

thought we were ready for it."
Janice, however, expressed a real sense of urgency
about getting married.

For her, getting married was a prime

directive; it was a goal that totally consumed her.
I guess I thought I couldn't, uh, stand to not be
married anymore.
I couldn't stand not (emphasis added]
to see my husband [to be] all of the time. It sounds
silly now, but that's what I thought.
I thought I
couldn't [emphasis added] wait to be married.
One particular informant indicated that she knew
exactly what she was getting into with an early marriage.
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Prior to her own marriage, she had a fairly extensive
introduction to the responsibilities associated with the
state of marriage.

Jean, having married at age 18, had this

to say about her decision to get married:
I felt I was ready. I was. I had a lot of
responsibility growin' up with my brothers. Well, my
mom worked full-time. My dad worked full-time.
I was
there to do the cooking and cleaning and washing the
clothes and all the household things, you know, plus
sorta baby sitting, I suppose, you know, until nine,
ten o'clock at night until my parents get home from
work.
I even knew about, you know, how to pay the
bills. Mom and dad would give me the money and say,
"here, pay this," or whatever, you know.
I knew what
to expect.
[Marriage] didn't take me by surprise.
I
was, as far as responsibility was concerned, really
ready for it, probably more so than [my husband]
(laughs).
Wanting Security. A number of informants indicated that
their decisions to get married were framed by having needs
for security.

For many of these women, security generally

meant having financial stability.

It meant that they would

have the monetary resources to continue their educations.
Well, when I was in high school, I knew I wanted to go
on to school, and I really felt like at the time if I
did get married that I wouldn't go to school, okay,
after I started school, I was almost half way through
it, you know, when I decided, "Hey, I can get married.
He's got a good job. He can support me. He can put me
through school, and I can have both of 'em." So
that's, that's what happened (Sara).
Similarly, Ellen said:
He had a secure job. He made enough income for us both
because he knew that I wouldn't be workin' because he
wanted me to finish school, and I wanted to finish
school,
if I had to quit school and get a job to have
gotten married, we wouldn't be married.
For several women, security also meant that there would
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be emotional support from their husbands; they expected to
receive encouragement as they pursued their degrees.

When

Sharon was asked about the circumstances that influenced her
decision to marry, she had this to say;
Uh, well, let's see. Well, it had to be love.
Love,
um. Security is the main one. Security was him
backing me all the way as far as, um . . . . 'Cause I
wasn't gonna marry him if he would not let me continue
going to school full-time. Having security for me was
like the main thing so he said, "Yes, we can go ahead
and get married, and yes, you can continue going to
school full-time, and I will not pressure you into
working." But, that did change after awhile.
But as
far as security, there was, you know, financial
security.
There was, um, security emotionally from
him. So, it was the right thing to do.
For Karen, it was more the idea of having a secure
marriage that served as the inducement.

When she was asked

why she married her husband when she did, her response was;
(Long pause) Well, like X said I think when I got
married I felt like I was in love with my husband, but
I think I was in love with the idea of havin' security,
and the stability of a marriage and commitment.
I was
in love with those things, you know, with the idea
[emphasis added] of just bein' married, I guess; havin'
children, havin' somebody to talk to.
I've never been
a loner.
I've always needed somebody to be around me.
I need [somebody] to talk to, to laugh with.
Getting Pregnant.

As was found in earlier research,

unplanned pregnancy continues to influence couples'
decisions to enter into an early marriage.

However, the

social stigma of having to marry as a result of an
unintended pregnancy does not appear to play the same role
as it once did.

Informants indicated that they had already

planned to marry their future husbands; pregnancy merely
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caused the marriage to occur sooner.
(Laughs) I was pregnant, and we were in love, and I
thought, "Well, we're gonna get married one day
anyway." So, I thought it was best, the best thing for
us and the kid, you know (Lynn).
For the most part, parents did not pressure their
daughters to marry because of their pregnancies.

The

parents of these women seemed to be accepting of their
daughters' pregnancies and willing to assist with the
raising of the children if that was what their daughters'
wanted.

This was the case for Joan, who married at 16 years

of age.

She finished high school on time despite the fact

that she had a baby in her junior year.
the class valedictorian at graduation.

In fact, she was
Regarding her

decision to get married, she had this to say:
Okay, I got married in the summer between the loth and
llth grade.
I was pregnant with [Rachel], so we
decided to go ahead and get married.
I mean, my mother
and father said I didn't have to [get married] if I
didn't want to, but I knew that I wanted to. So, we
did.
Likewise, Susan's parents were also supportive of her
decision, no matter what it was.
I got pregnant (laughs). We were engaged. Hy parents
I don't think were real happy 'cause it was soon, you
know, we'd only been dating maybe a year and, um, I
don't think it was that they didn't like *im, but he's
just real quiet, and I'm the baby. I was, you know.
They just didn't want me to get married.
I don't think
it was really him and, um, then, of course, when I got
pregnant they— they didn't want me to just get married
'cause of that.
But, since we were engaged and I
really loved 'im, I— I knew we were gonna get married
one day, um, I was like, "Well, I'm gonna marry 'im
anyway," you know. They— my mom was kinda like
[saying], "oh, you can stay at home. Everything will
be fine. I'll help." I was like [saying], "Mom, I
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wanna marry 'im anyway." You know. Um, so we went
ahead and got married when I was, you know— right when
I found out [that I was pregnant]. . . . We kinda had
an instant family. He went out to sea for six months.
He didn't get home until the day after I had her.
Christine's situation was different.

After graduating

from high school, Christine went off to a private out-ofstate Catholic college.

During her first semester away at

college she became pregnant.

Her parents helped her to

examine all facets of the situation.

This is what

Christine's mother, Beth, had to say:
Yes, yes, the day before we left for a cruise. That
was probably one of the most selfish things she's ever
done (laughs). She calls and goes, um, well she's
sobbing and says, "Do you want me to tell you now or
when you get back?" Aw, [I said], "What kind of
question is that?" And I guessed very readily, and the
next day [my husband and I] were leaving for a cruise.
So that was real tough but, um, anyway [no lengthy
conversation] took place until Christmas, when they
were finally both home. There was a real intense month
where we required both of them to go to counselling.
Where we went to counselling. Where we had family
counselling. Where we met with our priest. They were
made to talk a lot, an awful lot. In fact, I— I'm
surprised that they didn't both scream at us and say,
"Leave us alone.
I don't wanna talk anymore." But, we
talked out every possible issue that there could have
ever been. We told them the chances of their marriage
surviving was very, very low because they were so young
and they were starting with so many problems and, you
know, we talked about . . . "You don't have an
education yet. You don't have . . . you don't know
what you're going to do with your lives. You've got
this child to deal with." We talked it all out.
I
mean, in depth so when all of that was finally talked
through, then and only then did we say, "All right,
we'll go forward with this marriage." You know, we
weren't sure at that point that was going to be the
choice. We presented all the opportunities. The only
opportunity that was never open to any of us was
abortion. That was never discussed because none— I
mean none of us— none [emphasis added] of us support
abortion, not any of us and so it was never even a
question, never an alternative.
But adoption was an
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alternative, you know* That was one of the first
things Z presented to them, but they assured us that
they were in love, that they wanted to be together, and
that they thought they could do this and after they
knew what they were facing as best we could tell them,
you know, what kinds of things they were facing, then
we agreed to support them and go ahead with the
wedding.
Christine

and Alex did marry and they had

a little girl.

Christine

left the four-year college and returned home where

she enrolled in the community college and finished an
associate degree in nursing.
Nancy became pregnant, married and had a miscarriage in
her senior year of high school.

For Nancy and her family,

the pattern was familiar.
[It] was the end of February or the beginning of March
when I found out I was pregnant.
I was upset but yet,
um, somewhat relieved. See, you've got to understand,
we have a pattern in my family (laughs) from my mom's
side. You get pregnant; you get married (laughs). I
mean
it doesn't seem— I mean I don't
think we do iton
purpose, but somehow it ends up that
way and then
nobody goes anywhere.
All through high school Nancy was planning on going away to
college.

She was accepted at a four-year university and was

planning on starting there in the fall semester following
her high school graduation.

Nancy felt her husband-to-be

may have had other thoughts on this matter; she may have
also.
I mean, in my heart I knew that someday I would get
married, but I just knew that my plans were more
important at that point. I thought they were.
. . . If [pregnancy] happened it happened. Originally
it was like no, you know, we don't wanna get pregnant.
Then, after that, it just got to the point . . . .
I
think deep down Gary did not want me to go away to
school. I think that was his motive behind it, and I
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think my motive was, not so much I didn't wanna go
away, but that I didn't want our relationship to change
as far as what we had right then. I think I was a
little bit scared to go away 'cause I had never been
away from my home for very long.
*

* *

. . . For awhile I still thought (laughs) . . . I was
still gonna take that baby with me to [the university].
I kinda became upset that I had to give in and go to
[the community college], but it turned out that was the
best route, actually. That allowed me to work and to
go to school and to be a married person.
For Nancy and her family, it appears that pregnancy and
early marriage were accepted life contingencies.

It appears

also that the family fostered a rather parochial perspective
with respect to residence.

Nancy, upon completing her

associate degree, began baccalaureate course work at a
nearby university.
Wanting To Be out on MY own Awav From parents, some
informants identified the desire to leave the influence of
their parents as their motivation for marrying early.

For

various reasons, they wanted to remove themselves from the
home of their parents, to be out on their own making their
own decisions.

However, they never actually specified those

things that were giving them problems at home before they
married, beyond the scope of possibly just desiring to have
more independence.

Perhaps, as was seen earlier with Karen,

it was actually the idea or thought of having more autonomy
which prompted some informants to consider an early
marriage.
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This seemed to be the case with Stephanie.

It seems

that both she and her husband were looking for ways to leave
their parents' house and to be "out on their own."
I think basically just wantin' to be out on my own, and
it was really rough, you know, that first year we were
married (laughs). I guess, you know, when you're a
teenager datin' and your parents want to tell you what
to do and you don't want 'em to tell you what to do,
and I just wanted to get out on my own.
I mean I got
along well with my parents, but it's just like I didn't
want 'em tellin me what to do anymore.
I wanted to be
out on my own, make my own decisions. I didn't want
'em to tell me what time to be home, you know, I just
wanted to take control of my life and do everything on
my own.
* * *

. . . When we were out, we'd just stop and look at
trailers and double-wides and everything, and I guess
it was the idea of, you know, this would be neat, you
know, to have our own house and everything. And it was
like I told my parents I was gettin' married, and a
month later we got married (laughs), you know.
QUESTION t why do you think your husband wanted to get
married?
RESPONSE; Probably the same reason I did, to get outta
the house. We saw the opportunity and decided to get
married and both of us to get out of the house, you
know, and get our own house. When you think about this
stuff, it just doesn't make sense (laughs).
QUESTION; Do you ever reflect back on it yourself?
RESPONSE; Yeah, and it doesn't make sense, I mean, how
it happened.
It just doesn't make sense.
Other informants believed that marriage would bring
them a form of happiness that they had not experienced
living at home.

It seems that, in some instances,

informants envied their future husbands' home-lives, and by
marrying into their families, these women hoped to secure
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the state of satisfaction they had observed.

However, they

often found out that the actual situation could be very
different from the perceived situation.

Consider Ashley's

words:
Hell, lookin' back on it now, um, I think I thought
that if I didn't get married then I wouldn't get
married.
It sounds silly now, but I think that's one
of the things I was thinkin'. I knew that I wanted a
family.
I wanted a happy family unlike what I had
grown up with, and watchin' his family interact, from
the outside lookin' in, everything looked great.
Everyone seemed to get along.
It was just the perfect
family. Everybody was happy. Once we were married, I
found out otherwise.
Ashley's reasons for getting married may have been affected
by her own low level of self-esteem.

This, together with

the fact that she had to take on adult responsibilities as a
youth, helps to explain why she wanted an early marriage.
Later on, when discussing her decision to go college, she
had this to say:
I don't think he really truly thought that I would go
[to college]. I was very self-conscious and very shy
and, uh, couldn't do a whole lot for myself.
I
couldn't even, um, go and take the car to get fixed.
I
was a nervous wreck. I was that self-conscious. I
didn't think I could do anything for myself and that is
another reason why I think I got married, even though
with my family I was the one who took care of
everything.
I cooked the meals; I cleaned; I got my
brother off to school. I really can't explain it.
Yielding To External Influences. Sometimes the impetus
for getting married was attributed to the influences of
relatives or friends,

it appeared that some women married

because their friends were getting married; getting married
became the thing to do.

This was the case for Linda:
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Well, when we first planned to get married, a lot of my
friends were getting married*
It looked good and I
wanted to be married.
I think if all my friends hadn't
been gettin' married I wouldn't have got married when I
did, too.
'Cause we hung around then, and they were
married, and they made it look good, I think.
I think
that's one reason I got married.
Later on in the interview, Linda mentioned that at one point
she "had broken up" with her fiance, David.

This aggravated

Linda's situation for it permitted a third person, another
woman, to enter the setting and indirectly influence her.
During this period of separation from David, Linda was
melancholy; however, David had already established a
relationship with someone else.

The presence of this other

woman induced Linda to re-establish a relationship with
David and push for marriage.

In her own words she admitted,

"I was miserable while we were broken up, and he had
somebody else, and I was afraid if I didn't marry him I'd
lose him."
For Robin, two forces were working upon her.

These

were her feelings of guilt and the influence of her motherin-law.

The guilt feelings resulted from a religious

attitude concerning extramarital sex.

Robin and her future

husband, Danny, struggled with their level of intimacy,
expressed her concerns this way:

she

"We started goin' to

church, and we seen that we needed to settle down and the
things that we were doin' we shouldn't have been doin'; but
we could've been doing when we was married."

However, it

was actually Robin's mother-in-law who persuaded them to
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marry when they did; and, this decision to marry was
grounded in adversity.

Robin continued with the interview

saying:
I know a week before we got married he tore our
marriage license all to pieces (laughs). We had to get
a new set. You know, his mom, she prompted us to get
married. She said, "Well, you'uns are together all the
time, why don't you'uns get married." Now my mom and
'em was different, you know. She said, "I don't see no
reason for you to get married. How you'uns goin' to
make it?" But, his mom, I guess, more or less, got us
to get married, you know, and talked us into it.
Perhaps Danny's mother was also reacting to the couple's
apparent intense level of involvement with each other.
Perhaps she feared that Robin would get pregnant outside of
marriage and that this would complicate the couple's
situation.

There was a family history of this behavior.

Robin's mother had her first child out of wedlock and gave
him up for adoption.
Claudia also alluded to the influence of religious
mores in influencing her early marriage.

Again, premarital

sexual involvement appears to have been a major
consideration:
We were goin' to church together.
I had always been
raised in the church and some things I had been doin'
wasn't right. We sat down and talked about the things
we had been doing that we were gonna quit doing
(laughs) because we were gonna try to do the right
thing and, um, we talked to the preacher a little bit
and, um, talked to God a little bit (laughs), or a
whole lot, and just, you know, said, "Okay, you show us
what to do." We decided to go ahead and get together.
Going To College Would Be Easier,

in several

instances, informants indicated that they thought getting
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married would make going to college less burdensome.

These

women wanted to apply their time to their courses, but they
also wanted to spend time with their intended partners.
"Spending time with him" often meant having an arranged
date; it meant structuring meaningful activities.

This

"dating" process, however, consumed valuable time that could
have been used for other purposes.
In other instances, couples wanted to maximize their
time with each other.

They would try to spend as much time

together outside of work and classes.

Consequently, less

time was made available to these women for studying and
doing course assignments.

This competition for time was

continually a source of stress.

Jennifer described her

situation this way:
l was spending so much time with him, either at his
house, on dates or whatever, that it was takin' away
from my school work.
I honestly believed, and oddly
enough it turned out to be true, that when I married
him I could be with him and we wouldn't have to
entertain each other.
I felt like when we were
together we were dating; we had to go to a movie; we
had to go to dinner; we had to watch TV; we had to be
doin' something together. But, when we were married,
he could watch TV and I could study.
I wanted to hurry
up and get married 'cause I was excited about it, and I
also thought it would make school easier.
QUESTION: Did that prove to be true?
RESPONSE: Yeah.

It really did.

Desiring A change. There were some cases when
informants could not identify definitive reasons for getting
married.

They, however, expressed having feelings of
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restlessness.

They seemed to want something different in

their lives, but were unsure exactly what they wanted.

A

form of "change" seemed to be the guest and marriage seemed
to be the most convenient opportunity for creating this
change.
Shelby, when asked about her reasons for getting
married, actually seemed to agonize over the question.

It

was as if she had never previously confronted her own
feelings about her own marriage.

Eventually she had this to

say:
It's hard to say. Well, uh, shoo . . . , boy . . . ,
it's hard to be honest.
I'd say boredom (laughs);
that's not good is it? Um, a change— a life change.
Uh, I guess I just wanted new experiences. Uh, huh,
boy . . . (laughs). That's a tough one. Let me think
on that one.
In a few minutes she summarized her thoughts this way:
Um, I think maybe I wanted a change more than I wanted
to be married, and I think that, you know, hind sight
is 20/20 (laughs).
But, I think I wanted a change more
than I wanted to be married. When the opportunity
arose, you know, came up for a change, it just happened
that it was marriage. Does that make sense?

The women in this study married early for a number of
reasons.

For some, the principal reason appeared to be a

belief that they were personally ready for marriage.
women married early because they were pregnant.

Some

While some

of these informants were seeking financial and emotional
security, others saw marriage as a means of escaping the
influence of their parents.

The external influences of
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people and mores, the desire to encounter different life
experiences, and the belief that marriage would contribute
positively to finishing college also served as reasons for
some of these women to marry early.
But, how had these women perceived marriage when they
were in high school?

As they were making their plans for

the future, at what point did they envision themselves
getting married?
aspiration?

Was marriage a dominant or subordinate

Did marriage assume an immediate or remote

position in their plans for the future?
Earlv Life Attitude Toward Marriage
These women experienced an early marriage; however,
while they were in high school, the majority of them planned
to delay getting married.

Host of these women envisioned

finishing college before getting married; some anticipated
starting careers first.

They readily acknowledged that what

became reality deviated from their original high school
intentions.

Stephanie remembered her youthful plans for

marriage this way, "I thought I'd be 30 years old, through
college, have a good job, a dog, a cat and then find
somebody and get married (laughs).
you know.

Have two kids (laughs),

[It] hasn't quite worked out that way (laughs)."

Sharon's plan for marriage was essentially the same:
I wasn't gonna get married 'til I was 25 or 30; that
was for sure [emphasis added]. Actually, I wanted to
get a degree and then go ahead and start a career
before I started a family. That was my main objective.
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When Lynn was asked to reflect upon her plans for marriage,
she responded with these words:
Well I always wanted (laughs)— I always wanted to go to
college, but I really was undecided about what I wanted
to be. Well, things didn't work out like I had planned
(laughs).
I had planned on finishin* school, goin1 on
to college and then maybe marryin' later on. But,
things don't always work out like you plan 'em. I got
pregnant and got married.
Nancy recalled the situation involving a high school
friend who married in the 12th grade.

She spoke of the

disapproving feelings she had had about her friend's high
school marriage.

Nancy had plans for her future and an

early marriage was not to be a part of them.

As was the

case with a number of other informants, circumstances
changed.

This is what Nancy had to say:

There was this girl, um, who got married, uh, let's
see, X was in the 11th grade, she was in the 12th
grade. Our classes were right beside each other. We
had known each other, I don't know, six or seven years.
I heard she got married, and then I heard that she was
pregnant.
X was like, "X don't know why." X didn't
know she was pregnant at the time.
I said, "I don't
know why anybody would get married in high school. Why
can't they just wait? I mean, right?" I knew that was
not the route I was gonna take (laughs). Unfortunately
or fortunately, um, that was [emphasis added] the route
that X took and, um, up until the last half of my
senior year X did not think X would.
You can ask my
mom! She'll say that X said X was never gonna get
married.
X said it, but I don't know what happened
(laughs), but somethin' did.
X guess they call it love
but, um, up until the last half of my senior year X
would say that I was dead against marriage until . . .
it wasn't probably for ever, but up at least until X
finished, you know, college (laughs).
Xt wasn't
planned that way up until that last summer.
Nancy was 17 years-of-age, pregnant and in high school when
she married.

She had a miscarriage shortly before she
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graduated.

Despite the fact that this untimely pregnancy

played a significant role in bringing about the marriage,
she and her husband have remained married; they have one
child.
There were, however, a number of informants who said
that they had seriously desired to marry while they were in
high school.

They did not suggest that marriage ever

assumed a subordinate position in their lives; it was a
priority.

For some women, marital plans began to take form

soon after they started high school.
In the case of Barbara, she focused on getting married
early and she thought about it often.

It seemed as though

she was always thinking about boys:
I had wanted to get married since I was a little, I
mean, little [emphasis added] girl.
I always said,
"I'm gonna get married at an early age and start havin'
babies and be happy." To me, bein' married would be
bein' happy, and in high school I got engaged four
times before I actually got married. The first time I
got engaged was in the ninth grade.
Barbara married when she was 17.

This marriage ended in

divorce before she finished her associate degree.

Barbara

attributed the break up of her marriage to her husband's
extreme jealousy.

According to Barbara, he was always going

to the college and harassing her.

She married a second time

at the age of 22 and began working on a baccalaureate degree
shortly thereafter.
Karen also visualized marrying early.

She had very

positive feelings about marriage because of the happiness
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and security she observed in her own parents' marriage.

She

was prepared to get married while she was still in high
school; however, things didn't work out.

This is how she

remembered the situation:
Oh, I thought, "Oh, yeah, marriage. That sounds so
nice." I had real good thoughts and feelin's about
marriage, probably because my parents had a good
marriage. My thoughts of marriage was findin' somebody
that would treat me as good as my dad and marry him
(laughs), you know, because [my mom and dad] had a real
good relationship. So, I had good, good feelin's about
that.
QUESTION! Did you ever think about being married while
you were still in high school?
RESPONSE: Oh , yeah.
I was datin1 this guy at the time
that I was in high school; he was a little younger than
me and it would've been virtually impossible for me to
have married him, but you know, I thought "oh, wow,"
you know, "if, if it was possible." I can remember
thinkin* at the time if there would be a way possible,
I would've married him then and there, you know.
I
would have. There was no doubt in my mind that I would
have.
QUESTION: Why didn't that come to pass?
RESPONSE: Probably for the fact of the age difference.
At the time, that meant a lot. Now, you know, when you
get older, age is not that important, but when you're
young like that and in school it does sometimes. He
was younger than me and he knew he couldn't offer me
anything right [then], you know (laughs), right at that
moment (laughs). . . . I guess, I guess I was
immature.
For Joan, marriage just seemed like the natural thing
to do.

She was 14 1/2 years old when she started seriously

dating her 19 year old neighbor.

She did not view her

marriage so much as a future contingency as she did a
certainty.

At age 16 Paula was a married high school

student and a mother.

She said she was socially accepted by
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her friends and classmates and that her life in high school
actually changed very little from what it had been.
A number of informants indicated that their high school
plans for the future totally excluded marriage.
to remain single.

They wanted

Their reasons for wanting to remain

unmarried were varied.
Low self-concept seemed to one reason some women
thought they would never marry.

Susan indicated that that

was the case for her:
Um, I don't— I don't think I was planning on
[marriage]. Um, I didn't really have a lot of
boyfriends or anything.
I had a lot of friends that
were boys but not, you know, any relationships and, um,
I was really overweight.
I don't think that marriage
was in my mind at all (laughs). I started losing
weight and everything, and I think that helped; then I
started sayin', "Well, maybe." I wasn't plannin' on
gettin' married while X was in college, but I think
that, um, the reason I didn't even think about it was
because X was overweight.
Marlene believed that her interest in boys developed
much later in her life than it did in her female peers,

she

did not express having an interest in "going with just one
person" when

she was in high school.

Having a partner just

did not seem

to be a need that demanded her attention.

During the interview, Marlene was asked the following:
QUESTION: When you were in high school, what were your
feelings about marriage?
RESPONSE: (Laughs) X was never [emphasis added] gonna
get married.
QUESTION: Would you please explain why you say that?
RESPONSE: Um, it really wasn't anything specific.
It
was that I outgrew the "I hate boys" stage later than
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most girls did. Um, I had other interests.
I was kind
of wishy-washy with my relationships, so it was I never
had a steady boyfriend.
X guess I just really didn't
think seriously about it, getting married.
I guess I
really expected to be much older (laughs), like maybe
28 or 30 by the time I got married.
It wasn't anything
specific.
I had to get a boyfriend first.
Some informants felt that they did not need to marry.
They viewed themselves as being strong individuals, capable
of taking care of themselves.

They did not see the need to

have husbands in order to be self-fulfilled.

As high school

students, they generally saw wives as being dependents of
their husbands and relying on their husbands for various
levels of security,

in some instances they saw the

marriages of their own parents, other relatives or friends
fail and did not wish to experience divorces themselves.
Therefore, avoiding marriage was the one sure way to prevent
ever going through divorce.

As with the other informants,

there were always circumstances which prompted these women
to abandon their early promises or plans and elect to marry
early.
Peggy was always self-directed.
was in high school and in college.
old, she bought her first house.

She worked while she
When she was 19 years

She was not hesitant to

drop a course or change instructors if she felt that she
"was not getting her money's worth."

Peggy remembered her

earliest perspective of marriage this way:
[Marriage] wasn't for me. Uh, X didn't wanna get
married at all— ever.
X wanted to be a spinster or
spindester, or whatever you call 'em— anyway an old
maid. Um, X had seen too many marriages fail; [X]
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wasn't the least bit interested. Didn't think it held
a whole lot for me. If I couldn't get it on my own,
then I didn't want it. So, I didn't see what marriage
would do for me, but I learned.
I learned that bein'
alone wasn't too hot or too swift.
Peggy eventually did desire steady companionship.

Though

she was successful in accumulating material effects, she was
in need of developing a durable and intimate relationship.
While attending the community college Peggy met George and
they were married.
Shelby also thought that she would remain unmarried.
She did not feel that she needed a husband or children to be
fulfilled as a person.

Shelby was 19 years old when she

married a young man who was in the military.

She said she

married then primarily because she was "bored" and wanted to
have some "new experiences."

While her husband was in the

military, Shelby had the opportunity to live in different
places; she experienced variety in her life like she wanted.
At the time of this interview, Shelby and her husband were
separated.

She expressed her feelings about marriage this

way:
I always saw myself as this little spinster teacher
(laughs). I didn't think I would ever get married.
It
was not
a goal in my life.
I mean,
Ididn't have to be
married
to feel good about myself. A lot of people, I
think, feel like they're supposed to get out of school
and get
married and, you know, have
afamilyand that's
it; but,I never thought that I had to do that to, you
know, to feel worthy or whatever.

These informants maintained essentially three
perspectives of marriage as it related to their lives.

Some
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planned to delay marriage until after finishing college;
some were prepared to marry as soon as possible, even while
in high school; others did not think they would ever get
married.
How did the parents of these women respond to their
daughter's decisions to marry early?

Did the mothers'

marital background affect at all their daughters'
perspective of marriage in general and early marriage in
particular?
Earlv Marriage as a Familv_Jlatter
These informants had their own specific reasons for
marrying early; however, their decisions to marry were
influenced by various factors.

The families of these women

helped frame these women's attitudes toward marriage and
college.

The marital circumstances of the informants'

mothers seemed to have had a formative effect on the women
in this study.

Specifically, the timing of marriage for the

mothers and the mothers' own reasons for marrying seemed to
have had some influence as their daughters formulated their
attitudes about marriage.
When informants were forming their decisions to marry,
they often engaged their parents in serious conversations
about their plans.

In some instances, the parents were very

supportive; however, in other instances, parents were
discouraging.

Discouragement often reflected the desire on

the part of one or both parents for their daughters to
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complete college.

Parents generally believed that an early

marriage would curtail their daughters' chances for
obtaining a college degree.
Marital Backgrounds of Informants' Mothers. Many of the
informants' mothers also experienced early marriage.
According to Jean, early marriage for her was directly
related to family up-bringing.

There seemed to be a certain

familial behavior or practice which, if it did not openly
encourage an early marriage, most certainly approved of it.
Jean explained it this way:
I guess I felt a little pressure also because even in
my family, you know, [my] cousins, they were all
married at a young age.
QUESTION: Your cousins tended to get married early?
RESPONSE: They do, yeah, usually yeah. See, my mom got
married at 15, you know. I think that was back then,
you know, but they still sort of stick to the oldfashioned ways (laughs). Most of them were all married
at a young age.
For Jean's family, these perceived "old-fashioned ways"
seemed to play an important role in influencing marital
timing.

Early marriage was the norm and not the anomaly.

Lynn's mother also married very young.

It can probably

be presumed that Lynn's mother's marriage was likely the
result of a pregnancy.

This would explain her mother's

position when Lynn told her that she was pregnant and was
going to get married.

Lynn's recollection of a conversation

she had with her mother went like this:
When I became pregnant, my mother said, you know, "I'm
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not gonna let you get married1 You're’gonna finish
school. You're gonna do this and that." You know,
which sort of now, I think that it was like where she
didn't finish school [because] she got married young.
She got married at 15. You know, she wanted me to do
the things that she hadn't got to do.
Other informants married young as their mothers did.
Joan married at the age of 16.
when she married.

Paula's mother was also 16

Janice was born during her mother's

senior year of high school.
In the "Reasons for an Early Marriage" section of this
chapter, the words of Nancy described the fact that, in her
family, pregnancy often preceded marriage.

Repeating what

she said earlier, "we have a pattern in my family (laughs)
from my mom's side.
(laughs)."

You get pregnant; you get married

Nancy disclosed that she had one "real sister,"

a step-sister, and a half-sister.

Her real sister dropped

out of high school when she was 16 and got married; she was
also pregnant at the time.

It must be acknowledged that early marriages already
existed in the immediate families of a number of these
informants.

These women did not make decisions about sex

and marriage that were significantly different from their
own mothers.

However, what they did do differently was to

persist in school.

High school pregnancies and high school

marriages did not prevent the women in this study from
graduating from high school.

Early marriages while in

college did not prevent these women from obtaining associate
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degrees.

Education was valued.

This does not mean to

suggest that the mothers of these informants did not place a
premium on continuing their own educations.

However,

certain circumstances roust have existed in the lives of
these informants that fostered their continued participation
in education that did not exist for their mothers.
How did parents view their daughters' early marriage?
Did they support or discourage the plans their daughters
were making in the area of marriage?

What were the

responses of the daughters?
Parents' Deportment Toward Their Daughters1 Marriage
The attitudes of the parents toward their daughters'
marriages were varied.

Even within families, there existed

dissention at times; one parent might have approved of the
marriage while the other was resistant to it.
were temperate with their approvals.

Many parents

Parents, for the most

part, wanted their daughters to further their educations.
They feared, however, that early marriages would hamper or
even halt their children's educational efforts.
Lynn's parents were divided regarding their feelings
toward their daughter's marriage.

Lynn's dad was accepting

of it, while her mother was opposed to it.

Lynn remembered

their feelings this way;
Hmm, well, my dad, he told me he would support me in my
decision, whatever I wanted to do, you know.
If 1
wanted to get married, I could; if I didn't, he would
take care of me. But my mom at first, she was (laughs)
mad [emphasis added]. She was against marriage.
She
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di d n ’t want me to get married because her main thought,
all she kept sayin1, was "You're gonna finish school1
You're gonna finish school and go on to college!"
Jean remembered a promise she made to her mother.

This

pledge was directly related to her getting married and going
to school and it apparently meant a lot to Jean's mother.
From her story, it was concluded that Jean's father did not
get involved much in the lives of his children*

Her father

was neutral on the issue of Jean's marrying young.

This was

Jean's account of her parents' feelings about her upcoming
marriage:
My mom was real [emphasis added] against me gettin
married. Uh, she was very much opposed to this.
QUESTION;

Why?

RESPONSE: Because I was too young.
Because I hadn't
finished school. You know, I'd sort of— I guess I'd— I
guess you could say I'd sorta promised her that I would
finish school. Um, she didn't like him (laughs)
because he was older than me. Uh, my dad wasn't the
type to express his feelings even as I was growin' up.
My mom did the punishing, you know, discipline.
So he
basically didn't say much about it.
Jean's mother was asked this question.
about your daughter getting married?"

"How did you feel
She responded this

way;
I wanted her to finish school before she got married.
I was planning on it. If
she'd got married [I thought]
she wouldn't finish at all, you know. That maybe
things would come up and she'd think 'at her husband
was more important than . . . and that, uh, the job was
gettin* the bills all paid was more important [than
finishing school].
But sittin' down and talkin' to her
and showin' her that the schoolin' was more
[important].
'Cause once you finished school and got a
good job then you and him could have more time together
and have a better life.
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For Shelby, the positions of her parents were reversed.
In her case, her father was more opposed than her mother to
Shelby's marriage; however, the reason was essentially the
same— education.
My dad didn't want me to get married. He kept sayin',
"Why don't you stay in school? I've paid for you to
stay in school; don't get married." He tried to talk
me out of it. My mom, she was kind of passive, you
know. She didn't want me to get married, but she
woulda never said that to me.
Janice's parents were united in their feelings.

Upon

first learning about their daughter's impending marriage,
they were both against it for educational reasons.

Janice

described their behavior this way:
When, ah, when I told 'em that we were plannin1 to [get
married], they first got really mad. They were really
mad; thought that I should first finish school and not
get married for awhile. They said they wasn't even
gonna pay for my wedding. They wasn't even gonna pay
for me to have a weddin', you know, a wedding dress and
all the things. And then, uh, my mom started— when I
was makin' the plans, my mom started gettin' used to
the [idea] a little and my dad never really said much
about it.
Even though parents may have given indications that
they objected to their daughters' marriages, there seemed to
be general concern for their daughters' well-being and
happiness.

Many of the informants said that they were going

to proceed with their weddings with or without the approval
of their parents.

Knowing that these marriages were going

to occur, despite parental objection, parents did, for the
most part, provide support for their daughters.

The support

might have been related to the wedding per se or, more
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often, it was channeled toward their daughters' educational
efforts after the wedding.
Claudia's story depicts the conflict and tension that
often occurred when a daughter told her parents she was
about to get married.

It also reveals the fact that these

parents wanted to encourage and support their daughter in
some way because they feared that overt hostility could
possibly have jeopardized the overall relationship between
parents and daughter.

This is what Claudia said:

They didn’t want me to get married. They wanted me to
get my education, get my own place, live on my own, do
my own thing and then begin a family later on in life - [at] 25 or 26. Urn, I walked in with my ring and my
mom flipped her wig and really went bonkers and my dad
didn't say anything. He sat there quiet and after a
little while my dad said, "Are you gettin' married to
get away from us pushing [about going to college]? Why
are you doin' it?" I said, "Well, no." I told them
the main reasons we were gonna go ahead and get married
and, uh, when we originally got engaged, we were goin'
to try to wait and finish college, but we decided not
to (laughs). We probably could have, but it woulda
just been hard on our relationship and so then, urn,
once it sunk in it was realized that I really was
plannin' on goin' ahead and doin' it.
'Cause I had
done everything they wanted me to do up to that point;
that's the first time I had ever really gone against
something my parents were sayin', "Do not do this", and
once they realized I had made up my mind that I was
gonna do it, they chimed in and they got everything
together and started gettin' excited with me.
QUESTION: So, it was better to join you at that point?
RESPONSE: Than to lose me, yeah, and I didn't put it to
them that way, you know. I wouldn't.
I don't think I
completely left my parents, but I was gonna do it
anyway and if they were gonna make it hard it woulda
just had to been hard. And I— I would know later on it
would get easier, but they made it easier on me.
Claudia and her mother were both students at the community
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college; they started going at the sane tine.

She still

renenbers her nother saying, "You're gonna go to college!
You're gonna go to college!

You're gonna go to college!"

When Claudia conpleted her associate degree, her fanily had
a big party in honor of her acconplishnent.

Her nother has

not finished her degree, yet.
There were several sets of parents who were in favor of
their daughters' early narriage fron the outset.

In nost

cases the daughters had dated their future husbands over a
period of tine, and the fanilies were quite confortable with
the developing relationships.

These informants were found

to be, for the nost part, approaching the upper parameter of
this study with respect to age; they were usually 20 or 21
years of old.

Peggy's account was typical for this group of

daughters and parents:
Ooh, I don't think [my parents] played a whole lot of a
role in it at all.
I mean, [my husband] did the
traditional thing. He went to dad and said, "Hay I
marry her?" But, uh, I don't think they played any
role in my decision. They knew me too well.
"If I say
no, she's gonna do it anyway, and twice as quick." If
I felt that it was a right tine, then it was okay.
Plus they had gone through their other daughter getting
married at 18. So me gettin' married at 21 seemed like
a good deal to them.

In most instances, when a parent opposed his or her
daughter's early marriage, it was for educational reasons.
Informants indicated that parents pretty much wanted their
daughters to finish college before getting married.

In this

study, mothers seemed to issue the greatest resistance to
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their daughters' marriages.

Mothers who married early

themselves and had limited formal education were most
impassioned in their refrains, "You're gonna go to college!"
Going to_College
It is important to examine when these women started
focusing attention on going to college and why.

More

attention is probably spent considering the "why" part of
this statement than the "when."

However, it would behoove

college recruiting personnel to consider both.
Making_the.Decision to_Attend_Colleqe
Informants were asked about their earliest
recollections of college.

Specifically, they were asked

when they had fashioned a personal realization about
extending their education beyond high school.

For this

sample, there were three periods when these women
acknowledged having formed conscientious attachments to the
goal of attending college.

These periods were in grade

school, in late high school, and immediate post-high school.
In each instance there were particular people or events that
prompted these women to view college as a positive goal.
These people or events were often identified as having
played a critical role in helping these informants form
their decisions to pursue post-secondary education.
Grade School.

It was not unusual to hear an informant

utter the words, "I always wanted to go college."

By
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probing further, it was learned that "always" meant that
their recollections could be traced back to grade school.
Conversations and thoughts about attending college often
occurred early.

Informant interaction with her immediate

family was the principal way of being introduced to the
advantages of a college education.
In some cases, this introduction was very subtle and
developmental in nature.

Parents nurtured their daughters

on the notion of going to college much in the same way that
they nurtured them in personal hygiene practices and
religion.

During this period, however, the informants were

not particularly focused on specific career goals.

An

association may have been made between attending college and
getting a good job, but informants did not readily remember
having the desire to "become" anything in particular "when
they grew up."

It seemed that going to college was a goal

unto itself.
Marlene remembers her parents and their approach to
going to college in this fashion; they were unobtrusive, but
resolute, with their message.
Oh, I knew I was going to go to college.
I was pretty
much raised on it. It wasn't like, uh, "You have to go
to college", but it was developed. You know, it was
just something you did.
It was something you really
needed. A college education was something you really
needed, and you really should do it.
QUESTIONi At what point do you remember hearing those
suggestions?
RESPONSE: Hum, no specific time really.
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QUESTION: Like forever?
RESPONSE! Yeah, yeah, exactly.
QUESTION! When did you internalize it for yourself that
going to college was something you wanted to do?
RESPONSE: (Pause) I'm not sure. The only thing that I
really remember as far as that is concerned was when I
thought maybe I wouldn't go to college, you know. Just
the rebel stage I guess. That was probably 15 or so.
It occurred to me that it was actually a choice. My
parents, you know, as I say, my parents have never
said, "You have to", but they never really— I hate to
say, they didn't say it was an option that I might not
go to college. They just wanted to encourage me to go.
And it just occurred to me, just when I was about 15,
it was just like, well, I don't have to do that.
But,
I figured I would go.
Some informants were highly influenced by members of
their family whose advice was welcomed and embraced.

For

others, it was a matter of modeling; the informant followed
the example of someone in the family who also had attended
college.

Ellen related that the value placed on a college

degree was transmitted generationally.

Ellen's mother only

completed school through the 11th grade while her father
completed high school; however, they held a college
education in high regard.

This is what Ellen said;

I always knew I wanted to go to college when I was
small.
QUESTION: How small?
RESPONSE; It was like the 4th or 5th grade.
QUESTION: How did you know that?
RESPONSE; 'Cause, urn, my dad, urn, he comes from a
family of five and only one graduated from college, and
she's a teacher, you know. And they were always
[talking to] the grandchildren. My grandpa had a lot
of influence on me. He wanted me to go to school.
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QUESTION; What kinds of things would granddad have said
to you about college?
RESPONSE; He said the way the world has changed, and
he's seen so many changes, that you need a college
education to make it today. And, two people need to
work in a household. It's not like— it's not like the
man supports the woman anymore. My grandpa influenced
me a whole lot. My dad got it from him. So, (laughs)
they just pass it on down, I guess.
Linda also expressed the reality that she always knew
she was going to college.

For Linda, it was her brother who

seemed to be both a source of inspiration and adulation.
had attended college; she wanted to also.

He

It was

interesting to note that, for a short period of time while
Linda was high school, she, like Marlene, also entertained
the idea of not going on to college.

Perhaps, like Marlene,

Linda was also experiencing some degree of rebelliousness.
I always knew I was going to college.
I just, like
graduated on a Thursday, and I started college on
Tuesday.
I went summer term as soon as I graduated.
So, I had signed up while I was still in high school
for my summer classes. Actually, I graduated a year
early from high school and so the summer before my
senior year I took government up here to graduate
early. I knew I was going to go. unlike some of my
friends, it wasn't a decision to go or not to go, but
for me it was where do I go and what do I take, and I
didn't feel any pressure with my family.
It’s just
something that I always knew I would do, that I wanted
to go onto college. Not to be a housewife, not
knocking housewives or anything, but I didn't want to
be just a housewife.
QUESTION: You said that you always wanted to go to
college. Why did you always want to do that?
RESPONSE; Well, my brother went.
I'm really in touch
with my brother, and I wanted to be like him.
I always
wanted to be like him. Urn, I always wanted to be a
teacher. That's what I wanted to do, and you had to go
to college to be a teacher.
I just wanted to go
college so I could be a teacher and be like my brother.
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There was maybe one time that I thought that maybe I
wouldn't go to college, but that was, um, that was only
in high school.
I don't even [know], maybe tenth grade
or something like that. Maybe one time I thought maybe
I wouldn't go [to college], but it didn't last very
long.
Jean's mother, Corrine, played an authoritative role in
directing her daughter toward college.
her husband finished high school.

Neither Corrine nor

Corrine associated her

lack of opportunity in the workplace with her lack of
credentialed education.

Because of the difficulties she

experienced, she desired much better for her daughter.

She

believed that the only way Jean could have the opportunities
she was denied was through education.

She, therefore, made

it her duty to see to it that Jean obtained a college
education.

This is how Corrine presented it:

Because I knowed myself, I lost out on a lot of jobs, a
lot of opportunities, because I didn't finish school.
An' I seen where I made my mistakes, and I didn't want
her to make the same mistakes as I had 'cause I could
probably have been better off today if I would've went
on with my education. So, I wanted my kids to have a
better opportunity and I encouraged that even in grade
school.
Put your studies first, even at homework.
When they'd come home from school, I made sure that
their homework and studies was done first before
anything else.
According to Jennifer, there were no educational
options in her life until she finished college.

Her parents

met each other and married while they were both in college.
A college education was part of their repertoire of life
experiences.

As far as Jennifer was concerned, she was

always college bound.
Um, they were always very persistent, I guess, about me
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going to
was sort
that was
the 12th

college. There was never really a choice.
It
of you went from kindergarten to college and
school. There wasn't a choice to quit after
grade (laughs).

Late High School. For those informants who indicated
that they had not seriously thought about going to college
until they were in high school, choosing a career seemed to
be a primary concern and integrally linked with going to
college.

The closer the young women were to high school

graduation, the more knowledgeable they were about specific
career fields they wanted to pursue.

Those who were not

committed to any one particular vocation indicated they had
an awareness of their own personal and academic strengths
and were eager to use this knowledge to make career
decisions.
It was revealed earlier that pregnancy was one reason
for prompting some women to marry early.

High school

mothers were particularly aware of their need to secure
dependable employment so that they could be in a better
position to provide for their children.

Some teenaged

mothers did not consider marrying at the time of their
pregnancies; thus, they initially perceived their roles as
single parents.

Other women seemed to harbor doubts about

the durability of their young marriages and did not want to
rely exclusively on their husbands for support.
Consequently, career preparation was a major consideration
for these women during this interval referred to as late
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high school.

As they contemplated their career options and

preferences, they focused on the role of college as a means
for reaching their goals,
Ruth came from a family background familiar with
college, in particular, the community college.

Members of

her immediate family preceded her in pursuing college
degrees.

However, she wasn't sure about her future, or the

position that college might have in it, until her junior
year in high school.

This is what influenced Ruth to enroll

in the community college.
In high school I was in mostly all the college events,
college [preparatory] courses. My favorite courses
were chemistry and geometry.
I was in the National
Honor Society. My mother completed her associate's
degree in Business Administration from here. My father
and both of my brothers have been in college and have
taken courses.
questioni

so, you were college bound?

RESPONSE: Right, although in high school I didn't know
I wanted to go to college until probably in the 11th
grade when I was introduced to the co-op program at
NASA.
QUESTION: Can you tell me about that?
RESPONSE: Um, in some of my office administration
classes, mainly my shorthand, um, the teacher informed
me, because of my grades, that he wanted to choose me
[for the co-op program]. He said the co-op program was
available if I went to [the community college] for a
two-year degree in office systems technology.
So I
decided to pursue that, and I started working at NASA
my senior year in high school and then continued to
work full-time.
QUESTION: When you were in the 11th grade you put
together a plan that involved [the community college]?
RESPONSE: Right.

Hm-hmm.
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It seems that Ruth was advantaged in several respects.
She grew up in a home where post-secondary education was
valued and sought.

Her parents had a firsthand knowledge of

college! and more specifically, the community college.

In

addition, nexuses existed between Ruth's high school, the
community college, and the workplace.

Through the co-op

program, high school students who demonstrated certain
aptitudes and possessed interests in particular fields were
identified and introduced to prospective employers.

Once

formed, this new alliance between a student and an employer
was nurtured through the community college.
Cheryl, one of the high school mothers interviewed,
could retrace her memories of wanting to be a nurse back to
around the ninth grade.

At that time, she started taking

courses that would prepare her for admission into a nursing
program.

Her outlook of the future changed when she had a

baby in the 12th grade.

Cheryl and the baby's father never

married and he never provided any form support for them.
Cheryl knew that she wanted to stay in the area in
which she grew up; this was where her support systems
existed.

She perceived that there were limited employment

options available to her outside of the health care
professions.

Thus, her interest in nursing was renewed.

A

local hospital assured her of a full-time position upon the
successful completion of the nursing program at the
community college.

This is how Cheryl described her
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situation:
QUESTION: When you were in high school, what were your
feelings about going to college?
RESPONSE: Well, I was determined to go. I knew that
that's what I was goin* to do. I felt like if I was
goin' to live in this area that I needed the college,
and I wanted to be a nurse, so I knew at that time that
was about the only opportunity for women in this area.
I knew if I was goin' to live here and work here, you
know, my main goal had to be to get through school.
QUESTION: What events or circumstances helped to form
your decision to go to college?
RESPONSE: I can't remember exactly.
It must have been
somewhere along [in high school] when I started taking
my biology, my sciences and whatever it needed for the
nursing program. Hy guidance counselor discussed it
with me because at the time I didn't know the
difference between the licensed practical nurse and a
registered nurse. She explained, you know, I could go
to the trade school and become an LPN or I could go to
college for two years and become a registered nurse
and, you know, be in a more higher position and uh,
probably do more types of things I wanted to do. So
that's the route I chose.
A A A

. . . I started to college after I got out of high
school. I started [the nursing program] the following
August after I graduated. The only thing that I knew
was that I had this little girl so I had to raise her
and so I needed to get an education to get a job that
paid well enough to raise her myself. Marriage wasn't
the last thing on my list, but, you know, I was not
dating anyone.
I may or may not ever get married and
so I knew it was up to me to raise her and as far as
her father, he has never seen her. He has never
supported her whatsoever in that he didn't want to and
that's the way I wanted it.
A A A

. . . I had to finish my nursing in order to raise her
because I wasn't married. My mom and dad was real, I
mean, supportive. They actually raised [my daughter]
'til I was 18, 'til [my daughter] was 18 months old,
and I got married.
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The recruitment efforts of colleges were successful in
inducing some of the informants to focus their attention on
college.

Weekend visitations, planned information nights,

and scheduled college tours during the school day were some
of the successful strategies used to acquaint potential
students to the academic programs and services of the
colleges.

For some prospective students, the attraction was

not as great for the colleges' academic environment as it
was for its social allowances.

In certain instances parents

attended these college activities with their daughters.
Barbara remembered the positive effect a tour of the
community college had on her.

What she learned during that

tour helped her to fashion a goal for the future.
I didn't care whether I went [to college] or not until
about the llth grade when they gave us a tour over
here. Then I decided I really wanted to take legal
classes. The legal classes really appealed to me more
than any other, and I always said, you know, "I'm going
to go to college and take me some legal classes." I
wanted to be legal secretary or a court clerk or
something like that and that's all I thought about 'til
I got outta high school.
I was done married by then.
Immediate Post-High School. Informants, who waited
until after finishing high school before deciding to enroll
in a college, offered four different reasons for wanting to
attend at that time.

Persuasion by another person, an

enhanced ability to purchase things for her family, relief
from the routine of raising children, and the occurrence of
some significant life event were all catalysts which induced
the informants in this group to pursue higher education.
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The responses of the women in this group suggested that
their commitment to finishing a collegiate program was
initially tenuous.
loosely defined.

Their career aspirations were generally
Their personal security did not seem to be

linked to finishing college.

For the moBt part, when

deciding to attend college, husbands-to-be and husbands were
active participants in the decision-making process.

The

level of commitment of the wives for completing their
degrees appeared to be directly related to the level of
support furnished by the husbands.

The support provided was

often eclectic in its nature as described in Chapter 6*
Whereas the informants in the other two groups may have
vacillated between attending four-year colleges or community
colleges, the women in this group generally restricted their
deliberations to community colleges.

Several women,

however, did start academic work at four-year colleges
before they married.

They stayed in those settings only a

short time before reverse transferring to community
colleges.

They felt that they were compelled to begin their

post-secondary endeavors at four-year colleges because of
parental insistence.

However, the community colleges proved

to be better able to satisfy their academic and personal
needs.
Ashley did not elect to go to college directly from
high school for a number reasons; some of her reasons were
financial and others seemed to be more private.

Her
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eventual decision to go to college was attributed, however,
to a high school friend.

Ashley was invited to attend her

friend's college graduation*

Upon doing so, she was seized

by the rapture exhibited by her friend.

Her friend's

graduation had a definite, positive effect on Ashley; she
was inspired to try college herself.

This is how Ashley

described her situation with respect to college:
[In high school] I always wanted to go. At that point
I didn't think I could do [the work] even though I was
doin' well in school.
I just, for some reason, didn't
have a lot of self confidence. I didn't think I could
handle to work load. Everyone said how difficult it
was. At the time my mother graduated [from college].
She couldn't find a job right away, and she used my
college money to finish her degree thinking that she
would get a job right away so I could go on. When she
graduated she was 42 and a lot of people just didn't
want to hire her. I didn't think I could work full
time and go to college so I just dropped it, didn't go;
and I married.
I was dating through high school and,
um, got married a year after I graduated from high
school with the intent that I knew I would always go
back to school.
It was just a matter of when I could
afford it. I think my dad was very disappointed when I
got married, but the family situation wasn't the
greatest. Hy father had a heart attack; he had open
heart surgery when I was a junior in high school.
It
put a lot of strain on the family because he couldn't
do the job he was doin' for six months. He was kind of
out of work, getting compensation.
*

* *

I actually decided to go [to college] when my best
friend from high school graduated from [college] in the
area and wanted me to come to her graduation.
I went
and watched because she was so excited. She said, "I
did it, and you can do it, too." She kept pushin* me.
"You can do it Ashley. You can do it;" Well, one day
I came from work and in my mailbox there were four
college catalogs with applications filled out with
everything but my signature and my social security
number.
She had done all that and— with a note that
said, "There's no excuse now." So she really pushed
me.
I knew I would do it eventually but that's when I
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said, "I can do this", and um, that's when I sent in
the application.
I enrolled here, and I liked it.
Ashley received an associate degree in nursing and is
preparing to continue for a baccalaureate degree.
Peggy was challenged into going to college.

Her

academic accomplishments in high school seemed to follow the
course of a well planned roller coaster.

Her entire family

knew she had the ability to do well in school; however,
there seemed to be some abstruse barrier that prevented her
from finding consistent success.

Peggy remembered that two

people whom she loved very much, her mother and her uncle,
denounced her as being lazy.

Peggy listened closely to

their words and then set out to prove them wrong.
I didn't wanna go to college.
I didn't feel like I
needed to go to college.
I always thought my sister
was going to go, but she didn't, she was bit of a
disappointment when she didn't go.
Between my mom and
my Uncle George, they convinced me to go to college.
Mom and George sat down with me one day and told me I
was lazy and that was the only reason why I didn't go
to college.
[They said] that I would be a better
rounded person had I gone, and that the only thing that
would make me happy was if I'd go to college. Of
course, the only thing that'd make him [emphasis added]
happy was if I went to college. Mamma convinced me to
come to take an English class here if she came with me.
So we took English together.
It was a lot different
than high school, and I guess I hadn't been prepared
for that.
I liked it, and so I continued.
* * *

. . . I actually decided to commit to go to college,
um, when my Uncle George told me I was lazy. Just to
prove him wrong, I guess, I went to college and found
out that I really liked it. It wasn't so bad.
I had
people talkin' to me all the time about what a better
well-rounded person you are when you go to college, and
how much a piece of paper means and things like that.
So, I decided I would do it and then when I started it
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I felt like it gave mg [emphasis added] somethin', too.
Claudia's motivation for attending college was simple.
She wanted to be in position where she could provide for
herself and her family.

This passion for self-reliance

seemed to come from the lessons taught to Claudia by her
mother.

Claudia said, "I wanna do something that I can make

money at (laughs) and take care of me and my own like my mom
taught me."

Claudia is about to finish her degree at a

community college.

She stated that she didn't really like

school? in fact, she said she "hated it."

She was pressed

into going off to a residential college by her mother and
"step-dad."

According to Claudia:

I didn't wanna go to college but mom kept sayin1, "Go,
go, go". My step-dad, who to me is dad and when I say
dad that's who I'm talkin' about, um, he wanted me to
go, but mom really pushed it. So, I went. I went to
[a university] and, uh, bombed. X got a flying flag,
an "F", in my biology. I got a "D" in another class.
I stayed there through probation and quit for year.
Then, um, I started takin' some classes here.
* * *

. . . I didn't wanna be in school.
It's different now.
When my parents were payin' for it, I didn't wanna be
there. I didn't put forth the kind of effort and now
I'm here because I see a need. I'm payin' for it, and
it makeB a difference. My grades are better, and I put
forth a lot more effort bein' here.
[I'm here] for me
instead of for my mom.
Sara completed a program in advanced instruction in
respiratory care from a community college.

She was

successful in securing a position in a hospital close to her
home.

Terry, Sara's husband, was asked about his wife's

motivation for attending college.

This is what he said:
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She said she wanted to be able to work and to have a
good job, that she could stay here and have a good
payin' job. She wanted to make somethin' out of
herself.
She and I wanted to have our own home. We
wanted to have our own vehicles and things like that.
But as far as her bein' motivated for the job or bein'
motivated just for college itself, I feel that she
wanted more or less the job.
QUESTION; What did you want from your wife being in
school and graduating? What was your goal?
RESPONSE; I wanted her to be satisfied with what she
had accomplished.
I was always wondering, "Well, is
this what she wants? Is this what she wants to be?"
You know, that was my main concern.
I was always
wondering if this was exactly what she wanted to be and
wanted to do.
Satisfaction for Sara was being able to live more
comfortably than her parents were accustomed to and to have
those things she was denied while growing up.

It seemed,

also, that Sara wanted to be able to provide for her
sister's two children.

This is how Sara described her

family's situation and its relationship to her decision to
go to college;
I think my mom only went to the 10th grade, but she
later got her 6ED. My dad, he only went to the 4th
grade, if that, and he can read a little bit. He can
write his name, and he can write just a little bit.
We've tried to help him, but he's just got to the point
where he'll just reach us a letter and say, "Here, read
this"; so he can't read, really.
*

* *

. . . My sister, she went all the way through school.
She took some classes [at the community college], and I
think she even started the nursing program and ended up
droppin' out.
[My sister] is a single parent and has
two kids, and half of my life revolves around [the
kids]. They stay with me when I'm home, and I love
them more than anything. When I go out, instead of
buyin' for myself, I buy for them.
I really have hard
feelins' towards [my sister]; she rarely comes and sees
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the kids. They tell me all the time, "I wish you was
my mommy. I wish you was my mommy."
* * *

. . . My brother graduated from high school, and he
started workin' In the mines.
I think he was still a
senior in high school when he started workln' around
the mines, and then when he graduated, he worked full
time. He was killed in the mines. And my dad, um, he
was practically raised in the mines, too, and then a
rock fell on him and he's disabled.
*

* *

. . . I wanted a little bit more. There was a lot of
things when X was growin' up that I didn't have.
X had
everything I needed, but in a sense, I didn't have, you
know, a lot that X wanted.
X wanted to be able to give
that to myself, and if X ever have a child, X wanted to
be able to give it to him, too. X really think that
that's what influenced me to go [to college] is because
X didn't have it when I was growin' up. Um, a lot of
the material things. A lot of the prettier clothes
and, you know, all the jewelry and everything - not
that was important, but at the time I thought it was.
Sara went to college for occupational reasons.

She

readily admitted not being enamored by respiratory care as a
professional calling; it was the income.

She saw it as a

way she could earn the money to help buy those things that
she and her husband wanted.
QUESTION; Why was it that you decided on respiratory
care?
RESPONSE; I don't know.
I really don't know.
I was
sittin' over there one day goin' through these little
pamphlets, goin' through the R.N. booklet and the
respiratory booklet and the radiology booklet.
Actually, I applied for radiology and respiratory but,
the radiology program, there was like a two year
waitin' list on it, and X said, "Well, X'll try
respiratory." X went up and talked to [the program
director] and he made everything sound like heaven*
So, X learned how much money X was goin' to make and
what the career was.
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Susan seized the opportunity to attend college
primarily to obtain a respite from her family-bound duties.
For her, college was both a form of entertainment and a
source of self-renewal.

Susan was pregnant when she

married; her husband was in the military.

She graduated

from a community college with a major in art.

These were

her feelings about attending college:
Well, for one thing it was kinda nice, um, just to get
out of the house.
I mean, when I was home with [the
kids], I would go crazy 'cause now I have two. Um,
just [my daughter] though at first, you know, I would
go nuts if I was home all by . . . . I don't know how
people do that, stay home all day. So, that was kinda
like my free time.
I really enjoyed school because I
was away from the kids.
I enjoyed what I was doing.
Um, when I switched my curriculum [to art], see I
already had the math and English and all that behind
me, all I had left was the art classes. So, it was
kinda like the fun stuff. It was hard, but it was what
I wanted to do. Um, it was [emphasis added] hard.
It
was expensive.
But, um, I was learning.
I was
enjoying learning new things.

For these informants, going to college was taken
seriously.

Some women thought about going to college when

they were young children.

Other women gave college serious

consideration after they had young children of their own.
In just about all instances, thoughts about college were
linked to perceived needs to develop employment strategies.
These women were young; however, their reports resemble very
much those that have been related by older, returning,
nontraditional adult community college attenders.
these women decide to attend community colleges?

Why did
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The Decision to Attend a Community College
The informants in this study identified six principal
reasons why they chose to attend a community college.

In

many instances there existed an amalgam of factors that were
cited by any one informant that influenced an informants
decision to attend a community college.

However, these six

reasons will be reported separately in this section.
include:
home,

(1) financial considerations,

They

(2) proximity to

(3) academic programs and the learning environment,

(4) acceptance,

(5) pre-four-year college experience,

(6)

and academic limitations.
Financial Considerations. One of the principal
determinants identified by these women for attending a
community college was its comparative low cost*

In many

instances these women were operating from positions of
limited capital.

Often, the financial conditions of these

women were being contested.

Pregnancies, young children,

and marginal employment conditions of parents and spouses
were typical challenges that stressed the financial state of
these women and their families.

Any conversation about

going to college had to take into account these barriers, as
well as others.

Consequently, when academic goals and

personal needs were examined in the context of cost, the
offerings of community colleges were often viewed very
favorably.
Marlene summarized her feelings about going to a
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community college very succinctly this way:
It just made more sense, money-wise, money-wise.
Um, I
could live at home and save money that way. Um, it was
a lot less expensive than going away to the university.
I thought it sounded like a very good idea, a very
sound, practical idea. As I say, it just made more
sense.
Stephanie was originally planning to go off to a fouryear college.

However, because of the relationship that was

developing with her husband-to-be, she decided to stay home.
Stephanie debated about attending the local community
college or to go to one of the small four-year colleges that
were located close by.

She opted for the community college

because it would be less of a financial burden.

This was

how she explained her decision:
Well, at first I wanted to go to Virginia Tech.
I had
done everything just about, you know, almost mailed in
the $100 nonrefundable deposit for the dorm room and
everything and then met my husband and fell in love and
decided not to go and stayed at home. Then it was sort
of do I go to [this college] or [that college] or [the
community college]. I got a Presidential scholarship
to [the community college]. I thought, you know, "Hey,
this is a way for me to pay for part of my education
anyway." So that's why I decided to go to [the
community college].
Stephanie's parents had been saving money for her
college education.

After she graduated from the community

college, they gave her this money in one lump sum.
Stephanie and her husband used it to help purchase their
first house.

Now she would like to continue her education

and earn a bachelor's degree; however, the money is no
longer readily available.

Stephanie said that, "Now, if I

go back to college, I'm really on my own.

(laughs) And
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that's, that's kinda scary."

She apparently knew that her

parents would assist her with her initial plans to attend
college; however, she could not depend on their assistance
at this point in tine.
After Ashley, with the assistance of a friend, overcame
her personal insecurities about going to college, she had to
deal with the financial side of her decision to continue her
education.
school.

She questioned if she could afford nursing

When she was asked about her decision to attend a

community college, she offered this explanation:
Um, at the time, it was money, financially. I couldn't
afford to go to a four-year institution. X knew that
[the community college] had a, um, a well-known nursing
program. X had checked with the area hospitals about
[that], you know, how they looked at hiring graduates
from [the college], and they seemed to be very open to
that. So, I checked that out before I enrolled here,
and X liked it.
Ashley based her decision to attend the community
college on two strengths.
affordable.

The first reason was that it was

The second reason was that she was optimistic

that graduating from the community college's nursing program
would secure her chances for employment.

This she

attributed to the positive reputation that the college
seemingly had in the workplace.
Proximity to Home.

Many of the informants lacked the

ability, the desire, or the courage to relocate from their
homes for the purpose of attending a college.

In order to

continue their educations, they were compelled to consider
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only those colleges that were within commuting distance.
Thus, community colleges were likely choices for these
women.
Ellen could have gone away to a four-year college if
she desired; her parents were willing to pay for it.
However, Ellen did not want to be away from home.
strong attachment to her parents.

She had a

This obsession not to

"leave home" was intensified when she started dating her
husband-to-be.
I was afraid to go anywhere else.
my own.

I didn't wanna be on

QUESTION: If you hadn't met your husband, would you
have gone off to college?
RESPONSE: I wouldn’t have went.
If I wanted to have
gone off to college, I would've went and still dated
him, but i t ’s just that I was close to my mom and dad,
and I didn't wanna go.
I mean it's--, you know, you
have different relationships with your parents than you
do with your husband, and he wasn't my husband at the
time. He were just datin', and I didn't wanna leave
home (laughs).
QUESTION: You didn't want to leave home.
reason you chose the community college?

That's the

RESPONSE: Mm-hram. Well, and if I wanted to go to a
four-year college, my mom and dad would've paid for it
and, you know, money wasn’t an option why I chose the
community college.
It was 'cause I didn't wanna go
away.
Robin chose the community college also because of its
proximity to home.

She was interested in pursuing a career

in nursing, in part, due to the influence of her mother-inlaw.

The local community college offered a nursing program.
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QUESTION; Why did you choose to go to the community
college?
RESPONSE; 'Cause it was closer to home, and I didn't
have to stay in a dorm.
I could stay at home.
QUESTION; Did you ever think about going to a college
that had a dormitory?
RESPONSE; No.
I thought if I could get my degree [at
the community college] I'd just stay here.
While Robin mentioned not wanting to stay in a dormitory at
a college away from home, it became apparent that she really
never entertained the idea of leaving home.

For Robin, a

community college degree was the only option she was willing
to entertain.
Sara indicated that, while in high school, she did not
want to attend the community college after graduation.

It

seemed that many of her high school friends were planning on
going away to four-year colleges; perhaps the community
college was viewed by her peers as having common status.
However, Sara decided to attend the community college*

She

gave the impression that her change of venue was possibly
due to financial concerns.

Her words, however, suggest that

she was not really prepared to leave home.
Um, I wasn't for sure if my parents could afford to
send me, you know; and I was real uneasy about that.
I
knew a lot of my other friends, they was talkin' about
goin' and where they was goin’ to go and, you know, at
the time, when I was in high school, I didn't want to
go to [the community college].
I didn't think that was
the thing to do, but um, you know, then finally my own
dad told me I could go wherever I wanted to. I filled
out a couple of applications and sent in my
transcripts.
But, then I just decided to stay here and
go to [the community college]. After I started there I
was content with it. I was fine with that. This is my
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home. This is where I was raised and all, you know.
guess this is where I'll always be.

I

This last sentence indicates that Sara has always seen
herself attached to the area where she grew up.

In fact,

she does not see herself ever leaving that area where she
was reared.
Karen summarized her reasons for attending a community
college very directly: “It was close to home (laughs), and
they had the program that I wanted to go into.
here, you know, 15 minutes away.

It was right

It was right here.11

Again, for this informant, her main reason for selecting the
college she did was its proximity to where she lived.
Academic Programs and the Learning Environment. In many
instances, informants indicated that community colleges
provided the types of degree programs that they desired.
The community college has always featured career preparation
and college transfer as critical aspects of its mission.
These two functions were also important to the women of this
study.
Informants also indicated that they were cognizant of
the learning environments found at the three community
colleges referenced in this study.

On several occasions,

informants referred to specific features exhibited by these
colleges that had a bearing in helping them to decide to
attend the local community college.

In reference to the

colleges in this study, the desirable features most often
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mentioned about the learning environments included the
generally small size of the classes, attentive and qualified
instructors, and flexible scheduling of classes.

Some of

this knowledge about the quality of instruction developed
after informants started attending classes at a community
college.

At that point, the quality of instruction became a

retention factor.
Cheryl knew that the community college would provide
her with the academic program she wanted.

While she was in

high school, she discussed with her guidance counselor her
desire to become a nurse.

The counselor assisted Cheryl in

developing a plan whereby she could accomplish her goal.
Cheryl's high school pregnancy did not deter her from
becoming a nurse.

When asked why she chose to go to the

community college, she responded: "Probably because of the
location, and [the community college] offered me exactly
what 1 wanted.

My guidance counselor discussed it with me."

Earlier, Ashley commented on the affordable nature of
the community college, as well as the positive reputation
the college had in placing graduates in nursing positions.
She went on to assert that the understanding approach of the
instructors at the community college was a significant
attribute to her after she got started.

She felt that the

teachers at the community college took a personal interest
in her and her academic needs,

since she was struggling

with a low self-concept, this proved to be particularly
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important to her.
I think it's foolish not to use the community college.
It's a smaller college. Um, just like the, urn attitude
of the instructors, the professors. They understand,
you know, the different roles [of the students]. Um,
they're more apt to, um, give a little more personal
attention because the classes are smaller, and they
have the time.
Betty was responsible for generating her daughter's
interest the community college.

Up until the time that

Peggy's mother and uncle accused her of being lazy, she was
not interested in attending any college.

Betty was familiar

with the approach that the community college took towards
adult learners.

She felt that her daughter would view

college in a different way if she could only get her started
at the community college.

This is how she explained getting

her daughter to enroll at the college:
QUESTION: What were your daughter's plans for college?
RESPONSE! None. She was saying, "I don't wanna go."
was sayin', "Peggy, just get this one course. Just
[take] this one little course."

I

QUESTION: It started with one course?
RESPONSE; Yeah. It started with just one little
course.
I took a course with her, one or two.
I took
phys ed with her. It liked to kill me, and then, uh,
we took an English together. I got my first semester
of English 111. She got her first, and then after
that, I did not have time to go to the second one. She
went ahead and took the second one. I thought, "If you
get ya feet wet and sit a year and just try it, you'll
find that college is not like high school." In
college, they treat you like an adult.
It's almost
self-paced, and no one comes down on you. So, she did
that, she found that she liked it. So then she went
full-time.
Betty's previous experience with the community college was
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obviously very positive and she tried to communicate this to
her daughter.

However, Peggy experienced certain trials and

difficulties in high school that she feared would also exist
in college.

Her mother tried to tell her that the learning

environment was different at this community college;
however, Peggy had to learn this for herself and she did.
Peggy's husband George was also asked about his
perceptions of the community college that his wife attended.
George graduated from a four-year college and earned a
degree in pharmacy.

This is what he had to say;

QUESTION; What is your impression of the community
college that your wife attended?
RESPONSE; I
um, I would
accounting,
hard to fit

think it's very good from what I've seen,
like to take some classes, maybe some
but it's— again, with my schedule, it's
in.

QUESTION: What were some of the strengths of this
college?
RESPONSE: Um, well, she thought that most of her
teachers were very good. I think that's the major
thing, and that the classes were available.
'Cause
when I went to [two universities] it was hard gettin'
the classes that you needed. She always seemed to be
able to get 'em here.
It should be noted that for three women in this study a
community college was not the first college that they
attended.

Three informants started their college

experiences at four-year colleges.

They departed the four-

year colleges after completing one or two semesters of
course work.

Two left for academic reasons and the third

left because of pregnancy.
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Claudia found herself on academic probation after one
semester at a university.

She said she was never really

happy in that setting; she went there to please her parents.
Consequently, her grades reflected her lack of enthusiasm.
She was very happy after reverse transferring to a community
college near her home.

These were her reasons why:

I had great instructors. Um, they all were very
knowledgeable, and I even look at these instructors as
being much, much better, much more knowledgeable, much
better teachers than anybody I had at [the university].
I even had the same instructor here and there in
economics. I took economics over there. I got a D in
it. I took economics over here. I got a B in it, same
teacher, just the difference in the classes. Their
class had twice as many people as this class had, and
he could give us closer attention and that was odd. I
walked in one day and I was like, "Didn't I have you
already?", and he said, "Yeah". I said, "Where else do
you teach?" He said, "[at the] university", and it was
odd that he worked at both schools, and he— and he was
able to share so much more with us just being 10 or 15
of us rather than 35 or 40 of us. It was just much
easier.
QUESTION: Just keeping classes reasonably sized?
RESPONSE: Yeah, very— and for him to know us. It made
it easier for him to tell us what we needed to know to
understand. Um, my anatomy teacher this past semester,
Dr. "K", he has so much knowledge in his head that if
I'd been in a class of 250 people, like I was at [the
university], there's no way I would have gotten what I
got out of this class. At [the university] they didn't
even know my name, you know, I was a Social Security
number. It's not that way here by any means.
I had a lot more friends here, um study groups and
stuff like that.
People came over and I'd go over [to
their homes] and we'd study together. We'd meet on
campus, but at [the university], I never, ever met with
anybody, make any friends, and I know that a lot of
that was my problem.
'Cause I was doin' somethin' I
didn't wanna do and over here I was startin' to figure
out, "Oh, I guess I do want to finish this and I do
wanna do somethin'."
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Acceptance. Informants described having a feeling of
acceptance, of fitting-in at the community college.

These

women were the ages of traditional college students;
however, they had other responsibilities in addition to
attending classes.
instances, children.

They had husbands and, in some
Some worked because they had to while

others worked because they wanted to.
The college experience for these women was intense for
a number of reasons.

It was important for these women that

they not feel out-of-place; it was important that they feel
like they belonged in the learning environment of the
college.

Joan expressed her feelings about being married

and fitting into the community college this way:
There was a difference between high school and college.
I think I was maybe [the only] one [married]. I think
there was one other girl that was married in my senior
class besides me. But in college, there's a whole lot
of people my age that were married.
You could talk to
them about more things, you know, and they would
understand.
* * *

I blended in high school.
In college, I blended in
even more so (chuckles) 'cause there were quite a few
that were— maybe they didn't get married when they were
16 [like me] but 18, right after high school.
So you
were just one of them, you know, you just blended in
well, I guess.
A Pre-Four-Year College Experience.

When Jean was

asked the question, "Why did you chose to come to the
community college?", she responded:
Probably financial reasons (laughs). I also, uh, a lot
of people encouraged me to come here because, um, they
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said startin' out in a community college makes goin* on
to a hi— higher college easier, you know. You know
more of what to expect. You've got your basics out of
the way here and they say it was easier.
Corrine, Jean's mother, was directing her daughter toward
college.

Jean was hoping to accompany her best friend at a

four-year college.

However, she had some misgivings about

going to a four-year college directly from high school.
said she was "just scared."

She

Based on the advice she

received from different sources, Jean decided to start out
at a community college.

Jean's mother always wanted her to

attend college locally.

Jean also perceived the community

college as one way that she could ease into the college
experience without feeling too overwhelmed,

she could

complete the required general education courses there first
and then transfer to the college where her best friend was.
However, Jean married before she completed her associate
degree in General Studies.

She never transferred.

Brenda attended a community college in order to get the
"feel" of college.
QUESTIONi Why did you chose [the community college]?
RESPONSEi Umm, it was the closest one to home.
QUESTION; Did you ever think about going off somewhere,
to a four-year school?
RESPONSE: Not the first two years. I always thought of
goin' to the community college first.
QUESTION! Why?
RESPONSE: I think to get the feel of college.
thought I needed that first.

I
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QUESTION: Why?
RESPONSE: Umm, I think because I thought college would
be so much different from high school.
I didn't know
if I would be ready for it (laughs). I thought my
study habits would have to be different and the work
would be harder.
Brenda did not know what to expect at college.

She believed

that the work would be more demanding than she was
accustomed to.

She was uncertain if her existing study

skills would be good enough to meet the academic challenge
she anticipated.

Brenda believed attending the community

college would afford her the opportunity to experience
college.

She felt she could become familiar with the rigors

of a college program while remaining in familiar and safe
surroundings.
Academic Limitations. Several informants indicated that
their choices of colleges were limited because of the their
academic records.

For some informants, it was not

necessarily the case that their grades were unsatisfactory
and they were not able to matriculate at four-year colleges;
however, their academic records were not strong enough to
allow them to compete for scholarships.

Since these

individuals generally came from families with limited
financial resources, they were forced to consider more
affordable options in higher education.

They also looked in

very pragmatic ways at what colleges could offer.

The

primary option, therefore, became the community college.
Sharon responded this way to questions about attending
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a community college:
QUESTION: What kinds of plans for the future did you
and your high school friends make? Were your plans
similar to theirs?
RESPONSE: At the time, it was the same until the money
wasn't there for college.
QUESTION: You all were planning on going to four-year
universities?
RESPONSE: Yeah, they went. I didn't. I felt sort of
disgusted, uh, I mean it wasn't my fault, but the money
wasn't there and then my academics wasn't there because
I was just average so I wasn't competitive for a
scholarship* So, um, I— I just decided, you know, that
I could do something here and— and get financial aid
here, and that's what I ended up doing.
QUESTION: By here you mean?
RESPONSE: Yeah, going to a community college.
QUESTION: What was your impression of the community
college when you were in high school?
RESPONSE: I was like "oh, gosht That was the worst1
(laughs), that was the worst!" But once I got to, um,
the llth and 12th grades I went into a vocational
training (program] which was in electronics technology.
Then I understood how electronics was like a vocation.
Here at [the community college] you could acquire a
skill, not just the liberal arts which is important
also, but you acquire a skill. I realized that in llth
and 12th grades, and then I was apt to coming here.
QUESTION: So your attitude changed?
RESPONSE: It changed when I realized how important it
was to have a certain training and a specific skill.
Sharon admitted that in the beginning she was taken by her
friends' conversations about going away to college.

Her

friends talked primarily about the collegiate social life;
they talked about the parties and the sororities.
what intrigued Sharon.

This is

However, because she was unable to
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attend thiB type of college without a scholarship, she was
compelled to consider other alternatives in higher
education,

she recognized the opportunities available to

her in occupational-technical education and how the
community college could assist her in developing marketable
skills.

She completed one program in personal computer

repairs and she is about to complete an associate degree in
computer information systems,

she said she would like to

continue her education and eventually earn a bachelor's
degree in computer programming or business management.
Jennifer's academic record was good up until she went
off to a four-year university.

In high school she was an

honor student and graduated with a 3.6 grade point average;
however, after one semester at the university her collegiate
grade point average was a 0.85.

She was one of the reverse

transfer students identified earlier.

She described her

situation this way:
I decided to go to [the university] and study in their
engineering program. After a semester of failing out
of engineering (laughs) I decided I didn't like it
after all; um, that's how I ended up in the community
college. Originally, I had planned to take some of the
courses that I had been unsuccessful in at [the
university] and transfer them back into the college
later on.
* * *

. . . My parents had given me the option, either you
can stay at [the university] and try to make up the
grades you screwed up or you can come home, take 'em
here where it's a little less expensive (laughs),
'cause they were footin' for this. So, it's needlessto-say they were none too impressed with my (laughs)
person— I had a 0.85 grade point average the first
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semester (laughs).
QUESTION; Why did you fail?
RESPONSE; I honestly believe, although my parents said
it was because my boyfriend used to come up and visit
me, I don't think that was it. I honestly believe it's
'cause I wasn't prepared. I feel like high school
didn't prepare me for a real college environment.
I
didn't know how to study. I didn't think I was gonna
have to 'cause I didn't really need to in high school;
and tryin' to be objective about it, I think that's
what it was.
*

* *

I decided to change my mind and go into nursing.
It
was really the fall of *89 that I started really
working toward a goal, an associate's degree, at the
community college.

In most cases, there was no one single reason why a
women decided to attend a community college.
due to a combination of factors.

It was usually

Among those most

frequently cited were low cost, proximity to home, quality
instruction, and the possibility of immediate employment
after finishing.
Summary
"Yes," I answered you last night;
"No," this morning, sir, I say;
Colors seen by candlelight
Will not look the same by day.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
It appears that a number of the determinants of an
early marriage identified in Chapter 2 are not applicable to
this sample.

Weaver (1965) concluded that women from

"broken homes" were more likely to experience an early
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marriage.

This was not the norm in this study.

In fact,

several women commented that the happy marriages of their
parents affected their decisions to marry early.
Bayer (1969) found that an early marriage adversely
affected a woman's decision to continue her education.
Kerchoff and Parrow (1979) concluded that women who were
less likely to succeed educationally, such as in high
school, were more likely to choose an early marriage.
Again, in this study, this was not found to be the case.

In

fact, the women in this sample tended to be academic
achievers.
Carlson (1979) proposed that persistence in school
would discourage early marriage; he added that dropping out
of school would tend to contribute to the decision to marry
early.

This was not the case for this sample.

The women in

this study were high school graduates and they were also
continuous students.

Early marriage and academic tenacity

existed concomitantly.
One of the findings of this study is that a woman will
marry early for reasons of security.

This security was, for

the most part, financial and emotional in nature.

These

women wanted some assurances that they would be able to
continue their educational endeavors beyond high school.
a number of instances, the families in which these women
grew up were not able to provide them with the financial
means to attend college.

Marrying a man who had a

In
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dependable job with an acceptable income seemed to be one
way to obtain the financial means to attend college.

This

finding seemed to be consistent with the earlier findings of
Elder and Rockwell (1976) regarding the expectations of
young women with respect to early marriage.

Elder and

Rockwell (1976) found that the availability of resources,
such as money, helped frame a young woman's timing for a
first marriage.
As was found in previous research, early marriage
continued to result from unplanned pregnancy.

Young women

in this study who experienced out-of-wedlock pregnancies
tended to marry the men who were the fathers of their
children .

Whereas Waite and Moore (1978) found that women

who became pregnant at an early age tended to accumulate
fewer years of education, this study found that pregnancy
and its ensued early marriage did not adversely affect the
chances that these women would complete associates degree.
Perhaps these early marriages are not so precarious as
they were once viewed.

It appears, for this sample, that an

early marriage was not the impediment for education that it
once had been.

Whereas researchers in the 1960s, 70s, and

early 198os found that early marriage curtailed the
educational achievements of women, it appears that in the
1990s early marriage does not hold the same penchant for
doing so.
The high school climate is becoming more accepting of
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early marriage.
married students.
more accessible*

Higher education is also more accepting of
In addition, higher education is becoming
It is not necessary that a person be a

residential student and live on campus,
tend to be commuter colleges.

community colleges

Community college systems

evolved to serve the educational needs by providing both
college transfer and occupational-technical opportunities to
people residing in particular geographical localities.
Consequently, the student bodies of these community colleges
exhibit heterogeneous characteristics.

Older married

students continue their educations along with younger
traditional college students.

This particular study

examined the situation of yet another type of community
college student, the young woman who married early and
concomitantly completed an associate degree.

Although these

women were traditional aged students, they assumed the life
responsibilities of older, historically nontraditional
students.

They were spouses, parents, and employees.

The

competing responsibilities associated with these multiple
roles challenged the academic efforts of these community
college students.
These women often began to form their decisions to
attend college at very early ages.

These early decisions to

attend college seemed to play strategic roles in keeping
these women focused on the goals of starting college and
graduating.

Even though they married early, they were still
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determined to participate in some form of post-secondary
education.

Their reasons for attending a community college

are varied.

In some instances it was to fulfill some

childhood dream.

However, in most cases it was to acquire

skills and credentials to be better able to secure
employment and help provide for the support their families.
Husbands, for the most part, supported the academic goals of
their wives.
in Chapter 6.

This spousal support will be examined further

CHAPTER 6
Handling Adversity and the Need for Support

The women in this study who married early were
successful in completing associate degrees.

They completed

their degree work, for the most part, in a timely manner and
avoided protracting the educational process.

There were a

number of obstacles confronted by these women in their guest
for associate degrees.

Though these women possessed

personal characteristics which contributed to their ability
to overcome adversity and promoted their achievement, their
success was also advanced because of various forms of
support provided by other people.
This chapter describes the anxieties and adversities
that threatened these informants as they strived to complete
their degrees.

The women in this study identified nine

areas that precipitated anxiety or adversity in their lives
during the community college experience.

These areas

included (1) having enough time, (2) dealing with financial
difficulties,

(3) communicating effectively,

relationships with others,
securing child care,

(4) developing

(5) making sacrifices,

(7) worrying about pregnancy,

(6)
(8)

accepting husbands' jealousies, and (9) clashing with in
laws.

In many instances, informants were forced to confront

a combination of these problem areas.

Some of these

difficulties proved to be similar to those expressed by
177
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dual-care couples described earlier in Chapter 2.
Having Enough Time
Host of the informants expressed having had difficulty
with time management.

Their difficulties were categorized

into four principal areas.

These included having time for

husbands and family, having time for studying, having time
for self and leisure, and having time for everything.
Although time as a factor is attended to separately in this
section, it appeared to be a factor that permeated all
facets of these informants' community college lives.
Time for Husband and Family
Informants and their husbands expressed having had
difficulty dealing with a shortage of time during the
community college experience.

A number of women said they

experienced guilt for not spending more time with their
husbands, children, or other family members.

Some expressed

having felt guilty when they needed to rely on other members
of their families to take over certain responsibilities for
them.
Karen had definite feelings about the time she did not
spend with her infant daughter.

She was battling a mixed

set of feelings about not being totally attentive to her
daughter at certain stages in her daughter's development and
yet needing to finish her degree.

This is what she said:

Well, I'll have to say that I really feel at times, you
know, I feel like that there has been times when I
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thought I wished I had waited 'til she had gone to
school before X'd started this, you know, when she
wasn't a toddler.
I wished In a way I'd let her get
out of those toddler stages and Into school doin'
things on her own.
I think that would have been better
on her; but at the time, it wasn't better on me. You
understand what I'm sayin'? It probably sounds
selfish, but I don't think I could've bared another
year.
I was getting to be very unhappy with myself,
you know; and it's really helped me, and I don't think
I would've really done her any good by bein' maybe
unhappy and there all the time.
Even though Karen felt some guilt about not being a full
time mom, she recognized the fact that, if she delayed her
own academic goal and became a full-time mom, her
unhappiness would probably have negatively impacted her
daughter.

Karen felt that going to college was still the

best choice despite her feelings of guilt.

She also had

difficulty finding enough time to devote to her school work.
This aspect will be discussed further.
Janice also had feelings of guilt about the time she
was away from her family,

she felt guilty about not being

with her young daughter when her daughter did something
special or when

she experienced something for the very first

time.

felt that she imposed excessively

She also

in-laws for child care.

upon her

This was, in part, due to the fact

that Janice and her husband lived with her husband's parents
for some of the

time while she was in school*

I was away from the house a lot, and I felt guilty.
I
felt guilty because I wasn't the one with [my
daughter], uh, and I felt like I was wearin' the baby's
grandparents out because they were takin' care of her
more than my husband.
I felt like they were gettin'
wore out.
I just felt like they had her all the time,
and like when I had to go for my exams or something, I
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felt like a lot of tines I couldn't think about what I
was doin' because I wanted to be home.
If she did
something for the first time and I wasn't there, I felt
so bad.
Joan had to adjust her schedule to make time for her
daughter.

Because she didn't have a lot of time to spend

with her little girl, the time they did have together had to
be structured and meaningful.

Therefore, the emphasis was

placed on having quality time together.

Paula described her

difficulty commanding time this way:
I missed being around [Rachel].
I kind of felt, I
mean, you know, even though we did extra things, you
still feel guilty if you're not there 24 hours a day.
I think that's natural that you'll feel guilty, you
know, in some ways, that you could've been there more
or whatever.
QUESTION: How did you deal with that?
RESPONSE: Um, like I said, we set aside special times,
you know, like watchin' TV, workin' puzzles, playin'
games, you know dolls— Barbie dolls, whatever. We
spent all our time together on the weekends mostly, you
know, that we could, if that was possible. We didn't
have time for idle time, you know, where we just did
nothin'. We always picked something to do together.
We still do.
Christine had problems finding the time to give to her
new marriage because, at the same time, she was starting her
associate degree program in nursing.

She and her husband

were also preparing for the baby that was on the way.
frustrations about time gave way to anxiety.

Their

Fortunately,

Christine and her husband were able to successfully address
the problem.

When she was asked to identify the hardest

aspect about being a married college student, Christine
responded:
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Um, time. There never seemed to be enough time for
being together and, uh it got, it got real frustrating,
too. We weren't able to work on our newly formed
marriage that much because we were always missing each
other, you know. I always had to study, and he was
always at work, and we just always seemed to just miss
each other all the time. You know, he'd get home at
midnight, and X'd get up and go to school at 7:00 [in
the morning] and get home at 3:00 [in the afternoon]
and he'd go to work. So . . .
QUESTION: Did that frustration get converted into
tension?
RESPONSE: Oh yeah. There were times when we had some
tension, and we'd blow up and get angry at each other
and then we'd stop and like right in the middle of
being angry and say, "What are we doing?", you know.
And we knew that we were just stressed. This is
ridiculous, and we'd talk it out.
Later, Christine's husband, Alex, was interviewed.

He was

asked this question: "When your wife was in college, what
seemed to be the major difficulties or problems she seemed
to have with being a student and also a married person and
parent?"

He replied:

Just time. Having enough time to do the school work to
get good grades. Having enough time to spend with the
baby to have a good relationship there. Having enough
time to spend with me so we'd keep a good relationship.
Sara said that she was not able to give her husband the
attention she felt he needed.

Even when her husband would

take her away on a retreat for some needed relaxation, she
often had to commit part of the time to school work.
Because of the schedule she maintained attending the
community college, Sara was unable to participate in many of
her family's activities, especially at holiday times.
Sometimes family members would express their concern
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regarding her inability to find enough time to spend with
them.

These remarks were offered not because the family

felt slighted by Sara, but because they were very concerned
about the amount of time she was forced to devote to her
school obligations.
QUESTION: what was the hardest aspect about being a
married college student?
RESPONSE: Um, givin' my husband the time, givin' my
husband the attention that he needed that he really
didn't get and givin' to my family, too.
QUESTION: Did your husband or family ever complain
about that?
RESPONSE: Hm-mmm. The only time anything was ever said
is if they saw that I was stressed out or if I was
tired. The only thing that they said was in the
interest of me.
At another point during the interview, Sara was asked
if her husband ever exhibited any traits of jealousy.

The

question was intended to explore the possibility that her
husband resented the fact that she was in an academic
environment where she worked closely with male students and
patients,

she answered in the affirmative that he was

jealous; however, she went on to say that his resentment was
unrelated to the issue of being around males.
really time, and he was jealous of the college.

The issue was
Sara's

course work became the third leg of a relationship triangle
as was described by Marks (1986) and reviewed in Chapter 2..
This is what she said:
Um, well, you know, he just felt left out. Like take
for instance, if I was goin' to school every day or if
I had a night class and a couple of us got together and
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went out to eat afterwards, little things like that.
He would say, "Well, you know, you had an extra 30
minutes or somethin', why didn't you come on home with
me?" Um, it goes back to time, you know. I just
didn't spend enough time with him. Or on special
occasions or on holidays, I couldn't be there.
I had
to study. Or even one weekend we went to Gatlinburg
and he rented this little cabin in the mountains and
[it] had a big fireplace.
It was really nice.
QUESTIONi That's when you were in school?
RESPONSE: When I was in school, but X was studyin'
(laughs) [because I] had a big test. So really, he
felt deprived, you know, of time; but, that was only to
be expected though. He knew that I had to study. He
knew I had to go to class. He knew there were certain
things that I had to do. I had to take responsibility,
and he accepted it. He accepted it, and he understood
it, but there was a lot of little tiroes he would say,
"Why don't you put those books down, or why don't you
come in here with me, or let's go there tonight?" And
you know, there was a lot of times I had to say, "No, I
really can't."
Time for Studying
The preceding section addressed the difficulties
informants had when they seemed to consistently place their
school obligations before the needs of their families.

When

informants attended to their academic commitments after
considering the needs and desires of their families, anxiety
also developed.

In these cases, it was difficult for

informants to find both quantitative and qualitative time
for studying.
Sharon had no problem identifying time for studying as
the main concern she had while attending the community
college.

This is how she said she dealt with it:

The hardest aspect, probably having the time to do the
homework at home.
It's almost impossible.
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QUESTION: Is that because of the other things you have
to do?
RESPONSE: oh, exactly, exactly. Um, usually what I do
is if I have a test I cram like a half an hour right
before the test. That's what I found myself doing,
cramming right before the test and at work. You know,
I have my little study sheet sitting there in between
calls or whatever.
In the morning, I'll get up at 5:00
to 5:30 and study if it's, uh, a major test, like a
final or something.
I'll get up way early in the
morning to study.
* * *

. . . Time! Time! You don't have time to sit down and
study for two hours like when you didn't have a husband
to take care of, or a house to clean up, or whatever.
I mean I would probably be a 4.0 average student if I
can just have more time in the books to be honest with
you.
Sharon had to eke the time she needed for studying.

She had

to orchestrate her schedule for studying while attending to
needs of her husband and her employer.
Ashley said she felt "older" than she actually was even
though she was in her early 20s; she married when she was
19.

This feeling of being older was due to the fact that

while she was a full-time student she was also a wife and
parent,

she experienced problems with her marriage after

she started

at the community college and was separated from

her husband

at the time of her graduation.

There were also

major health and financial problems in her family; her
father had sustained several heart attacks.

Ashley said

that she often ran out of time for her school work because
of the multiple roles she had to fill.

This situation

caused her a considerable amount of anxiety in addition to
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the other problems she was having to address,

she also

indicated that her learning style was, at times, in conflict
with her schedule; she tended to be methodical and
meticulous.

Her response to the question concerning the

hardest aspect about being a married college student was
this:
Studying!
It goes back to the time issue. Tryin' to
get projects done on time.
I like to do things right
and I like to do things very slow. I like it to be
done, you know, the way I would want it done, and
sometimes I would run out of time. That was a lot of
stress. Um, in this program here, most of the girls
are 25 or older. There were very few that were right
out of high school. We even had a mother and daughter
graduate from here.
[Pat] was 50 and [Jill] was 23.
Um, in the other classes, I had a hard time dealing
with the fact that I felt so old, even though I wasn't
old. There were a lot of young people, and sometimes I
just felt really old (laughs).
Finances became a problem for Ashley toward the end of
her degree program in the community college.

It seems that

her husband had other plans for the money they had saved:
We were pretty much set.
[School] was something that I
had planned to do so I was savin* right along for this.
Um, of course, we wanted to buy a house, too, and
that's— that was a lot that we had saved, but um,
toward the end it was really bad, the financial,
because he used all of the savings, and even though he
made decent money, he was usin* it for other things.
I'd say it was cocaine. I never actually saw it, but
the money that was gone, the way— the way he acted.
. . We had $17,000 saved for a house and slowly that
money was gone.
Earlier, Karen described the anxiety she felt about not
being able to give more time to her daughter.

It was

difficult for her to identify the greatest tribulation.
it finding time to be with her family or finding time to

Was
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study?

Karen's program was radiologic technology, and it

was a very demanding program.

In addition to her classes at

the community college, she had to work in a hospital.

Karen

was in the last semester of her program and expressed her
feelings like this:
I think, I guess I'm envious. I'm probably envious of
all those girls that (laughs) I see that can go home
and prop their feet up and their moms can cook their
supper, and they can sit there and study that whole
evenin'.
I think, "Why didn't I do that?", you know.
If I had it to do over, I would be, you know, if I was
single I'd have all that free time to study because you
never know.
I mean, people wouldn't realize how hard
it is to find time to be in a room by yourself when you
have a 5-year-old daughter, and you don't get home 'til
5:30 or 6:00 in the afternoon after you've done all the
things you need to do. How hard it is to find an hour,
just one hour where you can sit down and do some
serious studying. The kinda studyin* that you need to
do for a hard test or somethin'. It is just about . .
. it's somethin'. . . .
A lot of my studyin' has been
done at 10, 11 o'clock at night. I mean, I've sat and
fell asleep many times, you know, in my books. You
know? I mean, it's real hard, and I think "Oh, I could
kick myself in the butt!", you know. I'm thinkin' God,
it woulda been so much simpler to have done this when I
had all that time, time— , my [emphasis added] time.
Time to have done what I wanted to do. I don't think
my husband realizes how hard it's been on me.
Time for Self and Leisure
It was hard for these women to organize their schedules
to accommodate school, family, and, at times, employment.
It was also very difficult for them to find time for
themselves.

They were cognizant, however, of the need to

have some relaxation time; some time for just themselves
disengaged from the demands and routines of school, family,
and job.

If finding time for husbands, children, and
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studying was a test, then finding time for relaxation was
considered to be an absolute dare.
Ashley recognized the need to have self-time.

It was

something that she had to build into her schedule.

It was

also something that should not have precipitated feelings of
guilt.

This is what she said:

You need some time as a couple. You need some time to
yourself, and it doesn't have to be all weekend, you
know, just goin' to the mall for a few minutes or
walkin' around, you know, to do something for yourself.
Joan resounded the same type of feeling about her
situation:
(Laughs) You take like breathers. You just get away
from it. I mean I still do that. You get away for 30
minutes. You go . . . . I mean, you give to other
people.
You give to your husband, you give to your
daughter, but you've got to take, you know, 30 minutes
to go shopping. I mean, [take] 30 minutes— or like now
. . . I'm— everybody's into this exercise stuff. So,
for me as part of my day, something I did for me was
walk a mile a day during lunch instead of sittin* there
piggin' out on food.
I walk a mile a day, and I walk
with friends from work and, you know, like at college,
I would run up to the mall and go through Jeans and
Jewels and just look at the clothes or whatever, just
something that you can do by yourself, you know,
something for you that you feel like, I mean, just a
break. You kinda' forget, you know, about all this
that you gotta do and stuff that's due and you just
take a break— take a breather.
I mean, I just have to
do that for me.
This need for relaxation was apparently evident to a
number of respondents, also.

Husbands, friends, and parents

recognized the importance for these women to take time for
themselves even though it was temporally difficult.

On

occasion, husbands and other family members would intervene
and create an opportunity for this respite to occur.
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Beth, Christine’s mother, was interviewed.
QUESTION: What were some of the typical types of
complaints that your daughter expressed about being a
married college student?
RESPONSE: Urn, probably, urn, not having enough time for
fun (laughs), you know. What happened to fun? Where
you just have time to sit and do nothing, urn, and I
guess every minute needed to be accounted for.
Although, I will admit that they somehow did make time
for leisure in their lives; probably not as much as the
average college student might have had, but they did
keep their lives fairly well-rounded and that there
would be times they'd go out to the movies. They would
get together with friends, not as frequently [as they
wanted to], but they managed it still.
I think that
was real critical.
Beth mentioned that she and her husband and Christine's in
laws would make themselves available to watch the baby while
Christine took a break with her husband, or by herself.
Beth also reported that Christine's husband Alex was
sensitive to Christine's need to periodically disengage from
her demanding schedule.

When Beth was asked about her

daughter's ability to deal with stress, she offered this:
I think she went to bed (laughs). I think that was
her, you know, withdrawal.
"I think I'll go to sleep
for awhile and . . .", and Alex would say, "Honey, go
upstairs and take a nap, and I'll go do something."
she would go to bed, and he would go make something
better whether it was cleaning up the kitchen or doing
the laundry or fixing a dinner or whatever, and that-that seemed to be how they would get through those
points.
QUESTION: When you knew she was stressed, what was your
response?
RESPONSE: It wasn't something that happened frequently.
I'd say, "We'll take you and Alex out to a movie, urn,
you know, take some time to yourselves, go out and
play." Thankfully, they did know how to play. That's
important, I think.
I'm not as good at that (laughs).
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In this case Beth and her husband took care of the baby
while Christine and Alex went off for awhile.

Sometimes

they would treat the young couple to a pizza along with a
movie.

Beth emphasized that it was something that occurred

occasionally and it was never taken for granted or abused.
Time for Everything
Some informants asserted that their lives were so
cluttered while they were in college that it was impossible
to identify any one area that caused them the greatest
degree of conflict time-wise.

Allocating the right amount

of time for anything and everything was an incessant
problem.
In a very matter-of-fact way, this is how Lynn depicted
her situation:
Tryin' to, uh, balance my time again and tryin' to find
time to study, to do housework, to be a mom, to be a
wife, to do household chores and pay bills and stuff
like that, you know, tryin1 to balance my time. That's
been the hardest.
Stephanie characterized herself as being a
"superwoman."

She said she was challenged physically as

well as mentally by the schedule she had to maintain.
Stephanie was in the business administration program and
active in extracurricular endeavors at the community
college.
QUESTION; What were the hardest aspects about being a
married college student?
RESPONSE: Probably the physical demands, you know.
'Cause I not only had, you know, the marriage and the
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college, but I worked, too. Zt was tremendously
physical, you know, get home late, try to get your
homework done, get up early, and it took us like an
hour to get to the school from where I lived, you know.
We were carpoolin'.
It's the physical demands of tryin
to get everything done and bein' superwoman and you had
the household chores and supper and the house to take
care of. Zt was rough.
Unlike many of the other informants, Stephanie did not
receive a lot of support from her husband.

Xt seemed as

though her husband struggled with the fact that she was a
college student.

Perhaps he was threatened by the increased

level of education she was obtaining; he was a vocational
school graduate and a welder.

He never gave any thought to

going to college.
Cheryl was focused on her goal, graduation.

For her,

getting everything done and attending to everybody's needs
was a veritable juggling act.

When she was asked to comment

about the hardest aspects of being a married college
student, she responded:
Well, Z guess that would be, you know, tryin* to juggle
my time around so that Z would spend time with my
daughter, spend time with my husband, and try to have a
few minutes for me, plus do the housework and homework
and everything.
Zt was, Z think, tryin* to juggle my
time to where I didn't feel like I would feel guilty at
times that Z wasn't spendin', you know, enough time
with them or maybe neglectin' them or somethin'; but I
kept tollin' myself, and Z would tell them until they
got tired of bearin' it, that come Hay when I graduate,
it will be different. So, urn, Z kept tollin' myself
it'll be worth it, you know, when I get through.
Dealing With Financial Difficulties
Zn a previous section titled "Time for studying,"
Ashley's financial difficulties were briefly touched upon.
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Her situation was atypical in this study.

No other

informants mentioned having the kind of financial burden
that Ashley had; there was no other reporting of drug abuse
by any other informant.
Financial difficulties generally involved having the
money available to pay for tuition and books,

other

obligations frequently mentioned were making various types
of insurance payments, making car payments, and paying
doctor bills.
The review of the literature found in Chapter 2 cited
financial hardship as being a prominent source of dissonance
for dual-career couples (Gruver and Labadie, 1975; Houser,
Konstam and Ham, 1990; McLaughlin, 1985).

Financial

adversity was also prosaic to couples in this study.

Though

finding enough time to the satisfy the needs of husbands and
children was a constant source of contention, deciding on
how to spend money often resulted in intense arguments.
Informants identified money problems more frequently as
causes of conflict between themselves and their spouses.
Brenda said money was the predominant problem for her
and her husband.

Her husband did not object to her being in

college and the financial burden that it presented.

He very

much supported her in the endeavor; however, money was
scarce.

Brenda said:

I think money-wise, I mean I didn't [have it]. At the
end of my last year it was really tough, and we look
back and we don't know how we made it at the end of,
you know, the last semester that I went to school.
It
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was tough and that was probably what caused us to
fight.
It took more money to go over there, and I
think that was always an issue. Money.
QUESTION! In what context was it an issue? Was it not
having enough, or, "Gee, you're spending all the money
on school"?
RESPONSE! Not having enough, or uh, wanting to go do
something and knowin', "Well, tuition's due next, you
know, next week." He would never, you know, get mad.
He thought education was that important.
I mean, he
would never say, "Well, we don't have enough money
because you're goin' to college." But, uh, I knew
goin' to college was puttin' a burden on us.
Janice and her husband, Daniel, were living with herin-laws for part of the time while she was attending the
community college.

The impression was given that Janice's

husband was somewhat immature when they married.

He was

accustomed to doing whatever he wanted with his money.
Living at home with his parents and depending on them for
his essentials provided Daniel the opportunity to live a
rather prodigal lifestyle.

He was reluctant to abandon this

manner of living after he and Janice married.

This is how

Janice described their situation:
Urn, sometimes, like I said, you know, when we were
livin' with his mom, [money] run through his fingers.
You know, he always had somethin' to spend it on 'cause
he knew we didn't have to pay any bills, and he's a
hard person to get to save money.
He still is, and
near the end of my last class, and I had [my daughter],
and I was gettin' ready, you know, I was about to
graduate and I wanted to move out as soon as we could,
you know. I thought I cou— we could do it as soon as I
get out of school. You know, we didn't have the money
and we'd argue when he wanted to spend some, when he
wanted to go buy this hundred-and-some-dollar part, you
know, for a car or somethin'. It really was kind of a
source of tension.
Sara also commented on the fact that it was money
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matters that triggered arguments between her and her
husband.

Sara's husband lived with his parents up until the

time he and Sara married.

He was accustomed to being taken

care of by his mother, and he spent the money that he earned
as he desired.

Sara said that carefree spending lifestyle

of his had to cease after they got married; however, it was
not all that easy:
If we ever had an argument when we first got married,
it was over finances.
Because, urn, I was tryin' to go
to school. He had a good job. He made pretty good
money, but you know how it is when you first start out.
Urn, it's a hook-up fee for this and a hook-up fee for
that; and it was real hard,
I think he was 24 when we
were married, and he still lived at home. When he
lived at home, his mom waited on him, everything he
needed, everything he wanted, it was there for him. He
could come and go as he pleased. He was livin' from
payday to payday, and after we got married, you know, a
lot of that had to stop. In a sense, he knew that it
did; but in another way, he had lived that lifestyle
for so long he didn't know how to control it. Then
another thing that he had to adjust to was bein' away
from his mom. Urn, his mom absolutely worshipped the
ground he walked on.
Linda indicated that her parents intervened and
prevented her and her husband from having serious financial
problems.

Linda's parents provided some financial relief by

paying for her college.

If they had not extended this

support, there most likely would have been quarrels between
Linda and her husband over money.

This is what Linda said:

QUESTION: What were the major sources of conflict for
you as a married college student?
RESPONSE: Definitely money. My parents paid for
my college,
if they hadn't a paid, I probably
wouldn't have came, and they offered to pay my car
insurance for me, you know, while I was attending
college.
I'd say money was the big thing.
I was
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worried about that.
QUESTION; Did you and your husband have arguments about
money?
RESPONSE; Urn, we would have if my parents hadn't been
payin1 for it.
Susan said she and her husband experienced financial
difficulties while she was in college.

She said she was

ineligible to receive financial aid at first because she was
only taking one class at a time.

Later, when she increased

her course load, she was able to get some programmatic
financial assistance.

Her situation also became more

complicated when she was expecting another baby.

Susan

majored in art, a curriculum that is expensive because of
the high cost of art supplies that must be purchased
throughout a semester.

In addition to tuition and

textbooks, Susan had the added burden of renewing her
inventory of paints, charcoals, canvases, and framing
materials.

She described her situation in this fashion:

Um, financially it might have been hard at times. Um,
I ended up finding out I could get financial aid, but
back then when I applied I was only taking one class at
a time, and they won't pay for it if you only take one
class, so I said, "Well, I'm gonna have to take more
because I couldn't afford it anymore." After I had my
son, I decided, you know, [to take more classes].
I
was taking two classes instead of just one which was
really hard, but I figured I'd get done with it
quicker, you know. Um, so it was financially harder
near the end because of the materials, a lot of art
supplies.
It's more than books, and the financial aid
department didn't realize that. It cost more than
books, you know. They don't give you any more or
anything. So, that was hard, um, child care was real
hard.
The availability and cost of child care were reiterated
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predicaments for informants with young children.
Claudia identified, without question, money as her
major problem area when she was attending the community
college,

she religiously saved money to be exclusively used

to pay the college tuition bills and purchase books,

she

said, "There are always other things I can put that money
to, like doctor bills and household bills.
not to mess with that money."

It's been hard

Claudia maintained that

saving for college had to be a forced and disciplined
endeavor.
Jennifer also emphasized that discipline was required
to pay the bills while taking care of her college
obligations.

Because of her curriculum, she was only able

to work part-time.

When Jennifer finished her degree, her

parents provided some financial relief as a graduation gift.
This was how she depicted her financial situation while in
college:
I guess financial was the biggest thing because I was
only able to work part-time, and we had to really
[emphasis added] stretch to even pay the bills, late
most of the time. That was kind of a hardship whereas
when I was livin' at home, needless-to-say, that wasn't
a consideration 'cause I didn't have room and board or
anything like that to pay,
QUESTION: Did your folks help you out at all after you
got married?
RESPONSE: Not really, not really because we weren't
desperately in need.
Um, we were makin' just enough to
live, you know, pay check to pay check and pretty much
pay all the bills, you know, a week late or so like
that, so we never got to the point where we really felt
like we had to ask for help. Um, they did sort of as
a— a helping hand and sort of as a graduation gift, pay
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off the last three payments on my car. They said,
"Here, let us do this for you.
It'll be a gift, and
it'll be, you know, a helping hand."
It was found that parents were willing to provide
various levels of financial support for their daughters
while their daughters were in school.

In some instances

this support was an extension of the commitment they were
already making while their daughters were single and living
at home.

In other situations, monetary support was offered

after their daughters married.

It has already been seen

that financial support was in the form of tuition payments,
insurance payments, child care, and the direct provision of
housing.
Stephanie was active in various student organizations.
She was a chapter officer in the international academic
honor society for community colleges known as Phi Theta
Kappa.

This organization had meetings and conventions

throughout the state and the country.

Stephanie's mother

would assist her by paying for these functions.

It appears,

also, that her parents helped pay for some of her textbooks.
Money was fairly tight, you know; that's why I worked
part-time, and when we first got married, you know, [my
husband] didn't have a really good job.
He's moved up
now and, you know, he works fairly well, but money was
a big issue especially when I would have to go to these
conventions, you know, 'cause mom would have to give me
the money to go 'cause we didn't have it. I guess
money was probably the major conflict 'cause I would
have to buy some of my books, and you know how
expensive books are.
For some, the lack of money could not be relegated to
problem status on its own merit; it had to be linked to
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time.

Peggy's husband, George, characterized the

synergistic effect like this:
Hell, lookin' back now I think it was the tine away
from each other, and it also seemed to be a monetary
concern.
I'd work overtime to make sure that [money]
wasn't a problem. Um, we weren't able to get any
financial aid or student loans or anything because I
made too much, even though I was (laughs) with her in
school. Um, 'cause that's even when I was goin' to
school, and towards the end it was next to impossible
for me. I think that's a lot of pressure 'cause we'd
have to cut down on some things to, um, to fit school
in, and it's frustrating too.
QUESTION; Did you ever become resentful of that?
RESPONSE: I've always been, well, not, um, I haven't
really minded the overtime and that kind of stuff
because I figured while I was there I'd get it and we
can, um, try to keep everything paid off or whatever
while we were goin* so we wouldn't get in debt.
I
think the time away with me doin' overtime was, um,
makin' it rough also and so it's like (laughs), the
more I tried to make her relax about the money and
stuff, the worse it was makin' the time we had together
because there was so little of it. Um, it was hard
tryin' to manage that. Number one because I didn't
realize at the time really what she wanted.
QUESTION: What did she want?
RESPONSE: Um, to spend more time together.
George knew that money was a problem for them.

He thought

that by working extra hours he was helping to alleviate some
of the stress that he and Peggy were experiencing.

However,

by working so many hours, they were being deprived of the
necessary time that they needed to develop their new
marriage.

Consequently, Peggy and George encountered some

serious difficulties early in their marriage.

Fortunately,

they sought professional assistance and were able to
identify the source of their problem and address it.

They
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needed to learn how to communicate more effectively.
Communicating Effectively
It was identified that while George and his wife Peggy
were struggling with problems framed by shortages of time
and money, a major underlying problem of theirs was actually
in the area of communication.

Neither spouse was clear in

expressing what he or she actually wanted or needed, nor
were they articulate in communicating the bases for their
actions.

They seemed to personify the cliche that states,

"The road to hell is paved with good intentions."
Betty, Peggy's mother, also discussed the communication
difficulty that existed between Peggy and George.

She

believed that their distress was caused by having inadequate
time for meaningful communication.

George and Peggy did not

argue; instead, they grew separate from each other.

This is

how Betty portrayed their situation:
He wouldn't argue with her at all. If he did,
probably, she may have, at the time felt better, but it
probably would have been the end of their marriage. He
just would not argue. He would sit there. And they
had some rough times. They had a real bad time and
were on the verge of separation, and it was partly
because of the stress and strain, and what happens is
he was ending up doing his thing because Peggy would do
her thing.
'Cause she was busy doing classes, you
know. So, uh, she would have to do things like read
her articles and write her papers, go up to the college
and things, and so George, he plays golf. He loves
baseball. Absolutely loves the Braves, so he would
spend his time watchin' baseball. Uh, they did not
have cable, and he would go down to the [rescue] squad
building and watch baseball down there till early in
the morning, or he would go play golf with his daddy.
And what that makes when you're separated like that--it
can cause problems, big problems.
But, they worked
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their way through it.
question:

it."

You said, "But, they worked their way through
How did they do that?

RESPONSE! They got to the point that they couldn't talk
a lot because they had nothin' to talk about. I guess
they did, but they didn't have the time, you know.
They'd say, "I already had this scheduled.
You had
that scheduled.
So when do we have time to talk?"
They didn't. Uh, I think they wouldn't've made it, but
they recommitted themselves.
Peggy and George received some professional marital
assistance and began to learn how to communicate more
effectively.

This is how George summarized their situation:

"The major thing was communications.

Um, just talking about

what each other was doin' during the day and that kinda
stuff.

Afterwards it hasn't been any problem."

Stephanie identified that she and her husband also had
difficulties communicating effectively with each other.
Earlier in this chapter, it was reported that Stephanie did
not receive a lot of understanding from her husband while
she was a student at the community college.

It was even

suggested that he might have been threatened by her
increased level of education.

Stephanie admitted that

conflict existed while she was a college student:
QUESTION: How did you all deal with conflict?
RESPONSE! Usually, we fight and then don't speak for a
couple of days (laughs) and then it just sorta airs
over (laughs). That's how we usually handle problems.
I mean, that's probably not the best way.
I mean, I
guess all marriages have their— their problems, and
that's probably one of ours, we don't communicate that
well.
I guess, you can tell, you know, by a lot of the
things I've told you that we don't have a lot of
communication.
I mean, we love each other.
I guess
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we're more like roommates you could say, than . . . I
don't know. It's like sometimes I have my separate
life, and he has his and we sorta meet somewhere in the
middle (laughs).
QUESTION; Did you have need for closure to points of
conflict?
RESPONSE; Sometimes we do that, but most of the time
it's just like we— we air it out, don't speak for a
couple of days, and then it just sorta blows over.
There's never really any closure.
I mean, a lot of
these arguments we have are the same thing we argued
about a week ago, you know.
It appears that matters concerning Stephanie's going to
college were in the realm of non-communication.

It was

interesting to note that Stephanie characterized her
relationship with her husband as being like "roommates."
Their lack of effective communication seems to have taken
its toll on the marriage.

There were obviously a number of

points of contention that never reached resolution while she
was in college.

From things she said during the interview,

these concerns usually dealt with the use of time, the use
of money, and role sharing.

Her success in college was

probably attributed more to her own personal characteristics
than to the support she received from her husband.

It seems

likely that these same issues would exist if Stephanie
decided to pursue additional college education.
Gary also talked about the separate lives that a
husband and wife may live while the wife is in college.

He

says that the lack of time that a couple has to develop a
relationship can definitely have a negative outcome.

The

negative consequence can be manifested as isolation.

Each
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spouse may be forced to attend to his and her needs
sequestered from the other.

Communication becomes

increasingly more difficult as each spouse becomes more
estranged temporally and interest-vise.

This is how Gary

perceived his and Nancy's ability to communicate and address
problems:
You do the things that you wanna do and I do the things
I wanna do. I think you get to a point where time is
like that.
It looks like everything that you do you do
it by yourself and then everything that she wants to do
is because of school or whatever. She does things and
like she keeps to herself. Then it becomes like an
argument, and like I said, it just blows up.
QUESTION: When it gets to the argument stage, what
happens?
RESPONSE: Well, I think sometimes— I think sometimes we
solve things or, you know, we get things in the open
but, like I said, sometimes I think she's stuck in her
ways about things, and I'm stuck in mine and you're
kindly— your like arguing with a wall.
I mean, you
know, you feel like you're right, and she feels like
she's right so you really don't, you know, accomplish
anything when it happens.
I mean, sometimes you do
but, like I said, you know, the majority of the times
you're just blowin' off steam, and she's just blowin'
off steam.
They end up "just blowin' off steam."

It sounds as if, on

some occasions, they were both able to get their feelings
out in the open; however, they were not able to effectively
hear the concerns that were being expressed, or they were
unable to respond to the things that were being expressed.
Consequently, it was as Gary described; it was like "arguing
with a wall" for both Gary and Nancy.
Beth saw that her daughter was having difficulties
being a college student, a wife, and a mom.

She also
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witnessed that there was effective communication between her
daughter and son-in-law that did much to abrogate tension.
This young couple's ability to communicate meant that they
were able to fashion effective solutions to their problems;
they were able to do this corporately rather than
autonomously.
She said about once a month she'd really fall apart
and, you know, cry and sob, and go to bed, and those
kinds of things.
But she talked to her husband about
it. "Now, this is a problem. He can't get these
things done, and you need to help me." He was
incredibly responsive to it for a 20-year-old young man
to, you know, to take that and say, "Okay, I'll do
better. What do I need to do?". He wasn't always
perceptive enough to foresee those things.
But when
she made it perfectly clear that it was, you know, it
was something that was troubling her very much, then he
was very responsive.
Charles described a similar style of communication when
his wife, Jean, was attending the community college.

When

Jean had to deal with a lot of stress, this is what
happened:
A lot of times she just wanted to be alone, say, you
know, at certain times.
I know that's (laughs) the way
she is now sometimes. She just likes to be alone. A
lot of times we'd sit down and talk about it and just,
you know, try to work everything out. We would do what
we could.
I'd do what I could to help her make it
through it, you know.
When Paula was asked about the type of advice that she
would give to a young woman who was about to get married and
also start college, she said:
Uh, first, make sure you have a solid relationship with
your husband. Uh, make sure you can talk to him; get
the communication line open. Uh, and even though it's
hard, try to split the time.
Don't make him feel like
that, uh, your education is everything at that point,
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especially in the beginning o£ a marriage.
I mean,
that would be my two biggest things I would say to
someone.
Paula's admonition was consistent with the concerns of other
informants; communicate effectively and take the necessary
steps to balance time.
Developing Relationships with Others
In the last section, a form of isolation was discussed.
This isolation developed within the relationship between an
informant and her husband as a result of having
communication difficulties and difficulties manipulating
time.

However, informants identified another type of

isolation that they experienced while students at the
community college.

Though many of the women interviewed

felt that they "fit in" at the community college, there were
some who felt isolated from the other students. This feeling
of estrangement generally focused on two characteristics;
these women were both young and they were married.

This is

how Christine responded to a question regarding sources of
conflict for her while being a college student:
Um, I found it difficult when I first started the
community college.
I wasn't in the nursing program
yet. I was just taking the prerequisite classes, um,
like English that every freshman community college
person took, and [the students] were generally young,
generally students my age but none of them were
married, um, and they, uh, uh, you know, when I told
people or they found out I was married, I always got
the, "You're married? You're so young!", and you know,
I just felt like a little bit of an outcast when I
first started.
I didn't have any friends for a very
long time at the school until I started the nursing
program, and even early into the nursing program, it
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took roe awhile, um, to feel comfortable, to feel like
I, uh, fit in because I really was, um, kind of the
oddball of the— of the group.
I was young and married
whereas in the nursing program they were generally
older and married and had older kids? um, so there was
nobody my age.
I couldn't relate to the people my age
because I was married, but I can relate now (laughs).
But that was— that was, um, overall, that was the big
conflict, trying to relate to people.
Christine, in addition to being married, was also pregnant.
Perhaps some of her outcast feelings were more attributed to
her being young, married and pregnant rather than being just
young and married.

She had withdrawn from a four-year

college when she first learned that she was pregnant.

At

one point in the interview, she identified having had some
feelings of regret.

She felt this way because she believed

she had "blown" her chances for a college education by
getting pregnant.

She was also struggling with some deep

feelings that she had gravely disappointed her parents
because of what she had done.
Cheryl was also in a nursing program at another
community college.

Cheryl dropped out of the program once

and returned to it a short time later.

When she returned to

the nursing program the second time, she realized that a
person she knew from work was also in the same program.
This is how Cheryl said she felt:
Well, I didn't know her except for seein' her at work
and then we found out that both of us was startin' the
nursing program together.
I didn't know anyone really
well that was in the nursing program and well, . . .
the first time I started the nursing program, I did not
know anyone, and it seemed like everyone already had
their little sets of friends and their people they
could rely on, and I didn't.
That may have been
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another fact to the reason that, you know, I had a
really hard time the first time because, um, you know,
what friends I had here was takin' accounting or
something like that, and I had no one like, you know,
to call at home and talk about homework, or talk about
what we did at school, or anything, and never really
made any friends the semester that I was here because
it seemed like everybody was nice and everybody, you
know, talked, but it wasn't like you had no one close
that you could turn to. So me and her, like that
summer before we actually started the nursing program,
scheduled our classes. We got to be really good
friends. We could talk either about school or
whatever, and it seemed to make it a whole lot easier,
especially like a lot of times, you know, you had a
major problem or somethin' that as far as school or
work goes was goin' to be too difficult to do, but you
could sit and talk it out with someone, and you would
know, that it would be a lot easier than what you
thought it was goin* to be.
QUESTIONi Was her situation similar to yours, was she
married?
RESPONSE! Yeah, she was married, but she didn't have
any kids.
QUESTION! Did she finish the program?
RESPONSE! Yes.
Cheryl needed companionship and counsel in addition to that
which was being provided by her husband and her instructors.
She needed someone she could confide in regarding problems
she was having at college and at home.

Sometimes her

difficulties resided with her husband, and she needed to
voice her feelings to another person.
This person needed to be sympathetic to Cheryl's
situation.

She had to share some of the same experiences

that Cheryl was encountering.

If Cheryl had secured this

kind of friendship when she first started the nursing
program, perhaps she would not have needed to stop out of it
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for awhile.

It is also possible that Cheryl also provided

her friend with some necessary counsel and kinship.

It

seems likely that both women supported each other through
the ordeal of the nursing program.
Nancy stated that she also felt isolated while she was
a young married college student.

She said she felt

"different.11 The multiple roles she had to fill made it
difficult for her to adapt to one particular niche,
asked to depict her life as a young married student,

she was
she

said:
Um, there's a word I can't think of . . . . Um, oh
shoot, isolated femphasis added] (laughs). That's it.
QUESTION: Can you elaborate on that?
RESPONSE: Yeah, um, I felt like, uh, a lot of times
people didn't wanna have— didn't wanna become involved
with me or I don't know, maybe I gave— I have that air
about me that I'm--that I'm kinda set off from the rest
of the world.
I don't know what it is, but a lot of
times I felt different than a lot of people; not so
much here, but I felt it more at [the university].
I
just realized that I sometimes need to go out and say,
"Hi!" and introduce myself.
But, uh, as a married
student I didn't have a lot of opportunities to do a
lot of activities here, and so I missed out on meeting
some of the people I would normally have met.
The impression is given that because Nancy was married she
felt obligated to keep people at a distance.

Perhaps she

was afraid of giving the wrong signals to students of the
opposite sex.

Perhaps she felt that she could not spare the

time to develop friendships which might cause her to
subtract even more time from her school work and family.

It

is possible that she was so focused on her goal of finishing
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her degree that she became unapproachable unless interaction
with others was absolutely necessary for the completion of a
class assignment or project.

Both Nancy and her husband

mentioned that she would occasionally work with other
students when it involved working on some sort of class
activity.

However, associations never formed for social

purposes.
This aloof posture on the part of Nancy was confirmed
by her husband, Gary.

Gary had this to say regarding her

ability to cultivate relationships with others:
Uh, she kinda shuts— -she gets to a point where, at
times, that school's the only thing that matters.
I
mean she not— not . . . .
I shouldn't say that it
doesn't matters, but she kinda puts that as her focal
point, and everything else around it is kinda, what do
I wanna say?
. . . It is pushed aside, but, uh, that
is really not something that's important to her and,
like I said, she, you know, kinda devotes the majority
of her attention to that, and then these other things
that she likes to do, whether it be friends or family
or whatever, you know, they're kinda secondary when it
comes to, you know, when she is involved in school.
Waking Sacrifices
These women recognized the fact that in order to finish
their degrees they had to make sacrifices.

They had to be

prepared to make concessions about the use of their
resources; these resources often included time and money.
It was not only important that these women be cognizant of
the sacrifice factor, they also needed to prepare their
husbands and other members of their families for it.

In

some instances, the realization that there would be large
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scale sacrifice did not occur until after an informant
actually engaged in full-time academic study in a particular
collegiate program.
Karen knew that she was going to have to make major
compromises regarding the use of time if she was going to
finish her program of study.

She often seemed to look

retrospectively with the wish that she had finished her
program at the community college before she married and
started having children.
choices she made.

However, she had to accept the

This is what she said during the

interview regarding making sacrifices:
You know, x-ray was what I thought about.
I always
wanted to get in the program, but, you know, I knew
that I was going to have to make a lot of sacrifices.
I knew I was goin' to have to sit down and study, and
I'd have to quit goin* out with my friends and husband,
you know, and all this; and I just, I knew that, that I
wasn't emotionally (laughs) capable, you know, I just,
as far as that goes X, X wasn't mature enough to handle
somethin' like that, you know.
QUESTION: But after your daughter was born and you had
been married for awhile (cut off by informant)
RESPONSE: Yeah, yeah, when, you know, I would— I would
call that the real world (laughs), you know.
X would,
as far as that goes,— I mean responsibilities and
things like that I— I guess, I, you know, thoughts went
through my head then, you know, "Gosh, why didn't I
finish school? Why didn't I finish school before I got
married, you know? Now, we could have two incomes
cornin' in. X wouldn't be stuck home in this little
trailer." Things like that, you know.
Though Karen recognized the sacrifices she had to make to be
a young married college student with a child, she was not
totally happy with the situation and wished she had made
some other choices along the way.
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Host informants were asked the following question.
"What advice would you give to a young married woman who is
about to start working on a degree at the community
college?"
out.

Jean's response declared "sacrificing" straight

Her counsel consisted of this rejoinder:
Um, I would say, uh, I'd sacrifice a few things. Um,
probably sacrificing things that you like to do, uh,
maybe some kind of hobby or something. Well, such as
sports for me, uh, I was— I didn't get to play in high
school, but I— I really loved 'em. That was a thing,
an everyday thing for me; that was something I had to
give up in order to, you know, to balance 'em out. I
think sacrificin' your time, sacrificin' things that
you like to do is a big thing, to give up the people.

Jean did not feel she had the time to engage in a number of
the things that she really enjoyed doing.

In order for her

to participate in sporting activities, she would have had to
take time away from her academic life and her husband.

This

she was unprepared to do; the desire to complete her degree
was stronger than playing sports.

She had to maintain

"balance" in her life with respect to the time that was
available to her.

Therefore, sacrifices had to be made.

She had to forego playing sports for the time she was in
college.

She also had to distance herself from a number of

her friends; those were "the people" she would ordinarily
interact with while playing the various sports.
sacrificing meant two things.

For Jean,

She had to forego,

temporarily, giving time to do some things that she was
accustomed to doing.

She had to also relinquish time that

would ordinarily be given to a circle of friends in order to
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maintain her academic schedule and attend to her marriage.
Stephanie made the point that sacrifices needed to be
made by husbands as well.

Again, the thing that had to be

sacrificed, in most instances, was time.

The husband had to

understand that school was a demanding enterprise,
especially if the wife also had to work.

It meant that the

husband had to be resourceful and develop interests that
would occupy his time while his wife attended class,
studied, and completed various projects.

There were times,

however, that understanding still yielded to resentment.

In

Stephanie's case, the resentment was over time:
Hell, most of the time, I worked weekends, you know, at
the Dairy Bar.
I think he— he sorta resented me when I
was home and Cue] were together, you know. I always
had my face in the books, you know, doin' the homework,
and I think he resented that a little bit.
QUESTION: What kinds of things would he say?
RESPONSE: You know, it's just like, "Let's go outi
Let's do something1" I'd be like sayin' "No! [emphasis
added]", you know.
"I have to— I have to do this. I
have to get ready for this test or have to do this."
He sorta, you know, resented that 'cause he— he wanted
me, I guess, for him instead of when I was home—
instead of me with my face in a book, you know.
'Cause
before we got married, we did everything together, and
after we got married and I was goin' to college and he
was workin'. He really didn't have time to do anything
together, you know. He saw more of each other before
we got married than we did when we were married.
Both partners had to sacrifice time.

There was less time

available to spend with each other.
Sharon had to struggle with her husband's desire to buy
things.

He seemed to have difficulty accepting the fact

that they needed to delay acquiring "big ticket items," like
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cars and a house until after Sharon finished school.

In

order to have the money she needed to finish her degree at
the community college, Sharon had to stash money away as a
squirrel would stash acorns,

she had to try to keep this

money reserve secret so her husband would not be tempting
her to spend it on things other than her education.

In

order to secure this reserve of money for school, it meant
she would have to scrimp and save from her existing funds.
Sharon was working part-time and did not desire to work
full-time, she feared that additional demands at work would
hinder her academic performance.
Keeping this educational fund from her husband was
something she did not like to do; however, she felt it was
necessary in order to ensure the completion of her degree.
One of the sacrifices she was willing to make was to be less
than completely honest with her husband.

She did not feel

he would be indignant about her choice to cache money for
college; however, she did not want him to try to maneuver
the funds away from her.

Sharon answered a series questions

about her relationship with her husband in this fashion:
QUESTION: Your husband had a good job when you were in
school?
RESPONSE: Very stable job, yeah.
QUESTION: And he gave you the emotional support you
needed regarding continuing your education?
RESPONSE: Exactly.
QUESTION: I think you said that changed.
elaborate on that?

Could you
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RESPONSE: Hell, once you get married it's sort of, you
know, "Let's get a new car or let's, you know, buy a
house" and it's sort of put pressure on me to get a
full-time job, but I didn't.
I'm lucky that I was with
a good company that let me work flexible hours and make
almost full-time money.
question;

so, he wanted to start accumulating things?

RESPONSE: Material things, yeah. That's exactly
correct, that's exactly correct. The money that's been
paying for my schooling is money that I— that I set
aside. He didn't know about it. I had that money set
aside. That's what I've done, and that's out of my own
money, and he doesn’t know about it.
QUESTION: Hhat would happen if he found out about it?
RESPONSE: He wouldn't be upset. He'd just say, "Well,
why couldn't we buy those Bose speakers I wanted?", and
it's like I think my education is more important.
Beth addressed the sacrifices that her daughter and
son-in-law had to make.

In particular, she mentioned the

couple's need to "watch their pennies" carefully.

Beth and

her husband were willing to assist Christine and Alex
financially; however, that was in a very limited fashion.
They were prepared to provide the couple with some needed
security, but they were not prepared to underwrite them on a
daily basis.
Christine and Alex, as a couple, were confronted with
the need to make sacrifices.

The choice they made, to have

Christine finish a nursing degree at the community college,
ordained the types of sacrifices they would need to make.
These included the need for Alex to work the late shift and
to often work at more than job, for them to have essentially
no extra money for spending on incidentals or pleasantries,
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and to have very little time

to spend with each other.

This

was Beth's view of Christine and Alex during the community
college experience:
They didn't have a lot of money, but they also had the
security of knowing that they would not have to do
without, that they would not have to go hungry or be
kicked out of their apartment or, you know, all of that
because both parents were very willing to help out in
an emergency.
I think they knew that, but they had to
really watch their pennies. There was no extra money
for anything, you know.
A pizza on Friday night was a
big deal. So I think it was a little hard for her, but
not as hard as it would be for some people because
she's just not a real material-type person. So that
was helpful.
Ruth's husband, Roy, acknowledged the fact that
sacrifices were made in their lives also.

He said he was

not able to make very many plans because he was never really
sure what his wife's schedule was going to be like.

What

Ruth and Roy had to relinquish was some of their freedom.
This is what Roy said:
Don't make too many plans. Urn, I didn't have any
trouble with it because we don't make a whole lot of
plans, you know, do a whole lot of things.
But urn, um,
a younger, especially married person, would probably
want to make plans to maybe go out-of-town this weekend
and, uh, maybe go to the ball game, and then take his
wife and do all different kinds of things. You can't
do that. You've got to allow a lot of time, and if I
was gonna plan, uh, some things to do, I'd make it on
the weekend, and I'd probably only make plans f o r guaranteed one weekend a month.
Like I might be able
to work in two, you know, depending on her [schedule].
I'd always ask her, "What are your plans?" In fact, I
ask her now. You know, her schedule now is almost as
bad as it was then.
Securing Child Care
Those informants who had young children, regularly
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identified child care as a major concern.

Even though many

of these women had very supportive husbands and family who
were amenable to watching the children, scheduling day care
still proved to be a chronic obstacle.

Informants said they

needed their children to be watched more than the time they
were in scheduled classes or clinicals; they also wanted
their children taken care of so that they could have time
for quiet studying, completing homework, and doing required
papers and projects.
Scheduling day care and baby sitting comprised only one
aspect of the problem.
critical.

The quality of the day care was also

Mothers were very concerned about the type of day

care their children were going to receive.

Generally

speaking, these mothers were more concerned about the moral
characteristics of the people who watched their children
than they were about the availability of people to watch the
kids.

Consequently, family members and close friends were

usually sought out as prime candidates for providing needed
child care.

There were, however, a few exceptions.

These women commonly mentioned that they wished the
colleges had offered some degree of day care.

Child care at

the community colleges would have been very convenient;
however, informants still would have been very particular
about the quality of care their children would have
received.
Cheryl was always preoccupied with the care of her
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daughter.

She spent considerable amounts of time arranging

care for her daughter while her husband was at work.

School

complicated matters because someone had to be available to
pick her child up at the end of the day and then take care
of her until Cheryl or Randall could get home.

Cheryl said:

I worried, you know, about my daughter, about havin' a
place for her, you know, havin' some one to watch her
when my husband was at work or pick her up from school
or somethin’ like that. As far as, um, as a parent, I
think maybe if they had child care here at the college,
a day care center or somethin' here for parents that go
to school, I think that would have helped me a lot. As
far as, you know, like I said, I worried about her not
havin' a place to stay . . . .
she always had a place
to stay. It was a matter if I could get her there
before my class or whatever, you know, and which
grandparent wasn't busy that day that could keep her or
somethin'. Hy mom would keep her, but she lived at
[Meadow Creek] which was like 45 minutes away. So say
[Alice's] school was canceled that day, and I had a
class at 8:30, it would be kinda' hard to get her to
[Meadow Creek] and back, so I would have to depend on
one of her [other] grandparents here and pray that one
of them wasn't busy.
I think it would've helped me if
I had a more secure place that I could've left her,
that I knew that was goin' to be there every day if I
needed it as far as the college goes.
Cheryl admitted that there were times when the
arrangements she made for the care of her daughter, Alice,
fell through at the last minute.
left her in a real quandary.

When this happened, it

This was how she sometimes

dealt with that situation:
If say, if she wasn't able to go to day care that day
or she— she didn't have to go to school that day, I had
to find a baby sitter for her, and a lot of times I
felt like, you know, that it got in my way. Well,
sometimes, actually, what I did, I brung her to school
with me (laughs). At night, I would bring to night
classes.
I occasionally brung her to some of my
nursing classes which never once, never once, the
teachers was real helpful and stuff, never once said
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anything about it. she was real good. She, X mean, if
she would've been the type that climbed the walls and
disturbed the class and stuff I wouldn't have brung
her, but she would sit and color or even lay down and
go to sleep during the class and stuff. So, at times,
when I didn't have no one else to keep her, I brung her
with me. He and my hUBband wanted another child, I
guess. We said, you know, we wasn't goin* to have any
more until I got out of school.
Taking a very young child to a college class was not
the most desirable situation for the child, for Cheryl, for
the instructors, or for the other members of the class.
However, Cheryl was forced to address this periodic problem
of not having child care the best way she could without
depriving herself of essential class time.

Taking Alice to

class with her was the decision that she felt she
occasionally had to make.
Randall was also very involved in the care of Cheryl's
daughter.

Alice was not Randall's natural daughter; Cheryl

had Alice out-of-wedlock while she was still in high school.
But, to Randall, Alice was his daughter.

Caring for Alice

was also difficult for him at times; he found it hard to
make plans for himself.

Host of his evenings required that

he be at home with Alice or available to pick her up from
one of the sets of grandparents.

Sometimes, he had to work

evenings and was unable to come home and take care of Alice.
Day-time emergencies, such as Alice getting sick at school,
sometimes necessitated that he leave work and attend to the
situation.

He said there were a number of times that he

really could not be away from his job to attend to Alice and
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there was not the opportunity to arrange some alternate type
of child care.
at work.

Therefore, Alice sometimes stayed with him

During that period of time, Randall was a mechanic

and worked for his brother; Randall's brother was
sympathetic to the situation.

This is how Randall perceived

the issue of child care:
Well, ah, I liked being with my daughter, but then a
lot of times, you know, I wanted to go fishin' or do
something else, and X knowed I had to pick her up and,
you know, take care of her the whole evenin'.
Ah, it
was just lucky that at that time, I was workin' for my
brother, and he was pretty lenient about letting me
leave work to go get her, and she would stay at the
shop maybe an hour and a half with me of the evenin'
time until I left work, you know, and then I would have
to take her home.
If I had plans to do something, X
just couldn't do it,
QUESTION: So you took her to work with you at times?
RESPONSE: Yah, plenty of times I had her at work with
me. X remember one day she got sick, and we didn't
have no body to keep her, and X had to keep her all day
at the shop with me.
QUESTION: Situations like that, did they ever cause
conflict? Did an argument ever break out over it?
RESPONSE: Um, yah, X would say we had some arguments,
not, not necessarily over that, but for, mostly
situations where in the evenins* when X got off work, X
had things I wanted to do, you know, and I couldn't do
it. And, X guess we had a lot of arguments over that
probably, but . . . .
QUESTION: What seemed to be the major sources of
conflict for you being the husband of a college
student?
RESPONSE: OK. Ah, I— I would still say that the time,
you know, for having to keep my daughter and stuff in
the evenin' times.
Randall identified caring for his daughter as the
primary problem for him while his wife in college.

However,
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the underlying problem really seems to be the issue of time.
While he was responsive to the need to take care of Alice,
he was also resentful about surrendering time to do it;
taking care of Alice disrupted the weekly schedule.

Taking

care of Alice occasionally became an integral part of
Randall's work day as it was occasionally an integral part
of Cheryl's academic day.

Even though he availed himself to

this task, he and Cheryl were stressed over the arrangement
and this stress sometimes developed into quarrels.

Child

care was something with which they chronically struggled
while Cheryl was in college.
Christine had difficulties with child care, also.
However, she seemed to be more concerned about the lack of
sensitivity on the part of some community college faculty to
the needs of students who had children.

These were her

responses to a series of related questions about child care:
QUESTION: In what ways could the college have helped
married students?
RESPONSE: There were times that I thought, um, that
they weren't real understanding about, um, child care
problems. Um, not, you know, not necessarily the
entire college itself but, some of the faculty members,
um, you know.
If I had a sick child and had to stay
home, that's a mark down on your grade, you know.
It
was— it was like, um, you know, if I had to turn in a
paper and couldn't get it there right away because I
had a sick child, it was not always, um, very
understanding.
QUESTION: Some were insensitive?
RESPONSE: Mm-hmm, yeah, so that made it difficult and,
all those things, um, and uh, I'm not sure they were
real understanding about [me] trying to organize, you
know, all the things I had to do. And then, like if I
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needed to be out of a class at a certain time and they
kept me over, and, you know, I said I really have to
go, they weren't real understanding. And, when I had
to, um, register for classes, um, I had some trouble
the first couple of semesters registering, um, for the
times that X needed due to, you know, my husband's
schedule and finding child care and, and, um, you know,
working it out so
that I could
be in class in the
morning while, you know, and Alex scheduled his classes
later. You know,
if the class
was closed,there was no
real help there.
It was like,
"I'm sorry,you'll have
to pick another class." So, I actually had to find
alternate means of child care for, um, one semester
'cause I had to take an evening class and my husband
was working. So (laughs) . . . .
The actual scheduling of child care was a critical
barrier for Christine.

Her husband's schedule had to be

considered; he was attempting to work and take care of the
baby while Christine was in class, going to clinicals and
studying.

He was also working on a degree himself at the

community college; however, because of the problems securing
child care, he decided to forego his college education until
after Christine's graduation.
Susan indicated that aside from the financial burden
that was often associated with paid child care, there was
the added penalty of losing valuable study time when
transporting children to and from a distant provider.

The

importance of time to the women in this study has already
been emphasized.

Susan maintained that it was a major

inconvenience to shuttle children between home and baby
sitters and also get to the college on time.

She felt that

a day care program at the college would have been a big
help, both financially and time-wise.

She said, "Well, like
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I said earlier, definitely child care of some sort.

I mean,

even if people had the money, it would still be nice, um,
for them to have somethin' maybe here at school just to be
easier."
Even informants in this study who did not have children
of their own were sensitive to the plight of those students
who did.

They also recognized a need for some sort of child

care program to be available at the college.

A number of

informants without children indicated that they themselves
would have been willing to participate in a child care
program in order to provide some relief and support for
their fellow students.
Connie did not have any children while she was in
college; however, she was aware of the difficulty that
having children presented to other students.

She perceived

a need for some kind of child care facility at the college.
This was how she saw the need for a day care facility and
her own position toward being a parent-student:
Day carel That was brought up a couple of times even
in the radiology program. There was a girl that had to
bring her kids, and all she could do was leave them in
the library a couple of times. 'There was no other
place for them. I don't think I could have [gone to
college] with kids, and I admire any of them that did
it with children.
I just don't see how they could.
Peggy, likewise, did not have the responsibility of
taking care of a child while she was at the community
college, but she knew students who did.

For Peggy, not

having children seemed to be a motivation for her to remain
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focused in her academic endeavors.

She also saw the issue

of day care in very simplistic terms.

She perceived the day

care needs of her friends incrementally, as short periods of
time when children needed to be supervised.

Peggy did not

see child care as a highly scheduled program that
necessarily involved the entire day.

Her solution to the

problem was unpretentious and very pragmatic.

This is how

she saw the dilemma of parenting young children while
attending college:
QUESTION; Were you parenting any children while
attending the community college?
response:

No, and that's probably the one thing that's
probably kept me in school.
I've seen the people
around here that do it, or try to do it, with children,
and they have a horrible time. There's no help for
them.
QUESTION: what do you mean?

RESPONSE: I mean, I don't understand why [the college]
wouldn't have— why they wouldn't have a day care or
something or— -or a room set up here. You know, it
wouldn't be that hard to put one— one librarian or
whatever in a room that had toys in it and say, "Your
kid stays here, you know, for an hour while you're in
class." I just— I don't mean . . . .
It doesn't look
like it would be that hard. No— , you know, no more
than they have at the bowling alley. You know, they
have a room at the bowling alley for the kids to go in
and play while the parents are bowling. Why wouldn't
they have that here?
Shelby did not have children either while she was a
student at the community college.

However, she thought it

would have been a "neat" idea to have child care offered at
the college.

Unlike Peggy, Shelby thought a day care center

could be organized as a course.

She thought that students
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enrolled In some sort of education degree or certificate
program could perform internships at the center.

Shelby

found this concept personally appealing.
Um, I'll tell you what would have been really neat.
Day care at school (laughs), you know, for like people
that are go i n ' into even education or somethin'. To
have like paid day care on campus that the students
themselves could run, even for a class, even. X always
thought that, you know, I would even take that class,
you know.
But, uh; there was never anything like that.
It is apparent that the participants in this study
considered child care to be a major concern, whether they
themselves had children or not.

Not only was the expense of

child care a constraint, the logistics of procuring quality
care also proved to be notable impediments.

The

participants in this study generally endorsed the concept of
having some sort of day care provided at the colleges.
Worrying About Pregnancy
Pregnancy was a concern for these women.

Those

informants who already had children were keenly aware of the
difficulties associated with managing the multiple roles of
being a spouse, a student, and a parent.

They knew that

having additional children could threaten the plans they
made for finishing their degrees and starting their careers.
Those without children recognized the possible risks that
raising children would have on their academic intentions.
They learned of these risks by observing their student
friends who had children and by having conversations with
these students.

The advice they received was usually the
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sane, delay having childrenI
Robin had already defined her academic fate should she
have gotten pregnant while in college,
have been forced to quit.

she knew she would

She knew she would not have been

able to financially afford both going to college and
providing for a child.

She was keenly aware of the

overwhelming burden a child would place on her time.

Even

though she knew that a pregnancy would probably cause her to
abandon her academic goal, she and her husband chose not to
employ any means of birth control.

Her reasons for not

using birth control were never explicitly verbalized;
however, the close affiliation that she and her husband had
with their church was commented on frequently.

Perhaps they

refrained from using contraception because of certain
religious convictions; their reasons were not divulged.
This is what she said about getting pregnant:
I worried about gettin' pregnant. I didn't think I'd
make it, you know, if I ever
got pregnant. I went to
school in case I did and I thought if I did I probably
wouldn't, you know, finish.
I'd just quit.
QUESTION: Did thinking about getting pregnant take up a
lot of your time?
RESPONSE: Yeah.

'Cause I didn't use anything.

Brenda and her husband discussed starting a family
while Brenda was in college; however, they felt it was
something they should delay.

They both wanted children, but

they also realized that career development needed to occur
first.

They recognized that starting a family would, most
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likely, prevent Brenda from finishing her degree on tine.
After they agreed to postpone having children until their
careers became more certain, they never discussed the natter
any further.

At the tine of the interview, neither partner

had initiated a discussion about starting a family.

Brenda

is seriously considering continuing her education beyond the
associate degree.
QUESTION; What did you talk about in terms of starting
a family?
RESPONSE; Mutual, we will wait. We will, you know.
[However], accidents always happen.
I know that.
But,
we would like to [wait]. I'm lookin' between 25 and 30
wantin' children, and h e ’s wanting to be at least 30.
We don't discuss children.
It's not that either one of
us dislike children; it's just we would rather wait.
QUESTION: Vou've already decided that it will be at
some later point, and there's no need to even talk
about it anymore?
response:

Right.

QUESTION: Is that pretty much in keeping with the type
of game plan that you had when you were thinking about
marriage while you were in high school?
RESPONSE: I think, maybe in high school, I was probably
gonna— would have wanted them earlier, but now I don't
feel like I'm in a hurry for children. Two of— two of
my friends which are 21 now are pregnant and getting
ready to have them. And then my best friend, you know,
told me all these [things]. You know, my best friend
that I talked to in college, she— they had an unplanned
pregnancy, and she has a child now, and I see how hard
it is for her. So I think I want to be older and wiser
before I try that.
QUESTION: So, having seen the bind that other people
have gotten into helped frame your decision to wait
awhile?
RESPONSE: Yeah, uh-huh.
Karen was both a student and a mother,

she knew how
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difficult it was to attend to the needs of a child, a
husband, and school.

Karen also knew that she wanted to

have more children; however, she constantly seemed to fear
that she might become pregnant during the time she was
working on her degree at the community college.

That would

have definitely caused her some problems.
QUESTION: What advice would you give to a young married
woman who is about to start working on a degree at the
college?
RESPONSE: The advice that I'd give her if she had
children, that is if she [already] had children, would
be wait 'til they got in school if it was at all
possible.
To wait 'til they got in school and not have
any more kids (laughs), you know during that time. I
tell you what, I--I think that was another thing I was
kinda scared of. I thought I would end up wantin', you
know, maybe havin' another child or somethin', and
doin' that would make [school] that much longer.
Ellen was emphatic about not having children,

she and

her husband agreed not to have any children during Ellen's
community college experience,

she recognized the fact that

having children was a big responsibility, and she was not
prepared to accept that responsibility at the time.

She

felt that having children would have been a great liability
for her, a liability she would not have been able to deal
with.

Ellen and her husband took active precautions to

prevent an unwanted pregnancy.

Because she hopes to

continue her education beyond the associate degree, she is
willing to forego having children for an indefinite period
of time into the future.

Ellen feels she will be able to

accomplish her goals because of the high level of support
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she has been able to receive from her husband.

This is what

Ellen said on this matter:
QUESTION: On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate
your marital situation compared with other married
students that you know?
RESPONSE: I have a 10 (laughs) because most of the
women up here that are married, their husbands don't
want 'em here. They don't want them to go to school.
They have to fight ever day they come to school, um,
and they have children.
If I had children, I probably
wouldn't be here.
QUESTION; So having children would have complicated the
whole formula?
RESPONSE: I don't want children 'til I'm through school
and work for a long time (laughs).
QUESTION: Now, you also said you were not going to get
married until you were out of school?
RESPONSE: Children is the definite!
accident would happen.

I won't, unless an

QUESTION: You and your husband have taken precautions
to prevent that?
RESPONSE: Yeah! Mm-hmm.
Because a child is a big
responsibility, and I'm not ready for that
responsibility!
Gary was asked what advice he would give to a young
husband whose wife is about to start attending the community
college.

His advice was from the perspective of a young

husband-father in a situation in which his wife was a
college student.

The overriding issue was, again, the

availability of time to perform all the required
responsibilities.

Gary admitted that the one child that he

and Nancy had, strained their relationship.

There did not

seem to be enough time for meaningful communication between
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him and his wife.

Gary implied that having children could

even threaten the durability of a marriage in this type of
situation Mif you want, X guess, to stay married."
Consequently, they took precautions to prevent having
another child while Nancy remained in college.

Nancy has

decided to continue her undergraduate work beyond the
associate degree.

These were Gary's thoughts about having

children:
QUESTION: What advice would you give to a young husband
regarding starting a family while his wife is attending
college?
RESPONSE; Uh, I would say not to do it. Not that, uh,
like I say, I love my kid to death, and, like I say, I
love like spendin1 time with him, but as far as— where
I'm concerned, if I was gonna--! would give him an
example. When you, like I said, get off work and come
home, uh, he's vours [emphasis added], and she's gonna
do what she has to as far as school, and, you know,
sometimes you feel like that, uh, you know, it's just
the two of you there, and she's, you know, put you on
the back burner.
I would say to somebody that I would
be against [having children]. Like I said, the one we
had, we really didn't plan to have him, uh, you know.
It just happened and, uh, like I said, you know, we
just went on and let it go, but uh, I would, if— if,
you know, if you could control it and not let it
happen, uh, I would— I would say, you know, not to let
it happen.
I would say not to do it because it's— it's
hard enough with havin' to deal with just her and the
schedule, whatever, with just the two of you. Then
when you add another one to it, that's just more
responsibility that you feel like has fallen on your
shoulders, you know.
"Whenever I need you to do
[something]", you know.
"Watch him for me", whether it
be Saturday, Sunday, or whatever. Uh, you're gonna
have to be there to do that to be— , you know, if you
want I guess to stay married.
You're gonna have to be
willing to do that, uh, because, I mean, she's gonna
have to go at times to school and work on this, that,
and the other. Uh, you're gonna have to be there for
her, you know. So, I would say that, you know, as far
as havin kids, I would kinda, if you could, kinda wait
until she had gotten out of school before you— you took
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the responsibility on.
Pregnancy was a concern for both the informants and
their husbands in this study.

Host of the informants

indicated that they took active steps to prevent getting
pregnant.

First and second hand knowledge of the strain

that children presented to the undergraduate experience
influenced these women to take precautions to prevent
unwanted pregnancies while pursuing degrees at the community
college.

For those women who already had a child when they

began their degree work, precautions were usually taken to
prevent having a another one.

Their strong desires to

finish their degrees prompted their decisions to delay
adding children to the family unit.

These decisions were

not unilaterally made; the informants formed these decisions
in concert with their husbands.

Informants feared that the

addition of children in their lives and schedules would have
definitely reduced their academic momentum.
Accepting Husbands' Jealousies
Some husbands displayed varying amounts of jealousy
over different aspects of their wives' college activities,
while other husbands gave no indication of being jealous at
all.

Jealousy tended to manifest itself in one of three

principal realms.

These were jealousy with respect to other

males, jealousy with respect to time, and jealousy with
respect to situation.
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Jealousy with Respect to other Males
Some informants indicated that their husbands were very
vocal regarding their jealousy toward other men.

In a few

instances, husbands did not want their wives having any
interaction at all with other males.

They expressed their

great displeasure to their wives and indicated that they did
not approve of their wives' associating with male students,
male professors, or male patients when their wives were in a
health care program.

The level of jealousy seemed to relate

to the general state of health of the marriage.

The more

stable the marital relationships seemed to be, the less
possessive or jealous the husbands tended to be.
According to Barbara, her first husband was extremely
possessive, and it was his intense jealousy that contributed
to the break-up of their marriage.

Barbara wanted to start

college; however, her husband would not permit it.

It was

not until after they legally separated that she enrolled at
the community college.

While she was attending the

community college, she maintained that her estranged husband
continued to harass her.

This is what Barbara said about

her husband's high degree of jealousy:
I wanted to be a legal secretary or a court clerk or
something like that, and that's all I thought about
'til I got outta high school.
I was done married by
then, and we were livin' in North Carolina, and they
had some real nice colleges.
I lived five minutes from
[one college] and [Hank] would not let me go. He said
that if somebody looked at me, then he'd get mad.
Well, that's the reason he wouldn't let me go to
college while I was livin' with *im. I had to come
back from North Carolina and stay with my mommy and
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daddy to go to college because he was absolutely
against it. He didn't want me to work. He didn't want
me to go to college. He'd rather sit outside where I
did work. Now that's how possessive he was, and a lot
of times he would come in my office where I was workin'
at and just stare at me.
*

* *

I was gettin' a divorce while I was [at the community
college] and I was in a club, and we had our pictures
put up on the board. Mine was ripped off, and there
was a really nasty sayin' underneath where my picture
had been, and then [a professor] found my picture, and
my face had been ripped up, and [the professor] didn't
think nothin' of it, but my ex-husband had done that
'cause it was his way. He had wrote me some letters
and brought the letters over here, and me and the
security guard compared 'em, and they were the exact
same writing as what had been wrote where my picture
was. We had to go talk to the dean, and he said that
since 1 was a student here, that it was up to them to
let me come and that he wasn't allowed harassing' me
and stuff. He would even put rubbers and stuff on my
car sittin' out in the parkin' lot or just drivin'
around the parkin' lot until I came out and start
harassing1 me there.
QUESTION; Why do you think all of that was happening?
RESPONSE; He didn't wanna be good to me, but he didn't
want me to be away from him either. He was a real
possessive person.
I didn't know that until after we
married.
Linda also maintained that her husband was jealous.
Linda contended that her husband felt that she should come
home immediately after her class was finished.

He did not

like the idea that Linda was attending college and
surrounded by a lot of male students.

Participation in

college activities beyond the immediate scope of her classes
was totally out of the question.
You said something about me not participating in
college activities. My husband, like he's jealous.
So, me being up here, and the guys, [that was a
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problem].
QUESTION; So, he was a jealous person.
elaborate on that?

Could you

RESPONSE; Um, I think he thought that once my classes
were over, I should get in the car and come home. That
any extra time spent up here was probably doing
something that I shouldn't be doing as a married woman.
Like when he would work, my girlfriends would come over
to my house or I'd go see them, and he didn't get home
until 7 o'clock in the morning so I didn't worry about
gettin' home at any certain time, and he said that
married women weren't supposed to do that. They
shouldn't run around with friends which, you know, but
my friends would come to my house or something. My
husband thought that when you're a single woman there's
certain things you do; once you get married that
changes. You take on married things.
It seems that Linda's husband defined "married things'* as
solitary activities that did not allow his wife to have any
interaction with other people.

Not only did he discourage

her from having anything to do with other males, he also
frowned on her having anything to do with her female
friends.

Perhaps his level of trust was so low that he

believed that all kinds of socialization involving his wife
was potentially threatening to him and that her girlfriends
would encourage her to be perfidious or adulterous.
Lynn maintained that her husband's jealousy began when
she started attending the community college.

She believed

that he was possibly being influenced by what other people
were telling him about what "could" happen at the college.
This is what she said:
Well, he's just, you know, ever since I started this,
he's been jealous. He has no reason to be but he has,
you know. He's just— I think mostly it's other people
talkin' to 'im but, uh, just like--there's four or five
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men in our class (laughs) and, you know, if I talk
about one of 'em, say they did this or they did that,
you know, [he'd say] "I don't wanna hear about it"
[emphasis added], you know, and I can just tell that
he, you know (laughs), not through action; verbally, I
guess, he's expressed his opinion sometimes over it.
QUESTION: So, you've been told that he doesn't want to
hear about situations that involve (question cut off)
RESPONSE; Hen [emphasis added]

(laughs)

QUESTIONi Men in the (question cut off)
RESPONSE; Right, in the program or classes or whatever,
you know.
QUESTION: How soon after you started school did that
show up?
RESPONSE: oh, immediately.
Because when I started I
started, umm, the basic courses over at the college
during the day and, you know, there was a lot of guys
over there, and he knew that, and he'd just, you know,
he wanted to know like when I'd come home did I talk to
any guys over there, and I'd say, "Hell, of course.
You know I did if they're in my class." You know
(laughs)?
QUESTION; So you were interrogated when you came home?
RESPONSE; Mm-hurara.
QUESTION; When he expressed these feelings of jealousy,
how did you deal with that?
RESPONSE: I just ignored 'im (laughs). Like now, where
we go into the hospital, and I talk about patients-we've had elderly patients this semester, you know.
He'll say— he'll joke about 'em, you know, that they're
old [emphasis added] men, you know.
I guess he ought
to realize that it's part of my job and school, you
know, and deal with it.
QUESTION: Does he talk to you about taking care of male
patients?
RESPONSE; Mm-hmm. The elderly [emphasis added]
(laughs), but not the younger ones, you know. He can
joke about the old ones. He's not jealous of them
(laughs).
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questioni

So, he'll joke about the old guys.
young patients you have to keep to yourself?

But, the

RESPONSE: Mm-hmm, nun-hmm.
The informants just considered had husbands who were
overtly jealous.

These informants had to address their

situations in very definitive ways.

In the case of Barbara,

it meant separation and, ultimately, a divorce.

Lynn had to

be careful about what and whom she discussed with her
husband lest he would become blatantly upset.
Some husbands did not display their jealous natures as
audaciously as the ones just described.

Several informants

indicated that, while their husbands were probably jealous
of other men, they tended to be more curious than hostile.
Susan's husband seemed to be "kidding around" with the
idea that she might have a boyfriend at school.

It seemed

as though he would use this approach to periodically check
out the situation.

Susan described her husband's pangs of

jealousy like this:
QUESTION! Did your husband ever display any evidence of
being jealous?
RESPONSE; Yeah, um, not jealous. Well, one time he was
kiddin' around saying he was jealous because I might
meet a guy here or somethin', which was (laughs) kinda
stupid. I think he was just kiddin' aroun'. Um, maybe
not, but I think he was. Like he would always, um, you
know, just say, "Well, you've got some boyfriend at
school", or somethin', (laughs) you know. Just kiddin*
around.
I really don't think he thought that. Um, but
he'd say that.
Christine was aware that her husband evaluated the
situation periodically.

Likewise, she also performed a
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reality check to assess Alex's level of jealousy so that she
could quell any wholesale development of jealous feelings on
his part.

Christine found it beneficial to study

occasionally with a certain male nursing student.

The

relationship with this male student was academically
rewarding to Christine; however, she did not want Alex to
become distressed over it.

When Christine was asked if Alex

ever got jealous while she was in college, she responded:
Well, he— he said, you know, he said once that he was.
Um, I had a study partner who was an older male, um,
student that ended up being in every one of my classes,
even outside the nursing program. So--we just— we were
often able to study really well together and, uh, Alex
had said a few things, kind of laughing every once in
awhile about it, you know.
"Oh, he's coming over
tonight, isn't he? Maybe I should stay." But when
he'd say things like that, I would say, "Now, are you
[being] real? Does this bother you?"
question:

You checked it out?

RESPONSE: Yeah and— and he'd say, "No, I trust you."
And so, um, but I'm sure there was probably some
[jealousy] there. You know, I could tell a little bit.
I don't think he ever got to the point where he was
angry, and he never said, "You can't study with him."
Jealousy with Respect to Time
As has already been discussed in chapter 5, the
shortage of time that these informants had to spend with
their spouses was a chronic dilemma.

A number of women

indicated that their husbands never displayed any outward
signs of jealousy with respect to other men; however, they
were jealous of other people who, in general, commanded the
attention of their wives.

Husbands were also jealous of
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projects, classes, and programs that seemed to compete with
them for their wives' time, attention, and energy.
Paula recognized that her husband became disagreeable
when she would spend, what appeared to him to be, too much
time with her study group.

She found it necessary to give

much of her time to her school work; on occasion, her
husband tended to resent this.
The only time X would say there was maybe like, uh,
times of friction was with the study group because I
spent so much time with them. That would be the only
thing, and it wasn't a common thing, I guess. But time
would be it because, like X said, school required it.
Stephanie also indicated that, if her husband had any
feelings of jealousy, it was over time and not people.
Stephanie claimed that she was driven to make high grades,
and this necessitated that she give her full attention to
her school work.

This is what she said when asked if her

husband was ever jealous:
He was probably jealous of the amount of time that it
took, you know, for everything— extracurricular
activities, the studying. Uh, like X said, he would
wanna go out and do things, and X just couldn't do it
because, well . . . .
If X was the type of person that
didn't care what my grades were, X could. But, X was
the type that had to make an A, and X did, you know.
X
graduated with a 4.0 average, you know.
X had to get
that A.
Husbands also claimed that they tended to be jealous of
the time drains that existed in their wives' lives more than
they were jealous of other men.

George said he was jealous

of time because, "X was trying, in my own way to, um, spend
time, and just the time constraints with workin' and school
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and all that, um, seemed to get a little annoying at times."
Alex said he was also more concerned about the amount of
time his wife spent studying with her classmates.

He simply

stated that, "You know, [I] got jealous [because] some of
her— some of her classmates saw more of her than I did."
Gary reiterated that same sentiment:
QUESTION: Did you ever display any feelings of
jealousy?
RESPONSE: Jealousy concerning what?
QUESTION: Anything.
RESPONSE: Uh, not really. I mean, you know, uh, like I
said seein' the time, if you wanna call it jealousy for
the length of time it took, you know. Like I say, you
got to learn that it takes a lot of time, you know, on
her part. No, I never really felt, uh, you know,
jealous. I've had people ask me did it bother me that
she was goin'. You know, she was gonna go to school
and get a degree. Did that bother me that she was
gonna have [a degree] and I didn't? No, it really
didn't, you know. I never really— I never really felt
jealous because she was goin'.
QUESTION: Not jealous that she would be around guys
here?
RESPONSE: No, uh, like I said, I mean, you know, I'm
not really a jealous person.
Jealousv_wlth Respect_to the situation
Unlike Gary, some husbands did have feelings of
jealousy or regret that their wives had reached a higher
level of education than they had.

Informants remarked that

their husbands had given them indications of having uneasy
feelings in this area.
their husbands harbored

Also, some informants felt that
growing feelings of insecurity as
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their wives approached the completion of their degrees.
Perhaps these husbands feared that with this increased level
of education, their wives would become dissatisfied with
them as partners and desire a change.

Some husbands felt

that once their wives were earning more money than they
were, that their wives would leave them.

For some husbands,

it was more of a threat or potential assault on their sense
of well-being or self-esteem than it was jealousy*
Karen said that her husband had some feelings of
insecurity.
QUESTION! Did your husband ever express verbally or,
through his actions, feelings of jealousy or feelings
of being threatened?
RESPONSE! Um, you know, there's been times when he's
said stuff like, um, "You're goin1 to leave me when you
get outta school and get your job and start makin'
money. You w o n 't need me no more."
question:

Do you think he was serious, or do you think
he was playing with you or testing you?
RESPONSE; Yeah, I think that.
I think that those
thoughts do go through his head.
I think that he
basically, most of the time he probably knows that
won't happen, but I think he has those thoughts.
I
think he wonders.
Sharon's husband feared that, in the years following
the completion of her degree, he and his wife would grow
apart from each other.

He perceived himself as being

inferior to his wife both socially and economically, and
this threatened him.

This is what Sharon said:

I think he's scared because he was raised that the man
of the house is the breadwinner, you know. So I think
he's sort of threatened by that.
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QUESTION! To what extent do you think?
RESPONSE; Uh, uh, we talked about this.
I think he was
sorta scared that I might--that he's afraid that I
might exceed beyond his scope. Uh, how can I explain
it? That— he said that once I move up in the business
world, he would still [be the same]. Like I'd be a
white collar worker, and he'd be a blue collar worker.
Does that make sense?
QUESTION; Your status would have risen above his?
RESPONSE; Right.
I mean we're looking, you know, maybe
10 to 15 years down the road. He might also exceed
from where he's at, but that's one of his main concerns
that he would be, you know, coming home dirty and I
would be in business attire and so forth and that we
would sorta lose contact or whatever.
Jennifer said that her husband was not jealous of
anybody per se ; however, there was some indication that he
wished he had earned a college degree.

She said:

[Paul] kinda wished that he were completing his degree,
but I don't think he waB ever jealous of the fact that
I was going and he wasn't. Now that I've finished my
associate's, he can go back and get some more college,
and when he gets his bachelor's or whatever, then I'll
go get my bachelor's and, you know, just like— so one
of us is in school all the time.
Charles admitted that he was somewhat jealous of his
wife's accomplishment.

He admitted having feelings of

regret that he had not gone to college.

Charles offered

this insight:
QUESTION: Did you ever have feelings of jealousy when
your wife was in college?
RESPONSE: Just one. Jealousy about where I didn't get
to go to college. That was the one.
I don't know if
that would have made any difference. Jealous maybe on
the part, you know, that she did get some college
education and that it helped her in gettin' a better
job and stuff.
I blame that on me, you know.
It's my
fault and stuff. . . .
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It should be noted that not every Informant claimed or
suggested that their husbands harbored any jealous feelings.
For example, Sharon responded this way when asked if her
husband was ever jealous of her being around male students:
"Oh no, not him, not at all.
at all (laughs).

It would be nice, but no, not

He's so laid back."

Jason, Connie's

husband, maintained that he was not jealous at all.

Jason

had already earned a bachelor's degree, so he was not
threatened by Connie's acquisition of an associate's degree.
In fact, he contended that his relationship with Connie grew
as a result of her being in college.

He said, "Her getting

the degree, being in college, actually brought us closer
together, because as she increased her knowledge base and
had the college experience, that gave us another thing in
common."

Slashing with

in-Mws

Some of the informants indicated that they had
encountered difficulties with their in-laws; more frequently
these troubles involved their mother-in-laws.

There were

three areas involving in-laws which precipitated conflict.
These areas included (1) wanting to control the situation,
(2) not wanting to provide support and assistance, and (3)
generating feelings of inadequacy.
Some informants felt that their in-laws tried to wield
too much control of their situations during the college
experience.

They believed that their relatives attempted to
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excessively influence the decisions that were made regarding
being wives, mothers, and students.

In some instances, the

tension that existed between informants, respondents, and
in-laws resulted in arguments and long-lasting disputes.
Stephanie and her husband moved close to her husband's
family.

Looking at that decision retrospectively, she felt

that was not the wisest thing she could have done.

When

asked about those things that caused her the most
difficulties while she was in college, she readily admitted
it was the stress that involved her mother-in-law.

This is

what Stephanie said;
We live fairly close to [my in-laws], big mistake
(laughs). I mean, my mother tried to tell me, "Oh, you
don't wanna do that. You don't wanna live near your
mother-in-law." At the time, I thought it was great,
but now, you know, major conflict.
I'd say that's
basically what 95 percent of our fights are over is in
laws.
'Cause he's got a big Italian, close-knit
family, and I'm— I'm not from a close-knit family. I
always feel like they have their nose in our business
95 percent of the time (laughs) where it shouldn't be.
Robin also had major difficulties with her mother-inlaw.

She claimed that her mother-in-law excessively

scrutinized everything that Robin and her husband did; she
was too much a part of their lives.
QUESTION: What was the major source of conflict for you
as a married college student?
RESPONSE: His mother. I had troubles with her. She's
an old mother hen, I guess is a way of puttin' it. She
thought she ought to be asked about where to go, what
time to go, when to be back. She didn't see him as
gettin' married and havin' a wife; she seen her gettin'
a daughter, and bein able to tell her what to do. She
tried to push herself on us. She still does that
(laughs).
I guess that's normal, you know.
I'd go
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home and cry, try and do my homework, and she just kept
us arguin*. When we moved away from over there, we got
along a lot better. After, it would seem like Z was
encouraged more in school when I moved way from 'em.
Claudia anticipated problems with her mother-in-law
even before the wedding; in fact, Claudia broke the wedding
off once because of her.

According to Claudia, meddling was

a characteristic of this person that precipitated problems
for the entire family.

This intrusive behavior on the part

of Claudia's mother-in-law was definitely perceived as being
harmful.

It seems that at some point in time, medical

assistance was sought by her mother-in-law in an attempt to
address the problem.

Claudia maintained that she and her

husband found it almost impossible to develop a private life
together; Claudia's mother-in-law had to know everything and
had to affect everything.
His mother caused us tremendous problems all the time
(laughs). Um, I completely called the wedding off,
100 percent off. Gave him the ring back. Took all my
stuff out of the apartment, everything. We didn't live
together; I had put like my pictures I had accumulated
up on the walls and decorated. And I had undid
everything, took everything home and, uh, . . . because
of his mom.
I felt like I was gonna be married to her
and not him.
QUESTION: She's an overbearing person?
RESPONSE: Oh, very much so, very, very much. Um, her
doctors have even told her in the past that she was too
involved in her children's lives. She wants to be in
the middle of their lives, 100 percent. She calls two
or three times a day still, and we've been married two
years. Yesterday was our anniversary and, you know,
she constantly called.
If— if we're doin' our bills,
"Well, what was your bill for this? What was your bill
for that?" And then I was not willin' to live with
her.
I was goin' to be married to him.
If I wanted to
marry her, I probably could've arranged it, but I
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didn't want to marry her. I wanted to marry him and,
uh, she and I have had several rounds, and I've learned
to deal with it more so now, and I just brush it off.
In a few instances, in-laws were opposed to the
educational endeavors of their daughters-in-law.

They felt

that it was not appropriate for the wives of their sons to
spend so much time away from the family in order to attend
college.

This perspective was marketed more

enthusiastically when young children were involved.
Sometimes, these in-laws harbored more than a negative
attitude toward college; they truly did not want their
daughters-in-law to develop any career aspirations.
Ashley experienced grave problems with her husband in
her effort to complete an associate's degree in nursing.
Ashley was asked if any of the difficulties she experienced
with her husband could be attributed to any outside
influences.

She indicated that her mother-in-law

participated adversely in the situation.

This was probably

an extension of her mother-in-law's own philosophy and
orientation.
her children.

She did not work; she stayed home and raised
This is what Ashley said:

From his mother, definitely.
QUESTION: Did you ever talk to her about that?
RESPONSE: Yes, and I told her, um, that I didn't
appreciate it for one thing, um, that I was goin' to
college to better myself and also earn more money for
us. I wanted children, and I wanted a job because I
wanted to contribute to the marriage. I was not
lookin' to leave home.
I explained to her how hard it
was for me. That it was a big step for me. she seemed
to be a little more understanding.
But, the more I
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went to college, especially after I got pregnant, she
was, you know . . . .
As soon as I found out I was
pregnant, she immediately thought I was gonna quit
college. She just said, "It's time for you to stay
home." She was able to stay home with her four
children, you know.
The traditional value which emphasizes that "a woman's place
is in the home" seemed to be operating in Ashley's case.
Ashley received very little support from her in-laws in her
guest for a college education.

It was easy to see the

reasons why Ashley's marriage was in peril as she finished
her degree in nursing.
Some informants were provoked because their in-laws
refused to provide any support while they were in college.
In some instances, it seemed that in-laws actually made
conditions even more difficult for informants and their
families.

The types of aid that periodically needed outside

intervention were financial assistance and child care.

When

these occasions of need developed, informants and/or their
spouses turned to their immediate families for relief.

The

majority of the informants interviewed for this study
indicated that this needed support was readily furnished.
However, this was not the case for some.
Lynn said that many of the arguments that occurred
between her and her husband resulted from the occurrence of
difficult times with in-laws.

Lynn admitted harboring some

negative feelings toward her husband's mother because of the
lack of support she gave Lynn.

It appears that her in-laws

elected not to help Lynn and her husband when they were
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experiencing financial difficulties.

In addition, they were

also unavailable to help take care of Lynn's children.

This

meant that Lynn's parents were asked to provide an added
degree of assistance; they were already contributing money
and time.

Lynn's story illustrates the difficulty that

several informants experienced with their in-laws in the
area of providing support:
QUESTION; What seemed to be the major sources of
conflict while you were in college?
RESPONSE: Family [emphasis added] (laughs). We always-if it's to argue— it's over family. Well, ever since
we've been married, had kids, I've been in school, [my
husband's] been workin'. His family--his mother has
never helped us (laughs). My family and my mother,
honey, she's bent over backwards to help us and with
money. At first, times were tight. They have been,
you know, times where money has been tight. My mom and
dad, they've always, you know, been there. They still
give us money freely, you know, never wanted a dime
back, and his family, I don't think they would help us
if (laughs), I hate to say this but, if we were on
starvation.
I mean, you Tcnow, that's just the type of
people they are, and that's mostly what we argue about.
'Cause his mom, she never helps us, you know, with the
kids or never offers to, and my mom like— on my days
off, she watches [my daughter] even though she's
watched her three and four days a week, she watches
her.
If [my husband’s] workin' she watches her so I
can study, whatever, you know. So, it's always been
over family— family conflicts (laughs).
QUESTION: What does his family feel about you going to
school?
RESPONSE: I think his mother— I don't know sometimes
she resents that, I believe. She tries to act like
that I neglect 'em and, you know, just don't pay no
attention to the kids or whatever. But, that's not so
(laughs).
QUESTION: How do you deal with that?
RESPONSE: I just don't (laughs). I just say, "Well, I
have to study." My husband's with 'em. I don't go
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around 'em much. I haven't been down there since
Christmas (laughs), uh, that's just the way I deal with
it, I guess.
I don't talk to 'em much.
In a few instances, in-laws promoted feelings of
inadequacy on the part of their college student-daughtersin-law.

These feelings of inadequacy generally resulted

from direct discussions or intimations that informants were
some how not acceptably fulfilling their roles as spouses
and/or parents.

In these cases, in-laws tended to be

critical of their daughters-in-law’s participation in post
secondary education.

If they were not openly hostile to

this college activity, they were, at best, ambivalent to
their daughters-in-law's efforts.

Janice's difficulty with

her husband's mother characterizes this promotion of
feelings of inadequacy by some in-laws.
husband, David,

Janice and her

resided with David's parents for about a

year after they married and while Janice was in college.
Me and his mother had times (laughs). I wasn't neat
enough for her, and she would drop me notes about it
sometimes, she pretty much took care of things except,
you know, our room.
I can remember, uh, one mornin'
that really made me mad. It was about neatness.
It
seems like anytime I'm goin' anywhere I have to get
there late.
I was up late rushin* around to get ready
for school and, uh, she gets up. She has to get up
early, too, and be in my way while I'm tryin' to get
ready and then, uh, told me some sort to the fact that
I wasn't leavin' until I made the bed. I was runnin'
late and my ride was sittin' in the driveway waitin' on
me, and she thought I had to make the bed before I
left.
I didn't. Then I come home and [David’s]
jumpin' on me because I'm livin' there in her house and
I sass her. It was just that kinda thing.
If I got
smart or said anything back to her, sometimes he'd get
mad at me for doin' it.
QUESTION; Why did you decide to live with the in-laws?
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response!

Uh, because 'til I finished school, [David]
only worked part-time; we couldn't afford a place 'til
I started workin' after graduation.

QUESTION! How did you feel about living in their house?
RESPONSE: Really weird. Really weird at first.
like I wasn't part of that home.

I felt

QUESTION! What were the in-laws' feelings about you
being a student?
RESPONSE! They didn't say that much about it. They
weren't really, you know, like supportive like my
family was.
Janice's good friend and confidant, Patsy, was also
interviewed as part of this study.

Among other things,

Patsy was asked to identify the things that tended to
depress Janice while Janice was a married college student.
Patsy said:
Living with her in-laws. Like a few times she'd call me
and she'd be cryin' because, uh, his mother said
something to her. I don't remember what it was but,
you know, her mother-in-law would make some kinda
remark like, "Well, you all are gonna have to get your
all's stuff together because you can't live here
forever.", and that got her upset, you know, that she
said that. His mother is a real clean, clean, clean
person, and whenever something was just laid out, she
would act a little irrational over a towel laying on
the bed, or just anything. So, Janice would call me
and, you know, she'd be upset because they had to live
with his mom and dad and that made it hard on her. She
wanted her own place. She wanted privacy, and she
wasn't gettin' it there with his mom and dad.
Janice cultivated feelings of inadequacy for a number of
reasons.

She felt inadequate because she was forced to live

with her in-laws in the first place; she felt inadequate
because she was not neat enough to suit her mother-in-law;
she felt inept because she would end up arguing with her
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mother-in-law and then her husband.

Later on when Janice

had a baby, she had to confront her mother-in-law on child
rearing issues also.

Regarding the conflicts she had over

raising a child, Janice said:
Uh, well, you've got me, that's never been a mother
with a child, and then his mother telling me how I'm
supposed to be taking care of the child, all the time.
That would get on my nerves, you know, always some sort
of advice about it. Uh, "You're gonna give that baby a
cold.
You don't have enough clothes on that baby," and
it used to aggravate me so bad 'cause I'd never had a
baby before.
Janice said, "I'd never had a baby before."

She did not

have a script to go by; she was learning how to care for a
baby for the first time.

Her mother-in-law seemed to be

intolerant of Janice's lack of expertise in this area.
Again, Janice was forced to turn to her close friend, Patsy,
for support and counsel.

Janice's husband did not provide

her with the degree of support that she needed for two
reasons,

one, he was also involved with guarding himself

against his mother's assaults.
part of the problem.

Second, he was an integral

His inadequacy, his inability to

secure a full-time job and save money, contributed to the
couple's need to stay with his parents.
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summary
I think the one lesson I have learned is that there is
no substitute for paying attention (Women's wit and
Wisdom, 1991).
Diane Sawyer, American Journalist
The women in this study had to confronted nine areas of
anxiety or adversity.

Time related issues were identified

most often by informants and respondents as a sources of
stress and anxiety.

The women in this study had to work

very hard to give the proper amounts of time to their
courses, their families, and to themselves.

For the most

part, these informants demonstrated success in managing
their time.
In Chapter 2 it was identified that the quality of a
marriage declined during the first several years (Huston,
HcHale & Crouter, 1986) and that this decline was attributed
to a lack of time spent in preparing for marriage (Booth and
Edwards, 1985).
study.

These findings were validated in this

Because these women married young and were also

community college students, they consequently did not spend
a lot of time preparing for or developing their marriages.
The tension experienced by some of the informants and their
husbands could be attributed again to the lack of time
available to cultivate their new marriages.
Suitor (1988) found that husbands of low educational
backgrounds were less understanding of their wives'
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educational pursuits than more educated husbands.

The

results of this study support this earlier finding.

When

problems developed that had the potential to devastate a
marriage, those husbands that had achieved a higher level of
education were more inclined to seek professional help with
their wives.

This was the indeed the case for several

couples in this study.
Houser, Konstam and Ham (1990) found that dual-career
couples experienced varying degrees of dissonance associated
with eight areas of difficulties.

Their list included

difficulties associated with time (spouses spending time
with each other), finances, rearing with children, effective
communication, and difficulties related to in-laws.

The

earlier research of Gruver and Labadie (1975) and later work
of McLaughlin (1985) revealed that dissonance in the
marriages of graduate students could be attributed to
communication difficulties, financial hardships, a lack of
leisure time, a lack of time for each other, and troubles
involving in-laws.

This present study which examined the

situation of couples, where wives were community college
students and the husbands worked, found these same levels of
adversity to be in operation.

However, this present study

found that husband jealousy and child care were also problem
areas for some informants and were, therefore, problem areas
for the couples.
Marks (1988) found that in times of marital discord,
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some third person, a hobby, or job may become a locus of
intimate importance.

In a marriage where one spouse becomes

a source of tension, the other spouse may become intensely
occupied with some type of diversion.

In this' study, it was

found that work, the couple's children, and sports often
became diversions for husbands when their wives became
absorbed with their community college obligations.

To an

extent, this was beneficial because it removed some burden
from informants. Informants experienced less pressure to
give their full attention to their husbands and meet their
needs.

In those few instances where a husband was extremely

possessive or personally threatened by his wife's success,
this was not the case.
Even though these problems existed, the women in this
study were successful in reaching their educational goals.
Their successes are attributed to the personal strengths and
characteristics that each individual informant possessed.
Their successes could also be attributed, in part, to the
types of support networks they had in place to fall back on
for help.

These personal characteristics and support

networks will be examined in Chapter 7.

CHAPTER 7
Personal Characteristics and Levels of Support

The informants who were interviewed in this study were
academically successful in the community college; however,
as was revealed in Chapter 6, these women experienced
various forms of adversity.

It was determined that they

were able to achieve success because of three compelling
reasons.

First, the informants in this study possessed a

number of strong personal characteristics which collectively
inspired and guided their efforts.

In other words, each

informant exhibited a character that resulted in their being
able to meet goals.

Secondly, informants' goals to complete

degrees at the community colleges were generally supported
by their families.

Thirdly, there often existed some form

of societal support network which contributed to the well
being of these women while they were attending the community
college.
This chapter, in part, identifies and describes the
personal characteristics of these women that seemed to be
significant in promoting academic success.

In addition,

this chapter examines the ways families supported these
women as they pursued their associate degrees.

This

familial support is considered from two perspectives.

The

support extended by the husbands of these informants and the
support provided by other members of the family.
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chapter also describes the type of support that was afforded
these women from non-family associations.
most often provided by friends.

This support was

Informants and respondents

also identified ways that community colleges could have
yielded additional support.
Personal Characteristics
Interviews with informants and respondents revealed
that there were seven fundamental characteristics or
features which seemed to contribute to the academic success
of these women*

These characteristics included (1) being

highly motivated,
responsibility,
being resilient,

(2) being competitive,

(3) accepting

(4) following through with commitments,

(5)

(6) possessing a work ethic, and (7) having

religious beliefs.
Being Highly Motivated
Most often, motivation was identified as being an
important factor which contributed to the success of these
informants.

Motivation for these women involved setting

goals and being steadfast in working toward them,

chapter 5

included a discussion of the finding that a number of
informants identified youthful intentions to attend college.
Other informants' desires to attend college originated while
they were in high school or shortly after finishing high
school.

Their goals were set; and, even though they married

early, they maintained their visions of earning college
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degrees.

Because these informants exhibited intense

motivation, they were determined to manage the various forms
of adversities that were related in Chapter 6.

In

conversations with informants and respondents, words such as
drive, determination, stubbornness, and hard-headedness were
often used to characterize this motivational force.
Uniformly, informants were asked to identify
characteristics that they believed contributed to their
success in graduating from community colleges.

When Cheryl

was asked this question, she responded, "Probably because
I'm the type of person that once I decide I'm goin' to do
something, I eventually do it."
Nancy had this to say about herself:
I can tell you before you finish your sentence
(laughs), determination [emphasis added] (laughs). Uh,
just my strong will to do more than survive in this
life.
I wanted to do something I wanted to do, and I
knew it from when I was little, like I said, six or
seven.
I can remember people, you know, like teasin*
me [saying], "when you grow up and get married." I
said, "I'm not. I'm gonna go to college." I mean,
they didn't have to encourage me to do that. That's
something I wanted to do, and I knew I was gonna do it.
In another part of the interview, Nancy again addressed her
strong spirit of determination.
Um, when I got pregnant, I told my boyfriend who is now
my husband. Um, he said like, "Well, what are you
goin' to do?" I said, "I'm goin* to college." He
said, "Well, what are you goin' to do with the baby?"
'cause we didn't know at that point.
I said, "If I
have to, I'll take her or him with me to go to college.
I'm goin' to college." I mean, I knew that right away.
. . . People change a lot between 17 and 22, but the
one thing that's never gonna change to me and that is
I'm gonna school and that's not gonna change.
I mean,
I knew when I got pregnant, I'd planned when I'd go
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back to school, what day, what I would take and
everything.
I knew that's what I was gonna do. . . . I
remember my mom sayln* something about money, and I
think that's when I knew I got a PELL grant. I said,
"Horn, that's not going to pay for everything." She
said, "Well, you'll have to work.", and I said, "I
guess 1 will.
I mean, I have to do everything I need
to because I'm goin' [to college]." I mean, I knew
that's what I was gonna do, and I was very determined.
I can remember when I was pregnant with my second
child, and somebody asked me what I would do if I had
to have a Caesarian, and my mom said, "oh, she won't
'cause she's determined to have this baby natural."
Like I can have somethin' really to do with that. But
um, I mean when I set my mind to something, I do it,
and it gets done. That's how I work (laughs).
Joan described herself as an ambitious person.

It was

the norm for her to achieve the goals she set for herself.
Academic success was clearly within this realm.
I was valedictorian of my class, and I was very proud
of that because I had a two-year-old at the time and
was married for two years in high school.
I went
immediately [to college], well, like I had the summer
off.
I graduated in the spring from high school and
went directly to college that fall.
I kinda' like
things speedy, I guess, and it's hard for me to slow
down.
I tend to get bored if I don't stay busy
(laughs) pretty much 'cause it's just always been that
way, you know.
It's just me as a person.
You know, my
parents said, "Why don't you take a year or two off?
You know you can." No, I'd rather get it over
(chuckles).
QUESTION: How much time was required for you to earn
your degree?
RESPONSE: Four semesters, two years.
I think for the
first year I rode the bus from [home] to the college,
so I was there.
I considered it wasted time if I
wasn't doin' somethin' that would benefit me.
I'm just
not geared to sit in the library and read the
newspaper, you know, for hours (laughs) and waste time.
That just wasn't me. So, I had a tight schedule for
all four of the semesters.
I was busy all the time.
Paula did not allow any slack time to develop in her
schedule at the college.

She made sure that her goal of
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graduating on time from the community college with two
majors— in accounting and business management— was achieved.
She was indeed motivated.
Christine was motivated by her fervent desire to
succeed academically and to become a nurse.

She felt as

though she had "messed up" by getting pregnant right after
finishing high school, and that graduating from the
community college with a degree in nursing was an important
way for her to reclaim her self-esteem.

This is what

Christine had to say about motivation:
I wanted to succeed.
I, um, well, you know, X thought
about my getting pregnant and getting married so young,
that I had really kinda messed up, you know, in a way.
That was not what all of my friends were doing and
that’s not like you're supposed to do when you're 18
years old, but X felt like X could do it anyway.
I
wanted to succeed.
I didn't want to be dependent on my
parents financially for a long time.
By finishing the
nursing program X was going to have a stable job, and I
was going to be making a good salary in order to
support my family.
I wanted to be able to do that.
Robin indicated that she was motivated by two things.
She wanted to become a nurse so that she would be able to
support both herself and her disabled husband.

In addition,

she was motivated by the death of a close friend, who was
also one of her nursing classmates.

This friend and

classmate was murdered during Robin's first year in the
nursing program.

This is how the death of her friend

affected Robin:
X guess you could say the major thing that happened
durin' school was when [DonnaJ got killed (voice
broke). We were close (in a tearful voice). She told
me one day that X was the sister that she never had.
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She had a brother, and her mom died of cancer.
I just
wanted to see her make it. She died in the summer of
'89. That gave me more incentive to go on and do it
for her. I felt like I was doin' it for her just as
well as I was doin' it for myself.
Ruth indicated that there were two factors that
contributed to her academic success in the community
college.

The first was the support she received at home,

and the second was her own inner-drive.

She said, "When X

get my mind set on finishing something, that's what I'm
gonna do.

I never had a problem, you know, with thinking X

was gonna give up in the middle of the degree or anything
like that."

She went on to say that she was "just

determined to finish."

Ruth's husband, Roy, agreed that her

intense inner-drive for accomplishing goals positively
impacted the results of her efforts.
Other respondents verified that high motivation was a
prominent characteristic displayed by many of these
informants.

Husbands, parents and friends were able to

observe these women closely over time.

They were also in

elite positions to comment on what they saw and regarded as
being meaningful.
Terry characterized his wife, Sara, as being "strongwilled."

He attributed the development of this quality to

her family and to her environment.

This is how he put it:

QUESTION: What do you think are your wife's major
strengths?
RESPONSE: I personally think it's probably her
upbringing. The way she was raised here in the hill
country, you know. Your family raises you to be
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strong. She's a strong-willed person.
If she said she
was gonna go to the noon, and she was serious about it,
she would. That's what I mean.
I think it falls back
to the [Hurleys] in this county. You know, they're
well known for bein' strong-willed, and I feel like,
you know, that has a lot to do with it.
Beth said her daughter was always "very self-assured.
Always very self-confident."

She went on to say the

following about her daughter, Christine:
She started nursing school when the baby was six weeks
old, which is pretty amazing. Um, a new child, a new
marriage, new everything— you know; she had a lot of
pressure.
. . . The only thing she ever said to me
through that whole process of having told us that she
was going to have a baby was, "You've always been so
proud of me and, um, and I just feel like I've let you
down."
I said, "If you do well with this I'll still
be proud of you." So what I think she set out to do
was prove that even though she screwed up, she could do
this. She could manage all these things that she
committed to because we made it perfectly clear that
the road they were about to drive on was a very, very
difficult one. He and they were sure that they could
do it, and so I think they had to prove that.
Betty attributed her daughter's academic success to her
daughter's "stubbornness."

This was Betty's description of

Peggy:
The only thing that comes across my head about Peggy is
she's just plain stubborn.
It's the stubbornness in
her. The— the--"I will not start something without
finishing it attitude.
If I'm gonna do this now I'm
gonna come away with this piece of paper.
I am going
to have a degree in this." It's really amazing because
that helped, she was gonna finish it. I believe if I
had gone through some of the things Peggy had, I
certainly would've stopped. I certainly wouldn't have
carried a full load like she did, but she kept her full
load up. She hung right in there, and I think it's
because she was determined. She wanted that piece of
paper.
She's hard-headed.
. . . She was very proud of
herself, she had determined that once she started
somethin' she was gonna finish it. She was not gonna
come away with nothing, you know.
Like I say, a piece
of paper means a lot.
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There were three informants in this study who had not
completed their associate degrees at the time they were
interviewed.

They were, however, within twelve semester

hours of completing their degrees.

These women also

substantiated the claim that motivation is an important
trait for early marriage women to possess in order to
complete associate degrees.
Sharon, who had already completed a certificate program
in personal computer repair was completing an associate
degree in computer information systems.

She set as her long

range goal the acquisition of a bachelor's degree.

She

indicated that once she set her mind to complete a goal, she
usually accomplished it.
Once I set my goal, I pretty much stick with it. I
want to complete it. As
far as finishing up at [the
community college], X am definitely going to complete
that. That is my main objective now, but my goal is to
get my four-year degree. I'm definitely going to reach
my objective.
Lynn was at the end of her second to last semester of
nursing at the time of her interview,
was 16 years old.

she married when she

As a full-time student, Lynn was also

rearing two small children and working part-time.

Toward

the end of the interview, she

was invited to make any

additional comments regarding

her experience as a young,

married community college student.

This is what she said;

If you're determined to do somethin', you can do it.
You have to have help, and support from your family and
your husband and your kids, and if you're determined,
you can do it. I think that's what's wrong around here
(laughs). Uh, a lotta people say, "Well, you know, you
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can't do this or you can't do that. If you marry
early, you ain't gonna be nothin'. You ain't gonna do
nothin' but be a housewife." But that's not so, you
know.
If you're determined, you can do it. You have
to know deep down in your heart that you want it. You
have to want it. You have to want to do it.
QUESTION; Is there anything that could prevent you from
finishing your degree right now?
RESPONSE; I don't think so (laughs). I'm too far into
it now. Unless, somethin' like death, I guess, of
myself (laughs). Uh, I guess, if, you know, there was
the death of a family member or somethin'. That would
be hard. But, you know, I would have to go on. I've
went this far. I'm not (laughs) turnin' back.
QUESTION; What kind of plans are you making after you
graduate?
RESPONSE; Umm, I'm plannin'
wait awhile.
I don't know
that, but I'm gonna try to
That's the main thing right

on goin1 to work.
I might
how long that is when I say
go on and get my B.S.
now.

Being Competitive
Some of the informants indicated that they were
competitive with the other students in their classes.
Several informants described competitive relationships that
existed with family members, such as

brothers, sisters, or

husbands.
Stephanie found pleasure through academic competition.
She felt she had to be the top achiever in her classes,

she

enjoyed scholarly activities which afforded her
opportunities to compete with her classmates, and she liked
the acclaim that accompanied her success.
QUESTION; Did you like school?
RESPONSE: Yes.
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QUESTION; What made school enjoyable for you?
RESPONSE; Well, I guess, people tell me that I'm fairly
intelligent, and I guess I enjoyed, you know, wantin'
to be the best and makin' that A. I think I enjoyed
that better than just about anything.
I had to make an
A, and I did, you know. I graduated with a 4.0 average.
I had to get that A. I think basically it has to do
with me. I mean, my parents, you know, wanted me to do
well and everything.
It was just basically competin*
with the people in my class, and X just always felt
like I have to be or do better than the other person.
I think that's basically my (laughs) guiding force, I
guess (laughs).
QUESTION: So, you consider yourself to be a competitive
person?
RESPONSE! Definitely (laughs), too competitive!
[emphasis added]
Jennifer and her husband, Paul, shared a number of
common interests,

one of their shared pastimes was serving

in the local rescue squad.

It is the common practice of

rescue squads to offer educational and training programs to
keep the skills of their volunteers up-to-date.

Jennifer

and Paul frequently enrolled in these programs.

At the time

of the interview, Jennifer had just completed her associate
degree and Paul was considering returning to college to
finish the bachelor's degree he had started before he went
into the military.

Jennifer was asked if Paul ever felt

threatened because he did not have a college degree.

Her

reply to this question reveals much about her competitive
nature:
Um, I don't think threatened.
If anything, it's the
other way around. Although I have more college
education than he does, I know I've always been one
jump ahead of him as far as our emergency medicine
[goes]. When he'd catch up to me, I'd feel a little
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bit like, "Whoa, wait a minute, now we're even again."
I didn't like that, which is really kind of a stupid
thing to feel.
question!

Do you feel like you want to be an inch ahead

of him?
response:

Unfortunately, yeah, and I can't find any
logic for that. I feel like I shouldn't feel that way
and like it's wrong, and I'm just causin' conflict
where we shouldn't have any. It's funny because once
he catches up to me . . . . Like just last week, he
got certified to the same level that I am. It kinda
bothered me while he was workin’ toward it. Now that
he's certified, I'm pretty much over it. It's like, oh
well, you know, [it's] time to move on to the next
step. Maybe part of that's because I know that I'm
starting again in the fall.
But, so is he, you know.
QUESTION: Are you a competitive person?
RESPONSE: I am. I am extremely competitive.
I think
part of that is, oddly enough, 'cause I was an only
child.
It seems like— if I thought about it— I think
that kids that were only children tend to be more
competitive. My parents always said, "You're the
smartest person you hang around with." You know,
"You're one step better than all these other people."
So, maybe I kinda developed that into something that
needed to be all of the time.
QUESTION! When you were in high school, did you find
yourself competing with your friends?
RESPONSE: Absolutely [ e m p h a s i s added].
In fact, one of
my best friends in the whole world [and I] took the
military's vocational aptitude battery. The first year
we took it, I scored higher than he did. Well, he
said, "That's because you're scored as a girl, and you
had a different test." The next year we arranged to
have the same test. We traded with the person next to
us so we had the same form, the same test, at the same
time, at the same table. Everything was exactly alike.
I said, "See— see, I did get a better score than you
overall, not compared to other girls." I'm fiercely,
fiercely competitive, even with my closest friends.
There was another type of competition that emerged from
the interviews with informants.

This form of competition

was highly personal; it was a type of competition that an
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informant engaged in with herself.

Perhaps it could be

described as ambition; however, it seemed to be more than
that.

In a number of instances, the need to be the best was

a personal crusade.

Certainly these women liked the

external tributes that came with high achievement; however,
the greater reward seemed to come from within themselves.
Consequently, an informant seemed to be in competition with
herself in order to maintain a momentum of consistent
achievement.

This seemed to be the case with Ashley:

I just always wanted to get an A. If I couldn't get an
A then it wasn't any good.
I would bring home report
cards [in high school], and if I got a B, my father
would say, "Where'd this B come from?", thinkin1 you
could do better. He wanted me to do well. He put a
lot of stress on me, a lot of stress.
I wanted to do
so well.
QUESTION: What was your grade point average when you
finished at the community college?
RESPONSE: It was 3.77 (laughs), but I mean I had a 4.0
until . . . .
I wanted that so much, even though it
didn't mean a hill of beans to anybody but me.
I
wanted that.
I mean I graduated with high honors and
that was, well, good enough for now (laughs) 'til I go
for my Bachelor of Science.
The "until" that Ashley referred to was the abusive
situation that developed in her marriage and the apparent
drug addiction of her husband.

These situations became

critical for Ashley toward the end of her program at the
community college, and they adversely affected her ability
to perform academically as well as she wanted.

It is worth

noting that Ashley's father had a significant affect on her
attitude regarding her grades.

Though she was not actually
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in competition with her father, her personal need to always
do better than what she was doing was possibly directed at
securing his pleasure.

A c c e p tin g R e s p p n s if r iiltv
The informants in this study discussed having developed
a keen sense of obligation.

They fostered attitudes that

indicated that they acknowledged the needs of others, the
members of their families, when forming decisions which
would impact the future.

Conversations with the informants

also indicated that they were accepting of the consequences
of their own actions.
In a previous chapter, it was revealed that when Cheryl
was sixteen years old she had a baby.
get married at that time.

However, she did not

With the assistance of her

parents, she finished high school and started college.
Cheryl did, however, get married shortly after she started
attending the community college.

The following excerpt from

Cheryl's interview depicts the attitude of responsibility
that she had regarding the care of her child.
I knew that I wasn't goin* to get married, so basically
about the only thing that was in my mind was that I had
this little girl, so I had to raise her, and so I
needed to get an education to get a job that paid well
enough to raise her myself because, at the time, you
know, marriage was the last thing on my list.
I was
not dating anyone.
I may or may not ever get married,
and so I knew it was up to me to raise her. As far as
her father, he has never seen her. He has never
supported her whatsoever in that he didn't want to, and
that's the way I wanted it. So, I knew I had to do it
by myself. That kept runnin' through my mind that I
had to go through school and get it done which I know
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that I wanted to take more responsibility over her.
Claudia's mother left an abusive marriage when Claudia
was one year old.

Claudia was determined to do the

necessary things to prevent repeating the same type of
situation in her life,

she wanted to be prepared in the

event that, should she ever find herself in a situation like
her mother, she would be able to take care of herself and
her children.

This is what she said:

I don't feel like [my husband] and I will separate.
I'm sure nobody ever does when you get married.
You
don't get married if you think that's gonna happen, I
mean, you know.
But, urn, I don't want to be stuck like
my mom was stuck. My mom was stuck with me.
She loved
me, and she did all she could for me, but I don't wanna
be stuck like that.
I wanna be able, if I have to, to
pick up, if he dies, I mean. You know, insurance don't
go forever and things happen. Urn, I want to be selfsufficient— financially self-sufficient.
Peggy bought her first house while she was still single
and only 19 years old.

She said she always seemed mature

for her age and approached life differently from her peers.
Peggy's mother confirmed her high level of responsibility.
This is how Peggy described herself:
I was always considered more mature than the other
children in high school which is obvious seein' as how
I got a house at eight— nineteen years old.
I mean,
that was pretty obvious that I was a little more mature
than others.
I like to feel like I'm doin' things on
my own.
. . . I was makin* pretty good money and, uh,
I kept blowin1 it and so mom and dad talked about
buyin' a piece of land.
"Buy a piece of land," they
said.
"Land never goes down in value, and you could
put a little money in it, and it would be like a
savin's account." I said, "Okay. I'll look for me a
piece of land." Well, I went out lookin' for me a
piece of land, and I decided that what's the use of
buyin' a piece of land that would take me ten or
fifteen years to build anything on it when I could go
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out and find me a house that already had land
underneath it and buy it and not have to rent. To me,
rentin' was always throwin1 your money in hole. You
never got anything out of it. So, I went and talked to
my aunt who was in the FHA, the Farmer's Home
Administration.
. . . I got my house at nineteen.
Ruth made her decision to enroll in the community
college because of her involvement in a co-op program at
NASA during high school.

She focused on a career while she

was in high school and took the necessary steps to prepare
for it both in high school and college.
saw her as being a very mature person.

Her husband, Roy,
Roy alluded to her

responsible attitude this way:
My mom, she said, "I don't want you goin' out chasing
any young girls," but, urn, when she met Ruth, I mean
Ruth doesn't act like she's ten years younger than me.
She acts a whole lot more mature. So my mom just never
looked at Ruth as bein' that young.
These women were concerned about providing for their
children, engendering long-term security, and developing
careers.

They focused their attention on reaching long-term

goals, and their short-termed goals were framed accordingly.
Where traditional youth may be more concerned with those
things which primarily yield immediate gratification, such
as "hanging out" after school or going to parties and ball
games, these women tended to behave more maturely.

It

appears that they assumed more adult views of the world at
much earlier ages than their contemporaries.
Following Through With Commitments
The high motivation, competitive nature, and
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responsible deportment exhibited by these women naturally
seemed to lead to their ability to remain steadfast in
pursuing their goals.

They were true to their commitments

regarding both marriage and higher education.

In two of

these three instances where informants' marriages faltered
and eventually failed, it appears that the husbands were
struggling with major problems.

These problems were

excessive jealousy in one situation and alcohol and drug
abuse in the other.

Adversities, though being challenges to

these women, did not deter them from reaching their goals of
earning degrees at community colleges.

Their devotion to

their aspirations for completing college remained resolute.
Beth commented on the role that adversity played in the
life of her daughter [Christine].

She seemed to suggest

that the hardships that her daughter had endured played a
positive role in assisting her to develop a strong
character.

She seemed to intimate that forming commitments

involves dealing with hardships.

This is Christine's mother

said:
As a young child she [Christine] was pretty sick. She
had constant allergy problems, just things she had to
deal with all the time, things that were tough for a
little child, and sometimes I think that adversity at
an early age taught her a lot about stickin' to things
even when the going gets rough.
I think she's stronger
because of the adversity. I mean, it's not something
you want your child to go through, but sometimes I
think they come through it a little stronger than other
children who maybe haven't had to deal with those kinds
of things. Well, I think one of the things I struggled
with, and I still struggle with, is not making life too
easy for them, you know, not wanting to take away all
their hurts and all their pains and all their
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discomforts, you know. So, I don't know. You make it
too cushy they don't— they don't learn to deal with
adversity.
Beth attributed some of this commitment to goals to the
way Christine was educated at home.

She said that she and

her husband instilled this attitude in both of their
children; and, likewise, their son-in-law received it from
his parents.

The Beth and her husband were proud of their

daughter and son-in-law for the commitment they demonstrated
toward their marriage, their child, and their desire to
continue their college educations.
I think one issue is, urn, commitment, a strong sense of
commitment. Urn, both of them, thankfully, come from
homes where the marriages are strong. His parents have
been married maybe thirty-some years. We've been
married twenty-five years.
It's a strong sense of when
I commit to something, I, you know, I work it through.
I work hard at it. Urn, not that sense that a lot of
young people have that if it don't feel good, you don't
do it. They don't have that. I don't think they have
that sense at all. I think that was really important.
They had that example of, even if times are rough, you
go forward. You don't just, you know, walk away and
say, "I can't do this."
Not everybody thought that Christine and her husband
would be able to endure the tribulations that they would
have to face.

Christine talked about the people who openly

expressed the view that she would fail, that she would not
finish her degree, and that her marriage would end in a
divorce.

However, she and her husband proved the "nay

sayers" wrong.

This was how she put it:

Urn, urn, it's just worked out so well. Everybody
thought we would fail, you know, being in our marriage
and me being in school. People that, you know, weren't
too friendly with my parents would often call up and
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find out how we were doing. My mother would say,
"They*re doing great." And they would say, "Ah." You
know, it's— it's like a surprise, um, until I
[graduated].
You know, it hasn't been like a bed of
roses, and it hasn't been all that easy, but it's
really worked out well. X've been really happy. There
hasn't been any point that I regretted.
Robin was motivated to finish her degree, in part,
because she wanted to better herself, and she wanted to
fulfill her educational goal in memory of her deceased
friend and classmate.
background.

Robin came from an impoverished

She worked as a waitress and as a cook at

several restaurants while she was in high school.

Her

parents had very limited educations; her mother attended
high school until the tenth grade, and her father never went
beyond the seventh grade,

she has three brothers; her

youngest brother is learning disabled.

Her oldest brother,

who resides in another county in Virginia, has never lived
with the family.
he was born.

Robin said, "My mom adopted him out when

He came along before the marriage.

My mom and

dad has been married 27 years, and he'll be 27 in March, but
my dad's not his dad."
family to attend college.

Robin was the first member of her
Needless to say, there was much

excitement when she graduated with a degree in nursing.
mom was excited.

She just couldn't believe it.

"My

I'm the

first in my entire family on both sides to get a college
degree.

I was the first that ever went to college."

There were, however, obstacles for Robin to overcome.
Although she received financial aid for college, money was
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still a big problem.

Because of a serious automobile

accident, neither Robin nor her husband were able to work
while she was in college; her husband was found to be
permanently disabled.
two of 'em."

"He's got a bulgin' disc in his back,

Times were tough.

When we got married we moved in with his mom and dad.
I mean, we had nothin' but my car. We lived with them
for about seven months, and his grandmother died, and
we moved into her house, and we lived there. We lived
for two years on food stamps. We had no income at all,
and then we got his Social Security settlement. His
mom and 'em gave us a lot of trouble. Hy friend at
church, her aunt owned a trailer.
She only charged us
a hundred dollars a month rent, so we moved.
. . .
Sometimes I didn't go to school with lunch money, but
that was no problem.
1 didn't mind it. Everythin'
turned out okay. There was times X didn't think I'd
make it to class because I didn't have gas in the car.
In addition to these problems, Robin had to deal with
some potentially devastating news at the conclusion of her
last semester of nursing.
Uh, when X went to college, it was hard.
It was real
hard gettin' out of bed knowin* that our lives, both
lives, depended on me gettin* a degree and workin'.
Um, X did a lot of prayin' because my last semester of
college X failed.
X failed my last semester [of
nursing] by three-fourths of a point and ended up doin'
five more months. When I failed my last semester, that
was disgusting, that discouraged me.
I did not want to
go back to school, but I knowed in, I mean, just five
more months X could get my degree.
QUESTION; What happened that caused you to fail that
last semester?
RESPONSEi I definitely did not [emphasis added] study
enough.
I thought this was the end, you know, I've
made it this far. X just figured I'd make it. I was
all up tight and excited about it bein' over with, you
know. X just let everything get out of hand when I
should have stayed to it like I did before in my other
semesters.
I just tried to ease through the last one.
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QUESTIONi Tell me your reaction to that and how you
dealt with it?
RESPONSEi Oh, I cried. I screamed.
I pulled my hair.
I cried all the way home. I said I couldn't believe
it* When they done the curve, I missed it by threefourths of a point.
I'm glad in a way that I failed
that last semester.
I learned a lot when X had to go
those five months. I learnt a lot from my instructor.
I mean, she was on me like an Army sergeant, and she
gave me the confidence I didn't have. She really
helped.
She boosted my morale.
Robin graduated with a degree in nursing after
finishing those five additional months of class.

When she

took State Boards, the Virginia licensing examination for
registered nurses, she passed the examination in its
entirety the first time.

Some of her

classmates who

graduated on-time failed the board exam and had to retake

At the conclusion of her interview, Jennifer was asked
if she had any additional comments or a summary statement
that

she wanted to make.

In a way, she reiterated the

attitude of many of the informants.

This is what she said:

I think I would just like to let everybody know that
it's okay. It can be difficult at times.
But, if you
are really committed to school and committed to your
marriage and you know you have vision long range to see
what will happen two, four, six years down the road, it
can really be beneficial to put up with things that are
not as comfortable as you would like them to be.
Being Resilient
The informants in this study were able to "roll with
the punches"; they were able to adjust to the challenges
that had occurred in their lives and they continued the
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press for their degrees.

Jennifer indicated that she was

willing to endure a number of difficulties in order to reach
her goal.

Pregnancy, the lack of child care, financial

strains, and family pressures were some of the adversities
with which these women had to contend.

They did confront

these trials, and they were successful in completing their
academic programs.

They demonstrated great resiliency.

Ashley said that she and her husband "split" the
responsibilities for the care and up-keep of their home.
However, it seemed as though she inherited the greater share
of the work.

Besides caring for their baby and going to

school, Ashley had the following household functions to
perform.
All the inside waB my responsibility, you know, the
normal housewife-type of things, dishes and laundry.
Um, once in awhile he would mow the grass. Um, he had
a garden that he worked in, but as far as mowing the
grass and things with the yard, I did it. Anything
with the house like the roof and the electrical work,
he would do. Paintin' and plumbin' was my
responsibility (laughs).
QUESTION: You used to sweat joints and solder?
RESPONSE: Yeah (laughs). Oh, my goodness.
I got into
a mess one time with that (laughs), but, um, yeah,
basically, um, I took care of most of the things around
the house. He worked a lot of overtime. He would help
with the baby at times, but it wasn't that I could rely
on. Every once in awhile he would give him a bath, but
X always felt like I had to be there anyway so I would
rather do it myself.
Later in the interview, Ashley revealed that her husband had
had a drug and alcohol problem, and that this was the reason
she preferred to care for her infant child.

She related one
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incident when her young son was seriously injured while in
the care of his father.

This is part of what Ashley said

during her interview:
Um, his drinkin' problem was really bad. At times, he
was abusive . . . and then, um, when my son was five
months old, I came home from the grocery store and, uh,
he was holdin1 him up on his shoulder and the baby was
screamin, and I said, "What's wrong with him?" He
said, "I don't know.
I think he's hungry." When I
bent him down to put his pacifier in, his face was
covered in blood.
I said, "What happened to him?" He
wouldn't tell me, and I knew then he was drunk.
I
finally got it outta him that he had dropped him.
. .
. That's not the only time that [the baby] was injured,
but it was the most traumatic for me and the baby, and
I would never leave him with the baby alone.
. . . We
had $17,000 saved for a house and slowly that was gone.
I found out he was using
it for drugs.
Ashley made the decision

to separate fromher husband.

she said, "I was goin' to clinicals with my face black and
blue and, you know, patients don't wanna see that, and the
instructors definitely don't wanna see that, and I got tired
of lying about it."

Despite all she had to endure, Ashley

was still able to complete her degree in nursing on-time.
Lynn said there were many times when she became very
discouraged.

She seemed to constantly fear that she would

fail and not graduate.

Her husband, however, was very

supportive, and he would encourage her throughout the hard
times.

This is what she said:

Plenty of times when you come close to failin' or you
fail (laughs), that gets
ye discouraged. But you have
to take one test at a time,
one day at atime, one
paper at a time. I've really gotten discouraged a lot,
but I've made it (laughs).
Ellen and her husband did not have any children during
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her community college experience.

She said that it was

important for her to stay focused on her goal— graduation.
Ellen asserted that, "you need a mind set about what you
wanna do and not waste time because the longer it takes, the
more aggravated you and your husband tend to become.
what you want and go after it."

Know

Children, she believed,

would have complicated her situation and possibly would have
prevented her from reaching her goal on time.

Ellen

maintained that college students with children should be
entitled to a "higher" degree than those who finish without
children.
It's hard, but you have to do it, and not havin' kids
is important (laughs). The people that come up here
that are married and have two and three kids, they
deserve a much higher degree than I got, even though
they do the same thing.
I don't see how they do it. I
just don't see how they do it with children.
It must be a combination of commitment and resiliency.
Possessing a Work Ethic
Repeatedly, the informants in this study made
references discussed their desires for success.
often indicated that they embraced hard work.

These women
They did not

shy away from undertakings which challenged either their
physical or intellectual capabilities.

Chapter 6 included

the finding that, very often, these women had difficulty
finding adequate amounts of time for studying, for working,
and for attending to their families.

However, these women

wanted to be kept busy; they readily accepted new
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opportunities for growth and advancement at their community
colleges and in the workplace.
Sara was employed when she was in high school and
attending the community college.

She worked because she

wanted to work; she was not required to work.
X started workin' when I was 16 or 17 at Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
It's not because I had to, you know, 'cause
my mom and dad, we wasn't rich, but, um, they gave me
everything that X needed. They bought me a car when X
was 16. But, I worked because X wanted to, not because
they made me or because X had to. It was just for
extra money. And X wanted to go away to school, but
then X changed my mind.
X started takin' classes at
[the community college].
Jean stayed very busy while she was a student at the
community college.

In addition to taking classes, she

maintained several different jobs, all at the same time.
Even though she was occupied with school and work, she
managed to find time to participate in some leisure
activities.

This is what she did:

You know.
I enjoy fishin1. We'd go fishin' for awhile
until I had to work or tutor or whatever.
It was real
important.
QUESTION: Was money a real problem for you while you
were in school?
RESPONSE; Um, no. Its never been a real problem.
We've made it fine. We've never had more than enough,
you know.
X didn't work those three jobs for money;
that wasn't the reason. Um, one of the jobs that X had
was bein' assistant manager.
I'd worked my way up, so
I didn't want to quit that.
X sorta felt obligated
there, and I liked workin* there. Uh, X worked there
for money, but my tutoring— I enjoyed that so I didn't
feel obligated there, or as a work study— I worked [at
the community college] for two years or longer.
X even
worked there on JTPA [Job Training Partnership Act]. X
worked here for two years on that and then X worked on
the work study.
I quit the work study after I got
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married for my studies.
QUESTION: When did you sleep?
RESPONSE: It was— shoo, not much.
I was really,
really wore down that first year.
It took a lot out of
me.
It really did.
QUESTION: Did you have to plan things pretty close?
RESPONSE: Yeah, yeah.
Basically, [it was] by the hour.
I had to plan everything, especially with working those
jobs, you know.
[I did] work study a couple of hours a
day and tutoring a couple of hours and working, you
know, two or three hours, most of the time I worked
four to six hours a day, four or five days a week at
the drugstore.
Yeah, there was a lot of planning.
. .
. The hardest thing for me was to keep my up my grades.
It was important to me to keep my grade point average
up, to make it better, even (laughs). I found it hard
to do with all the things I was involved in. I tried
to keep up my studies, but yet I tried to space my time
to spend some with Charles [her husband] also. That
was hard for me to figure out when we were gonna spend
time together, you know. Plan my day to where we could
maybe spend half an hour talkin' or whatever, you know.
Ellen found conflict with the way she was viewed by
others.

She was not employed.

Consequently, she was often

referred to as being a "housewife."

However, in her mind,

she did not see herself satisfying that description because
she spent so much of her time away from home with her
college classes.
stay home; she

She indicated that she did not want to

wanted and needed to be engaged in activities

away from the house.

Her ambition to be involved with

endeavors away from the house contributed to her academic
success.

This is what Ellen said:

QUESTION: What were the most difficult aspects
associated with being a married student?
RESPONSE: (Pause) I guess resuming your role as being a
housewife 'cause once you get married that's what
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everybody wants to call ya— a housewife. However,
while I go to school and study and do this, everybody
else Is cleanin' their house and stuff.
QUESTIONi Try to explain that a little bit better.
RESPONSE: Like, if you're a student, uh, most people
just consider you as a housewife until you get a job.
When we fill out our income tax, they say "student" or
"housewife", and mostly [everyone] marks "housewife."
I think a student is a job. Just like everybody else
goes to work every day, except we have a lot more to do
(laughs). I guess I don't feel that I contributed as
much as I was supposed to the title that I've been
given since I've gotten married, 'cause I'm not stayin'
home and cleanin' the house and cookin' and havin'
babies (laughs). My husband says he don't want me to
stay home and cook and have babies (laughs). I
wouldn't want to stay home.
I can't.
I'm not a home
person.
I like my work.
I gotta do somethin'.
Karen was enrolled in college at three different times.
she attended the first time for several semesters right
after graduating from high school.

However, she decided not

to continue her college education when she married at the
age of 19.

shortly after marrying, she became pregnant.

Karen's decision to return to college was made within a few
months after giving birth to her daughter.

Karen recognized

the fact that her husband was working long hours and was not
able to spend much time at home with their new daughter; she
wanted to help share the burden for supporting the family.
Karen accepted a job working for minimum wage; however, she
became dissatisfied with the situation.

She decided to

finish what she began the year before; she returned to
college.
Karen wanted to work in the field of x-ray technology.
This particular program has a very strong reputation in the
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community.

It accepts only a few students a year; it is

very selective.

Karen started taking classes that would

have improved her chances of being accepted into that
program.

She was accepted into the radiologic technology

program in the fall of 1991, and she graduated in the summer
of 1993.
Okay, after my daughter was born, she was about eight
or nine months old when, uh, my husband was working a
lot, you know. He was away from home a lot, and I
guess I just felt like I wanted to do somethin'.
I
[also] wanted to get out and see people, you know, even
though I knew I needed to be home with her.
I just
felt like didn't have any purpose even though I knew
she needed me. That was probably selfish.
I got a
part-time job at first before I came back to school.
It didn't work out.
It paid good, but I kept thinkin1
to myself, "If I'm goin' to spend this time away from
my daughter, I want it to be worth it", and that just
wasn't worth it to me. It was just that I, I felt that
I could be somethin' more than a tanning bed cleaner.
Vou know, if I was goin1 to stay away from home and
stay away from her and sacrifice time that I could be
spendin' with her, I didn't want to do the tanning bed
thing, you know (laughs). I didn't want to do that for
the rest of my life. When the fall came around, I
started to school.
. . . I said, "I'm going to do this
because it can do nothing but help me in the long run",
and so I did.
Having Religious Beliefs
Informants and respondents discussed the role that
religion played in their lives.

They often revealed that

they believed in a Power greater than themselves , God, and
turned to Him for guidance and support.

Whether informants

were discussing marital or collegiate issues, their
observance of religious mores was noted.

Informants and

respondents disclosed that prayer and church attendance were
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important aspects of their lives.
Christine maintained that her new marriage was
supported by several important elements.

These included the

understanding and assistance provided by her parents and in
laws, her ability to communicate effectively with her
husband, and the strong religious faith that she and her
husband shared.

This is what she said:

I have to say that my, um, in-laws and my parents were
both so instrumental in taking care of [Karen], um, to
help me get through school. They always took her on
Sundays. One of them had her every Sunday all day so I
could study. That gave me time that I needed. Um,
that was a big part of helping me get through school.
Um, keeping my marriage together was probably because
we have a strong faith life, both of us. We're
Catholic, and we go to church a lot. We love each
other a lot, and I think that's it.
Christine's narrative was validated by her mother.
Beth provided this statement concerning religious beliefs
and her daughter's situation:
We have a very strong faith commitment.
I think she
has a real sense of God's presence in her life, and I
think that's a great deal of comfort to her. Some of
[her] laid-backness is knowing that God's present and
will be there for her.
I think that's important.
. .
. We are Catholic, and she's never rebelled against
that. You know, a lot of kids go through that period
in teen years or whatever when they don't wanna go to
church. That never happened with her.
I mean, she's
always been real involved in the church.
In high
school she was real involved in Young Life. I think
Alex [Christine's husband] was too.
I'm pretty sure he
was.
Connie attributed much of her success to the strong
religious lives that she and her husband both have.

In her

interview, she described how she and Jason first met at
church; however, their relationship developed later on.
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Connie also described how their shared faith contributed to
her academic success and how it helped her confront the
difficulties she encountered while pursuing her degree.
QUESTION; How did you meet your husband?
RESPONSE: I knew him from church, but Jason was six and
a half years older than I am, and when I first started
going to the Baptist Church, I was a senior. He never
really looked at me, you know; but we would talk and
everything.
Then I joined the lifesaving crew; he was
the captain.
He started hangin' around each other and
going places. He started out as real good friends.
QUESTION: Could you give me some illustrations of how
your husband supported you in school?
RESPONSE: The biggest support I got was from him. He
supported me before in going on and getting my own
education 'cause he said he might not be around, and it
would give him a better peace of mind to know that I
had something to fall back on. But, if anybody has
gone through the radiology program, they know that it
is hard, and there was a lot of times that I was ready
to throw in the hat, and he was always there for me,
always.
I remember one time I was very disgusted with
it and was ready— I mean I was on the verge of just
guittin', and he just took a day off from work, and I
took a day off from school, and we went to the Creeper
Trail over here and walked for seven miles and just had
a ball. He just took a picnic lunch and a Bible, and
we just had a good time. He showed me why I was being
disgusted and what I should do to try to calm down. He
was just super.
. . . He love each other, and like I
said, we talk things out. Jason has always, always put
this on top and I have, too; we're Christian-based.
I
was not that much of a Christian until I met Jason, and
we started going to church together.
You know, we run
our household through the book.
QUESTION: Hhat do you mean by "through the book?"
RESPONSE: Through the Bible.
Robin and Danny also subscribed to having a religious
orientation in their lives.

Their decision to marry was

grounded in their religious convictions.

Robin said, ". . .
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we started goin* to church, and we seen that we needed to
settle down and the things that we were doin' that we
shouldn't have been doin', but we could've been doin' when
we was married."

It appears that there existed a conflict

between their religious beliefs and their participation in
extramarital sex.
Danny indicated that religion continued to have a
dominant role in their lives.

He said, "First of all, you

)cnow, where we're Christians, we would absolutely have
prayer first on the list.

You know, if it's God's will to

go that way, then so be it."

When Robin failed a nursing

course just before she was supposed to graduate, she said,
"I did a lot of prayin . . . ."

Robin repeated that course

and graduated.
Claudia related that a church life was important to
both her and her husband.

Their decision to get married

was, in part, due to the religious beliefs that they
maintained.

Claudia said, "We were goin' to church

together, and I had always been raised in the church.

Some

of the things I had been doin' wasn't right and so, um, he
decided to become a Christian.

We sat down and talked about

the things we had been doing that we were gonna quit doing
(laughs) because we were gonna try to do the right thing.
We talked to the preacher a little bit, and um . . . talked
to God a little bit (laughs) or a whole lot and just, you
know, said, "Okay, you show us what to do . . .

They
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decided to get married.
Jean and Charles also have a strong religious life
together.

Jean's orientation was attributed to the way her

parents reared her.

In speaking about her mother, she said,

"My mom was real religious oriented.

She strongly believes

in the church and stayin' faithful to your church, and I
guess I do, too.11
Like other informants, Jean indicated that her decision
to marry was attributed to her religious convictions and
practices.

She said,

We were in love and I felt that he was the right one
for me, and I suppose he felt I was the right one for
him. Things like this I took very seriously, you know.
I prayed about it, you know, 'till I felt peace about
it, you know, in my mind and I guess in my heart, too,
you know.
It's something I took very seriously, not a
spur of the moment decision for me, definitely not.
Both Jean and her husband actively engaged in prayer
when forming decisions and confronting difficult times.
They are active in their church and attend often.
Church is a big thing for us. We go to church, um,
three, four times a week countin' Sunday school and
church. He [Danny] always has a desire to go to
church, you know. He likes to be faithful to his
church, be there on time, be there all the time the
church is open.
Danny reaffirmed what Jean disclosed regarding the
important role that religion played in their lives.

He also

attested to the fact that they engaged in prayer often for
guidance and comfort.

Danny was asked what he did to assist

his wife when her spirits became dampened.

He responded:

If she was really discouraged, I'd try to lift her up
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and just tell her it's gonna be alright. Um, one of
the biggest things is, through all this you know, we've
tried to pray. We're prayin' people and I'd just tell
her to trust in the Lord.
These women received much support from their husbands
and family while they were attending the community college.
This support will be documented to a greater extent in the
next section of this chapter.

However, even though they

received this support, they still expressed having a
dependency upon a greater power, God.

Attending church and

praying were activities that they participated in with
regularity.

Their religious tenets were important aspects

of their lives that they drew upon for direction and
inspiration.
Support Provided bv Families
Families provided much support to the informants
throughout the time they spent pursuing degrees at community
colleges.

Husbands, parents, and in-laws contributed

meaningfully to the academic efforts of the women
highlighted in this study.

The principal forms of support

included (1) providing financial assistance,
household duties,

(2) performing

(3) helping with course work,

providing encouragement and emotional support,

(4)
(5) caring

for children, and (6) celebrating success.
Parents and in-laws were more inclined to extend
unreguested assistance, whereas husbands sometimes had to be
implored.

A few husbands harbored negative sentiments about
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their wives* being students at the community college.

Most

of the negative feelings had to do with the shortage of time
that was available for doing couple-oriented activities.
Charles, though he was in favor of his wife earning a
degree, harbored some dissenting feelings.

Charles said,

"When I'd come home of the evenings, you know, she'd be like
at work or have a class later or something.

You just miss

each other there for awhile and wish you could be together
more, but . . . ."

He admitted having some reservations

about the whole ordeal.

He wondered if all the

inconvenience and sacrificing was really going to be worth
it.
When you just, uh, had to get close sometimes on the
money, on payin' bills and stuff, you know, you
wondered if it's really gonna come out.
You know, is
it worth it that she's goin' to school? You wonder
about payin' the bills and stuff. You also think that
hopefully after she gets through school she's gonna
know more, you know, that she's gonna be able to get a
better job, that there would be more money fer us to
make it on.
In order for Charles to maintain his level of support,
he had to focus on the end result of his wife's college
education.

He had to believe that she would able to secure

a good job and bring home more money than she would have
without a two-year degree.
One husband felt that just allowing his wife to go to
college engendered most of the support he was able to
provide.

This individual sustained a very traditional

perspective regarding the roles of husbands and wives; it is
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the husband's primary responsibility to work and earn money,
and it is the wife's primary obligation to maintain the
house and take care of children.

This particular husband

fostered an "OK, but . . . 11 position.

This position simply

stated is, "It's OK for you to attend college, but you have
to make sure that the house and children are taken care of
first."
Randall embodied this "OK, but . . . "

position.

Consider his words:
Whether she worked or whether she went to school, no
matter what she done, it didn't interfere with home.
Her job was at the house.
I felt that was probably my
biggest, I guess, stumbling block as far as her going
to school.
I wanted the work at the house to be done
before her job or the school. She pretty much put the
school on before her job. She said she'd make it and
pay for it some way, you know, and finish school.
Regardless.
QUESTION; She would put school first, and you were
wanting it to be third?
RESPONSE: You're right.
QUESTION: In what ways do you think you supported your
wife when she was in college?
RESPONSE: Ah . . ., I would say, being willing to help
out with the youngin. To cook my own food, and many a
time I loaned her the money for tuitions and stuff like
that, you know, 'ntil she could pay me back.
Randall did help with the care of Cheryl's daughter;
Cheryl had a baby out-of-wedlock while she was in high
school.

Randall helped out occasionally when he offered to

"cook my own food."

Cheryl maintained that she did not

expect much more assistance from her husband.

She fully

expected to continue her education without disrupting the
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traditional orientation of the family.

She felt that going

to college was her decision, and it was her responsibility
to keep up the house, her part-time job, and school.

As far

as she was concerned, she had to make most of the
sacrifices.

After she graduated from the community college

and started working full-time, she repaid her husband the
money she "borrowed" from him*
Randall was the exception and not the rule in this
study.

While other husbands may have subscribed in theory

to "OK, but . . .", none exercised their prerogative to the
extent that Randall did.

Negative sentiments were generally

communicated during arguments or during times of stress and
did not seem to issue lasting effects.

Karen said that that

was the way it was with her husband.
QUESTION; Overall, did your husband support or resist
your attending college?
RESPONSE; Overall, he supported it, but I can count the
times that I've heard him say, "I wish this was over.
I just wish this was through.
I wish it would hurry
and be over with." I've heard him say, "You shoulda
never gone to school," things like that. A lotta of
those times, you know, we've maybe been fightin* or
angry or somethin'.
Basically, he would kill me
(laughs) if I tried to [to quit]. You know what I'm
sayin'? I believe he would kill me if I wouldn't have
finished.
It would upset him.
Her husband would not, in actuality, "kill" her.

It was a

figure of speech that Karen used to illustrate how
dissatisfied he would be if she wanted to drop out of
college.
How did husbands and other family members support these
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women in their guest for degrees from community colleges?
These next seven segments address this question.
Providing Financial Support
Most of the informants in this study were either
ineligible for financial aid or received very limited
amounts of it.

Consequently, the burden for paying tuition

and buying books belonged to the informants.

In addition,

there were, in some instances, child care expenses.
The financial assistance provided by husbands was
realized as increased hours at work or the taking on of
supplemental employment.

Husbands also realized that their

spending ability was curtailed until their wives were
finished with school.

Decisions were made to reserve money

for paying college related bills, rather than spending it on
personal effects.
Gary said that he worked very hard to keep up with his
wife's education.

If she had to incur more expenses, he

would work extra.

He also took the responsibility for

paying the bills and keeping track of the family's finances.
He prided himself in not using credit cards; he had a payas-you-go philosophy.

Consequently, Nancy and he remained

relatively debt free while she was attending the community
college.

They had to, however, delay purchasing a house and

continued paying rent.

Gary said he was looking forward to

buying their first house.

It might possibly be a duplex.

However, Nancy was now working on a bachelor's degree and
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the plans to purchase a house are on hold again.

This is

what Gary said:
I juBt knew from the get go that she said, '’I'm gonna
go to college." I knew that from the start, and like I
said, I do support her.
If I didn't think that I
could've afforded to take care of everything as far as
the financial part of it goes, I wouldn't have put
myself in that situation.
. . . As far as the money,
payin' the bills, you know, sittin* down to pay 'em,
I'm the one that does it. I usually pretty much keep
up with what's goin' on, and I've never used credit
cards.
I'm just the type of person if I ain't got the
money to be buyin' it, I'm not gonna buy it.
*

* *

. . . I think about getting a house.
It kinda bothered
me 'cause of the money that I made. My youngest
brother is getting married in October, and of course,
he's built him a house, and they don't even make what I
make, and they're gettin' a house. Here I am still
rentin'. That bothered me at times that I was havin'
to pay rent and stuff, but like I said, I accepted the
fact that when the time comes that I can afford to get
one, I'll get one.
Informants were vocal about the financial support they
received from other family members.

Sometimes the

assistance came in the form of direct gifts of money.

In

other instances, parents and in-laws provided housing, paid
college expenses, or made automobile loan and insurance
payments.
Karen described the assistance that her parents
extended her:
QUESTION: What role did you parents play as you formed
your decision to go to college?
RESPONSE: Well, at first they weren't too thrilled
about it because uh, of me leavin' [my daughter] and
goin' to school. There was a part of 'em that wanted
me to go 'cause they've always dreamed about me
finishin' school, and my father did pay for my tuition.
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The whole time I've been cornin' here, my daddy's been
supportin' me financially, one-hundred percent— books,
tuition, whatever I needed, uniforms— because, you
know, urn, mine and my husbands*s income just . . . .
I
haven't been able to afford that extra expense. We had
so many other bills on our own that my father has
supported me. He talks to me about bein' a doctor
(laughs). He's always had real high expectations of
me.
It is evident that Karen's parents love her very much
and wanted her to succeed academically and professionally.
In addition to providing financial help, they also provided
needed child care.
Joan was the valedictorian of her graduating class in
high school.

Because she was academically strong in high

school, she was offered various scholarships.

Despite these

sources of financial assistance, Paula's parents offered to
help pay for her college education.
They told me not to worry about money if I wanted to
go. You know, they knew I was gettin* scholarships and
so forth, and they told me if I wanted to go, you know,
if I needed money for anything, you know, money-wise
for gas and food and so forth, they would help me in
any way they could. Hy mother kept [Rachel] while I
was in college. She kept her throughout high school,
too.
For Ellen, her husband and parents worked
collaboratively to make her college graduation a reality.
she described the support she received this way:
Uh, he [husband] wants me to finish school. He knew in
high school that I was gonna pursue a college
education, that I was gonna to go to college for a
four-year degree. He wanted me to go for that. He
supported me in every way. He works and he puts me
though school. My mom and dad helped, too.
I kept
cornin' to school and cornin' to school, and I was makin'
good grades and everything. My mom and dad bought a
new house, and they gave us the old house, so that made
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things available.
The support received from Ellen's parents was
substantial, the gift of a house.

"Made things available"

meant that Ellen and her husband could spend their money on
other things, like tuition and books, and not have to worry
about making rent payments.

This was indeed a financial

boon for the couple.
Connie received some assistance from her in-laws.
According to Jason, his parents were very approving of
Connie's collegiate program and helped out whenever they
could.

Their assistance was incremental and not part of an

systematized plan of support.

They gave financial

assistance to Connie and Jason when it was required.
QUESTION: How did your parents react to the fact that
your wife was a college student?
RESPONSE: It didn't bother them. They were very
supportive.
Dad had a bachelor's degree. Mom did not.
Course, her college days were in the 1930s and so not
as many people went to school back then, anyway.
They
treated Connie more or less like a daughter. They
supported us financially a little bit here and there to
get us through the college days. They were very
supportive.
Performing Household Duties
Most of the husbands interviewed in this study wanted
to be helpful and supportive to their wives during the
community college experience.
need to take

a proactive role

household duties and tasks.

Some readily recognized the
regarding the completion of
In these cases, husbands

identified things that needed to be accomplished around the
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house and promptly did them.

Other husbands were agreeable

to doing household chores but needed to be given specific
directions or assignments.

In some instances, husbands and

wives negotiated the completion of chores associated with
daily living around the house.
Brenda was very surprised by the direct approach her
husband took with respect to doing housework.
QUESTION; How did you and your husband approach the
completion of household duties and tasks?
RESPONSE; We shared equally.
QUESTION; Could you give some examples?
RESPONSE; He would do the clothes, and I would do the
dishes. On a Saturday, he would take two rooms and I
would take two rooms.
QUESTION; Was this typical from what you were able to
pick up from your friends who were also in college?
RESPONSE; I never thought that that would be in the
marriage scene. I didn't think of my husband helpin'
me clean, but that goes with his orderly personality.
I think that's part of him. That's one of his good and
bad traits.
question;

married?
before?

So, that was a surprise to you after you got
You didn't know that was going to happen

RESPONSE: NO.
QUESTION: What did you think was going to happen?
RESPONSE: I think I would've had to do all of that.
I
think that would've been my role. So that helped [with
school], knowing that he was going to help do that
(laughs).
QUESTION: So, you had a traditional view of getting
married and becoming a wife?
RESPONSE: I do the cooking and cleaning.
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QUESTION: Being a student, that would be added to
everything else?
RESPONSE: Right.
QUESTION: You learned that that was not the case and
that he was going to jump right in and really do half?
RESPONSE: Right.
I think he would rather do the
clothes (laughs). I think he likes [the way he does
it] better.
QUESTION: When this splitting of household duties came
about, what conversations did you have about that or
how did you find out that was going to happen?
RESPONSE: The six weeks when I was at home, you know, I
would do everything 'cause I was home all day, and he
was at work. When I got my other part-time job, then
things started shifting. He would come home and just
automatically start doing something. That kinda made
me feel like I wasn't doin' my job 'cause he would come
in and start doing things.
QUESTION: So, you felt bad?
RESPONSE: At one time, but then as time went on, that
was him. He was just used to doing this. He lived by
himself, you know. He moved out [of his parents house]
and gone away to college, so he was kinda used to doing
this. So, now we've kinda, you know, you've got your
things to do, and I've got mine. That's the way it's
split, equally.
QUESTION: At first you felt like you weren't doing your
job?
RESPONSE: Right.
Because of the traditional typing, I
thought that was my job. When he came in and started
doing it, I thought, "Well".
I would get mad when he
would come in and start doin' that.
I would probably
fly off, and he would say, "No, this is just me.
I'm
used to doing these things." He said, you know, "I'd
see something and I think it should be done and I'd
just go ahead and do it. I don't expect you to", you
know, "do this, this and this, and have supper fixed
when I get home." Even now, I don't fix supper.
If he
wants something, he'll come in and he'll do that. He
don't like that traditional family where the wife does
everything. That was not his view.
He thought it
should be split.
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QUESTION: How do you feel about that now?
RESPONSE; I like havin' it split 'cause I don't have
tine to do everything and neither does he, so splitting
it helps both of us.
Claudia received much help from her husband.

She

commented that her mother-in-law was a fanatic about
cleanliness; luckily her son, Claudia's husband, did not
have the same need.

This is how Claudia described her

relationship with her husband;
When we first got married, I tried to schedule my
classes while he was working. He works second shift
and, uh, I could study easier in the morning.
I learn
better in the morning, and I was tellin' him, you know,
I really feel like I need to go to school in the
morning. He said, "Great, go to school in the morning.
We'll see each other when we can see each other.
I
don't have to see ya every minute of every day. You
don't have to be home to cook.
I can cook. When you
get home from school, I'll have lunch ready." Urn,
that's another aspect of his mother, uh, she irons her
husband's drawers.
I mean, I don't mind, she cleans—
it's like tremendous cleaning every week.
I don't. I
mean, I'm physically clean, but if my house is not the
cleanest, I don't care, so what, no big deal.
It'll
get clean sooner or later and, uh, he don't mind
washin' dishes. He don't mind vacuuming. He don't
mind dustin'. He don't mind doin' clothes. He do n ’t
mind anything, and he don't expect me to do his
ironing, you know.
QUESTION; Has he always been like that?
RESPONSE: Yeah. That was something we cleared up
during that time before we got married.
[I said,]
"Now, I'm not gonna be like your mom.
Do you
understand that?" He'd never washed any clothes until
he was 18 years old, and I was pickin' on him.
"You
never wash clothes, poor boy, you missed out", and then
he thought, "Well, you know, I really haven't had to
(laughs) wash any clothes." He never cooked. She
always did all that stuff, and whereas now, he just
says, "Well, I'll do whatever. Hake a list if you want
a lot done." I don't usually make a list 'cause I have
him doin' good.
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Claudia had to spend some time reprogramming her
husband.

He never had to do any household chores growing up

because his mother did everything.
to continue that practice.

Claudia was not willing

Her husband was receptive to

change, and he willingly accepted co-responsibility for
maintaining the house.

The arrangements they made with

regards to completing these tasks were determined before
they got married.

Their marriage began with a clear

understanding about Claudia's collegiate goal and how to
best reach that goal.

In fact, they also maintained a

separate bank account that was used solely for paying
Claudia's college-related bills.

She said, "instead of

having the funds that I get from work go into our family
account where it could always be used, we have a separate
account just for school, and that's all it's used for."
Carol indicated that she and her husband shared the
responsibility for doing house-related tasks.

She said

that, for her, being married was not much different from
being single.

"'Cause, I mean I wasn't one of these kind

that had to go home and fix supper or stuff like that.

He

could fix supper too (chuckle).

So I feel like it's about

the same as not being married."

When questioned about

completing household tasks, she said:
We done 'em together.
If he got home before I did,
he'd fix supper. If I got home before he did, I'd fix
it. Sometimes he'd clean house, or we'd just help each
other clean the house. Or, sometimes we might not have
cleaned it (laughs).
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Stephanie Meadow's husband expected to be taken care of
by her in the same fashion that he was accustomed to being
taken care of by his mother.

This was not part of

Stephanie's plan for doing things.

She tried to be

"superwoman,11 working, going to college, and keeping up with
the housework, but she realized that was too formidable of
an undertaking.

Something about the situation had to

change, and it involved her husband Thomas.

When Stephanie

was asked about doing household duties, she responded:
Oh gosh, it's hard to remember. It was a heck of a
time tryin' to keep, you know, workin' the part-time
job and goin' to school, tryin' to keep the clothes
washed, and finally, it got to the point, you know,
Thomas would say, "Stephanie, I need my work clothes
washed.
I need my work clothes washed." It was like
finally, "Come 'ere Tom, I'm goin' to show you how to
wash your own clothes." (laughs) So he had to
eventually do a lot of it, too. You know, I showed him
how to wash clothes, and I showed him how to cook a few
things so he wouldn't starve if I wasn't there to fix
supper for him, and he folds towels; but, he still
won't wash dishes. He takes part in the household
duties. He didn't at first, but he does now.
I guess
I finally realized I wasn't superwoman.
I couldn't do
it all. He did help out there like my second half of
college. He helped out a lot around the house.
Alex helped with the up-keep of the house.
his involvement was not always self-initiated.
had to given some cues.

However,
Often, he

According to his mother-in-law,

Beth, this is how Alex approached household duties:
He wasn't always perceptive enough to foresee those
things to say, "oh, my goodness, this place is a mess,
and it's gonna upset Christine, and I better do
something about it." But when she made it perfectly
clear that it was, you know, it was something that was
troubling her very much, then he was responsive.
Where Alex might have fallen short in the housekeeping
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domain, his father seemed to make up for it.

Alex's father

often pitched in and did laundry for the young couple.

It

appears that it was a standard practice for Alex's dad to be
involved with routine household functions.

Since Alex was

reared in an environment where these duties were performed
by the husband, it was, therefore, not surprising to learn
that Alex was also inclined to do so.

Alex described the

assistance rendered by his father this way:
QUESTION: Do you do the laundry?
RESPONSE: Um, if Ihave to. Um, my dad has been real
good about that. He'll come by once in awhile and pick
up our laundry and wash it for us.
QUESTION: Vour dad or your mom will?
RESPONSE: My dad. My dad does a lot of the housework
in my parent's family, you know. We don't have a
washer/dryer where we're livin* now so, he'll come by
and wash it, and we'll come by for dinner the next
night and pick it up.
Helplnq_With Course Work
Husbands and other family members were, at times, eager
to assist the informants with their school work.

Assistance

was provided in a number of ways, including critiquing term
papers, retrieving materials from the library and returning
materials to a library, calling out vocabulary terms, and
reviewing course materials for examinations.

Husbands were

limited, however, with regards to the quality and quantity
of help they could provide their wives.
reasons for this.

There were two

The first reason was because, sometimes,

husbands were not academically prepared themselves to become
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very involved*

Highly specialized curricula, such as

nursing and radiologic technology, contained vocabulary and
material that would have been extremely foreign and
unmanageable to most of the husbands considered in this
study.
time.

The second reason had to do with the availability of
The class and work schedules of the informants and

the work schedules of the husbands often prohibited very
much interaction between husbands and wives.

In some cases,

however, the time husbands spent helping their wives study
was considered to be valuable couple-time.

Lynn's husband

was very willing to help her study despite the fact that he
understood very little of what he was doing.

This, however,

did not dampen his enthusiasm for trying to be helpful and
supportive.

This is what Lynn said:

Well, he helped me study. Like when I'd study for a
test, he was willin' to go over it with me, you know
(laughs), even though he didn't understand what he's
readin' (laughs). He was [still] willin' to go over it
with me.
Lynn's husband also occupied their children so that she
would have time available to herself just for studying.

"On

Sundays, he'd take them [the children] to his mother's, and
they'd stay gone all day.

That's when I'd study (laughs)."

Terry was also supportive of his wife in this area.
According to Sara, he was always cognizant of her needs.
He always helped me at home. He helped me clean house.
After I had a long day, he would take me out to dinner.
He wouldn't ask me to cook him dinner. He didn't
expect that from me. Um, he always helped me with my
classes, just a lot of encouragement all the way
around. Anything I wanted he was there to give it to
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me. I started workin' when I was in school, too. He
didn't want me to work 'cause he thought that was too
much, to work and go to school. He wanted me to quit;
but I didn't want to.
. . . He was real good in math
and algebra. He helped, you know, tryin* to figure out
my equations.
I'd say like, "Honey, help me." Or I
would be studyin* all evenin' long, be real tired, read
a paragraph and couldn't get anything out of it, so he
would read it and tell me what it meant or what they
wanted. He kinda studied with me. After I got into my
respiratory classes, he really couldn't help me with
that, but he tried.
Charles did transcription for his wife.

Jean would

record her lectures on audio tape, and Charles would listen
to the tape and provide her with a hard copy of what the
professor talked about.

She said, "he'd help me with my

homework, such as in biology.

Irecorded my sessions,

he would take the notes down for

me.

and

He would help me with

my homework in any way that he could."
There were several occasions when an informant
described her college endeavors and successes more as a team
effort than an individual effort.

This is being referred to

as the "we factor", and it was evident, at times, in
conversations with both informants and respondents.
Consider Ellen's accounting of the support she received from
her husband.

Toward the end of this citation, she made

reference to the "we factor."
He helps me study.
If I have a test and I need stuff
given out to me, he'll ask me the questions. Always
the next day— he always asks me how I did on that test
and that makes me feel good 'cause I know that he
remembered and he's concerned about how well I do.
QUESTION; Do you think that's important for him to ask
afterwards how you did?
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RESPONSE: Yes, 'cause he feels that he helped me
prepare for that test, and he wanted to Know if
[emphasis added] did good or not (laughs)
QUESTION: He saw the college experience as belonging to
both of you?
RESPONSE: Mm-hnun.
Peggy was challenged into starting college by her
mother and uncle.

However, once she started attending the

community college, she realized how much she liked it.

she

and her mother actually took some classes together; they
also carpooled to and from the college.

Betty described how

she and her daughter, Peggy, would study.

Again, the "we

factor" was apparent.
She started with one little course, and then I took a
course with her, one or two. See, uh, phys ed I took
with her (laughs). It liked to kill me, and, uh, we
took an English class together.
. . . I would get
feedback. I would ask her [about school], 'cause we
would ride back and forth together. She worked at
night for us and then go to college, so we would ride
up and.down to [town] 'cause we do janitorial services.
I'd say, "What did you do in school today, dear?"
"Well this or that", or . . ., "Mom, you wouldn't
believe the crime rate."
'Cause she was taking law
enforcement and some of her English. Her history was a
joy. Hs [emphasis added] went through that, and h £
[emphasis added] got to learn, uh, "Fourscore and seven
years ago . . .", memorizing it up and down the road.
Time we got back from [town], she had it memorized.
Peggy also received help from her husband, George.

He

provided her with academic, emotional, and financial
assistance.

College became so important to Peggy that her

wedding was planned around it.

College also assumed a

dominant position in her life after the wedding, and this
caused problems for Peggy and George.

This is Peggy's
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description of the assistance George provided her:
QUESTION: Did your husband support or resist your
attending the community college?
RESPONSE: Supported*

He was very, very supportive.

QUESTION: Could you provide examples?
RESPONSE: Um, he married me for one, and it was point
blank told [to him] that if he did not pay for my
college education there would be no marriage. I mean,
that was one thing. Yet, I still worked. The other
thing was, uh, if I needed a tutor or anything, if he
[George] couldn't do it, he'd find somebody that could.
Um, he, oh— he badgered me constantly.
"Have you got
this paper done; have you got this done; have you
gotten that done?" I was like, "Will you just chill
out? I'll get it donel" I'm a procrastinator, and he
was not a procrastinator at all. He likes things done,
you know, a month ahead of time, and I wasn't that way.
QUESTION: Did he get involved in your studies?
RESPONSE: Yeah, he would try, but he was just so much
smarter than I was, so if I had trouble with a math
problem, and I'd say, "Honey, I don't know how to do
this." He would do it and then he'd say, "Here it is."
And, I'd say, "That doesn't help me any." And then he
would try to explain it to me, but he did it in some
off-colored way that I wouldn't know. So, he would
try. He would come up here with me. He would come up
here with me if I had a paper or something to do. He'd
help me do research. He was very supportive, very.
Providinq_EncQuraqement_and_Emotional_SuppP£t
Informants sometimes became overwhelmed by the
magnitude of their tasks.

They became discouraged and may

even have toyed with the idea of withdrawing from college.
Husbands and other family members tried to be very
understanding and supportive during these times.

Sometimes

support was in the form of attentive conversation, and at
other times, it was a weekend retreat.
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Joan lived in a very rural, mountainous part of
Virginia, and her county provided a bus to transport
students to the community college.

Paula used this form of

transportation to get to and from the college until she was
able to buy a car.

Travel time by bus was approximately an

hour and a half, one way.

Also, she pretty much surrendered

control of her daily schedule because she was governed by
the schedule of the bus.
this situation.

Paula's husband was sensitive to

He also recognized the importance that

certain extracurricular activities had in his wife's life.
This is what Paula said:
Hell, he bought me a car. He said, "I know you're
gettin' tired of ridin* the bus." So, he bought me a
car for that specific purpose, to go to college. He
encouraged me to do extracurricular things like with
PBL [Phi Beta Lamba, a national business society]. He
went to Florida for a national competition my first
year and Washington, DC, my second year for like three
to four days, I think. He wanted me to go.
. . . He
wasn't real hateful if I didn't have the house
spotless. He didn't care 'cause he knew that I was
busy and that I just didn't sit home every day and
watch TV. He was very supportive, you know.
Informants very often had to enroll for courses that
were only taught at night.

Safety was a concern of

informants and respondents whether their colleges were
located in rural or metropolitan settings.

Jean had

reservations about taking classes scheduled at night.
Charles helped solve this problem.
Um, I had a few night classes. He used to drive me to
class, even wait on me to get out of class, you know.
QUESTION: Why did he do that?
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RESPONSE: Uh, concern, I suppose (laughs). Well, he
was afraid something might happen to me, you know, at
night. Um, my mom didn't care too much for me to be
drivin' to class at night alone.
It was either not go
to class or get somebody to take me. Of course, he
offered to take me, you know.
Barbara was married twice while she was in college.
She was married the first time when she was a community
college student.

This marriage failed.

She finished her

degree at the community college, remarried, and started
working toward the completion of a bachelor's degree.
Barbara's first husband was very resistant to her collegiate
activities; however, her second husband has been very
supportive.
QUESTION: You've remarried and you're going to college.
What's the situation like now?
RESPONSE: He's encouragin' me to go to college.
I
mean, I've gotten aggravated and said, "I'm gonna
quit;11 and he's like said, "No. Get an education and
get you a good job. If you don't wanna work after you
get your education, nobody can take that education away
from you." He's real supportive. Now he didn't have a
chance to go himself to college because he has no
mother and father.
I mean, he had nobody else to live
with when he got out of high school, so he wasn't able
to go. He would have loved to have went, but he
couldn't.
So, he's lettin' me go and he's workin'. He
works for the railroad.
Connie was asked the following question.

"If you had

to do it all over again, would you make the same decisions
regarding college and marriage?"

She responded:

Yes sir, I would (laughter). Oh my goodness, like I
said, like I've said a thousand times, if it hadn't
been for my marriage, I probably would not have made it
through the program, and doing so I've found a good
job, and I love what I'm doing.
It was hard getting
there. No, I wouldn't trade it for the world.
Because
Jason was there for me, and if I needed help studying,
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he would help me. If I just needed a break, you know,
we would take weekend getaways and go. He was just
always there for me, and there was a lot of tines that
X wanted to quit, and I know if I was not married, and
I had made that decision on ny own, I probably would
have.
But, he would help me. He would sit me down and
talk to me. He said if I wanted to quit he would be
supportive of it, but you know, I'd come this far and I
should go on. X did.
Jason concurred with Connie regarding his supportive
posture while she was attending the community college.

He

said:
I supported her as much as X could.
X never made her
choose anything over school.
X was always very
sensitive, having gotten a degree myself, and X knew
what she was going through.
. . . I would remind her
that it's not an eternity, that she would be through on
this certain date and it's not that far away.
I think
the most important thing that X did, when she would get
discouraged, and there were times, is I'd show that I
cared.
I made it clear to her that X cared. And that
really seemed to have the most benefit of anything.
Jason had earned a four-year degree in chemistry.

It is

likely that the experiences he had had as a college student
contributed to his high level of understanding and
sensitivity regarding his wife's situation.
Paula occasionally became discouraged while she was in
the nursing program.

She said her husband was always

willing and prepared to listen to her litany of problems and
appeals for understanding.

Even when he had no substantive

advice to offer, he still remained a constant source of
reassurance for her.

Paula described his ability to support

her this way:
Uh, he would sit and listen and, uh, a lot of things [X
said] he didn’t understand. He'd just say, "All X can
do is listen to you.
I can't give you advice because X
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don't know which way to steer you. I don't understand
where you're coining from", you know. He would tell me
he would try. Uh, he always listened. He never
complained about my complaints (laughs). . . . He was
very thoughtful.
If I was havin' a bad day, I mean,
you know at school, he would sit down and listen [to
me]. He was just there.
I mean, I don't know really
how to explain it. He never said, "Yeah, yeah, yeah,
yeah." You know, the same old story, different day.
He listened to me. All the study sessions were done at
my house. He never complained (laughs). To watch TV,
he put the headphones on. I mean, he was just like
that. Everybody would say, "My husband would never do
this." He would sit in the living room with the
headphones on watchin' TV while we sat in the kitchen
studyin'. He just knew that that's what I needed to
get through, so he was willin' to share his house
(laughs).
Caring For Children
For those informants who had young children, child care
was a particularly troublesome situation.

Informants most

often depended upon their husbands or other members of their
immediate families to watch the children while they were
attending to school matters.

However, it was often

difficult for them to coordinate their class schedules with
other people's work schedules.

Informants were also very

concerned about the quality of care their children would
receive when non-family sources had to be used.
Informants and respondents expressed concerns that, at
times, the community colleges did not seem especially
sensitive or responsive to the child care dilemma
experienced by many students.

Sometimes instructors and

other college personnel appeared to discount the
complexities associated with arranging child care.

In one
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instance, an informant was told that she should consider
leaving college and return later when her child was older.
Informants repeatedly indicated that their husbands
were cooperative in meeting child care needs.

As was

described in an earlier chapter, one particular husband,
Randall, occasionally made arrangements to take his daughter
to work with him.

This was done when an acceptable

alternative could not be arranged.
For Susan, arranging child care was a chronic problem.
Her husband was willing to take care of the children while
she was in school; however, he worked shift work and his
schedule changed from week to week.

Susan indicated that

many times he would forego sleep and take care of their
children so that she could go to the college.

This is how

she described her situation;
Um, child care was real hard. Um, [because of] his
schedule— he works shift work so sometimes he could
watch 'em. I mean, he would have to lose sleep, like
today. He worked third shift all this week; he watched
the kids today, and he shouldn't have because he's
gonna work tonight, you know.
I have a baby sitter,
but today he said, "Well, I'll watch 'em." He would
literally lose sleep to watch the kids.
Susan's parents live fairly close to her.

She was able

to have her mother watch the children when a need arose;
however, her mother did not want child care to become a
regular practice for her.

Nevertheless, Susan was able to

rely on her for some assistance.
My family lives here so if I needed help they would
always help me. If there was a day I needed someone to
watch 'em, my mom was more than happy to, if she could,
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you know. Now, she's not one of those mothers who
wants to do it every day, and she doesn't want her life
on hold. You know what I mean? She knows that if I
really need her, she's there.
Nancy had the combined assistance of her husband and
family for child care,

she said that their help was

instrumental in allowing her to finish her degree at the
community college.

Nancy offered the following response to

the question, "What went right for you in terms of finishing
your degree?"
Um, 1 would say havin' my husband help with [Steven]
'cause he is a good father.
I mean, he'll gladly take
[Steven] and put him in the bathtub and give him a bath
and put him to bed. Um, that really helped a lot, and
my family watchin' [Steven] for me, 'cause otherwise I
would've had to pay a baby sitter and that would have
been more of a financial burden, although I did have to
pay the baby sitter some. Like for night classes, my
mother-in-law watched him some.
People were very
supportive. They knew that's what I wanted to do
[attend college], and they, you know, they kinda helped
me with it.
Likewise, Christine had the cooperative effort of her
husband, parents, and in-laws for taking care of her young
daughter.

As was mentioned earlier, Alex put his education

on hiatus so he could be more available for watching his
daughter while Christine was in school.

This is what Alex

said:
We kinda rearranged our schedules after awhile. Um, 1
started working evenings instead of days and that
seemed to work a lot better. That way I could be home
with [Karen] during the day and keep the house clean,
and it didn't seem to get as messy and then, um, it
saved us baby sitting fees, too.
According to Christine, her parents and in-laws also pitched
in regularly and helped take care of the baby.
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I have to say that my in-laws and my parents, um, they
were both instrumental in taking care of [Karen], um,
to help me get through school. They always took her on
Sundays. One of them had her every Sunday all day so I
could study. That gave me time that I needed. Um,
that was a big part of helping me get through school.
Celebrating Success
Certainly these informants had to endure many forms of
adversity as they pursued their community college degrees.
Husbands and, to a lesser degree, other family members also
had to struggle with some of the trials that challenged or
impeded the women focused upon in this study.

Zt was

important that the informants have the support of these
individuals because it made the effort more tolerable.
Informants desired and appreciated having the support.

They

also desired and appreciated having someone available with
whom to share their triumphs.

Host often this person was

the husband.
Janice said that her husband "got into it" with her,
that is, he helped her study, and he helped her celebrate
when things went right.

Janice indicated that she enjoyed

school much more as a married student than she did as a
single student.

She found that going to class and studying

was less burdensome than it was before she got married.
QUESTION: What was it like being a young married
college student?
RESPONSE; Um, I liked it. I liked it a lot better than
bein' in college before I was married and tryin to
date. It was easier.
It was less stressful.
I didn't
have that stress, and he helped me study. He helped me
study a lot more than, you know, my mother did.
I
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didn't really have somebody to help me study all the
time, and, uh, he did.
It was more fun, I guess.
Ihad more fun with it.
QUESTION; Why?

What made it more fun?

RESPONSE: He kinda kept up with my grades. Uh, when I
did good, you know, he'd take me out to dinner. He
really, you know, he got into it with me. There wasn't
that need to feel like I couldn't study because I
needed to see him.
I knew I was gonna see 'im the next
day, and that evenin', and that night, and the next
mornin', and . . . .
It was just easier.
Earlier in this chapter, the "we factor" was described
when detailing the section titled "Helping With Course
Work."

In this section, "Celebrating Success," the "we

factor" is also encountered.

Once again this element of

partnership is denoted between an informant and her husband.
Consider what Christine had to say about her husband, Alex:
QUESTION: What did you enjoy the most about being a
married college student?
RESPONSE: Well, because it was so difficult, and it was
not what we were expecting, we really had to work hard
to make it work, you know. There was always, "What did
you get on your test today?" There was always somebody
there waitin' to celebrate and when I, uh, finished my
exams, um, one of the semesters, I can't remember
because they all run together, um, my daughter and my
husband made a little cake for me saying, "You've
finished exams." You know, it was just little things
like that. Ha [emphasis added] all kinda--it was— we
[emphasis added] all worked together to make it work.
I didn't do it by myself by any means, and so that made
it like he was graduating with me because HS [emphasis
added] really did it together. That made it special.
During the interview with Alex, he was asked this
question: "How did you feel when your wife finished her
program and graduated?"

He responded:

It felt good. Um, I was proud of her, and I was proud,
you know, of all three of us. He for havin' helped her
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through, you know, and Karen Cor bein' good and goin'
with the flow because she'd get pulled around
sometimes. You know, we'd swap her up here at the
college sometimes. Christine would have an 8:00 class
and be done at 9:00, and I'd have a 9:00 class, so we'd
bring the baby and swap in the hallway. You know, she
didn't care. Karen didn't mind.
Christine's mother, Beth, offered comments about the gift
that the young couple gave to Alex's father.

The gift was a

special photograph, and it embraced both the spirit of
solidarity and joy that existed for Christine, Alex, and the
baby, Karen.
For Father's Day, they gave his dad, um, this beautiful
picture of her [Christine] in her cap and gown and Alex
holding the baby. The three of them standing [there].
That really did capture it. This was what it was all
about. These three people did this together, you know.
Yeah.
The joy that Jean and Charles demonstrated could be
described as restrained.

Jean's accomplishments did not

result in the same types of external celebration that
occurred for other couples; however, according to Jean’s
mother, Corrine, "they both triumphed together."

She

characterized the couple's shared, but temperately
displayed, delight as follows:
QUESTION: What happened that would make your daughter
happy when she was a married student?
RESPONSE: Well, when she'd get through with a big exam
and she would pass it, she'd make a good grade on it,
then him and her both would be happy because she
accomplished that goal that she set out for. When
she'd seen that done, then she could look back and say,
"Well I made it. Everything that happened, everything
that I had to put aside, it's all worked out now."
That was her happiest moments. Whenever she made good
on them big tests and got 'em all over with, she could
look back and see all the effort that she put forth was
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worthwhile.
I think that was her biggest thing, and
with him [Charles] knowin* that they made it through.
QUESTION; So, they would share the excitement that she
did well?
RESPONSE! Alttayg [emphasis added].
QUESTION; How would you describe her husband throughout
school and graduation?
RESPONSE! Supportive, kindly her strength, an* he would
also guide her along and try to make it easier on her.
I mean, they both triumphed together then. They was
both satisfied with it.
Support Provided by Non-Famllv Associations
The women featured in this study were often able to
name individuals who were not members of their families but
were, nonetheless, very helpful to them while they attended
the community college.
friends.

These people more often tended to be

In some instances, these friendships were long

established alliances.

In other cases, the relationships

developed during the time the informants were community
college students.

These individuals may even have been

community college students themselves.
There also existed a community of outlying friends and
associations that, while not maintaining strong emotional
attachments to these women, were, nonetheless, attentive to
their academic goals.

This community included neighbors,

teachers, and friends of their families.
Janice and Patsy had been close friends since they were
children.

They chummed around together throughout high

school, and they both decided to continue their educations
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at the local community college.

While they were attending

the community college, Janice married Daniel.
student, she and Daniel had their first child.

While still a
Janice often

turned to her friend Patsy for support, understanding, and
advice when she experienced difficulties with her marriage
or school.

Although Janice was emotionally close to her

mother, she sought her friend's assistance because, "I
didn't want my mom to think there was some problems, you
know, and 1 didn't really like for her to know we [she and
Daniel] was fightin'."

According to Patsy, most of Janice's

problems involved not having enough time for both school and
her new marriage.

The support that Janice needed was a

combination of understanding and compassion; for various
reasons, there seemed to be a dearth of these two elements
at home.

This is an excerpt of the interview with Janice's

friend:
Well, I can remember sometimes she used to call me, and
she'd be upset. She'd be cryin', and she'd be like
[saying], "1 just don't have time to study, and I'm
gonna fail, and Daniel's aggravatin' me to death." She
didn't feel like she could balance those things out at
all, 'cause she'd call me a lot cryin' and bein'
depressed.
QUESTION: What kinds of advice did you give her?
RESPONSE: I told her that she should just explain to
Daniel that this is stressful, you know, to study and
stuff, and if she has to maintain, you know, the grades
to stay in nursing, she needs this time to study, and
he should not act so overbearing when she needs this
time to study.
It's gonna be over, you know. Just
give her time to study and don't make it so hard on
her. That's what I told her she should tell him.
QUESTION: Did you ever have conversations with him
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about this?
RESPONSE; Yeah. I would tell him, you know.
I'd say
"Daniel, she needs tine to study 'cause it's hard."
'Cause I went up here and I know the tine I had to
study.
It's stressful. And I told him, "Just let upl"
He really wouldn't say anything 'cause he didn't like
her tellin' me, you know, personal business (laughs).
Christine and Alex had a support systen of friends;
however, these were not their peers.
friends of their parents.

They were prinarily

Christine naintained that her

peers offered very little in the way of understanding and
encouragement.

She didn't believe that others her own age,

even though they night have been close friends while in high
school, were able to identify with what she and Alex had to
endure.

Christine said, "I think peer support is real

minimal.

I had two of my friends come to my wedding.

They

weren't all supportive; they didn't think I should be doin'
it.

There needs to be support from other areas."
Christine and Alex did receive support from other

areas, friends of their parents and friends from church.

It

was Christine's mother, Beth, who spoke of this support:
They had our support system of friends which is kind of
interesting. We have a really strong faith community
and most of our friends are part of that community.
Everybody knew the full story from the beginning. We
didn't play games about what the situation was and what
was happening. Many of our friends pitched in and
became involved in that support. One couple - that's
our best friend - were asked to be godparents to the
child, and they often come and get the child and take
care of the child. Um, they often bought them little
gifts. You know, they'd give 'em gift certificates for
pizza, or, you know, for whatever occasions came up,
they gave them things that were practical and helpful,
like tickets to the movies. Those kinds of things.
Our support system of friends supported them as well
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and that was helpful. What was unique, I think, was
since there was such a strong support system of so many
different people, no one ever felt burdened. No one
person ever felt burdened, Including Christine and
Alex.
I have another daughter that's 16. She
sometimes helped out, and my husband and I and her in
laws and our friends and, oh, our next door neighbor.
This was no small thing, our next door neighbor is our
family doctor, and he took care of all of their medical
needs free of charge for the full two years. He was
always there for them.
. . . Um, I mean the church,
you know, the church was very supportive. So, they had
lots [of support]. I suspect the biggest lack of
support was probably in their peer group because all of
their friends had gone away to school, and now they're
involved in a, um, a community college situation where
I think the friendships don't develop quite as readily
because everybody's going off and going to work and
doing things that they need to be doing away from, you
know. So they [Christine and Alex] really depended a
lot on us for friendship as well. They were both in
school. They had this little child and there weren't a
lot of people to relate to in that situation, you know.
Most other people were single and couldn't understand
that they couldn't just pick up and go out on a Friday
night, you know. They had this little child.
It took
awhile to find those friendships.
For some informants, peers did form an important part
of their support network.

The support was most frequently

realized in the academic realm, more specifically in the
formation of study groups.
This was true for Susan.

She found it beneficial to be

able to corroborate with a study partner.

This study

partner also was able to offer Susan a valued change of
venue for working on her art projects.

Susan had young

children, and her home did not provide her with the best
milieu for being creative.
The first time I took art history I failed it (laughs).
When I took Fart II, I had a study partner and I got
like a B or a C. This year I had a study partner for
that art history class that I had to take over again,
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and I found it really helped.
I didn't do it at home.
I would go to her house 'cause there was no way I could
do that at home (laughs). I would just set aside an
hour or two, you know, and go over to her house. She
lived right down the road from me. There was no way I
coulda done it at home with the kids. Even if they
were asleep I wouldn't have been in that mode of mind,
you know.
I had to be somewhere else, z tried to do
all, as much as I could, at school 'cause it was just
like a whole other world there, you know, with my
projects and everything. When X did 'em at home, I
didn't do as well, like with the painting and things
like that.
Lynn was successful in eliciting some appreciated
support from her peers.

One particular friend she had was

also a fellow nursing student.

Not only did this friend

supply Lynn with emotional support, she also provided some
assistance in caring for Lynn's child.

This is what Lynn

had to say about her:
My best friend was, um, a student. She's my age, and
she was a student in the nursing program, so I talked
to her a lot. She's not married, and she still lives
at home so we came from totally different backgrounds,
but she was always very supportive of my situation.
Occasionally she helped me with my daughter and still
does, you know.
If Z was sick, she'd some and get her
for me and take her out for a little while or
something.
For Brenda, needed support came from one of her
professors.

It seemed that during her first year, Brenda

was having difficulty with one particular course in her
curriculum.

She was in an office systems degree program,

and her shorthand course was providing her with intense
anxiety.

If it was not for the support she received from

her instructor, she probably would have changed from an
associate degree program to a certificate program.
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QUESTION; Your program of study was in office systems.
Did you change your program of study at all while you
were attending the community college?
RESPONSE; The first year I almost quit the program. It
was called secretarial science at the time. They have
changed the major title now, but I thought of quitting
and just takin' the clerk typist certificate.
I was
struggling with shorthand, and I came very, very close
to just tryin' to get a certificate instead of my
associate degree.
QUESTION: What changed your mind?
RESPONSE: My professor.

My shorthand professor.

QUESTION; Please tell me about that.
RESPONSE: Uh, she was very supportive. She kinda told
me to try it some more, just hang in there a little
while longer and see. That was the best thingI
I had
made up my mind that that was itl I was having a
really hard time with this class and, uh, with the
others. For the certificate, I wouldn't've had to take
this class, but, you know, she told me that the other
classes [in the certificate program] were a little too
easy for me.
I needed to try to work this out, and
that was the best.
I was terrified 'cause I really
hated this class, but I got through it. You know, I
had to study a lot. You know, I had to work at that
class.
QUESTION; Looking back, are you glad that that support
was there at the time?
RESPONSE: I would probably be very unhappy. Probably
be unhappy with myself and disappointed for quitting.
Brenda's professor must have recognized her ability to
successfully complete the shorthand course and the associate
degree.

This professor did not want Brenda to abandon her

goal and settle for a less satisfactory outcome.

Brenda was

encouraged to continue in the course and to work harder.
Her efforts, and those of her instructor, paid off.
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Summary
There is no chance, no destiny, no fate,
Can circumvent or hinder or control
The firm resolve of a determined soul.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
If a woman decides to marry at a young age, perhaps 21
years of age or younger, it need not prevent her from
participating in higher education directly from high school.
Historically, early marriage has been viewed as a lifechoice which repressed the educational progress of women
(Lowe and Witt, 1984, Marini, 1978, McLaughlin, 1985).

This

study suggests that there are three compelling strengths
enabling early marriage females to overcome obstacles which
may impede their successful participation in higher
education.

These strengths are character, family support,

and the support of friends and community.
The characteristics exhibited by these women,
including, among others, motivation, an acceptance of
responsibility, and resiliency, contributed strongly to
their success.

These characteristics taken collectively

provided the women in this study with characters that
allowed them to address and redress obstacles in their lives
that could have curtailed their educations.

Several of the

informants in this study had a first child while they were
still in high school; however, this did not dissuade them
from starting at or graduating from the community college.
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These women adapted to complex schedules which challenged
their relationships with their spouses, their families, and
their employers.
To a degree, the support these community college
students received from family, friends, and community is
similar to the type of support that is required to ensure
the health of a two-career family (Gilbert, 1993).

Gilbert

(1993) described types of personal, family, and societal
resources that reinforce the durability of two-career
couples.

This study, while focusing upon student-career

couples, identified some of these same features.

Shared

values, role-sharing, flexibility, and proper child care
were found to be important factors associated with both
healthy two-career couples (Gilbert, 1993) and studentcareer couples.

Gilbert said, "Partners in dual-career

families do not and cannot exist in a vacuum.

They need

support in a number of areas and from a number of different
sources.

. . . There are personal, relational, and societal

sources of support" (Gilbert, 1993, p. 99).

The same was

found to be true for the women and couples featured in this
study.

CHAPTER 8
Summary, Findings, Implications, Conclusions,
and Recommendations for Future Research

Summary
Are most young marriages doomed to failure?
Conventional wisdom claims that that is more than likely the
case.

However, I have found that marriages involving young

women can be sturdy.
Early marriage has been traditionally viewed as a life
event which curtails formal education.
sensitive to this effect than men.

Women have been more

There are, however,

young women who have not allowed themselves to submit to
this pessimistic prospect.

I listened to the stories of

women who have, for various reasons, married young and,
without protracted interruptions, completed associate
degrees at community colleges.

In several instances, young

women became young brides while they were still in high
school; some young women even became young mothers.

Yet

they finished high school on time, attended a community
college, and, in a timely fashion, graduated with associate
degrees.

Why?

What went right with these women?

Why did

they succeed when others failed?
The testimony of women themselves provided the
understanding necessary to address these questions.

Their

individual narratives exclaimed purpose; however, their
317
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collective voices evoked meaning.

The voices of 28 young

women explained why they married young and why they chose to
attend community colleges.

They spoke of the obstacles that

they, as young married college students, encountered and
overcame.

They spoke of their husbands, their children,

their families, and their friends.

Their words told stories

about triumph and about what went right.

However, their

stories also contained pleas for assistance in certain areas
for those young married women who will be coming to
community colleges.
The goal of this study, as stated in Chapter 1, was to
explore what was entailed in the completion of associate
degrees by women who have concomitantly chosen to marry at
an early age.

This goal was attained by conducting a

qualitative study employing in-depth interviews.
Twenty-eight early marriage women, referred to as
informants, were interviewed.

Their ages when they first

married ranged from 16 years to 21 years, with the average
age being 19.

With one exception, the informants did not

plan for early marriages while they were in high school.
Host of the women interviewed in this study indicated that
they had intended to delay marriage until after they
finished college and started their careers.

However, it did

not work out that way for these women.
in addition, 15 respondents were interviewed.

These

were spouses, mothers, and close friends who were attentive
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to the informants as undergraduates.

Respondents served to

substantiate or clarify information offered by the
informants.
Findings
Four objectives related to the overall goal were
identified at the outset of the study.

Data from this study

were used to meet all of these objectives and form
propositions.
Objective One: To identify the reasons these women elected
to marrv earlv
The young women who were interviewed in this study
discussed seven prevailing reasons for marrying early.
These reasons included
* being ready for marriage
* wanting security
* getting pregnant
* wanting to be out on their own and away from parents
* yielding to external influences
* identifying an easier way to go to college
* desiring change.
Proposition:

A young woman may marry early when she feels
that she isready formarriage
and sees no
value in delaying getting married.

For some young women, the decision to marry early is a
calculated event.

An informant in this study said it this

way, "We were not forced into it.

It was just that's what
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we felt like we wanted at the time.'*
Proposition;

A young woman who desires to attend a
community college and earn an associate
degree may marry early for financial
security.

The financial support provided by a spouse may be an
inducement to marry early.

This source of financial

assistance may be viewed as a realistic way to afford
college and, therefore, a tenable reason for marrying early.
Proposition;

Pregnancy continues to be an antecedent to
marriage for young women.

When a young woman plans to eventually marry her future
husband, pregnancy merely causes the marriage to occur
sooner.

One women in this study described her situation

this way, "I was pregnant, and we were in love, and I
thought,

'Well, we're gonna get married one day anyway.'"

Proposition;

A young woman may seek an early marriage to
escape parental influences.

A young woman may feel that an early marriage will
provide her with a greater degree of independence than she
had living with her parents.

In other instances, she may

believe that getting married will provide her with a level
of happiness or satisfaction that she felt was lacking when
she was living with her parents.
Proposition:

A young woman may marry early because she
feels she is being pressured to do so by
external forces.

The impetus for an early marriage may be attributed to
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influences exerted by family or peers.

Linda said, "I think

if all my friends hadn't been getting married 1 wouldn't
have gotten married when I did, too."
The desire for sexual intimacy may induce a young woman
to marry early.

Guilt feelings associated with extramarital

sexual involvement will also influence a young woman to
marry early.

During the interview with Robin, she said, "We

had seen that we needed to settle down and the things that
we were doin' we shouldn't have been doin'; but we could've
been doing when we was married."
Proposition:

A young woman may marry early in order to
receive emotional support and encouragement
while she is a community college student.

She may anticipate that this support and encouragement
will be provided by her new husband.
Proposition:

A young woman may marry early because she
feels that getting married will make
attending a community college and earning an
associate degree easier.

By getting married, she will be able to devote more
time to studying because she will not have to give that time
to courting and entertaining her husband-to-be.

One young

woman in this study said:
I was spending so much time with him, either at his
house, on dates or whatever, that it was takin' away
from my school work.
I honestly believed, and oddly
enough it turned out to be true, that when I married
him I could be with him and we wouldn't have to
entertain each other.
Proposition:

A young woman may marry early because she
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desires some sort of social change in her
life.
An early marriage may be the most immediate and
accessible form of social change in the lives of some young
women.

Shelby said during her interview, "I think I wanted

a change more than I wanted to be married.

When the

opportunity arose, you know, came up for a change, it just
happened that it was marriage."
Objective Two; To identify those factors which.nlaved a
critical role ln_formina the decision on the_oart of these
women to. first, attend college and, second, to attend
community colleges
Attending College. There were three periods when the
informants in this study acknowledged having formed
conscientious attachments to the goal of attending college.
These periods were in grade school, late high school, and
immediate post-high school.

In each instance, there were

particular people or events that prompted these women to
view college as a positive goal.

However, in the late high

school and immediate post high school periods young women
were more concerned with career development as it related to
college.
Proposition;

For young women who marry early and attend
the community college, plans to go to college
are often initiated and nurtured by parents.

Proposition:

Some mothers of young, early marriage women
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dropped out of high school in order to get
married. They encourage their daughters to
continue their education through college.
These mothers want their daughters to have
opportunities that they feel they were denied because their
educations were curtailed.

A mother who was interviewed in

this study said:
I lost out on a lot of jobs, a lot of opportunities,
because I didn't finish school. An* I seen where I
made my mistakes, and I didn't want her to make the
same mistakes as I had 'cause I could probably been
better off today if I would've went on with my
education.
Attending Community Colleges. The women in this study
who married early chose to attend and complete associate
degrees at community colleges.

They identified six

principal reasons for electing to continue their educations
at public two-year colleges.

These reasons were found.

* Community college experiences were related to past
educational experiences young married women had at
four-year colleges. They also expected the community
college to prepare them for a four-year college or
university, should they decide to continue their
educations beyond the community college.
* Community colleges were within commuting distance of
home for these women.
* Financial considerations affected these women's
decisions to attend a community college.
* These young married women found the academic programs
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and the learning environments at community colleges
were desirable.
* Young women who married early knew that they would be
accepted socially at community colleges.
* Academic limitations prevented some of these women
from attending four-year colleges.
Proposition:

The desire for an early marriage will prompt
some young women to drop out of a four-year
college and start attending a community
college.

For some young women, the primary goal with respect to
participation in higher education may be to attend a fouryear college or university after completing high school.
However, for reasons including pregnancy and a desire to
marry early, some young women will depart the four-year
institution after completing only one or two semesters.
Upon returning home, these young women may consider pursuing
associate degrees at community colleges.
Proposition:

A young woman who wants to attend college but
has married early will consider attending a
community college because of its proximity to
her home.

Attending a community college will allow a young woman
who married early to live at home and begin a new marriage
at the same time she is endeavoring to earn an associate
degree.

The convenience of the community college also has

an attraction for those women who must or desire to work
while they are continuing their educations.
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Proposition;

A young woman who wants to attend college but
has married early will choose to attend a
community college because it is financially
affordable.

For a young married woman, an associate degree earned
through a community college is a realistic goal because it
imposes less of a financial burden on a new marriage when
compared to the cost of attending a four-year college or
university.

The tuition is lower at a community college

when compared to a four-year college or university.

By

being able to live at home and commute to the community
college, these women reduce the cost of their college
educations because they do not have to pay additional money
for room and board.
Proposition;

A young woman who has married early will
choose to attend a community college because
of the availability of academic programs
which, when completed, can provide her
immediate access to job and career
opportunities.

In some instances, these young women will be able to
start working in their intended fields, even before they
complete their degrees because of the preparation they will
receive at community colleges.

This is particularly true

for those young women who desire a career in health care.
Proposition;

Young married women decide to attend
community colleges because they believe they
will experience social acceptance at these
colleges.

The learning environments of community colleges are
accepting of young married women.

A young woman who was
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interviewed in this study had this to say about her
community college experience, "There's a whole lot of people
my age that were married.

You could talk to them about more

things, you know, and they would understand."
Proposition.

Young women who marry early attend community
colleges because they have been informed that
teachers at community colleges are cognizant
of and responsive to their needs.

Early marriage women learn this through their support
networks and from other individuals who have attended
community colleges.

Betty told her daughter, Peggy, that

the community college was different than high school; "They
treat like an adult."
One informant in this study had this to say:
I think it's foolish not to use the community college.
It's a smaller college. Um ju— just like the, um,
attitude of the instructors, the professors.
They
understand, you know, the different roles [of the
students]. Um, they're more apt to, um, give a little
more personal attention because the classes are
smaller, and they have the time (Ashley).
Objective Three: To identify wavs in which husbands and
other significant_individuals supported and obstructed the
underaraduate_experiences of these women
Adversities Experienced By These Young Women. In order
to successfully work toward the completion of associate
degrees at community colleges, start new marriages, and
possibly even begin raising children, it was obvious that
the young women in this study were prepared to make many
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adjustments in their lives.

Young women who married early

and attended community colleges identified nine areas of
adversity that needed to be either overcome or managed in
order to complete associate degrees.

These adversities

included
* having enough time for studying and the family
* dealing with financial difficulties
* communicating effectively with their spouses
* being able to develop relationships with other
people
* making sacrifices
* securing appropriate child care
* worrying about getting pregnant
* addressing husbands' jealousies
* having conflicts with in-laws.
Host of the informants expressed having had
difficulties with time management.

Managing time was one of

the areas that also presented difficulties for the husbands.
Informants experienced four types of time related
difficulties.

These were

* having time for husbands and family,
* having time for studying,
* having time for self and leisure,
* having time for everything.
Some husbands displayed varying amounts of jealousy
over different aspects of their wives' college activities,
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while other husbands gave no indication of being jealous
whatsoever.

Jealousy manifested itself in three ways.

There was
* jealousy with respect to other

males

* jealousy with respect to time
* and jealousy with respect to situation.
Some husbands did not like their wives associating with
male students, male professors, or in the case of nursing
students, male patients.

When these jealous feelings were

transformed into acts of jealousy, informants had to address
the situations in very definitive ways.

Serious and

numerous conversations sometimes had to take place to
reassure husbands and help them feel less threatened.
Time was identified as a problem
and wives.

Husbands resented it when

area for both husbands
otherpeople, such as

members of study groups, seemed to spend more time with
their wives than they did.

Also, they disliked it when

their wives had to dedicate large shares of time to studying
and other school activities.
Jealousy of situation resulted from some husbands'
feelings of having failed because they themselves did not
attend college.

To some degree, husbands concealed feelings

of jealousy which resulted from their wives having completed
college while they did not.
Proposition:

In an early marriage involving a young female
community college student, a husband's
jealousies may seriously interfere with his
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wife's completion of an associate degree.
A young married woman may find it difficult to spend
time at the college outside of attending classes.

This was

the case for one of the women who was interviewed in this
study.

She said, "He thought that once my classes were

over, I should get in the car and come home.

That any extra

time I spent up here was probably doing something I
shouldn't be doing as a married woman."
Proposition:

A husband's extreme jealousy may contribute
to the dissolution of an early marriage as a
young woman pursues the completion of an
associate degree at a community college.

A young married woman may decide that completing a
college degree is more important than enduring a
dysfunctional marriage.

In this study, this was true for

Barbara:
He said if somebody looked at me, then he'd get mad.
Well, that's the reason he wouldn't let me go to
college while I was livin' with 'im. I had to come
back from North Carolina and stay with my mommy and
daddy to go to college because he was absolutely
against it.
support Provided Bv Husbands And Qther_Familv Members.
Because these women struggled to find enough time to meet
their obligations at home and school, they often had to rely
upon the support of husbands and family members to help get
things done.

The support provided by husbands and family

included
* providing financial support
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* performing household duties
* helping with course work
* providing encouragement and emotional support
* caring for children
* celebrating success.
Proposition:

A young woman who married early will be more
likely to succeed at earning an associate
degree at a community college when her
husband financially supports her effort.

The financial assistance provided by husbands will
probably mean working increased hours or the taking on
supplemental employment.

Husbands will recognize that the

spending ability of the family will be curtailed until their
wives finish school.

Money will have to be budgeted for

paying tuition and other college related expenses.

Proposition:

Financial difficulties are sometimes
experienced by a married couple when a young
wife is pursuing an associate degree at a
community college.
Parents and in-laws who
are able to provide financial assistance to
the couple during this time will contribute
to the successful completion of an associate
degree by a young married woman.

Proposition:

A young woman who married early is more
likely to complete an associate degree at a
community college when her husband shares the
responsibility for completing household
duties and tasks. The strict adherence to
traditional roles at home impedes the
educational progress of young married women
when pursuing associate degrees at community
colleges.

Many husbands who were interviewed in this study
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readily recognized the need to take a proactive stance
regarding the completion of household duties and tasks.

In

some cases, husbands were agreeable to perform household
duties, but they needed to be given specific assignments.
It was not uncommon for husbands and wives to negotiate the
completion of household duties and tasks.
Proposition:

A young woman who married early is more
likely to complete an associate degree at a
community college when her husband helps her
study and assists her with her course work.

In this study, husbands and other family members were,
at times, eager to assist the informants with their school
work.

Critiquing term papers, returning materials to

libraries, and helping informants review for exams were
typical ways that this assistance was provided.
Proposition:

A young woman who married early is more
likely to complete an associate degree at a
community college when her husband and other
members of her family are encouraging and
provide emotional support.

Sometimes the young women in this study became
discouraged and overwhelmed by their situations.

Husbands

and other members of the family tried to be very
understanding and supportive during these times.

Paula

appreciated the fact that her husband was a good listener.
She did not necessarily want him to do anything; what she
needed was a faithful sounding board.
Uh, he would sit and listen and, uh, a lot of things [I
said] he didn't understand. He'd just say, "All I can
do is listen to you.
I can't give you advice because I
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don't know which way to steer you. I don't understand
where you're coming from", you know. He would tell me
he would try. Uh, he always listened. He never
complained about my complaints (laughs).
Proposition;

A young woman who is married and also a
parent is more likely to complete an
associate degree at a community college when
her husband and other members of her family
help provide necessary child care.

For those informants in this study who were raising
small children while they were attending the community
college, child care issues were distressing.

Informants

most often asked their husbands or other members of their
families to watch the children while they were in classes or
working on course related projects.

Coordinating class

schedules with other people's work schedules proved to be
formidable endeavors.

Sometimes major changes in schedules

had to be enacted in order to meet child care needs.

This

was the case for Christine and Alex.
We kinda rearranged our schedules after awhile. Um, I
started working evenings instead of days and that
seemed to work a lot better. That way I could be home
with [Karen] during the day and keep the house clean,
and it didn't seem to get as messy and then, um, it
saved us baby sitting fees, too (Alex).
Proposition:

A young woman who married early is more
likely to complete an associate degree at a
community college when her husband and family
recognize and celebrate her accomplishments.

Informants desired and cherished having other people
available with whom they could share their achievements and
triumphs.

Most often these persons were the husbands.

informant offered this vignette about sharing and

One
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celebration in her life:
There was always, "What did you get on your test
today?" There was always somebody there waitin' to
celebrate and when I, uh, finished my exams, um, one of
the semesters, X can't remember because they all run
together, um, my daughter and my husband made a little
cake for me saying, "You've finished exams." You know,
it was just little things like that. Efi [emphasis
added] all kinda— it was— HS [emphasis added] all
worked together to make it work.
Proposition:

A young woman who married early is more
likely to complete an associate degree at a
community college when the young wife and her
husband approach her collegiate experience as
a joint venture.

Objective Four: To identify those individual and social
determinants which affected these earlv marriage women in
acquiring associate_degrees under the conditions described
The informants in this study had much to address while
pursuing their degrees at community colleges.
was attributed to a combination of factors.

Their success
In meeting the

third objective of this study, it was found that the support
provided by a husband and other family members contributed
to a young married woman's successful completion of an
associate degree.
Through this study, it was also found that these young
married women possessed a number of personal characteristics
which seemed to help advance their academic success.
characteristics included
* being highly motivated
* being competitive

These
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* accepting responsibility
* following through with commitments
* being resilient
* possessing a work ethic
* having religious beliefs.
Proposition!

Personal motivation and
follow through with the
important factors which
completion of associate
women who marry early.

strong desires to
commitments are
influence the
degrees by young

Motivation involves setting goals and being steadfast
in working toward them.

Even though a young woman may marry

early, she maintains her vision of earning her degree at the
community college.

A woman in this study said this

regarding her determination to finish her associate degree,
"I'm the type of person that once I decide I'm goin' to do
something, I eventually do it."
Proposition!

Young women who marry early and are
successful in completing associate degrees at
community colleges tend to be competitive in
learning situations.

The young women who were interviewed in this study
seemed to compete with their classmates for grades.

At

times, there appeared to be some rivalry between a wife and
her husband with respect to academic achievement.

These

women also seemed to be in competition with themselves.
I had to make an A, and I did, you know.
I graduated
with a 4.0 average.
I had to get that A. I think
basically it has to do with me.
I mean, my parents,
you know, wanted me to do well and everything.
It was
just basically competin' with the people in my class,
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and X just always felt like I have to be better than
the other person (Stephanie).
Proposition;

Young women who marry early and complete
associate degrees at community colleges
readily accept responsibility for their
actions.

One young woman in this study told of getting pregnant
while she was in high school.

This is what she said about

her decision to go to the community college, "The only thing
that was in my mind was that I had this little girl, so I
had to raise her, and so I needed to get an education to get
a job that paid well enough to raise her . . . "
Proposition;

Personal strength and strong husband and
family support are important factors which
contribute to the successful completion of
associate degrees by young women who marry
early.

Young women who marry early and complete associate
degrees must be able to adjust to the challenges,
disappointments and hardships that will be encountered while
they attend a community college.

The support these young

women receive from their husbands and families is important
in order to be able to successfully complete their degrees;
however, they must also possess inner strength.
Implications
I am most indebted to the informants, those early
marriage women who completed associate degrees at community
colleges; and to their respondents, husbands, mothers, and
friends, who provided the bountiful and rich detail revealed
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through this study,

without the willingness on the part of

these people to share their experiences, thoughts, and
feelings, this study would have yielded little.

However,

because of the honest responses that informants and
respondents provided during lengthy interviews, more is
understood regarding the situation experienced by young,
early marriage women at community colleges.

For myself,

personally, I believe I have grown as a community college
teacher as a result of this study.

However, what do the

results of this study hold for higher education in general,
and, more specifically, for community colleges?
Implicationi

Articulation efforts between high schools and
community colleges should be intensified.

Community college personnel should work closely with
high school counselors to ensure that female students are
aware of the educational opportunities that are available at
community colleges.

Young women who are anticipating an

early marriage but who also want to continue their
educations should be encouraged by high school counsellors
to consider attending a community college.
implication:

Community colleges should explore ways to
provide child care on campus.

The informants in this study mentioned that they wished
the community colleges had offered some degree of child
care.

This is what one informant said:
QUESTION: Was there anything that the college could
have done that would make the job of being a married,
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parenting student easier?
RESPONSE; I think maybe if they had child care here at
the college. A day care center or somethin' here for
parents that go to school. I think that would have
helped me a lot. I worried about [my daughter] not
havin' a place to stay.
The convenience of on-campus child care would have been
very helpful for these early marriage female students with
young children.

This would be true of all students with

young children.

One informant, Shelby, thought it would be

practical to offer classes in child care in which students
would assume the responsibility for providing the care.
Another young woman suggested that student-parents take
turns providing supervision in a child care center located
on campus when they were not in class.
Implication;

Community colleges should conduct special
orientation programs for their married
students.
It is important to encourage young
married female students and their husbands to
attend orientation sessions.

Some husbands interviewed in this study felt they
needed a type of orientation program that would have
provided them with some guidelines and suggestions for being
more supportive of their wives.

Some men indicated that

they were not adequately prepared to be husbands of college
students.

They were unsure of their roles.

Husbands wanted

to be more helpful to their wives but felt they lacked
direction.

This was particularly true of husbands who had

no firsthand knowledge of college.
Most husbands did not realize how much time their wives
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would have to devote to school related activities outside of
class.

Husbands were both surprised and annoyed to find out

that so little time was going to be left for them.

One

husband said:
X don't think I realized the extent of the time that it
actually took. That she had the things she actually
had to take care of. That meant that I would have to
do more around the house.
I think that's what
surprised me.
Husbands who better understand the college experience
will be better able to provide the support necessary for
their student-wives to achieve academic success.

During

these orientation sessions, young married female students
and their spouses could learn about potential problems that
might develop and strategies that could be used to address
them.

At that time, they could be introduced to coping

strategies that could be used to help ease the tension that
may develop in the marriage while the wife is a community
college student.
Implication:

Community colleges should provide
opportunities whereby young married female
students and their spouses engage the college
experience together.

Tours of the college should be offered to the husbands
of young married female students.

It is likely that

husbands become jealous when they feel alienated from their
wives' world, in this case their college experience.

The

community college may be viewed as a very foreign and
threatening place.

Husbands may even perceive the college
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as a rival which is competing with them for their wives'
time and attention.

Ellen found it to be very beneficial to

bring her husband to college one day for a tour.
'Cause I know his work.
I know where he is. I know
what he does every day, and X thought it was important
for him [to come to the college], because he heard me
talk about this stuff, but he had never seen it. So,
we just come up here one day, and X showed him around.
X showed him the parkin' lot. Xf you don't get here
early, you have to park way down on the hill and walk
up all those steps. Xf he ever needed me, if something
was to happen at home or something, he would know where
to come. X showed him where to go leave a message and
everything.
QUESTIONi Was that something he wanted to do, come up
here?
RESPONSE; Mm-hmm.
X just asked him one day.
I said,
wanna go up and visit to see where X go?" He said,
"Yeah."
Visitations, information sessions, and guided tours
could help defuse some of the tension in a marriage when the
young wife is a community college student.
Several women interviewed in this study thought that
the regular publication of a married students' newsletter
might be helpful.

Articles written by married students

could provide encouragement to other married students and
their spouses.

Such a newsletter could provide information

about upcoming events on campus and in the community that
might be of interest to married students and their families.
Included in such a newsletter could be suggestions about
ways to reduce stress both at home and at school.
Some women endorsed the idea of forming a married
students' association.

This student organization could
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sponsor social activities for the married students of the
college, their spouses, and their families.
Implication:

Community colleges should provide assistance
to their young married female students in the
area of time management.

The work of MacDermid, Huston, and McHale (1990)
indicated that young marriages had the tendency to
deteriorate quickly when partners were denied time for each
other.

Young marriages with young children may deteriorate

even more quickly unless the young couple have some
safeguards in place.
Informants and husbands throughout this study readily
identified time management as a source of conflict.

Time

management assistance may be in the form of seminars which
promote the use of techniques which can help young couples
manage their time more effectively.

Sessions could be

conducted at convenient times when both husbands and wives
could attend.

Literature on the topic of time management

should be widely distributed.
Articles and suggestions about how to better manage
time could be included in a married students' newsletter and
mailed to directly to the home of every married student at
the college.
Implication:

Using the information gleaned from this
study, an instrument to assess the
counselling needs of young married students
and, in particular, young female students who
married early would be beneficial.
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An Instrument such as this may be used to help identify
married students who may have special counselling needs.
This instrument could be useful in identifying students who
are apt to experience marital and/or academic difficulties
due to conflicts which may exist or arise between their
student and spousal roles.

At-risk students may be able to

anticipate future problems in their student marriages and
seek appropriate counselling services ahead of time.
Colleges would, therefore, be better prepared to help young
married students, especially young married female students,
complete their associate degrees in a timely fashion.
However, this effort would be useless if a college was not
able to provide the necessary counselling services.
Implication;

Community colleges need to provide
counselling services that address the needs
of married students and, in particular, of
young female students who are married.

The informants in this study indicated, with two
exceptions, that they did not feel that they ever needed the
services of professional counsellors while they were
community college students.

Their situations were

successful because of the help they received at home and the
personal strengths that they commanded.
However, this is probably not the case for all young
married female students attending community colleges.
women in this study did experience serious marital
difficulties while they were students, and two of them

Three
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sought professional assistance.

One of the women

interviewed in this study had this to say:
I had a good married life that didn't put a strain on
my school life. But, like other people's
relationships, you know, where the husband was so
different, I think that woulda been hard.
I think, you
know, something--some counselling or something might
have helped in a situation like that if they was in
such a strain.
Potentially serious marital difficulties may be averted
if prompt professional attention is available.

Do community

colleges have properly prepared personnel to help students
address marital problems that are associated with their
collegiate activities?

Do colleges have the resources to

assist young married women merge their roles as students,
spouses, and parents?

If colleges are able to provide these

services, how well are they promoted throughout the
institution?
Implication:

Faculty and staff at community colleges need
to be cognizant of the needs of their young
married students. Where a lack of
understanding or sensitivity exists, college
administrators should take measures to
ameliorate the situation.

Ashley appreciated the sensitivity that her instructors
demonstrated regarding her situation.

She remembered her

community college experience this way:
I was very fortunate in that all of my instructors,
professors, were very understanding.
They expected
things to be turned in on time, but they were also very
understanding.
Several of them would get up in front
of class and say, "I know this isn't the only thing you
have to do. I know that you've just come from work and
that you have to return to a family. There's other
classes that y o u ’re taking so you can only take this
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one step at a time."
However, Marlene had a different experience in college:
I had trouble with one of my teachers, but not the
college itself, and I don't think she was
representative of the college per se. I don't think
all teachers (laughs) are like that. My husband had a
kidney stone, and we were at the hospital in the
emergency room the day I had a test with this teacher.
I called her and left a message.
I asked one of my
friends to tell her that I was not going to be there.
Z told [my friend], when you go to school just tell her
that my husband is in the hospital and that I can't
make the test today. After we got home that afternoon,
I called during her office hours three separate times,
um, finally I left messages. She called me back at
4:00 that afternoon and basically chewed me out because
I had not been at her test that morning. This was the
semester X got married.
Hopefully, community colleges are cultivating the type of
sensitivity that was depicted in Ashley's vignette and not
Marlene's .
Faculty and staff in-service programs could
periodically focus attention on the needs of young married
students.

Faculty and staff should work together to remove

barriers which obstruct young married female students in the
attainment of associate degrees.

One young student

expressed her feelings this way:
The biggest conflict that X saw with going to college
and being married was at college they tend to forget
that you have a family. I think they need to take into
consideration that you do have a family even though it
is just a husband.
Emphasis needs to be placed on knowing students.
Conclusions
X have revealed, through this study, the condition of
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28 early marriage women who were students at three community
colleges in Virginia.

These women were successful in

earning associate degrees despite the fact that they were
young and married and, sometimes, working and parenting.
This study focused attention on the experiences, thoughts,
and feelings of these women in an attempt to learn more
about the facets of their academic success.

I found that

these women possessed individual character traits that
fostered achievement.

In addition, they had at their

disposal high levels of support from their husbands,
families, and associates.

Giles (1983) found that when

graduate students received financial support, emotional and
psychological support, and basic needs support from their
spouses they were more likely to succeed academically and
earn degrees.

The results of this study herald the same

outcomes for young married women who are earning associate
degrees at community colleges.
I found that, for many of these women, their goals for
attending and graduating from college were rooted in their
early childhoods.

I also found that these women chose to

attend community colleges for many of the same reasons that
other students seek educational opportunities there.
However, there was one exception.

These women generally

found the learning environments at community colleges to be
accepting of young married female students.
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Recommendations For Future Research
Research Recommendation
More research needs to be done in this area.

This

qualitative study was conducted at three community colleges
in Virginia.

1 suggest that it be expanded to other

colleges in other states.

It is also recommended that this

investigation be augmented with quantitative data.
Quantitative data can also be used to further validate the
results of this study.

By using both qualitative and

quantitative research methods/ more generalizable data will
be accrued.
Research Recommendation
All informants in this study were white.
by design.

This was not

It would probably be desirable to conduct a

similar study focusing attention on minority women found at
community colleges.
Research Recommendation
Stephanie made this claim/ "I just always felt like I
have to be or do better than the other person.

I think

that's basically my (laughs) guiding force, I guess
(laughs)."

She was highly competitive in school having

graduated with a 4.0 cumulative average.

She was not alone;

other informants readily discussed their competitive
tendencies.

However, the work of Gilligan (1982) and

Delworth (1989) suggested that men sought rivalry and

contest in their lives, whereas women embraced relationships
which exhibited interdependence and cooperation.

It would

seem that the role of competition and affiliation in the
lives of female college students needs to be investigated
more thoroughly.
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associate degrees, and to identify characteristics of early
marriage females who were successful in completing an
associate degree. The stories about the experiences of
women who married at age 21 years or younger, who are
pursuing an associate degree as a young married person, or
have completed a degree will be examined. The details
garnered from these interviews will be interpreted and their
meanings used to generate propositions about actions which
can be taken by educators to enhance the successful
completion of associate degrees by early marriage females.
Expected inconveniences and/or risks are minimal. The
information requested in the interview may be of a personal
nature. All information which is provided will be kept
strictly confidential.
Pseudonyms will be used to protect
the identity of all participants.
I understand that 1 will be interviewed and asked to
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Date
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Pile Number
Confidential Biographical Background Data Sheet

Escsanal
1.)

What was your age when you first married?

2.)

When did you first marry?
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
3

____

(check one response)

while in high school
between high school and community college
while attending the community college
other (please explain) _____________________

3.)

Are you a graduate of a community college?
response)
[ ] yes
[] no

4.)

Approximately how much of your community college degree
work was (has been) completed as a married student?
(circle one response)
1-20%

5.)

21-40%

Did you (or do you)
community college?
[ ] yes

6.)

41-60%

61-80%

(check one

81-100%

parent children while attending the
(check one response)
I ] no

What is your race? (check one)
[ ] Caucasian
[ ] Black
[ ] Hispanic
[ ] other (please specify) ___________________________

7.)

What is your present marital status?
(check one response)
(
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

married to same person referred to in #1 above
separated
divorced
widowed
remarried
- PLEASE GO TO OTHER SIDE -
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Educational
8.)

Which of the following do you possess?
response)

(check one

[ ] high school diploma
[ ] GED certificate
[ ] neither of these (briefly explain) ____________
9.)

What community college did (do) you attend?

10.) which of the following credentials did you (will you)
receive when you graduated (graduate) from the
community college?
(check one response)
[ ] associate degree
[ ] certificate of advanced training
[ ) other (please specify) ___________________________
11.) What year did you (will you) graduate from the above
college? 19_____________
12.) What was (were, is, are) your community college
major(s)?
13.) In what fashion did (do) you attend the community
college?
(check one response)
[
]full-time only
[
]part-time only
[ ] some full-time & some part-time
14.)Have you furthered
your education since graduation from
the community college?
(check one response)
[ ] yes

I ] no

[ ] does not apply

If yes, briefly explain. _______________________________
15.) Did you (or do you) work at all while attending the
community college as a married student? (check one
response)
[ ] yes

[ ] no
- THANK YOU VERY MUCH -
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Permission to Contact and Interview Respondents
Identified by Informants

I hereby grant Donald K. Bartholomay permission to contact
and interview the following individual(s) who will be
referred to as (a) respondent(s) in this study.
I
understand that only questions which relate to the responses
that I provided in this interview may be asked. These
questions will be for the explicit purpose of providing
additional clarification or verification of my responses.

Date

Date

Signature of Informant

Signature of Investigator
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Interview Protocol for Graduates
Revised 2/11/93
BACKGROUND
Would you begin by telling me a little about yourself.
What was it like growing up where you did?
Please tell me a little bit about your family. What are the
educational backgrounds like for your parents and any
brothers and sister that you have?
ON HIGH SCHOOL
Would you please tell me a little about your high school
experience?
What subjects did you like and dislike?
Were you active in any clubs, sports, or other
activities? If so, what were they?
When you were in high school, what were your feelings about
going to college?
Please think about the friends you had in high school,
those being the friends that you chummed around with the
most. What kinds of Mplans,, for the future did you and your
friends make? Were your plans similar to theirs? Please
try to explain.
ON MARRIAGE
When you were in high school, what were your feelings about
marriage?
When you were in high school, who did you usually talk to
about your plans for your future? Why did you choose this
person (or persons)?
How did you meet your husband?
What events or circumstances helped you to form your
decision to marry when you did?
What role did your parents play as you formed your decision
to get married?
Did (does) your husband attend college?
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ON COLLEGE
When did you actually decide to go to college? What events
or circumstances helped you to form your decision to go to
college?
What role did your parents play as you formed your decision
to go to college?
Why did you choose to go to _____________

Community College?

What was your program of study at the community college?
Did you change programs at all while you were there?
Why did you settle on the major that you did?
How long did (will) it take you to finish your degree at the
community college? Why did it take this length of time?
Did you participate in college activities beyond the scope
of attending classes? If yes, please briefly explain.
If
no, please explain why.
BEING MARRIED AND A COLLEGE STUDENT
What is your husband like?
What were your specific reasons for getting married when you
did?
Overall did your husband support or resist your attending
college?
In what ways did he support you in that endeavor?
In what ways did he resist you in that endeavor?
What was it like being a young married college student?
When you were a community college student, how did you and
your husband approach the completion of household duties and
tasks?
Were you parenting any children when you attended the
community college? If yes, please tell me what it was like
being a college student and a parent.
What were the malor sources of conflict for you as a married
community college student?
What seemed to be the hardest aspects about going to college
and being married?
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Has your husband ever expressed, verbally or through his
actions, that he was jealous at all, or with anybody, while
you were in college? How did you deal with it? Please
elaborate.
Did your husband ever seem to be threatened by the fact that
you were continuing your education? What happened? How did
you deal with it?
REGARDING SUPPORT
While you were attending the community college, did you have
anybody special or particular, besides vour husband, that
you confided in or turned to for advice or support? If
there was, would you briefly tell me about that person and
why you sought this person's advice or support.
Could you tell me about the services of the community
college that you used the most frequently while being a
married student?
In what ways do you think the community college could have
helped you more in your role of spouse and student (and
parent)?
If you had to do it all over again, would you make the same
decisions regarding college and marriage? Please elaborate.
What did your husband to when you expressed to him feelings
of discouragement while you were a student?
How did your husband act when you finally graduated?
What went right for you?
What did you enjoy the most about being a married college
student?
What advice would you give a young married woman who is
about to start working on a degree at the community college?
ANYTHING ELSE
Is there anything that you would like to add regarding the
questions and topics we have discussed today?

APPENDIX H
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR RESPONDENTS: HUSBANDS
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Interview Protocol for Husbands
How did you meet your wife?
How old were you when you got married?
What are your wife's major strengths that she drew upon when
she was a college student?
What are your wife's major shortcomings or limitation that
affected her while she was in college?
* * *

Please think back to when your wife was in college.
What seemed to be the major difficulties of problems
that vour wife had with being married college student?
What was it like being the husband of a college
student?
How did you and your wife approach the completion of
household duties and tasks?
What seemed to be the maior sources of conflict for you
as the husband of a college student?
What seemed to be the greatest difficulties for you and
your wife while she was in college? Please explain.
What kinds of adjustments did you and your wife have to
make while she was in college?
How did you and your wife deal with conflict while she
was in college?
How did you react and what did you do when your wife
became really discouraged with going to college?
*

* *

overall, did you support or resist your wife's attending
college?
Would you tell me about the ways in which you supported
her?
Would you tell me about the ways in which you resisted
her?
Did you participate in any college activities or functions
with your wife? If yes, please tell me about them.
If not,
did you ever want to?
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Do you think attending college activities with your wife
would have been beneficial? Please explain.
Did you know what to expect when your wife was attending the
community college? Please elaborate.
Sometimes husbands have said that they have had feelings of
"jealousy" while their wives were in college.
Sometimes
they expressed having felt "threatened" by the fact the
their wives were obtaining additional education. Would you
please discuss these two feelings, jealousy and feeling
threatened, as they related to your situation when your wife
was in college.
Were you parenting any children while your wife was in
college? If so, what was it like being a father in this
situation?
How did vour family react to the fact the your wife was a
college student?
How would you complete this statement? The thing that
bugged me the most,when mv wife was in college was ...
What were your feelings when your wife graduated from the
community college?
What advice would you give to another husband who's wife is
about to start working toward a degree at _________________
Community College?
Identify some positive or good things that happened to you,
as a couple, while your wife was in college.

APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR RESPONDENTS:
PARENTS AND FRIENDS
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Interview Protocol for Parents and Respondents
________________ — has identified you as someone who was very
close to her while she was in college. You were a
particular person who was sought out for advice and
guidance.
Hy research is to investigate the situation of
women who married young and were also successful in
finishing a college degree at a community college.
Because
of the special relationship you had with _________________ ,
you are likely to be a valuable source of information for
me. __________________ has given me permission to ask you
some questions about her and her college experience.
Why do you think your daughter (friend) sought your advice?
What were some of the greatest sources of difficulty for
your daughter (friend) when she was a married college
student?
What kind of advice or assistance did you usually give to
your daughter (friend)?
When your daughter (friend) was a married college student,
what things tended to get her down? Explain as best you
can.
In what ways did your daughter (friend) struggle with
juggling several roles, specifically being a wife and a
student (and a parent)?
What were the typical types of complaints that your daughter
(friend) expressed about being a married college student?
How did your daughter (friend) deal with stress when she was
a married college student?
What things tended to make your daughter (friend) happy when
she was a married college student?
What things contributed to your daughter's (friend's)
success in college? In other words, what went right for
your daughter (friend)?
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Name

Age at
Marriage

Ashley AA

19

Nursing

Yes

Barbara

17 1
22 2

Business
Management

No

Brenda

19

Office Systems
Technology

No

Carol

17

Administration of
Justice

No

Cheryl

18

Nursing

Yes

Christine

18

Nursing

Yes

Claudia

20

Business
Administration

No

Connie

21

Radiologic
Technology

No

Ellen

20

Mental
Health

No

Janice

19

Nursing

Yes

Jean

18

General
Studies

No

Jennifer

21

Nursing

No

Joan

16

Accounting
Business Management

Yes

Karen

19

Radiologic
Technology #

Yes

Linda AA

20

Environmental
Science

No

Lynn

16

Nursing *

Yes

Academic
Maior

Parenting Children
While In College?
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Name

Age at

Marriage

Academic
Maior

Marlene

20

Liberal Arts

No

Nancy

17

Liberal Arts

Yes

Paula

19

Nursing

No

Peggy

21

Police Science

No

Robin

19

Nursing

No

Ruth

19

Office Systems
Technology

No

Sara

20

Respiratory
Care AC

No

Sharon

20
21

PC Repair c
Computer Science *

No

Shelby AA

19

Science

No

Stephanie

19

Business
Administration

No

Susan

19

Art

Yes

Tamara

21

Office Systems
Technology

No

#

*
AA
1
2
C
AC

Parenting Children
While In College?

within 12 semester hours of graduation at time of
interview, but has since completed degree
began living together
presently separated or divorced
first marriage
second marriage
certificate
advanced certi ficate

APPENDIX K
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Informant

Name

Husband

Hama

Mother/Friend
Name

TRIADS
Christine

Alex

Beth

Jean

Charles

Corrine

Peggy

George

Betty

Cheryl

Randall

Connie

Jason

DYADS

Patsy

Janice
Jennifer

Paul

Nancy

Gary

Robin

Danny

Ruth

Roy

Sara

Terry

Susan

Kevin
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VITA
Personal
Donald Kenneth Bartholomay

P.O. Box 473
Lebanon, VA 24266

Born: July 19,1949

Married (wife Ann)
Education

6/63 - 7/67

Aquinas Institute; Rochester, New York
New York State Regents High School
Diploma

9/67 - 5/71

State University of New York at Potsdam
B.A. degree awarded 5/71
Major: Biology
G.P.A. - 3.02

6/71 - 8/72

State University of New York at Fredonia
M.S.Ed. degree awarded 8/72
Major: Biology
G.P.A. - 3.56
Graduate Fellow in the Community College
Preparation Program

9/77 - 4/88

Virginia Tech
Graduate studies in Community College
Education

9/77 -

Southwest Virginia Community College
Special interest courses
Have attended various National Science
Foundation Chautauqua short courses for
college teachers

9/88 - 5/94

East Tennessee State University
Ed.D. in Educational
Leadership and Policy Analysis
Employment

1977 - Present

Southwest Virginia Community College
Richlands, Virginia 24641
Associate Professor of Biology

Fall 1991

East Tennessee State University
Doctoral Intern in the School of
Continuing Studies
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Summer 1991

East Tennessee State University
Graduate Assistant in the School of
Continuing Studies

9/81 - 8/82

Project Director for Title III Grant
Southwest Virginia community college

1/80 - 6/80

University of Virginia (adjunct)
Taught a graduate course in ecology

9/76 - 8/77

Fulton-Montgomery Community College
Johnstown, New York
Instructor: taught microbiology and
ecology

9/72 - 8/76

Mohawk Valley Community College
Utica, New York (Utica campus and Rome,
N.Y. Center)
Taught human biology and general biology
Special Teaching Assistant in Nursing

1/72 - 6/72

Jamestown Community College
Jamestown, New York
Intern instructor in general biology
Activities

Faculty advisor to Phi Theta Kappa International Honor
Society of the Two-Year College
Chairperson of the Professional Development Committee at
SVCC
Member of Lebanon Masonic Lodge 251
Past chairperson of the Research and Development Committee
at SVCC
Past vice-president and president of the Faculty senate
(SVCC)
Have served as college representative to the Faculty Senate
of Virginia
Have served on the Southwest Virginia Community College
Planning Council
Past standard chairman and steering committee member for
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
institutional reaccreditation self-study
Served on Executive Committee of the Virginia Community
Colleges Association
Have been active in Jaycees (Lebanon, VA and Utica, NY)
Past local president of Utica Jaycees
Past president of the board of directors of the Lebanon
Christian Center
Have performed in several college theatrical productions
Active in Lions Club
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Past first vice-president of the Lebanon Lions Club
Professional Affiliations
Member American Association of Higher Education
Member Southeastern Association for Community College
Research
Member Human Anatomy and Physiology Society
Member Virginia Community Colleges Association
Member Kappa Delta Pi International Honor Society in
Education
Member Phi Delta Kappa (professional fraternity in
education)
Member Faculty Senate at Southwest Virginia Community
College
Member Mid-South Educational Research Association
Member Virginia Association for Biological Education
Presentations
"Teaching Centers as a Means of Improving Instruction" VCCA Annual Convention 1991.
(Associated article
published in the Virginia Community College Association
Journal)
"Identifying the Myths that Block the Emergence of Good
College Teaching" Co-presenter with Ann C. Bartholomay
at the National Conference on College Teaching and
Learning (April, 1991
in Jacksonville, Florida).
"Providing for the Emergence of Excellence in College
Teaching: Demythicizing the Process" Co-presenter with
Ann C. Bartholomay at SVCC Pre-service, 1992.
"The Dynamics of Discovery" Keynote address given at the
Winter, 1993, new member induction of Phi Theta Kappa
at SVCC

